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1 

This document describes the features, restrictions and guidelines, open problems, and workarounds 
for version R2516P06. Before you use this version in a live network, back up the configuration and 
test the version to avoid software upgrade affecting your live network.  

Use this document in conjunction with the companion Release Notes (Software Feature Changes)  
and the documents listed in "Related documents" 

Important information 

Passwords created in configuration files by software version prior to F2208 were held in a 

different format.  To avoid any problems downgrading software, please backup the 

configuration file before upgrading from an earlier version of code. 

Version information 

Version number 

The software version may be displayed from the Command Linne Interface.  Depending On the actual product 
type, it may appear as: 

Comware software, Version 5.20, Release 2516P06, Standard 

Or  

Comware software, Version 5.20, Release 2516P06 

Please see the example below generated by the display version command: 

HPE Comware Platform Software 

Comware Software, Version 5.20.106, Release 2516P06, Standard 

Copyright (c) 2010-2016 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development Company LP  

HPE A-MSR30-11F uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 4 minutes 

Last reboot 2007/01/01 00:01:22 

System returned to ROM By <Reboot> Command  

CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8323E 333MHz 

256M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 

256M bytes Flash Memory 

Pcb               Version:  3.0 

Logic             Version:  1.0 

Basic    BootROM  Version:  5.10 

Extended BootROM  Version:  5.10 

[SLOT  0]AUX                       (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 

[SLOT  0]ETH0/0                    (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 

[SLOT  0]ETH0/1                    (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 

[SLOT  0]48FSW                     (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 

[SLOT  0]CELLULAR0/0               (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 
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Version history 

Table 1 Version history 

Version number Last version 
Release 

Date 

Release 

type 
Remarks 

CMW520-R2516P0
6 

CMW520-R25
16P02 

2016-08-2
2 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. Ambiguous Dot1q VLAN 
termination 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2516P0
2 

CMW520-R25
16 

2016-05-2
0 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. 3G/4G modem profile 

2. Configuring a PKI entity 

3. PKI certificate request 

CMW520-R2516 
CMW520-R25
14P14 

2016-03-1
5 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. Configuring MAC filtering from the 
Web interface 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2514P1
4 

CMW520-R25
14P12 

2015-12-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. Support for Option 60 in DHCP 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2514P1
2 

CMW520-R25
14P10 

2015-11-2
4 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2514P1
0 

CMW520-R25
14P07 

2015-10-2
0 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2514P0
7 

CMW520-R25
14P06 

2015-09-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2514P0
6 

CMW520-R25
14P04 

2015-08-2
5 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR93X series 

CMW520-R2514P0
4 

CMW520-R25
14P02 

2015-08-1
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR1000 
series,not support MSR93X series 

 Fixes bugs 
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CMW520-R2514P0
2 

CMW520-R25
14P01 

2015-07-2
1 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. 802.1X MAC address binding 

2. Logging 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2514P0
1 

CMW520-R25
13P63 

2015-06-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. Loopback detection action 

 Modified feature 

1. 3G&4G modem Web page 

2. 3G/4G modem 

3. NAT 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P6
3 

CMW520-R25
13P59 

2015-05-1
9 

Release 
version 

Only Support MSR93X series 

CMW520-R2513P5
9 

CMW520-R25
13P55 

2015-04-1
5 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. PCM pass-through 

2. Reverse charging 

 Modified feature 

1. R2 signaling 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P5
5 

CMW520-R25
13P45 

2015-03-0
4 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. Reverse charging 

 Modified feature 

1. FIPS 

2. Comparing packets with the next 
policy node upon match failure on the 
current node 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P4
5 

CMW520-R25
13P33 

2015-01-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. VRF-aware IPsec 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P3
3 

CMW520-R25
13P31 

2014-12-1
8 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. Disabling SSL 3.0 

 Modified feature 
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1. Web 

2. POS terminal access  

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P3
1 

CMW520-R25
13P21 

2014-12-0
8 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR93X series 

CMW520-R2513P2
1 

CMW520-R25
13P19 

2014-11-1
2 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P1
9 

CMW520-R25
13P11 

2014-10-2
2 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. New feature: NEMO 

 Modified feature 

1. NAT 

2. PPPoE server configuration 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P1
1 

CMW520-R25
13P09 

2014-09-2
2 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P0
9 

CMW520-R25
13P02 

2014-08-0
1 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. Fast-provisioning (for white label 
customers) 

2. PKI 

3. IPsec 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P0
2 

CMW520-R25
13P01 

2014-07-0
7 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1. Fast-provisioning (for white label 
customers) 

 Modified feature 

1. WAN interfaces 

2. Attack detection and protection 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2513P0
1 

CMW520-R25
12P11 

2014-06-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. Modified feature: L2TP 

2. Deploying configuration through 
SMS 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2512P1
1 

CMW520-R25
12P04 

2014-05-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
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000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2512P0
4 

CMW520-R25
12P03 

2014-04-1
8 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2512P0
3 

CMW520-R25
12P01 

2014-03-2
4 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. Enabling PPP link quality control 

2. PKI 

3. Deploying configuration on the 
device through SMS 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2512P0
1 

CMW520-R25
11P07 

2014-02-2
1 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2511P0
7 

CMW520-R25
11P05 

2014-01-1
6 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 Modified feature 

1. Support greater than 1492 
MTU/MRU at the PPPoE link 

 Fixes bugs 

520-R2511P05 

CMW520-R25
11 

2013-12-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X_MSR1
000 series 

 New feature 

1.Support H.323 

2.Support Automatic CA certificate 
request 

 Modified feature 

1.Set 3G profiles 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R25
10 

CMW520-R2511 
CMW520-R25
09P01 

2013-11-1
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series 

 Modified features 

1. Identify GRE tunnel by GRE key 

2. Group Encrypted Transport VPN KS 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2510 
CMW520- 
E2509P07 

2013-11-0
1 

Release  
version 

Only Support MSR1000 

 Modified feature 

1. Identify GRE tunnel by GRE key 

 Fixes bugs. 

CMW520-E2509P0
7 

CMW520-E25
09 

2013-10-2
2 

ESS  version 
Only Support MSR1000 

 Fixes bugs. 

CMW520-R2509P0
1 

CMW520-R25
09 

2013-09-2
2 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series 

 Fixes bugs 
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CMW520-E2509 First release 
2013-08-2
7 

ESS  version 
Only Support MSR1000 

 First time. 

CMW520-R2508 
CMW520-R25
07P02 

2013-08-0
9 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series 

 New feature 

1. Group Domain VPN KS 

2. Add new routers of MSR93X 
series:MSR930-4GLTEA 

 Modified features: 

1. Display the full interface description 
information 

2. Displays brief information for analog 
and digital voice subscriber lines 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2507P0
2 

CMW520-R25
07 

2013-07-1
0 

Release 
version 

Only Support MSR30_50 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2507 
CMW520-R23
18 

2013-06-2
0 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series, 
but not support MSR93X series 

 New features: 

1. Support to configure a binding 
between one or more SSIDs and an 
authentication page file 

 Modified feature 

1. Add the command to set MAC 
authentication delay 

2. Web management 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2507 
CMW520-R23
18 

2013-06-2
5 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR93X series 

 New features: 

1. Add new routers of MSR93X series: 

MSR930-W_MSR933_MSR933-G_M
SR935_MSR935-G_MSR935-W_MS
R930-4GLTEV_MSR936-W_MSR930 
4GLTEG 

CMW520-R2318 
CMW520-R23
17 

2013-04-2
6 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series  

 New features: 

1. Signal strength-based 3G interface 
backup 

2. Support HUAWEI E303 and E303S 
3G Modem 

3. WEB support to set Whitelist 

4. Forbid learning the host routes on 
the peer end of a PPP link to the local 
routing table 

 Modified feature 

1. MAC Authentication 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2317 
CMW520-R23
15 

2013-03-2
0 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series  

 New features: 
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1. WEB support voice jitterbuffer 
function 

2. Support Sierra 3G Modem DIP data 
transferring mode 

3. Use CLI to enable online monitoring 
for all FXO ports 

4. Perform a loop test on a 
synchronous serial interface 

5. Meet the voice quality requirements 
of Microsoft 

6. Specify the VOICE VLAN ID that the 
LLDP sends 

7. Support IPv6 on the FR 

8. Manage the built-in 3G interface on 
the WEB 

 Modified feature 

1. Automatic configuration from a USB 
disk 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2315 

CMW520-R23
14 

2013-01-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series  

 New features: 

1. Support the HUAWEI E303c and 
E3131 3G Modem 

2. Support L2 Ethernet link 
aggregation at the MSR 93X routers 

3. IPSEC Multi-peer 

 Modified feature 

1. Change the feature of LNS for IMSI, 
SN, or both in PPP LCP negotiation 

2. Change the feature of IMC 
SMS-based configuration deployment 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R23
12P20 

CMW520-R2312P2
0 

CMW520-R23
12 

2013-01-0
7 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2314 

CMW520-R23
12P15 

2013-01-0
4 

Release 
version 

Support 
MSR20_30_50_900_MSR93X series  

 New features: 

1. L2VPN support for soft GRE and 
L2PT 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R23
13 

CMW520-R2313 
CMW520-E23
12 

2012-12-2
7 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR93X series 

 Fixes bugs  

CMW520-E2312 First release 
2012-10-2
5 

ESS version 

Only support MSR93X series 

 New features: 

Add new routers: 

MSR93X series 
(MSR930_MSR930G_MSR931_MSR
931G_MSR931DG) 

CMW520-R2312P1
5 

CMW520-R23
12 

2012-12-2
7 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Jitter buffer 
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2. Different authentication keys for 
TACACS servers 

3. Destination MAC check on VE 
interfaces 

4. Support for FIPS and CC 
certification 

5. Disabling password recovery 
capability 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2312 
CMW520-R23
11 

2012-10-2
5 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. CAR support percent configuration 

2. LYNC gateway authentication test 

3. IMC SMS-based configuration 
deployment 

4. NAT traversal for main-mode PSK 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2311 
CMW520-E23
10 

2012-10-1
6 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Advanced ASPF 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-E2310 
CMW520-R22
09P21 

2012-09-2
0 

Release 
version 

Support A-MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1.DVPN support for VPN instances 

2.Configuring the FXS interfaces to 
use DTMF-based CID 

3.IPsec support for IPv6 

4.Configuring call forwarding authority 
control 

5.Configuring analog E&M line failure 
tone 

6.Supporting the Sierra 313U, 320U, 
and 312U 3G modems 

7.Bulk configuring interfaces 

8.Configuring enhanced SIP trunk 
features 

9.Enabling the number substitution 
function 

10.Sending both the access number 
and  

11.called number to the softswitch 

12.The QoS policy applied to a main 
interface taking effect on subinterfaces 

13.Configuring call transfer authority 
control 

14.Supporting the maddr parameter 

15.Configuring dynamic BGP peers 

16.MPLS VRF MIB support 

17.GET VPN 

18.Supporting 
unicast/broadcast-to-multicast and 
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multicast-to-unicast/broadcast 
conversions 

19.Adding MIB files for 3G modems 

20. Assign the private network in 
next-hop for policy-based routing 

 Modified Features: 

1.IP source guard 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2209P2
1 

CMW520-R22
09P15 

2012-06-1
4 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Support map a nonstandard port to 
an application layer protocol for NAT 
ALG 

2. The console interface of MSR900 
and MSR920 support the 

 function of the auxiliary interface, and 
Only the MSR900 and MSR920 
which's PCB versions are 3.0 or higher 
can support this function. 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R22
09P19 

CMW520-R2209P1
9 

CMW520-R22
09P01 

2012-06-1
4 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR9XX series  

CMW520-R2209P1
5 

CMW520-R22
09P13 

2012-05-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Support Sierra 313U modem 

2. Support to auto-configure the router 
by USB disk 

3. Extend MSR50 OSPF maximum 
area amount to 200 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2209P1
3 

CMW520-R22
09P01 

2012-04-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Support to set the OEM flag of MSR  

2. Support to disable the USB port 
using the command 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2209P0
1 

CMW520-R22
09 

2012-03-2
8 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Support to set the OEM flag of MSR 
router from HPE to 3COM using the 
command (can't be supported at 
MSR3010/3011E/ 3011F and 
MPU-G2) 

2. Support to filter packets based on 
MAC Addresses, and any attempt to 
break this rule must to be logged and 
to send a SNMP trap 

3. Support to assign IPv6 address of 
/127 prefix on link interfaces 

4. Judge whether the software version 
can support this hardware before  

updating the software version 

 Fixes bugs 
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CMW520-R2209 

CMW520-R22
07P45 

2012-02-1
4 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. CWMP support for configuring 
multiple ACS servers. 

2. Support multicast UDPH function 

3. Support to using the sub-address of 
the interface sending and receiving 
RIP routes 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-F22
08 

CMW520-R2207P4
5 

CMW520-R22
07P38 

2011-12-2
8 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Using the command of “impedance 
south-africa” to set the FXO interface’s 
ringing impedance 

2. Support HUAWEI EC1261 3G 
modem 

3. If The NAT and IPSEC functions 
were enabled at the same interface, 
the command of “ipsec no-nat-process 
enable” can control that packets don’t 
do NAT transition before IPSEC 

4. Support of CWMP over AES-256 
SSL tunnel 

5. Support of CWMP (TR-069) over 
SSL for BIMS and the router 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-F2208 
CMW520-R22
07P38 

2011-12-0
8 

Release 
version 

Code Optimize, Support 
MSR20_30_50_900 series 

CMW520-R2207P3
8 

CMW520-R22
07P34 

2011-11-1
8 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. The MIM-G.SHDSL and 
FIC-G.SHDSL card supported the 
Whip function 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2207P3
4 

CMW520-R22
07P23 

2011-10-1
9 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Support Huawei E261 3G modem 
and ZTE MF190 3G modem 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2207P3
3 

CMW520-R22
07P02 

2011-10-0
8 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

CMW520-R2207P2
3 

CMW520-R22
07P14 

2011-09-1
5 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New Features: 

1. Delay to notify the status change of 
interface 

2. Support to encrypt HWTACAS Key 

3. The Statistic information of the MFR 
main interface included the input and 
output packets from sub-interface. 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2207P1
4 

CMW520-R22
07P02 

2011-08-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New Features: 
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1. The number of NAT address pool  

was extended to 64 from 32. 

2. Support Sierra 250U and 308U 3G  

modem at the 
MSR20/MSR30/MSR9XX router. 

3. Support HUAWEI E173 WCDMA  

modem 

4. Support to Configure TPID on a  

Layer 3 Ethernet or VE interface,  

and to implement VLAN termination. 

5. Support to transit the 
extendedVideoCapability field of  

H245 packets in the NAT ALG 

6. Support the DVPN instance. 

7. The QoS policy of main interface  

can apply to sub-interface. 

8. Support the Refer-by field of the  

SIP packets. 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2207P0
2 

CMW520-R22
07 

2011-06-2
3 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Support the statistics per classifier  

of nested QoS 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2207 
CMW520-R21
05P38  

2011-05-1
9 

Release 
version 

Support A-MSR20_30_50_900 series  

 New features: 

1. Call forwarding authority control 

2. Support DAR MIB 

3. Authorization again for AAA   

4. The feature supports the VPN  

could visit the other VPN by NAT 

5. Support OSPF and NAT in  

bridge-template interface 

6. WCDMA 3G Modem 

7. CDMA2000 3G Modem 

8. TD-SCDMA 3G Modem 

9. SIP TRUNKING 

10. SRTP 

11. L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

12. NAT DMZ host and related  

features 

13. SIP support for non early media 

 negotiation  

14. IPsec RRI  

15. Allows you to configure NAT  

address groups, NAT server, and  

attack protection through TR069. 
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16. Support of routing protocols for  

6VPE  

17. BIDIR-PIM 

18. OSPFv3 support for MCE 

19. Voice support for TR104  

20. BGP, OSPFv3 and ISISv6 support  

for IPv6 VPN BFD 

21. Allows you to set a BGP update  

interval of 0. 

22. Allows you to use domain names  

to specify SNMP trap and log hosts.  

23. TR069 supports the following  

memory and CPU utilization nodes:  

24. ACL configuration information  

display filtering 

25. A routing policy name can  

contain up to 64 characters.   

26.  Allows you to use names as BGP  

community attributes 

27. Permanent attribute for static  

routes 

28. Continue feature for routing  

policy 

29. E1POS and AM ports can send  

calling numbers. 

30. POS terminal access can use  

the source address in the TPDU  

header to map POS packets to  

specific POS applications. 

31. POS terminal access allows  

you to specify TCP source port  

numbers for POS applications. 

32. Bloomberg MSR Source NAT  

33. NAT support for discontinuous  

address pools  

34. ISDN support for sending the  

progress-indicator unit 

35. An ACL name can contain up  

to 63 characters.  

36. POS MIB and E1 POS MIB 

37. SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

38. TR098 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P3
8 

CMW520-R21
05P36 

2011-05-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Support FRF.12 fragment function  

based on the interface 
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2. FIPS features appended 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P3
6 

CMW520-R21
05P35 

2011-04-1
9 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P3
5 

CMW520-R21
05P31 

2011-03-3
0 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR 30_50_50 MPU-G2  

Series 

 New features: 

1. Support the statistics per classifier  

of nested QoS 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P3
1 

CMW520-R21
05P26 

2011-03-0
8 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Support the packets and the rate 
Statistic at the vlan-interface 

2. Set the number of interframe filling 
tag using the command 

3. Support to assign the IP address of 
next server offering service for the 
DHCP client 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P2
6 

CMW520-R21
05P25 

2011-02-1
6 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P2
5 

CMW520-R21
05P22 

2011-01-2
8 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR30-1X series 

 New features: 

1. Support FIPS. 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P2
2 

CMW520-R21
05P12 

2011-01-1
9 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Support to set virtual bandwidth  

using the command of “bandwidth” at 
the interface. 

2. At best every VRF can support  

10000 routes at the MSR50 router. 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P1
2 

CMW520-R21
05P06 

2010-12-1
0 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Support HUAWEI E367 models of  

WCDMA 3G Modems. 

2. MSR50 MPU-G2 can support 10000 
rules each ACL. 

3. Support remarking the protocol  

packets from the router itself. 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P0
9 

CMW520-R21
04P02 

2010-09-1
9 

Release 
version 

Only support MSR30-1X series 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P0
6 

CMW520-R21
05P02 

2010-11-2
5 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Support HUAWEI E1553 models of  
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WCDMA 3G Modems. 

2. IPv6 capabilities in VPNs 

3. Support LLDP in LAN 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105P0
2 

CMW520-R21
05 

2010-10-1
5 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Excluding the ACL information 
when displaying current configuration 

2. It can be enlarged to 64 characters 
for the route-policy name, a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 

3. It can put a name to describe the 
BGP community lists, a string of 1 to 
31 characters (not all are numbers). 

4.  Permanent Static Route 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2105 
CMW520-R21
04P02 

2010-09-1
3 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 New features: 

1. Support HUAWEI E1820 models of  

WCDMA 3G Modem 

2. BIDIR-PIM 

 Fixes bugs 

CMW520-R2104P0
2 

First release 
2010-08-1
7 

Release 
version 

Support MSR20_30_50_900 series 

 First release 
 

Hardware and software compatibility matrix 

The HPE MSR product family matrix: 

Table 2 HPE product device numbers matrix 

HPE Product name HPE Product Number 

HPE MSR20-10 Router 

HPE MSR20-15-I Router 

HPE MSR20-15-A Router 

HPE MSR20-15-I-W Router 

HPE MSR20-11 Router 

HPE MSR20-13 Router 

HPE MSR20-12 Router 

HPE MSR20-12-T Router 

HPE MSR20-12-W Router 

HPE MSR20-13-W Router 

HPE MSR20-15-A-W Router 

HPE MSR20-12-T-W Router (NA) 

HPE MSR20-13-W Router (NA) 

HPE MSR20-15 Router 

JD431A 

JF236A 

JF237A 

JF238A 

JF239A 

JF240A 

JF241A 

JF806A 

JF807A 

JF808A 

JF809A 

JG209A 

JG210A 

JF817A 

HPE MSR20-21 Router  JD663B 
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HPE MSR20-40 Router 

HPE MSR20-20 Router 

JF228A 

JF283A 

HPE MSR30-40 Router 

HPE MSR30-60 Router 

HPE MSR30-20 DC Router 

HPE MSR30-20 Router 

HPE MSR30-40 DC Router 

HPE MSR30-60 DC Router 

HPE MSR30-20 PoE Router 

HPE MSR30-40 PoE Router 

HPE MSR30-60 PoE Router 

HPE MSR30-20 TAA-compliant DC Router 

HPE MSR30-20 TAA-compliant Router 

JF229A 

JF230A 

JF235A 

JF284A 

JF287A 

JF801A 

JF802A 

JF803A 

JF804A 

JG728A 

JG729A 

HPE MSR30-11 Router 

HPE MSR30-10 Router 

HPE MSR30-11E Router 

HPE MSR30-11F Router 

HPE A-MSR30-10 DC Router 

JF800A 

JF816A 

JG182A 

JG183A 

JG184A 

HPE MSR30-16 Router 

HPE MSR30-16 PoE Router 

JF233A 

JF234A 

HPE MSR50-40 Router 

HPE MSR50 Processor Module 

HPE MSR50-40 DC Router 

HPE MSR50-60 Router 

HPE MSR50-60 Router Chassis with DC Power Supply 

JD433A 

JD653A 

JF285A 

JF231A 

JF640A 

HPE MSR900 2-port FE WAN / 4 -port FE LAN Router 

HPE MSR900-W Router 

HPE MSR920 Router 

HPE MSR920 2-port FE WAN / 8-port FE LAN / 802.11b/g 
Router 

HPE MSR900-W Router (NA) 

HPE MSR920-W Router (NA) 

JF812A 

JF814A 

JF813A 

JF815A 

 

JG207A 

JG208A 

HPE MSR930 Router 

HPE MSR930 3G Router 

HPE MSR931 Router 

HPE MSR931 3G Router 

HPE MSR931 Dual 3G Router 

HPE MSR930 4G LTE/3G CDMA Router 

HPE MSR930 4G LTE/3G WCDMA Global Router 

HPE MSR930 Wireless Router 

HPE MSR933 Router 

HPE MSR933 3G Router 

HPE MSR935 Router 

HPE MSR935 Wireless Router 

HPE MSR935 3G Router 

JG511A 

JG513A 

JG514A 

JG515A 

JG531A 

JG596A 

JG665A 

JG512A 

JG516A 

JG517A 

JG518A 

JG519A 

JG520A 
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HPE MSR936 Wireless Router 

HPE MSR930 4G LTE/3G WCDMA ATT Router 

HPE MSR930 Wireless 11n (NA) Router 

HPE MSR935 Wireless 11n (NA) Router 

HPE MSR930 Router 

HPE MSR930 3G Router 

HPE MSR931 Router 

HPE MSR931 Dual 3G Router 

HPE MSR935 Router 

HPE MSR930-W (NA) Router 

JG597A 

JG704A 

JH012A 

JH013A 

JG511B 

JG513B 

JG514B 

JG531B 

JG518B 

JH012B 

HPE MSR1003-8 AC Router JG732A 

 

The HPE MSR product family used to be known as the the HPE A-MSR product family.  Also, before 
the HPE MSR family, the equivalent 3Com MSR and H3C MSR were available. All of these three 
product families have same hardware and software specification except brand. The product matrix 
below shows the product equivalences. The HPE MSR references will represent them all in the 
remainder of this document. 

Table 3 H3C and 3Com Product equivalence matrix 

HPE MSR series H3C MSR series 3Com MSR series 

MSR20-1X series:  

MSR 20-10 

MSR 20-11 

MSR 20-12 

MSR 20-13 

No equivalent 

 

MSR 20-10 

MSR 20-11 

MSR 20-12 

MSR 20-13 

MSR 20-15 

 

MSR 20-10 

MSR 20-11 

MSR 20-12 

MSR 20-13 

MSR 20-15 

MSR 20-20 

MSR 20-21 

MSR 20-40 

MSR 20-20 

MSR 20-21 

MSR 20-40 

MSR 20-20 

MSR 20-21 

MSR 20-40 

No equivalent MSR30-11 No equivalent 

MSR30-1X series:  

MSR30-10 

MSR30-11 

MSR30-11E 

MSR30-11F 

 

MSR30-10 

MSR30-11 

No H3C equivalent 

No H3C equivalent 

 

No 3Com equivalent 

MSR30-11 

No 3Com equivalent 

No 3Com equivalent 

MSR 30-16 MSR 30-16 MSR 30-16 

MSR30-20 

MSR 30-40 

MSR 30-60 

MSR30-20 

MSR 30-40 

MSR 30-60 

MSR30-20 

MSR 30-40 

MSR 30-60 

MSR 50-40 

MSR 50-60 

MSR 50-40 MPU-G2 

MSR 50-60 MPU-G2 

MSR 50-40 

MSR 50-60 

MSR 50-40 MPU-EPUSI 

MSR 50-60 MPU-EPUSI 

MSR 50-40 

MSR 50-60 

MSR 50-40 MPU-EPUSI 

MSR 50-40 MPU-EPUSI 

MSR9XX series: 

MSR 900 

MSR920 

MSR 900 

MSR920 

No 3Com equivalent 

No 3Com equivalent 
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HPE MSR series H3C MSR series 3Com MSR series 

MSR93X series: 

MSR930 

MSR930 3G 

MSR931 

MSR931 3G 

MSR931 Dual 3G 

MSR930 W 

MSR933 

MSR933 3G 

MSR935 

MSR935 3G 

MSR935 W 

MSR930 4G LTE CDMA 

MSR936 W 

MSR930 4G LTE WCDMA 

MSR930 4G LTE WCDMA ATT 

MSR935 W NA 

MSR930 4G LTE/3G W/CDMA 

MSR930 4G LTE/3G WCDMA WW 

No H3C equivalents No 3Com equivalents 

MSR1000 series:  

MSR1003-8 
No H3C equivalents No 3Com equivalents 

 

Table 4 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 

Item Specifications 

Product 
family 

MSR20_30_50_900_ MSR1000 series routers 

Boot ROM 
version 

MSR20-1X series:  500 or higher 

MSR 20-20_MSR 20-21_MSR 20-40: 500 or higher 

MSR30-1X series: 510 or higher 

MSR 30-16: 500 or higher 

MSR30-20_MSR 30-40_MSR 30-60: 500 or higher 

MSR 50-40_MSR 50-60: 500 or higher 

MSR 50-40 MPU-G2_MSR 50-60 MPU-G2:  500 or higher 

MSR93X series: 510 or higher 

MSR9XX series: 501 or higher 

MSR1000 series: 510 or higher 

(Note: Perform the command display version command in any view to see the bootrom 
version information. Please see Version number. 

Host 
software 

Hardware software MD5 Check Sum File size 

MSR 20-20 

MSR 20-21 

MSR 20-40 

A_MSR20-CMW520-R251
6P06-SI.BIN 

348845e89948bc0e9
49a24721acd643e 

27,016,192 
bytes 

MSR20-1X series 
A_MSR201X-CMW520-R2
516P06.BIN 

8cdc7c9d795c99ba56
70313681520c18 

27,571,200 
bytes 
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MSR30-1X series 
A_MSR301X-CMW520-R2
516P06-SI.BIN 

24c065d78bee757c7
32d3a84d2eed311 

27,258,880 
bytes 

MSR 30-16 
A_MSR3016-CMW520-R2
516P06-SI.BIN 

80230e807253984e8
a1ed19e4ded3716 

27,887,616 
bytes 

MSR 30-20 

MSR 30-40 

MSR 30-60 

A_MSR30-CMW520-R251
6P06-SI.BIN 

1d16d1b97903e632f2
d6a074e45b141e 

27,855,872 
bytes 

MSR 50-40 

MSR 50-60 

A_MSR50-CMW520-R251
6P06-SI.BIN 

fd88e72fd7436e47f7a
174abce06374e 

29,384,704 
bytes 

MSR 50-40 MPU-G2 
MSR 50-60 MPU-G2 

A_MSR50-CMW520-R251
6P06-EPUSI.BIN 

c98600a6c064d170ef
c09c8b38b975a1 

25,702,400 
bytes 

MSR93X series 
MSR93X-CMW520-R2516
P06.BIN 

14b6b9f04b3fb1b510
8c60d7c8cf9274 

32,579,584 
bytes 

MSR9XX series 
A_MSR9XX-CMW520-R2
516P06.BIN 

6b9e38fc1e8d668849
74cdeab2795dee 

22,656,000 
bytes 

MSR1000 series 
MSR1000-CMW520-R251
6P06.BIN 

b7a79c677f2f5ae897
d5fccc17cad6e4 

28,658,688 
bytes 

iMC 
version 

iMC BIMS 7.2 (E0402P02) 

iMC EAD 7.2 (E0407) 

iMC TAM 7.2 (E0407) 

iMC UAM 7.2 (E0407) 

iMC IVM 7.1 (E0402H02) 

iMC MVM 7.2 (E0402P02) 

iMC NTA 7.2 (E0402P02) 

iMC PLAT 7.2 (E0403P04) 

iMC QoSM 7.2 (E0403H01) 

iMC RAM 7.2 (E0402) 

iMC SHM 7.2 (E0402l01) 

iMC UBA 7.2 (E0401p03) 

iMC WSM 7.2 (E0502) 

iNode 
version 

iNode PC 7.2 (E0407) 

Cards 
Version 

Cards Name Software Version CPLD or FPGA version 

SIC-AP R3200 or higher 200 or higher 

SIC-ADSL-I/SIC-ADSL-P 230 or higher 100 or higher 

MIM-6FCM/FIC-6FCM 230 or higher 100 or higher 

FIC-24FXS 200 or higher 100 or higher 

DFIC-24FXO24FXS 200 or higher 100 or higher 

SIC-2BSV/MIM-4BSV/FIC-4BS
V 

None CPLD: 200 or higher 

VCPM: RTV1VCPM None 
CPLD: 100 or higher 

FPGA: 400 or higher 
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Upgrading restrictions and guidelines 

None. 

Hardware feature updates 

CMW520-R2516P06 

None. 

CMW520-R2516 

New Features: 

Support for 100 M transceiver modules is added for the RT-SIC-1GEC-V2 card. 

CMW520-R2514P14 

The logo of HP is changed to HPE. 

CMW520-R2514P06 

New Features: 

Support P1010NSE5DFB CPU chip. 

Add new routers: 

HPE MSR930 Router(JG511B) 

HPE MSR930 3G Router(JG513B) 

HPE MSR931 Router(JG514B) 

HPE MSR931 Dual 3G Router(JG531B) 

HPE MSR935 Router(JG518B) 

HPE MSR930-W (NA) Router(JH012B) 

CMW520-R2513P59 

New Features: 

 Add new cards: 

HPE MSR 4GLTE SIC Mod for CDMA/WCDMA (JG742B) 

HPE MSR 4G LTE SIC Mod for ATT (JG743B) 

HPE MSR 4GLTE SIC Mod for Global (JG744B) 

HPE MSR HSPA+/WCDMA SIC Module (JG929A) 
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CMW520-R2513P11 

New Features: 

     Add new cards on MSR1003-8: 

1-port E1/CE1/PRI SIC Module (RT-SIC-1EPRI-V3(JG604A)); 

2-port Enhanced Sync / Async Serial SIC Module (RT-SIC-2SAE(JG736A)); 

4-port Enhanced Sync / Async Serial SIC Module (RT-SIC-4SAE(JG737A)); 

1-port GbE Combo SIC Module (RT-SIC-1GEC-V2(JG738A)); 

CMW520-R2513P02 

New Features: 

Add new routers: 

HPE MSR935 Wireless 11n (NA) Router(JH013A); 

CMW520-R2513P01 

New Features: 

Add new routers: 

HPE MSR930 Wireless 11n (NA) Router(JH012A). 

CMW520-R2512P03 

New Features: 

   Add new cards: 

4G LTE Verizon SIC module(RT-SIC-4G-LTE-V(JG742A)); 

4G LTE AT&T SIC module(SIC-4G-LTE-A(JG743A)); 

4G LTE Global SIC module(RT-SIC-4G-LTE-G(JG744A)). 

CMW520-R2511P07 

New Features: 

The Flash chip of SPANSION is supported on MSR30-11E/MSR30-11F/MSR1003-8. 

CMW520-R2509 

New Features: 

     Add new routers: 

HPE MSR30-20 TAA-compliant DC Router; 

HPE MSR30-20 TAA-compliant Router. 
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CMW520-E2509 

New Features: 

Add new routers: 

MSR1000 series: MSR1003-8. 

CMW520-R2508 

New Features: 

     Add new routers of MSR93X series: 

    MSR930-4GLTEA. 

CMW520-R2507 

New Features: 

     Add new routers of MSR93X series: 

MSR930-W_MSR933_MSR933-G_MSR935_MSR935-G_MSR935-W_MSR930-4GLTEV_MSR93
6-W_MSR930 4GLTEG. 

CMW520-E2312 

New Features: 

     Add new routers: 

MSR930_MSR930G_MSR931_MSR931G_MSR931DG. 

CMW520-E2310 

New features: TOSHIBA flash is supported on MSR 30-11E/MSR 30-11F/MSR 30-10/MSR 900/MSR 
920. 

Deleted features: None  

Software feature and command updates 

For more information about the software feature and command update history, see HPE 
A-MSR20_A-MSR30_A-MSR50_A-MSR900_MSR93X_MSR1000-CMW520-R2516P06-SI 
Release Notes (Software Feature Changes).docx.  

MIB updates 

Table 5 MIB updates 

Item MIB file Module Description 

CMW520-R2516P06 

New None None None 
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Modified None None None 

CMW520-R2516 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB Modified the descriptions of sysObjectID 

CMW520-R2514P14 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 
Modified the descriptions of sysDescr, 
sysContact, sysName, sysLocation 

CMW520-R2513P63 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB Modified the descriptions of SysObjectID 

CMW520-R2513P59 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB Modified the descriptions of SysObjectID 

CMW520-R2513P45 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB Modified the descriptions of ipDefaultTTL 

CMW520-R2513P33 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB Modified the descriptions of SysObjectID 

CMW520-R2512P04 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB Modified the descriptions of SysObjectID 

CMW520-R2512P01 

New hh3c-3gmodem.mib 
HH3C-3GMODEM
-MIB 

Added hh3cLteCurrentRssi, 
hh3cLteRssiMediumThreshold and 
hh3cLteRssiWeakThreshold 

Modified None None None 

CMW520-R2511P05 

New None None None 

Modified 
rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 

Modified the descriptions of SysObjectID and 
SysDescr 

rfc4133-entity.mib ENTITY-MIB Modified the title of ENTITY-MIB 

CMW520-R2511 

New None None None 

Modified 

rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 
Modified the descriptions of SysObjectID and 
SysDescr 

rfc4133-entity.mib ENTITY-MIB Modified the title of ENTITY-MIB 

hh3c-posa.mib  HH3C-POSA-MIB 
Changed the table of scalar objects to 
hh3cPosaControl 
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CMW520-R2509 

New None None None 

Modified hh3c-entity-ext.mib 
HH3C-ENTITY-E
XT-MIB 

Modified Access of 
hh3cEntityExtTemperatureThreshold 

CMW520-R2507 

New None None None 

Modified 

hh3c-sys-man.mib  
HH3C-SYS-MAN-
MIB 

Modified the PDS of hh3cSysLocalClock 

hh3c-entity-ext.mib  
HH3C-ENTITY-E
XT-MIB  

Modified the Access of 
hh3cEntityExtTemperatureThreshold 

rfc1213.mib  RFC1213-MIB  Modified descriptions of SysObjectID 

CMW520-R2318 

New None None None 

Modified 

rfc4133-entity.mib ENTITY-MIB Modified the title of ENTITY-MIB 

rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 
Modified descriptions of sysDescr and 
SysObjectID 

rfc2515-atm.mib ATM-MIB 
Modified description of 
atmTrafficDescrParam2 
inatmTrafficDescrParamTable 

CMW520-R2317 

New None None None 

Modified 

rfc4133-entity.mib ENTITY-MIB Added MSR93X series 

ieee8023-lag.mib 
IEEE8023-LAG-M
IB 

Modified descriptions of 
dot3adAggPortActorAdminState 

rfc4133-entity.mib ENTITY-MIB 
Modified descriptions of SysObjectID, 
SysDescr and ENTITY-MIB title 

ieee8023-lag.mib 
IEEE8023-LAG-M
IB 

Modified description of 
dot3adAggPortPartnerAdminState 

CMW520-R2312P15 

New hh3c-3gmodem.mib 
HH3C-3GMODEM
-MIB 

Added hh3cSmsOperationTable,  

hh3cWirelessCardOnlineTable, 
hh3cLteInfoTable.  

And add hh3cWirelessCardModemMode, 
hh3cWirelessCardCurNetConn in 
hh3cWirelessCardTable, add 
hh3c3GGsmMcc, hh3c3GGsmMnc in 
hh3c3GgsmInfoTable, add 
hh3cSmsRxNotifSwitch, 
hh3cSmsSrcNumberBind, 
hh3cSmsTimeBind, hh3cSmsEncodeBind, 
hh3cSmsContentBind in Scalar objects. 

Add hh3cSmsTxNotification, 
hh3cSmsRxNotification in traps. 

Modified hh3c-3gmodem.mib 
HH3C-3GMODEM
-MIB 

Modified PDS of hh3cWirelessCardTable, 
hh3cUIMInfoTable, 
hh3c3GCdma1xRttTable, 
hh3c3GcdmaEvDoTable, 
hh3c3GgsmInfoTable 
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CMW520-E2310 

New 

rfc3815-mpls-ldp-std.
mib 

MPLS-LDP-STD-
MIB 

Add mplsFecIndex, mplsFecType, 
mplsFecAddrPrefixLength, 
mplsFecAddrType, mplsFecAddr, 
mplsFecStorageType, mplsFecRowStatus 

hh3c-entity-ext.mib 
HH3C-ENTITY-E
XT-MIB 

Add 
hh3cEntityExtCpuUsageRecoverThreshold 
in hh3cEntityExtStateTable 

rfc2674-qbridge.mib Q-BRIDGE-MIB Add dot1qVlanCurrentTable 

rfc2096-ip-forward.mi
b 

IP-FORWARD-MI
B 

Add inetCidrRouteNumber, 
inetCidrRouteDiscards and 
inetCidrRouteTable 

hh3c-config-man.mib 
HH3C-CONFIG-M
AN-MIB 

Add hh3cCfgLogCmdSrcAddrType, 
hh3cCfgLogCmdSrcAddrRev, 
hh3cCfgLogServerAddrType, 
hh3cCfgLogServerAddrRev, 
hh3cCfgLogServerAddrVPNName in 
hh3cCfgLogTable 

hh3c-config-man.mib 
HH3C-CONFIG-M
AN-MIB 

Add hh3cCfgOperateSrvAddrType,  
hh3cCfgOperateSrvAddrRev, 
hh3cCfgOperateSrvVPNName in 
hh3cCfgOperateTable  

hh3c-flash-man.mib 
HH3C-FLASH-MA
N-MIB 

Add hh3cFlhOperSrvAddrType,   
hh3cFlhOperSrvAddrRev and   
hh3cFlhOperSrvVPNName hh3cFlhOpTable 

Hh3c-posa.mib HH3C-POSA-MIB 

Add hh3cPosaAppName, 
hh3cPosaCallerIDTransEnable, 
hh3cPosaTpduChangeStrategy, 
hh3cPosaBackupAppID and 
hh3cPosaQuietTimeOut in 
hh3cPosaAppTable 

hh3c-3gmodem.mib 
HH3C-3GMODEM
-MIB 

Add hh3cWirelessCardInterfaceIndex, 

hh3cWirelessCardModemStatus, 

hh3cWirelessCardCurServiceStatus, 

hh3cWirelessCardCurRoamingStatus 
inhh3cWirelessCardTable; 

Add 
hh3cDeviceOUI,hh3cAccessMedia,hh3c3G
CurrentService,hh3c3GCurrentRssiBind,hh3
c3GImsiBind in Scalar objects; 

And add 
hh3c3GCdma1xRttTable,hh3c3GcdmaEvDo
Table,hh3c3GgsmInfoTable 

Modified 

lldp-ext-dot1.mib 
LLDP-EXT-DOT1-
MIB 

Modified the Default value of 
lldpXdot1ConfigVlanNameTxEnable,lldpXdot
1ConfigProtoVlanTxEnableto FALSE 

hh3c-sys-man.mib 
HH3C-SYS-MAN-
MIB 

Modified the PDS of scalar objects  

rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 
Modified the description of sysDescr and 
sysObjectID 

hh3c-splat-vlan.mib 
HH3C-LswVLAN-
MIB 

Modified the description of 
hh3cdot1qVlanName,delete the Default 
value. 
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rfc3813-mpls-lsr-std.
mib 

MPLS-LSR-STD-
MIB 

Modified the description of 
mplsInSegmentStorageType, 
mplsOutSegmentStorageType, 
mplsXCStorageType, 
mplsLabelStackStorageType, 
mplsTunnelNotificationMaxRate, 
mplsTunnelNotificationEnable, 
mplsTunnelSessionAttributes, 
mplsTunnelResourcePointer, 
mplsTunnelPrimaryInstance, 
mplsTunnelInstancePriority, 
mplsTunnelPathInUse, 
mplsTunnelTotalUpTime, 
mplsTunnelInstanceUpTime, 
mplsTunnelPrimaryUpTime, 
mplsTunnelPathChanges, 
mplsTunnelLastPathChange, 
mplsTunnelCreationTime, 
mplsTunnelStateTransitions, 
mplsTunnelRowStatus, 
mplsTunnelStorageType, 
mplsTunnelHopAsNumber, 
mplsTunnelHopAddrUnnum, 
mplsTunnelHopLspId, 
mplsTunnelHopEntryPathComp, 
mplsTunnelHopRowStatus, 
mplsTunnelHopStorageType, 
mplsTunnelResourceRowStatus, 
mplsTunnelResourceStorageType, 
mplsTunnelARHopAddrUnnum, 
mplsTunnelCHopAsNumber, 
mplsTunnelCHopAddrUnnum, 
mplsTunnelCRLDPResRowStatus and 
mplsTunnelCRLDPResStorageType  

rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 
Modified the description of ifOperStatus, 
delete link status 

hh3c-acl.mib HH3C-ACL-MIB 
Modified the description of 
hh3cAclIPAclBasicVpnInstanceName and 
hh3cAclIPAclAdvancedVpnInstanceName 

hh3c-flash-man.mib 
HH3C-FLASH-MA
N-MIB 

Modified the description of 
hh3cFlhOperIndex, 

hh3cFlhOperSourceFile, 

hh3cFlhOperDestinationFile in 
hh3cFlhOpTable 

hh3c-3gmodem.mib 
HH3C-3GMODEM
-MIB 

Modified the description of 
hh3cWirelessCardIndex in 
hh3cWirelessCardTable 

rfc3815-mpls-ldp-std.
mib 

MPLS-LDP-STD-
MIB 

Modified the description of 
mplsLdpEntityStatsSessionRejectedMaxPdu
Errors, 

mplsLdpSessionStatsUnknownMesTypeErro
rs and  

mplsLdpSessionStatsUnknownTlvErrors  

rfc3814-mpls-ftn-std.
mib 

MPLS-FTN-STD-
MIB 

Modified the description of 
mplsFTNSourceAddrMin, 

mplsFTNSourceAddrMax, 

mplsFTNDscp and  

mplsLabelStackTable  
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rfc2787-vrrp.mib VRRP-MIB 
Modified the description of vrrpNodeVersion 
and vrrpOperAdvertisementInterval 

CMW520-R2209P01 

New None None None 

Modified hh3c-config-man.mib 
HH3C-CONFIG-M
AN-MIB 

Modified the description of 
hh3cCfgLogTerminalUser in 
hh3cCfgLogTable 

CMW520-R2209 

New None None None 

Modified rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 

Modified all the descriptions of  

ipv6InterfaceTable, ipSystemStatsTable, 
ipIfStatsTable,  ipAddressPrefixTable,  
ipAddressTable, ipNetToPhysicalTable, 
ipv6ScopeZoneIndexTable, 
ipDefaultRouterTable, 
ipv6RouterAdvertTable, icmpStatsTable and 
icmpMsgStatsTable  to Not supported 

CMW520-R2207P02 

New 

rfc2515-atm.mib ATM-MIB 
Add ATMIMA to the table of 
atmInterfaceMaxActiveVciBits  

rfc2515-atm.mib ATM-MIB 
Add GBIS and ATMIMA to the table of 
atmInterfaceMaxVccs 

rfc1213.mib RFC1213-MIB 

Modified description of  ifSpeed from an 
estimate of the interface's current bandwidth 
in bits per second to configured by the 
bandwidth command, and it's different in 
various types of interfaces by default. 

hh3c-dar.mib HH3C-DAR-MIB Modified the oid of hh3cDarStatisticsTable 

Modified None None None 

CMW520-R2207 

New 

hh3c-nqa.mib HH3C-NQA-MIB 
Add hh3cNqaStatisticsReactionTable  and 
h3cNqaReactionTable 

hh3c-nqa.mib HH3C-NQA-MIB 

Add such TRAPs in  HH3C-NQA-MIB: 
hh3cNqaProbeTimeOverThreshold, 
hh3cNqaJitterRTTOverThreshold, 
hh3cNqaProbeFailure, 
hh3cNqaJitterPacketLoss, 
hh3cNqaJitterSDOverThreshold, 
hh3cNqaJitterDSOverThreshold, 
hh3cNqaICPIFOverThreshold and 
hh3cNqaMOSOverThreshold 

Hh3c-e1t1vi.mib 
HH3C-E1T1VI-MI
B 

Add hh3cE1T1VITrapTimeSlotEnable 

hh3c-e1.mib HH3C-E1-MIB 
Add hh3ce1FcmChannelIndex and 
hh3ce1TimeSlotSetTable 

Modified 

hh3c-splat-mstp.mib 
HH3C-LswMSTP-
MIB 

Modified the description of 
hh3cdot1sMstAdminFormatSelector. 
Changed the value range from [0..255] to 0 

hh3c-dhcps.mib 
HH3C-DHCPS-MI
B 

Modified the description of 
hh3cDHCPSGlobalPoolLeaseUnlimited. 
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Added the value can’t be set to 0 

rfc1657-bgp4.mib BGP4-MIB 

Modified the PDS of bgpeerAdminStatus, 
bgpPeerHoldTimeConfigured, 
bgpPeerKeepAliveConfigured, 
bgpPeerMinASOriginationInterval and 
bgpPeerMinRouteAdvertisementInterval 

Hh3c-posa.mib HH3C-POSA-MIB 

Modified the PDS of  

hh3cPosaTerminalTable and  

hh3cPosaAppTable  

Operation changes 

None. 

Restrictions and cautions 

This product complies with the European Radio & Telecommunication Terminal Equipment Directive 
1999/5/EC. Based on this evaluation, a minimum distance of 25 cm between the 3G antennas and 
between the 3G antenna and the WiFi antenna is required to maintain compliance and receiver 
reliability. 

2. It is recommended that the MSR900 and MSR920 which's PCB versions are 3.0 or higher use the 
software R2209P19 or later versions. If the old software versions are used, the console interface of 
the MSR900 and MSR920 will be flow controlled, and it is necessary to forbid detecting the RTS/CTS 
signal at the terminal software in order to manage the console interface normally. 

3. The MSR is a qualified Enhanced Media Gateway with Lync Server 2013.  When Lync 2013 is 
used with the MSR's FXS ports, the FXS device is unable to initiate a call transfer.  The MSR initiates 
transfers with a SIP REFER message, which Lync does not support.  All other features are 
supported. 

4. R2311 changed the priority of policy based route, the configuration associated with the 
policy based route may be need to modify to implement the needed function. 

The priority before CMW520-R2311(from high to low): 

 apply output-interface 

 apply ip-address next-hop   

 explicit route  / default route 

 apply default output-interface 

 apply ip-address default next-hop 

The priority of CMW520-R2311(from high to low): 

 apply ip-address next-hop  

 apply output-interface 

 explicit route  

 apply ip-address default next-hop 

 apply default output-interface 

 default route 
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Open problems and workarounds 

None. 

List of resolved problems 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2516P06 

201505250115 

 Symptom: Automatic recovery for consecutive 3G/4G modem dialup failures has bugs. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if consecutive 3G/4G model dialups are performed. 

201607250081 

 Symptom: Additional characters are displayed when certain tools are used to view the 
configuration of the MSR router. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if certain tools are used to view the configuration of the 
MSR router. 

201606060152 

 Symptom: Aggressive IKE negotiation with NAT traversal fails with a WatchGuard device. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the MSR router and a WatchGuard device perform 
aggressive IKE negotiation with NAT traversal. 

201606300597 

 Symptom: An incorrect rule is used for route lookup of IKE negotiation during DVPN tunnel 
establishment. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if a DVPN tunnel is established. 

201608160061 

 Symptom: In NAT log messages, values of the beginTime and endTime parameters are 
incorrect. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if NAT log messages are displayed. 

201605180118 

 Symptom: Vulnerabilities in NTP-4.2.8p7 are fixed. 

 Condition: CVE-2016-1551, CVE-2016-1549, CVE-2016-2516, CVE-2016-2517, 
CVE-2016-2518, CVE-2016-2519, CVE-2016-1547, CVE-2016-1548, CVE-2015-7704, 
CVE-2015-8138, CVE-2016-1550. 

201605060579 

 Symptom: Vulnerabilities in NTP-4.2.8p6 are fixed. 

 Condition: CVE-2015-8158, CVE-2015-8138, CVE-2015-7979, CVE-2015-7978, 
CVE-2015-7977, CVE-2015-7976, CVE-2015-7975, CVE-2015-7974, CVE-2015-7973. 

201607040299 

 Symptom: Vulnerabilities in NTP-4.2.8p8 are fixed.  

 Condition: CVE-2016-4953, CVE-2016-4954, CVE-2016-4955, CVE-2016-4956, 
CVE-2016-4957. 

http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-1551
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-1549
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-2516
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-2517
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-2518
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-2519
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-1547
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-1548
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7704
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-8138
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2016-1550
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-8158
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-8138
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2015-7979
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2516P02 

None. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2516 

201601130354 

 Symptom: A port is configured with 802.1X and voice VLAN. After an IP phone passes the 
802.1X authentication and comes online, the router cannot advertise the voice VLAN ID to the 
IP phone. As a result, the IP phone fails to obtain an IP address.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if voice VLAN is used together with 802.1X. 

201602170288 

 Symptom: A router fails to access the Telecom 3G VPDN. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the router has a SIC-4G-LTE module installed and uses 3G 
to dial up to a VPDN.  

201602040037 

 Symptom: An MSR1004-14 installed with a SIC-1GEC module reboots unexpectedly when a 
four-interface IPv4 forwarding performance test is performed for the router.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if a special performance test is performed for the router.  

201512250328 

 Symptom: When a 100-Mbps MXPD-033S-H3C transceiver module is installed in an MSR 
MSR1004-14 router, it cannot be recognized.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if a specific transceiver module is installed in the MSR1004-14  
router.  

201602030432 

 Symptom: The DMC of a Comware 5-based device cannot detect Comware 7-based devices.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the DMC of a Comware 5-based device is used to detect 
Comware 7-based devices.  

201511060494 

 Symptom: QoS GTS cannot well process the bursty traffic and send traffic smoothly. When a 
small burst size is configured, the bursty traffic cannot reach the expected rate.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the following conditions exist: 

 GTS is configured for a TCP application.  

 A small burst size is configured for GTS.  

 The TCP traffic rate is low.  

201602290281 

 Symptom: When a DDNS policy configured with non-standard URLs is applied to an interface of 
an MSR router, the MSR router reboots immediately.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if non-standard URLs are configured in the DDNS policy.  

201602180103 

 Symptom: When an MSR router uses the oray DDNS, the username and password cannot be 
displayed after you enter them and click OK in the Web interface.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the oray DDNS is used.  
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201603100314 

 Symptom: With the ani-collected command configured, A5 requets are still sent after the 
maximum number of calling number digits is collected.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if R2 signaling used in a VoIP network.  

201601220043 

 Symptom: The dns source-interface command does not take effect on an MSR931 router that 
acts as a DNS proxy.  

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the dns source-interface command is used to specify 
the source interface for DNS packets on an MSR931 router that acts as a DNS proxy. 

201601130344 

 Symptom: In a typical MPLS L3VPN network, BGP routes cannot be summarized when the 
labels of the routes change. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if frequent topology changes occur in a typical MPLS 
L3VPN network and BGP route summarization is enabled. 

201512310072 

 (1)Symptom: CVE-2015-3193 

 (1)Condition: Fixed a vulnerability which exists with OpenSSL 1.0.2,that makes it easier for 
remote attackers against RSA and DSA use of a Diffie-Hellman 1 or 2 (DH1 or DH2), to obtain 
private-key information. 

 (2)Symptom: CVE-2015-3194 

 (2)Condition: Fixed vulnerability which can be exploited in a DoS attack, if device is presented 
with a specific ASN.1 signature using the RSA. 

 (3)Symptom: CVE-2015-3195 

 (3)Condition: Fixed vulnerability with malformed OpenSSL X509_ATTRIBUTE structure used 
by the PKCS#7 and CMS routines which may cause memory leak.  

 (4)Symptom: CVE-2015-3196 

 (4)Condition: Fixed vulnerability where a race condition can occur when specific PSK identity 
hints are received. 

 (5)Symptom: CVE-2015-1794 

 (5)Condition: Fixed vulnerability if a client receives a ServerKeyExchange for an anonymous 
Diffie-Hellman (DH) ciphersuite which can cause possible Denial of Service (DoS) attack. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P14 

201511250346 

 Symptom: Ping packet delay increases when you ping the router installed with a transceiver 
module from another device. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the router cannot identify the installed transceiver 
module. 

201512110246 

 Symptom: Outgoing SIP messages carry incorrect reason values when the router acts as a 
voice gateway. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the ISDN E1 link on a VE1 interface is down. 
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201508280131 

 Symptom: A private network interface that is not enabled with MPLS can successfully forward 
MPLS packets. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the private network interface is a VLAN interface. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P12 

201511190247 

 Symptom: The display cellular x/x all command displays that the network selection mode is 
auto. However, it does not display the network connection mode. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the auto network selection mode is configured on 3G/4G 
interfaces of the router. 

201511180169 

 Symptom: Some iPhones cannot correctly join the network. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the router is configured with the feature of hiding SSIDs. 

201511100175 

 Symptom: The OSPF neighbors of the router flap. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the router has learned a large number of routes, and a MIB 
tool is used to walk on the routing table to count routes. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P10 

201507160348 

 (1)Symptom: CVE-2014-8176 

 (1)Condition: If a DTLS peer receives application data between the ChangeCipherSpec and 
Finished messages. May result in a segmentation fault or potentially, memory corruption. 

 (2)Symptom:CVE-2015-1788 

 (2)Condition: When processing an ECParameters structure OpenSSL enters an infinite loop. 
This can be used to perform denial of service against any system which processes public keys, 
certificate requests or certificates.   

 (3)Symptom: CVE-2015-1789 

 (3)Condition: X509_cmp_time does not properly check the length of the ASN1_TIME string 
and/or accepts an arbitrary number of fractional seconds in the time string. An attacker can use 
this to craft malformed certificates and CRLs of various sizes and potentially cause a 
segmentation fault, resulting in a DoS on applications that verify certificates or CRLs. 

 (4)Symptom: CVE-2015-1790 

 (4)Condition: The PKCS#7 parsing code does not handle missing inner EncryptedContent 
correctly. An attacker can craft malformed  PKCS#7 blobs with missing content and trigger a 
NULL pointer dereference on parsing. 

 (5)Symptom: CVE-2015-1791 

 (5)Condition: If a NewSessionTicket is received by a multi-threaded client when attempting to 
reuse a previous ticket then a race condition can occur potentially leading to a double free of the 
ticket data. 

 (6)Symptom: CVE-2015-1792 
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 (6)Condition: When verifying a signedData message the CMS code can enter an infinite loop. 
This can be used to perform denial of service against any system which verifies signedData 
messages using the CMS code. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P07 

201509060132 

 Symptom: An up physical interface of the MSR 1000 router cannot receive traffic. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if multiple interfaces of the router have been forwarding 
traffic for a long period of time.  

201509150313 

 Symptom: Terminal devices cannot pass 802.1X authentication when the router acts as the 
access device. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the RADIUS server sends the router authentication 
packets that have an incomplete VLAN attribute. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P04 

201507270027 

 Symptom: The DHCP server on the router does not preferentially use the static address pool 
when processing DHCP-INFORM packets. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 

 The DHCP-INFORM packets are sent by a DHCP client bound to an IP address in the static 
address pool. 

 The address range of a dynamic address pool covers the static address pool. 

201508070378 

 Symptom: When an online user is re-authenticated after the RADIUS server changes from 
unreachable to reachable, the user still uses the free-authentication process and is not 
switched to the RADIUS server for authentication. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the router is configured with RADIUS authentication and 
is also configured with free-authentication when the RADIUS server is unreachable. 

201507230297 

 Symptom: The RADIUS server logs off online users. As a result, the router prompts a memory 
error and reboots. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if RADIUS authentication is configured for 802.1X users 
and the RADIUS server is a FreeRADIUS server. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P02 

201506250287 

 Symptom: The router's USB port cannot identify the HUAWEI E3533 3G modem. 

 Condition: None. 
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201507160100 

 Symptom: The router cannot correctly identify the electronic labels of some transceiver 
modules. Errors occur when the router parses the vendor information of the transceiver 
modules. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the passwords of the transceiver modules are all Fs.  

201407110524 

 Symptom: TCP packet statistics displayed by using the display tcp statistics command contain 
negative values. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if TCP error packets have been constantly sent to the 
router for a long period of time. 

201504070207 

 (1)Symptoms: CVE-2015-0209 

 (1)Condition:  A malformed EC private key file consumed via the d2i_ECPrivateKey function 
could cause a use after free condition. This could lead to a DoS attack or memory corruption for 
applications that receive EC private keys from untrusted sources.  

 (2)Symptoms: CVE-2015-0286 

 (2)Condition: DoS vulnerability in certificate verification operation.  Any application which 
performs certificate verification is vulnerable including OpenSSL clients and servers which 
enable client authentication. 

 (3)Symptoms: CVE-2015-0287 

 (3)Condition: Reusing a structure in ASN.1 parsing may allow an attacker to cause memory 
corruption via an invalid write. Applications that parse structures containing CHOICE or ANY 
DEFINED BY components may be affected.  

 (4)Symptoms:CVE-2015-0288 

 (4)Condition: The function X509_to_X509_REQ will crash with a NULL pointer dereference if 
the certificate key is invalid.  

 (5)Symptoms: CVE-2015-0289 

 (5)Condition:  The PKCS#7 parsing code does not handle missing outer ContentInfo correctly. 
An attacker can craft malformed ASN.1-encoded PKCS#7 blobs with missing content and 
trigger a NULL pointer dereference on parsing. 

 (6)Symptoms: CVE-2015-0292 

 (6)Condition: A vulnerability existed in previous versions of OpenSSL related to the processing 
of base64 encoded data.  

 (7)Symptoms: CVE-2015-0293 

 (7)Condition: A malicious client can trigger an OPENSSL_assert in servers that both support 
SSLv2 and enable export cipher suites by sending a specially crafted SSLv2 
CLIENT-MASTER-KEY message. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2514P01 

201506040174 

 Symptom: Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces on the SIC-4GSWF interface module cannot forward 
Layer 3 traffic. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the interfaces' link mode is set to Layer 3. 
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201506090087 

 Symptom: Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces on the SIC-4GSWF interface module cannot forward 
Layer 2 traffic. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the interfaces' link mode is set to Layer 3 and then 
switched back to Layer 2. 

201504080277 

 Symptom: The router reboots unexpectedly when it forwards a large amount of traffic with 
different source IP addresses. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the router has multiple equal-cost routes, and 
user-based load sharing is enabled. 

201505250256 

 Symptom: On a non-Winet MSR router, NAT Server configuration of a WAN interface is 
automatically deleted when the method for obtaining IP addresses is modified for the interface. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the method for obtaining IP addresses is modified for 
the interface 

201505150443 

 Symptom: When a configuration file with the cwmp enable command is used to recover the 
configuration, the configuration recovery fails, and the configuration file after recovery still 
contains the undo cwmp enable command. The message showing that "Command cwmp 
enable fails to recover configuration." appears in the log buffer.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs after the following operations are performed:  

1.  The router starts with the automatic configuration feature.  

2.  The router automatically obtains an IP address from a DHCP server after startup.  

3.  The router automatically downloads a configuration file from the TFTP server to recover the 
configuration. The configuration file contains the cwmp enable command. 

201506080127 

 Symptoms: When an interface without MPLS enabled receives MPLS-labeled packets, the 
interface incorrectly forwards the MPLS-labeled packets to the next LSR by LFIB entry. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the interface does not have MPLS enabled and the 
interface receives MPLS-labeled packet that match the FIB entries. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P59 

201502130311 

 Symptom: The MSR 3011E router reports errors when the dot1x free-ip command is executed. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if a large number of OUI addresses have been configured 
by using the voice vlan mac-address command. 

201503140154 

 Symptom: Backups in a VRRP group cannot ping the VRRP group's virtual IP address after a 
master/backup switchover. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the MSR1000 router becomes the master after the 
switchover. 

201503200019 

 Symptom: Two wireless clients cannot communicate with each other through the MSR93X 
router. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur if the clients communicate through the MSR93X router. 

201406170519 

 Symptom: The router does not deploy user-based load sharing configuration made on a WAN 
interface to the dialer interface associated with the WAN interface. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following operations have been performed on the 
WAN interface through the Web interface. 

 Enable the PPPoE dialup mode. 

 Configure user-based load sharing. 

201501210068 

 (1)Symptom: CVE-2015-0205 

 (1)Condition: An OpenSSL server will accept a DH certificate for client authentication without 
the certificate verify message. This effectively allows a client to authenticate without the use of a 
private key. This only affects servers which trust a client certificate authority which issues 
certificates containing DH keys. 

 (2)Symptom: CVE-2014-3570 

 (2)Condition: Bignum squaring (BN_sqr) may produce incorrect results on some platforms, 
including x86_64. This bug occurs at random with a very low probability, and is not known to be 
exploitable in any way.  

 (3)Symptom: CVE-2015-0204 

 (3)Condition: An OpenSSL client will accept the use of an RSA temporary key in a non-export 
RSA key exchange ciphersuite. A server could present a weak temporary key and downgrade 
the security of the session. 

 (4)Symptom: CVE-2014-3572 

 (4)Condition: An OpenSSL client will accept a handshake using an ephemeral ECDH 
ciphersuite using an ECDSA certificate if the server key exchange message is omitted. This 
effectively removes forward secrecy from the ciphersuite. 

 (5)Symptom: CVE-2014-8275 

 (5)Condition: By modifying the contents of the signature algorithm or the encoding of the 
signature, it is possible to change the certificate's fingerprint. Only custom applications that rely 
on the uniqueness of the fingerprint may be affected. 

 (6)Symptom: CVE-2014-3569 

 (6)Condition: The ssl23_get_client_hello function in s23_srvr.c in OpenSSL 0.9.8zc, 1.0.0o, 
and 1.0.1j does not properly handle attempts to use unsupported protocols, which allows 
remote attackers to cause a denial of service (NULL pointer dereference and daemon crash) 
via an unexpected handshake, as demonstrated by an SSLv3 handshake to a no-ssl3 
application with certain error handling. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P55 

201502100220 

 Symptom: Supported cards in an MSR router cannot work correctly. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if you have installed an unsupported card in the router. 

201501120185 

 Symptom: The current band selection mode for cellular interfaces is not displayed in the display 
cellular all command output. 

 Condition: None. 
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201502020331 

 Symptom: An MSR router cannot push the portal authentication page to users. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the URL in the user's first HTTP request contains more 
than 200 characters. 

201410240214 

 Symptom: The router cannot establish calls because of memory leaks on the SIP TXN control 
block. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the following procedure is performed: 

 The router sends an INVITE request and receives a 100 TRYING response. 

 The router does not receive an 18x or 200 OK response. 

 The caller sends a CANCEL request. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P45 

201412170431 

 Symptom: The CPU usage of the MSR 3011E/F router reaches 100%. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist:  

 802.1X authentication is enabled on a Layer 2 interface of the MSR 3011E/F router.  

 The interface fails the 802.1X authentication.  

 The interface receives some packets with unknown source MAC addresses.  

201501120035 

 Symptom: Though multiple IP phones are attached to one Layer 2 Ethernet interface of the 
MSR 3011F router, only one IP phone can make calls.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when voice VLAN is enabled on the Layer 2 interface of the 
router.  

201412100372 

 Symptom: All AD authentication users cannot log in.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the AD domain name of the router is resolved into 
incorrect, unreachable addresses by DNS.  

201412110224 

 Symptom : 

  After the router is configured with the undo early-media enable command, SIP trunk 
receives a 180 ringing response with SDP, and the caller cannot hear the ring back tone.  

 When the router receives in-dialog OPTIONS keepalive messages, the router fails to 
process the messages and does not return 200 OK. As a result, the call is disconnected.  

 The router returns a 404 error when receiving out-of-dialog OPTIONS messages.  

 Condition: These symptoms occur when the router is configured with SIP trunk.  

201501050111 

 Symptom: When the router receives IPsec packets with invalid SPIs, the router cannot send 
messages to delete SAs.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when invalid SPI recovery is enabled in IPsec template mode 
on the router.  
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201412160093 

 Symptom: After the router is rebooted, the ip address cellular-allocated command 
configuration on the interface Cellular-Ethernet 0/0 is lost.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following procedure is performed:  

a. Configure both the ip address cellular-allocated and ip binding vpn-instance test 
commands on the interface Cellular-Ethernet0/0.  

b. Save the configuration. 

201412310333 

 Symptom: CVE-2014-9295 

 Condition: Stack-based buffer overflows in ntpd in NTP before 4.2.8 allow remote attackers to 
execute arbitrary code via a crafted packet. 

201501190191 

 Symptom: For the HPE X120 1G SFP RJ45 T Transceiver module (JD089B), the display 
transceiver interface command always displays UNKNOWN for the Connector Type field. 

 Condition:Use the HPE X120 1G SFP RJ45 T Transceiver module (JD089B) in the router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P33 

201412080036 

 Symptom: IMC always displays an error when it is used to deploy SMS on the router, and it 
cannot display the success of the deployment.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the router is configured with an APN and IMC is used to 
deploy SMS on the router.  

201411200211 

 Symptom: IS-IS routes on the router might be lost.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when IS-IS routes on the router are flapping.  

201410230255 

 （1）Symptom: SSL 3.0 Fallback protection 

 （1）Condition: OpenSSL has added support for TLS_FALLBACK_SCSV to allow applications 

to block the ability for a MITM attacker to force a protocol downgrade. Some client applications 
(such as browsers) will reconnect using a downgraded protocol to work around interoperability 
bugs in older servers. This could be exploited by an active man-in-the-middle to downgrade 
connections to SSL 3.0 even if both sides of the connection support higher protocols. SSL 3.0 
contains a number of weaknesses including POODLE (CVE-2014-3566). 

 （2）Symptom:  CVE-2014-3568 

 （2）Condition:   When OpenSSL is configured with "no-ssl3" as a build option, servers could 

accept and complete a SSL 3.0 handshake, and clients could be configured to send them. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P31 

201411270448 

 Symptom: When the router downloads the software version the router prompts error, the 
operation of download version fails. 

 Condition: MSR93X router uses the Nand flash chip of Spansion S34ML01G1. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P21 

201410300180 

 Symptom: All OSPF neighbors are lost because of memory leaks. 

 Condition: The router is connected to an SIC-3G-HSPA module or to a USB modem, and the 3G 
chip is not operating correctly. 

201410220489 

 Symptom: Fixed Ethernet interfaces stop forwarding traffic on the MSR3016 router. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if VRRP is configured on the fixed Ethernet interfaces 
and frequent switchovers occur between the master and backup routers. 

201410240233 

 Symptom: The Web interface cannot display interface information for E1-F modules. 

 Condition: None. 

201410290486 

 Symptom: L2TP connections cannot be established on the 3G cellular interface of the router. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if LCP renegotiation is enabled on the LNS. 

201410140690 

 Symptom: Memory leaks occur on the router. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if authorized ARP is enabled on an interface. 

201410140122 

 Symptom: Forwarding failure occurs on an interface that is configured with a UDP helper 
server. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if a subnet broadcast address is specified as the IP 
address of the server. 

201410240461 

 Symptom: The software image file might be missing if the MSR1000/MSR93X router is 
powered off and then rebooted. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if errors occur on the NAND flash of the 
MSR1000/MSR93X router. 

201410270050 

 Symptom: The router cannot obtain caller IDs. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the following conditions exist: 

 Received SIP INVITE messages carry only Privacy: none in the Private header field. The 
messages do not include the P-Asserted-Identity header field. 

 Received URIs carry the phone-context field. 

201410220313 

 Symptom: An interface fails to send ICMP error messages. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the following conditions exist: 

 NAT is enabled on the interface. 

 The interface receives a packet with the DF flag set and the packet exceeds the interface 
MTU. 
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201410300274 

 Symptom: NAT Server has fast forwarding entries only for one direction. NAT entries do not age 
out on an interface when traffic is forwarded based on the fast forwarding entries. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if NAT Server is enabled on the interface. 

 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P19 

201409250287 

 Symptom: When you paste commands in interface range view, these commands might be not 
completely issued. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when you paste commands in interface range view.  

201409230162 

 Symptom: GDVPN does not support configuring Cellular-Ethernet interfaces as registration 
interfaces.  

 Condition: None. 

201410080315 

 Symptom: The standby routing-rule command cannot monitor default routes.  

 Condition: None.  

201408170012 

 Symptom: CVE-2014-3508 

 Condition: A flaw in OBJ_obj2txt may cause pretty printing functions such as 
X509_name_oneline, X509_name_print_ex et al. to leak some information from the stack. 
Applications may be affected if they echo pretty printing output to the attacker. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P11 

201406300136 

 Symptom: The CPU usage reaches 100% in a short time when the dox1x or undo dot1x 
command is executed in interface view or system view. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when multiple dot1x free-ip commands are configured on the 
router. 

201407290183 

 Symptom: 802.1X authentication succeeds on a Layer 2 Ethernet interface that does not allow 
its PVID. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when an 802.1X enabled Layer 2 Ethernet interface is 
configured as a trunk port. 

201408080220 

 Symptom: When route flapping occurs, routing information between devices might not be 
synchronized and service forwarding might be affected.  

 Condition: This problem might occur when more than 100 areas are deployed for a single OSPF 
process on the router.  
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201409050161 

 Symptom: A route withdraw deletes an RT attribute of the VPN summary route. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when a route is withdrawn with an RT that no other route has. 

201408280421 

 Symptom: CVE-2008-5161. 

 Description: Error handling in the SSH protocol in several SSH servers/clients, including 
OpenSSH 4.7p1 and possibly other versions, when using Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, 
makes it easier for remote attackers to recover certain plaintext data. 

201405140070 

 Symptom: The router fails to translate the SIP message received from the voice device on the 
private network. As a result, a call cannot be established. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when a voice device on the public network initiates a call to the 
private network through the NAT-enabled router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P09 

201407070100 

 Symptom: Configuring usename and password settings for a 3G/4G interface at the CLI fails.  

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the 3G/4G module is from WNC.  

201406090215 

 Symptom: The system prompts transceiver type exception information.  

 Condition: This symptom can be seen when a transceiver is inserted.  

201407250264 

 Symptom: A router enabled with MPLS VPN unexpectedly reboots upon receiving an 
exceptional MPLS Echo Reply. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen when a router enabled with MPLS VPN receives an 
exceptional MPLS Echo Reply.  

201407090578 

 Symptom: A BFD session is always down.  

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the following conditions exist: 

 BFD is associated with track and an IPsec-protected tunnel interface. 

 The addresses of the two tunnel interfaces are configured as the BFD session's address 
pair.  

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P02 

201407020078 

 Symptom: The router does not send CWMP inform traps for the Cellular interface down events. 

 Condition: None. 

201406110023 

 Symptom: CVE-2014-0224. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when Open SSL Server or Client is used. 
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201406170563 

 Symptom: When the caller actively hangs up and the router receives a DISCONNECT message 
with the PI being 8, the callee cannot hear the busy tone. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the router acts as a voice gateway and receives ISDN 
voice calls. 

201406260017 

 Symptom: The router cannot recognize HUAWEI E303H 3G modems. 

 Condition: None. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2513P01 

201404040127 

 Symptom: The MTU of a dialer interface cannot be set to a value larger than 1500. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if an MTU value of larger than 1500 is set on a dialer 
interface. 

201406040812 

 Symptom: The PVC state on an ATM interface changes to Down. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if ATM OAM sends OAM AIS-RDI alarms to the ATM 
interface. 

201405300391 

 Symptom: A third-party traffic analysis tool obtains incorrect traffic information from a CPOS 
interface. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if a third-party traffic analysis tool is used to monitor traffic 
on a CPOS interface. 

201406090260 

 Symptom: Local voice calls between VE 1 interfaces might lose one-direction communication. 

 Condition: This symptom might be seen if a large number of local calls between VE 1 interfaces 
exist. 

201405230342 

 Symptom: An eight-line G.SHDSL interface is up but it cannot receive or send data packets. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the G.SHDSL interface uses a pair of lines  other than 
LINK0 to connect to an ALCATA DSLAM. 

201406130164 

 Symptom: An MSR201X router fails to start up. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the router has a SIC-1BS card. 

201405040241 

 Symptom: Specifying a Cellular-Ethernet port as the source interface for CWMP fails. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if a Cellular-Ethernet port is specified as the source 
interface for CWMP. 

201404040056 

 Symptom: The DHCP server on the router does not return a NAK packet after it receives a 
DHCP request in which Request IP is not on the same subnet as the receiving interface. As a 
result, the client takes a long time for address acquisition. 
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 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the DHCP server on the router receives a DHCP 
request in which Request IP is not on the same subnet as the receiving interface. 

201404040057 

 Symptom: The CPU usage reaches 100% and the router reboots. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the DHCP server on the router receives a large number 
of DHCP requests that contain option 82' sub option 5. 

201405130624 

 Symptom: ISIS fails to communicate with a device from another vendor through an Ethernet 
port. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if small ISIS packets sent from the Ethernet port are not 
correctly padded. 

201405080227 

 Symptom: Some DHCP clients fail to obtain IP addresses through the DHCP relay on the router. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if a large number of DHCP clients obtain IP addresses 
through the DHCP relay. 

201405200247 

 Symptom: A BGP peer relationship is removed. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if a link between the router and the BGP peer flaps, 
resulting in TCP packet retransmission. 

201405080200 

 Symptom: The router fails to select optimal BGP VPNv4 routes, resulting in IP forwarding 
failure. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if BGP route flapping occurs and hierarchical PE is 
configured on the router. 

201405130116 

 Symptom: The router fails to place some voice calls to an LYNC server through a VE1 interface. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the VE1 interface runs R2 protocol. 

201406030042 

 Symptom: SIP fails to place a voice call to an LYNC server. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the SIP INVITE message from the server contains 
phone-context in the FROM field. 

201406110066 

 Symptom: The DHCP client on the router fails to obtain an IP address from the DHCP server. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the following conditions exist: 

 The DHCP request sent by the DHCP client contains a broadcast flag. 

 The ACK packet sent by the DHCP server has a unicast destination address. 

201405270010 

 Symptom: Configuring an ISP domain name that has more than 24 characters fails. The 
maximum number of characters should be 63. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if an ISP domain name that has more than 24 characters 
is configured. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2512P11 

201404040127 

 Symptom: Anomalies occur to SSH and Telnet functions on the router. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the following conditions exist: 

 Multiple SSH users are created on the router. 

 One SSH user performs successful and unsuccessful logins. 

201404170401 

 Symptom: The router fails to obtain a certificate from a CA server because of timer timeout. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the CA server sends a response 10 seconds after the 
router sent a certificate request. 

201404230003 

 Symptom: The MSR93X router unexpectedly reboots when VLAN interfaces are created and 
deleted repeatedly. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if GVRP is enabled. 

201404280413 

 Symptom: The router fails to obtain a certificate from an CA server because the certificate 
request has incorrect version information. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the CA server is RedHat. 

201405050020 

 Symptom: A software upgrade from BIMS might fail. 

 Condition: This symptom might be seen if BIMS is used to upgrade the software.   

201405070385 

 Symptom: An SPI conflict occurs when the router performs IKE negotiation with a device. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs because the random number algorithm used by the router 
does not have enough random capability. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2512P04 

201401090197 

 Symptom: The fax process starts too late. 

 Condition: The router starts FAX with the VCX IPMSG by sending CNG. 

201403280066 

 Symptom: Some instances, the caller can’t hear of the ring-back tone when the router works as 
the called. 

 Condition: The VE1 of the router connects with PBX and runs R2 protocol. 

201404110313 

 Symptom: The soft-switching equipment sends the RE-INVITE message immediately after 
establishing the voice call, and the router process make mistaken and the router produce no 
audio. 

 Condition: The router runs R2 protocol with PBX, and the router establishes the SIP voice call 
with the soft-switching equipment. 
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201404030062 

 Symptom: IPSec IPv6 can’t establish the session. 

 Condition: The router enables the NAT traversal. 

201404090190 

 Symptom: After a while, the memory of the router leaks. 

 Condition: The router enables jiiterbuffer function at the VE1 or VT1 interface , and set the 
command of “outbound NTE”. 

201403240413 

 Symptom: Delete some irrelevant VLAN at the same LAN interface, and the static MAC address 
binding is exceptional, some terminals can’t connect the router by the LAN interface. 

 Condition: Set static MAC address binding at the LAN interface of MSR3011E/3011F. 

201404140297 

 Symptom: When the router transfers large numbers of packets, the OSPF routes is instability. 

 Condition: The router enables the OSPF protocol and BFD function. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2512P03 

201402280112 

 Symptom: After a period of time, the X.25 protocol at the interface will be down, and fails to 
transmit the packets. 

 Condition: The interface of the router runs X.25 protocol, and the interface receives some CRC 
error packets. 

201403110374 

 Symptom: After rebooting the router, the command of “timer registration expires” loses. 

 Condition: Configure the command of “timer registration expires” at the router. 

201402180482 

 Symptom: After a period of time, the Sierra Modem connection breaks down abnormally. 

 Condition: The router connected with Sierra 3G/4G Modem, or used fixed Sierra Modem 
establishes the network connection, and the Sierra Modem works at PPP mode. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2512P01 

201401150346 

 Symptom: After a period of time, the router reboots abnormally automatically. 

 Condition: Enable ASPF function at the interface of the router, and there are lots of TCP data 
connections transferred by this interface. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2511P07 

201311090030 

 Symptom: When STP is enabled on bridge-Aggregation interface, STP state may be not steady 
by specifical operation. 

 Condition: When STP is enabled on bridge-Aggregation interface. 
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201312160059 

 Symptom: .The User-Profile attribute of PPPoE user doesn’t take effect. 

 Condition: PPPoE user gets User-Profile attribute from Radius Server. 

201312310165 

 Symptom: The GRE tunnel fails to transmit packets. 

 Condition: The router establishes double GRE tunnels with other equipment. 

201312180016 

 Symptom: The router can’t identify ZTE MF626 modem. 

 Condition: None 

201401160002 

 Symptom: MSR931 router can’t identify the 3G modem inserted into the USB interface.  

 Condition: None 

201401080424 

 Symptom: When the IKE exchange mode is main, the id-type can’t be set to FQDN or 
user-FQDN at the router. 

 Condition: None 

201312180440 

 Symptom: The value of MIB OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.10 (ifHCOutOctets) is error, and it 
exceeds the theoretically value. 

 Condition: None 

201401070148 

 Symptom: The temperature monitoring MIB of the router.doesn’t accord with RFC3433, so IMC 
can’t succeed getting the temperature value of the router. 

 Condition: None 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2511P05 

201311060498 

 Symptom: The router can’t identify HUAWEI E352Ls-5 3G Modem 

 Condition: None 

201311290214 

 Symptom: When the router receives the CANCEL message to disconnect the call, the router 
sends the CANCEL message with error Reason parameter value to the end. 

 Condition: The router works as SIP TRUNK gateway. 

201312050192 

 Symptom: When the IPSEC DPD times out, the router only delete one IPSEC SA, and another 
IPSEC SA is always live. 

 Condition: The router establishes two IPSEC SA to protect different data using the sane IKE 
SA, and at the same time the router enables the IPSEC DPD function. 

201306050540 

 Symptom: The value of ifspeed mib node is error for the sub-interface of SIC-ADSL card. 
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 Condition: None. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2511 

201310110012 

 Symptom: The router can't identify ZTE AC591 3G Modem. 

 Condition: None 

201310110009 

 Symptom: The tunnel interface goes down automatically. 

 Condition: Set IPEC over GRE at the tunnel interface of the router, and IPSEC uses ESM card. 

201310310532 

 Symptom: The router can't establish the ISDN connection with the PBX, because the router 
sends the Setup_ack message without the tag of exclusive selecting channel. 

 Condition: The ISDN interface acts as network mode and set the command of "isdn 
bch-local-manage exclusive". 

201310250425 

 Symptom: After setting the RIP BFD at the same interface, the RIP authentication fails. 

 Condition: The router establishes the RIP neighbor with some equipment, at the same time 
setting RIP authentication at the interface of the router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2509P01 

201308220205 

 Symptom: The fixed G.SHDSL interface stops sending packets. 

 Condition: The fixed G.SHDSL interface connects with some DSLAM. 

201308210177 

 Symptom: The RSA public key lost and the PKI certificate can't be used. 

 Condition: The user creates RSA public key at the router, and saves the public key then reboots 
the router. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-E2509P07 

201310190004  

 Symptom: USB Function on MSR1003-8 can't work with 512 MB memory. 

 Condition: None. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2509 

201308200052 

 Symptom: IKE local-name can’t be more that 32 charters. 

 Condition: None. 
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201308120099 

 Symptom: The IPSEC transmits intermittent connectivity issue happens on the router. 

 Condition: One tunnel interface establishes two IPSEC SA with two equipments. 

201307100414 

 Symptom: The caller ID w/name from PBX can’t be sent to the end phone through the router. 

 Condition: The router makes voice calls with the PBX using NI2 protocol. 

201307240195 

 Symptom: The DLSw peer establishes successfully, but the DLSw circuits can’t be established. 

 Condition: One Ethernet of the router connects with several SNA terminal and establishes the 
DLSw circuit with the SNA server. 

201308140072 

 Symptom: The Dialer interface can’t support user-based-sharing function. 

 Condition: None 

201307100348 

 Symptom: Device could not handle invalid SNMP packet and resulted in an exception. 

 Condition: Device received an invalid SNMP packet which had an oversize ContextName field. 

201308200120 

 Symptom: The WLAN client can’t establish the connection with the WLAN interface of the router 
all along. 

 Condition: The WLAN client enables the power save function. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2508 

RTD067427 

 Symptom: When the router works as SIP server, and the numbers of register client can’t up to 
500. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD067439 

 Symptom: The router sends the ICMP error messages to the sender with error MTU value. 

 Condition: Enable the IPSEC fragmentation before-encryption function, and the router receives 
the big packets with DF flag. 

RTD067491 

 Symptom: The information of nat sessions are shown circularly and endlessly. 

 Condition: There are lots of nat sessions at the router, and use the command of “display nat 
session” to show the information of nat sessions. 

RTD067677 

 Symptom: .The value of impedance command is different with the WEB. 

 Condition: Set the impedance of the voice interface through WEB. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2507P02 

RTD065980 

 Symptom: The Cellular-Ethernet interface of the router doesn’t support the command of 
“standby routing-group”. 

 Condition: None 

RTD067290 

 Symptom: Some voice services work unsuccessfully. 

 Condition: Certain model IP phones work with the SRST function of the router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2507 

RTD065980 

 Symptom: The fixed ADSL interface stops to receive and send the packets, period of time. 

 Condition: The fixed ADSL interface of MSR2015 establishes the connection with Alcatel 
DSLAM. 

RTD067290 

 Symptom: The router translates the packets of FTP active mode incorrectly. 

 Condition: Set NAT OUTBAND at the interface of the router. 

RTD067549 

 Symptom: After period of time, the router reboots abnormally. 

 Condition: The router establishes the IPSEC connection with the third party equipment. 

RTD067587 

 Symptom: After period of time, the memories of the router exhaust. 

 Condition: Set web-redirect url function at the interface of the router. 

RTD066980 

 Symptom: Failed to upload files to an appointed path when authentication is required by iMC 
BIMs. 

 Condition: When system try to upload a file to iMC BIMs and authentication is required. 

RTD066819 

 Symptom: IKE negotiation fails between the router and the other equipment. 

 Condition: Set the Authentication-method of IKE as RSA- signature, and import the CA 
signature manually from the EJBCA server. 

RTD066820 

 Symptom: The router can’t apply for the local signature dynamically from the EJBCA server. 

 Condition: None 

RTD066912 

 Symptom: SIP Server-group names are limited to 31 characters. 

 Condition: None 
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RTD066758 

 Symptom: The command of “display user-interface tty number” can’t show the F flag. 

 Condition: None 

RTD067083 

 Symptom: Each VRF private network routes of MSR50 can’t reach to 50000. 

 Condition: None 

RTD066759 

 Symptom: In some cases the optical module of the router reports error abnormally. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD067438 

 Symptom: Portal client always fails to authenticate. 

 Condition: The interfaces of the router connect with Portal server and Portal client are on the 
same VPN. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2318 

RTD066297 

 Symptom: The total of NAT servers for each interface is 256 and needs to be enlarged to 1024. 

 Condition: None 

RTD066325 

 Symptom: The MIB OID of hh3cCBQoSClassMatchedPackets for the dialer interface can't get 
the value. 

 Condition: None 

RTD066837 

 Symptom: When the two 3G interfaces switch, the NAT data can't switch to active interface 
automatically, and the old NAT session in the NAT table still exist. 

 Condition: The main interface and backup interface are also 3G interface at the router, and the 
two 3G interface set NAT function. 

RTD066566 

 Symptom: The router reboots abnormally. 

 Condition: The router sets NAT function and receives the exceptional H323 IRR packet. 

RTD066123 

 Symptom: The router reboots abnormally. 

 Condition: The router receives the especial DHCP packet with option82 information. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2317 

RTD065839 

 Symptom: Running period of time, the fixed ADSL interface stops receiving and sending 
packets. 

 Condition: The fixed ADSL interface of MSR2015 negotiates G.dmt mode. 
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RTD065395 

 Symptom: After the 3G modem succeeds to dial up using some profile, the status of profile is 
error and always shows "INACIVE". 

 Condition: The router connects the Sierra MC8705 3G modem through USB port. 

RTD065717 

 Symptom: The configuration file can be uploaded/download from the NMS to the router only 
controlling over the file extension is allowed via the fileName argument. 

 Condition: Upload or download the configuration file from the NMS to the router by TR069 
protocol. 

RTD065469 

 Symptom: The cellular 3G interface of the router can't support to switch to 2G modem by 
command line. 

 Condition: None 

RTD065731 

 Symptom: The VCI values of ATM interface at the router are only from 0 to 255, according to the 
standard the VCI values should be 0 to 65535. 

 Condition: None 

RTD066013 

 Symptom: The variation of Gain with input level test against the New Zealand PBX standard 
PTC220 fails on the FXO interface. 

 Condition: None 

RTD065850 

 Symptom: The variation of Gain with input level test against the Australian standard fails on the 
FXO interface. 

 Condition: None 

RTD065659 

 Symptom: The router can't establish the TLS connection with TLS 1.2 client. 

 Condition: None 

RTD065658 

 Symptom:. The vad function doesn't take effect. 

 Condition: Use G711 codec and set the command of "default entity vad-on". 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2315 

RTD065340 

 Symptom: When the L2 switched Ethernet interface of the router is up and down, the RIP BFD 
session based on the WAN interface of the router is up and down too. 

 Condition: .There are several L2 switched Ethernet interfaces at the router, and these Ethernet 
interfaces enable STP, at the same time the WAN interface runs RIP BFD function. 

RTD065253 

 Symptom: If the router learns from a VPN an ARP entry that has the same IP address, MAC 
address, and VLAN ID as but a different port from an existing ARP entry (port migration), the 
CPU usage is high or an error occurs to ARP update. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur if the router learns an ARP entry that has the same IP 
address, MAC address, and VLAN ID as but a different port from an existing ARP entry. 

RTD065431 

 Symptom: If a Lync client calls a PSTN terminal when the Lync2013 server is enabled with PAI, 
the PSTN terminal cannot display the caller number and name.  

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if a Lync client calls a PSTN terminal when the Lync2013 
server is enabled with PAI. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2312P20 

HSD109708 

 Symptom: If the router learns from a VPN an ARP entry that has the same IP address, MAC 
address, and VLAN ID as but a different port from an existing ARP entry (port migration), the 
CPU usage is high or an error occurs to ARP update. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the router learns an ARP entry that has the same IP 
address, MAC address, and VLAN ID as but a different port from an existing ARP entry. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2314 

RTD064905 

 Symptom: PSD fails on pair B of the fixed G.SHDSL interface on an MSR 20-13. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if PSD is performed on pair B of the fixed G.SHDSL interface 
on an MSR 20-13. 

RTD064700 

 Symptom: Walking QoS statistics MIB on a VT interface MIB fails.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs during a walk on QoS statistics MIB on a VT interface. 

RTD064568 

 Symptom: Service interruption occurs on a cellular interface during a 2G/3G switchover. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen during a 2G/3G switchover on a cellular interface. The 
cellular interface goes down and up and then requests an IP address again, resulting service 
interruption. You can use the link delay function to solve this problem.  

RTD064522 

 Symptom: The cwmp cpe connect interface cannot be configured as a loopback interface. 

 Condition: This symptom can be seen if you configure a loopback interface as the cwmp cpe 
connect interface. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2313 

RTD064439 

 Symptom: After the usb disable command is configured, the device cannot start up. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur when the usb disable command is configured. 

RTD064748 

 Symptom: The MSR 930 router cannot recognize a Sierra250U 3G modem. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur when a Sierra250U 3G modem is connected to the USB 
interface. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2312P15 

RTD064289 

 Symptom: When an AE3 card of a router connects to non-H3C device, the router cannot 
communicate with the non-H3C device because the peer port cannot come up.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the non-H3C device checks the payload type field of E3 
frames and finds that the field does not match its implementation.  

RTD063995 

 Symptom: When access the hh3cUserPassword node of hh3cUserInfoTable by SNMP, the 
device return the user's password. 

 Condition: Access the hh3cUserPassword node of hh3cUserInfoTable by SNMP. 

HSD81844 

 Symptom: Because of the weak cryptographic algorithm there is a risk that the stored 
passwords possibly be cracked. 

 Condition: Config password in ciphertext.  

HSD82338 

 Symptom: Memory leak occurs on some specific LDAP query in SSL VPN feature. 

 Condition: Specific LDAP query in SSL VPN.  

HSD76273 

 Symptom: Buffer overflow occurs on some specific illegal IKE packet. 

 Condition: Illegal IKE packet attack. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2312 

RTD063095 

 Symptom: When communication with the remote SIP server recovers, the router that acts as 
the local SIP server still responds to SIP register requests.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 

 The router operates in alive mode. 

 Communication with the remote SIP server fails and after a certain time, it recovers. 

RTD063683 

 Symptom: The MSR router cannot be accessed by some wireless devices.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the IE extended attributes of the wireless devices fail to pass 
check on the MSR router. 

RTD063679 

 Symptom: A port that is configured with nat outbound and is not configured with nat server still 
performs NAT server translation for received packets.  

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the port is one of the two public ports of the router, and 
the other public port is configured with nat server.  
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RTD064096 

 Symptom: The MSR router that acts as the LNS cannot be accessed by other devices.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs because FrameCap AVP in SCCRP sent by the MSR is TRUE, 
resulting in PPP negotiation failures.  

RTD063561 

 Symptom: Packet forwarding between secondary addresses configured on a VLAN interface 
has low efficiency.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs during packet forwarding between secondary addresses 
configured on a VLAN interface. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2311 

RTD063829 

 Symptom: If the router starts up without loading a configuration file, multiple voice-related TCP 
ports are enabled.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the router starts up without loading a configuration file. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-E2310 

RTD063149 

 Symptom: The display rta all command cannot display complete RTA template information. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur when more than 24 RTA templates have been configured. 

RTD063140 

 Symptom: Changing user privileges in the Web interface fails.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs when you change a user privilege in the Web interface. 

RTD063433 

 Symptom: An MSR 30-11F router that performs 802.1X authentication fails to execute permit 
rules in an assigned ACL. 

 Condition: This symptom might occur if the assigned ACL comprises both permit and deny 
rules.  

RTD063426 

 Symptom: An X.25 SVC fails to be established.  

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the call request received from the X.25 peer has a facility ID 
of 00.  

RTD063577 

 Symptom: A client fails to pass 802.1X authentication on the router. 

 Condition: This symptom occurs if the client is enabled with IP check function. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2209P21 

RTD062073 

 Symptom: Because the external 3G modem negotiates slowly, if the PPPoE client waits for PPP 
negotiation more than 10s, the PPPoE dialer will fail. 
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 Condition: MSR device as PPPoE client, and connected with external 3G modem. 

RTD061928 

 Symptom: The power level measured is greater than the maximum power level allowed by the 
standard 12.5dBm. 

 Condition: The test house carries out the Annex L testing for the SIC-ADSL card. 

RTD061985 

 Symptom: The UMTS light on the SIC-3G-GSM or SIC-HSPA card is bright yellow all along. 

 Condition: The SIM card can’t be identified in the SIC-3G-GSM or SIC-HSPA. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2209P15 

RTD061429 

 Symptom: When modifying the parameter of tunnel bandwidth, OSPF COST doesn’t update. 

 Condition: The tunnel interface of the route runs OSPF protocol. 

RTD61366 

 Symptom: The REINVITE message from the router doesn’t take NTE capacity filed, so the FAX 
passthrough with LYNC server fails. 

 Condition: The router runs FAX passthrough with Microsoft LYNC server. 

RTD061122 

 Symptom: The router doesn’t eliminate the NAT session synchronously at the router, so that the 
NAT data flow can be transmitted all along. 

 Condition: Remove the NAT static configuration at the router, at the same time there are 
durative NAT data flow at the router. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2209P13 

RTD060728 

 Symptom: Some time, the E1-F interface is UP and DOWN ceaselessly. 

 Condition: A SIC-2E1-F card is inserted into the router, and the link status of one E1-F interface 
is UP, the link status of the other E1-F interface is DOWN. 

RTD60727 

 Symptom: The router can’t detect the RPS power status accurately, so there are lots of RPS 
power alarms at the LOG of the router. 

 Condition: The MSR30 router with RPS power. 

RTD60660 

 Symptom: The pulse shape of MIM-8T1 and FIC-8T1 interface was too low. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD60295 

 Symptom: The Power Spectral Density of the 4-Wire G.SHDL MIM can’t achieve compliance 
against S043 for Australia testing. 

 Condition: None. 
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RTD60295 

 Symptom: The Power Spectral Density of the 4-Wire G.SHDL MIM can’t achieve compliance 
against S043 for Australia testing. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD60721 

 Symptom: Once the interface bearing the BGP connection is UP/DOWN, the BGP connection 
will be UP/DOWN again and again, and it takes a long time to establish the steady BGP 
connection. 

 Condition: There are lots of BGP route policies about community attribute at the router, and 
there are also many of BGP routes at the router. 

RTD60720 

 Symptom: The GTS characteristics (CIR, CBS, EBS) based on the real bandwidth negotiated 
by the router on the display information are error. 

 Condition: Set the QoS GTS policy at the ATM interface of the router. 

RTD060715 

 Symptom: When the called phone number is in the hunt-group, the caller cannot hear ring back 
and the call failed. 

 Condition: The router established SIP voice calls to VCX and hunt-group was set. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2209P01 

RTD60295 

 Symptom: The Power Spectral Density of the 4-Wire G.SHDL MIM can’t achieve compliance 
against S043. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD60406 

 Symptom: The router rebooted abnormally. 

 Condition: Insert some USB facility which the router can’t support into the router. 

RTD60172 

 Symptom: Certain instance, EC1261 doesn’t reply BULK OUT ACK to the router for two 
seconds, so the router can’t identify the EC1261. 

 Condition: The router connects HUAWEI EC1261 MODEM. 

RTD60042 

 Symptom: After a long time, the FSW card can’t forward multicast and broadcast packets. 

 Condition: The 16FSW or 24FSW card at the router runs three layer packets, and the other 
interfaces of the router forward large numbers of packets. 

RTD59961 

 Symptom: The Remote Alarm Indication (RAI) handling of SIC-EPRI doesn’t seem to work 
correctly, the test cases TC10102, TC10103, TC10105, TC10701, TC11105, TC11118 and 
TC12501 of TBR4 are all non-compliant. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD59907 

 Symptom: E160 MODEM reboots again and again. 
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 Condition: The router connects HUAWEI E160 MODEM. 

RTD59895 

 Symptom: Period of time, The SIC-1T1-F card can’t receive and send packets, and the 
interface queue is plugged up. 

 Condition: The POE router is inserted into FSW-POE card and SIC-1T1-F card. 

RTD60199 

 Symptom: The SNMP OID hh3cCfgLogTerminalUser value is error. 

 Condition: None. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2209 

RTD59161 

 Symptom: When transmits some UDP packets, the router will reboot abnormally. 

 Condition: The router runs NAT function, and there are several NAT outbound commands at the 
interface of the router. 

RTD58793 

 Symptom: The result of NQA was inaccurate. 

 Condition: Run NQA function in the Multilink PPP link with several physical interfaces. 

RTD58598 

 Symptom: The line protocol status of the async interface is always down. 

 Condition: The aysnc interface of the router works at flow mode. 

RTD59306 

 Symptom: OSPF Area 0 ABR does not generate default to stub when no neighbor in Area 0. 

 Condition: Run OSPF protocol in the router. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P45 

RTD58789 

 Symptom: If the router received challenge more than 16 bytes, the PPP CHAP authentication 
failed. 

 Condition: The interface of the router set PPP protocol and CHAP authentication. 

RTD58508 

 Symptom: The router can’t identify the INARP packets with filled information, so the router 
failed to parse the IP address. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD57556 

 Symptom: Because the BGP timer of the router was inaccurate, the BGP neighbors were UP 
and DOWN again and again. 

 Condition: The CPU usage of the router was high. 
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Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P38 

RTD58234 

 Symptom: The port will be shut down. 

 Condition: Insert a pseudo fiber module to a port of an HPE MSR router.  

RTD57850 

 Symptom: There wasn’t the command to adjust the cable attenuation parameters at the IMA-T1 
interface of the router. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD57858 

 Symptom: The pulse shape of IMA-T1 interface was too low. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD58297 

 Symptom: The pulse shape of SIC-EPRI interface has overshot /undershot. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD58164 

 Symptom: The pulse shape of IMA-E1 interface was too low. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD57892 

 Symptom: When the router received the SIP packets which’s record-route and contact head 
field the Transfer Protocol were inconsistent, because the router selected the error Transfer 

Protocol the voice call failed。 

 Condition: The router as VOICE gateway connected with AYAYA . 

RTD57811 

 Symptom: The dialer connection can’t establish. 

 Condition: The Dialer interface of the router set chap authentication for call-in connection. 

RTD58221 

 Symptom: The router rebooted abnormally. 

 Condition: Execute the command of “display ip flow-ordering statistic internal” at the router. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P34 

RTD57852 

 Symptom: After the BFD session at the router was DOWN, the router would delete correlative 
RIP routes, but the router still sent the RIP packets from the interface. If the interface was 
broken down in the one direction, another end could still received the rip packets. 

 Condition: The router started RIP BFD function. 

RTD57785 

 Symptom: If the router received the SIP messages which the contact filed of was included the 
maddr parameter, the voice call from the router was unsuccessful.  

 Condition: The router worked with some SIP SERVER, and established voice calls. 
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RTD57105 

 Symptom: The router reboots itself randomly. 

 Condition: The MSR30 router has 2 x 512M memories. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P33 

RTD57709 

 Symptom: The fax function couldn’t be started at the router. 

 Condition: None. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P23 

RTD57286 

 Symptom: Occasionally the router can’t recover from PPP state-machine and can’t dialup 
3G-link successfully. 

 Condition: The router doesn’t receive connect information from 3G modem. 

RTD57514 

 Symptom: The 3G interface of the router would be UP and DOWN. 

 Condition: 3G network was HSPA+. 

RTD57364 

 Symptom: The fax function couldn’t be started at the router. 

 Condition: None. 

RTD57365 

 Symptom: Because the SDP’s fmtp and rtpmap of the SIP packet negotiated by error, the 
compression selected was wrong. 

 Condition: The router established the SIP connection with other equipment. 

RTD57500 

 Symptom: The packet which matching this route can’t be transmitted. 

 Condition: MPLS L3VPN, inter-AS option B, a route advertising to ASBR through different 
VPN-instance and the route is flapping. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P14 

RTD56973 

 Symptom: The 3G interface would be UP and DOWN because 3G network was unstable. 

 Condition: 3G network status was unstable, little the network was no service. 

RTD56986 

 Symptom: The router would turn off the FAX function, and brought on that the FAX failed. 

 Condition: The router received the SIP INVITE message without a=T38MaxBitRate filed to 
transfer T.38. 
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RTD56520 

 Symptom: Even though the RIP BFD session was down, the RIP routes were updated.  

 Condition: Configuring RIP BFD at the router, the link was uni-direction and the router could 
receive the RIP packets. 

RTD56390 

 Symptom: The router couldn’t get the Calling number and Called Number attribute from LAC. 

 Condition: The router acted as LNS, and LAC sent the ICCN packets without Proxy auth 
attribute. 

RTD56145 

 Symptom: Because the router didn’t take offset filed in the L2TP packets, the L2TP connection 
couldn’t establish. 

 Condition: The router acted as LNS, and LAC requested the L2TP packets received with offset 
field. 

Resolved problems in CMW520-R2207P02  

RTD56119 

 Symptom: The router will reboot possibly. 

 Condition: If change the DVPN tunnel-protocol when there is IP traffic going out of the tunnel. 

RTD56062 

 Symptom: The IPSec policy groups cannot be modified successfully if the virtual interface is 
deleted first. 

 Condition: Apply two or more IPSec policy groups to a virtual interface on the web interface, like 
interface tunnel. 

RTD56060 

 Symptom: The router made mistake when negotiating about the codec, it resulted in that the 
FAX failed.  

 Condition: The router received the SIP packet of “200 OK” without “a=silenceSupp:off”. 

RTD56106 

 Symptom: The DAR function was abnormal and couldn’t identify the packets correctly. 

 Condition: The packets were identified by DAR after the packets were transmitted through 
L2TP tunnel. 

RTD55818 

 Symptom: The E1 POS calls failed. 

 Condition: The E1POS interface worked with ISDN signal, and established the ISDN 
connection with ALCATEL PBX. 

RTD56103 

 Symptom: The MSR router as RTA client couldn’t establish connection with RTA relay. 

 Condition: The AR46 or AR28 router worked as RTA relay. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2207 
RTD54811 

 Symptom: The instant message cannot be relaid. 

 Condition: When using UDP as the SIP transport protocol, If the Packet is huge, the MSR 
cannot re-build the SIP fragment messages. 

RTD54836 

 Symptom: The call cannot be established. 

 Condition: When configure the UDP as the SIP transport protocol, If the Packet is larger than 
MTU-200, the transport protocol will automatically change to TCP, but if the destination does 
not support TCP, the transport protocol cannot change back to UDP. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P38 
RTD55551 

 Symptom: All isdn calls at the four SIC-BU cards couldn’t be established successfully at the 
same time. 

 Condition: There were four SIC-BU cards inserted into the router. 

RTD55454 

 Symptom: After period of time, IPSEC data would be intermitted. 

 Condition: The router transmitted IPSEC data with perfect forward secrecy function. 

RTD55494 

 Symptom: The static arp items are not buildrun after the arp fixup command, so the static arp 
items will be lost after the device reboot. 

 Condition: Run the arp fixup command and reboot the router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P36 
RTD54196 

 Symptom: Even if there were several sub-interfaces at the main-interface, only one x.121 
address can be set to map x25 bridge. 

 Condition: Set x25 bridge map at the interface of the router. 

RTD54728 

 Symptom: After mirroring the packets for a while, the memory of the router leaked. 

 Condition: The source port of mirror-group was MP’s virtual-template interface. 

RTD54669 

 Symptom: The G.SHDSL interface still negotiated as 4-wire. 

 Condition: The G.SHDSL interface of the MSR 20-13 was set to 2-wire mode. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P35 
RTD53977 

 Symptom: There were some lost packets at the high PRI queue even if the high priority packets 
didn’t exceed the bandwidth assigned. 
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 Condition: The FR traffic shaping function was enabled at the FR interface, and the CIR of the 
DLCI was equal to the bandwidth of the interface, the QOS queues were set at the DLCI. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P31 
RTD54152 

 Symptom: If the ARP entries updated, the sequence of static ARP entries saved changed. 

 Condition: Configure some static ARP entries at the router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P26 
RTD54042 

 Symptom: After doing the two operations simultaneity period of time, the router’s configuration 
file lost. 

 Condition: Execute the command “save” to save the configuration file at the router, at the same 
time put the configuration file to the router using TFTP. 

RTD53983 

 Symptom: The packets transmitted by the interface can’t be translated correctly. 

 Condition: Certain interface of the router was bound to the VPN-instance, and was enabled the 
NAT function.  

RTD53976 

 Symptom: If defining several PU facilities using the same MAC address, the router only could 
establish virtual circuit for one PU facility. 

 Condition: The two routers established the DLSw peer, and transmitted the packets between 
the IBM mainframe and SNA host. 

RTD53848 

 Symptom: Even though the L2TP client was asynchronous PPP, the router still sent the SLI 
control packets with ACCM option, and sometime this should bring on that the L2TP connection 
negotiated unsuccessfully. 

 Condition: The router acts as LNS established the L2TP connection with other equipment. 

RTD53886 

 Symptom: Ping 900 bytes to 1500 bytes packets from the G.SHDSL interface, and there were 
lots of packet lost. 

 Condition: The FIC/MIM-G.SHDSL cards were inserted into the router, and the G.SHDSL 
interface established the connection with the Ericsson EDA u2530 DSLAM. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P22 
RTD53762 

 Symptom: After running for period of time, the router couldn’t establish SIP voice call 
successfully. 

 Condition: The router acted as SIP voice gateway. 

RTD53423 

 Symptom: The NQA jitter test result was incorrect. 
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 Condition: The time zone or the summer-time was set at the router, and the router acted as 
NQA server or client inter-operated with the other equipment. 

RTD53153 

 Symptom: The Windows PPTP connection couldn’t be established successfully, after the PPTP 
packets were transmitted by the router. 

 Condition: NAT function was enabled at the router. 

RTD53779 

 Symptom: When the signal of VT1 interface is R2, Digital E&M, or LGS, only the timeslot 1-23 
can be set. 

 Condition: None. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P12 
RTD53005 

 Symptom: After the user succeeded to login through the local Portal server, the router rebooted 
exceptionally. 

 Condition: The local Portal server was enabled at the router. 

RTD53154 

 Symptom: Because the OSFP MD5 authentication Sequence could reach to the maximum and 
overturn at the short time, the OSPF neighbor relationships broke down and re-established. 

 Condition: There were many OSPF neighbors be established at the router. 

Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P06 
RTD51595 

 Symptom: The packets can’t be forwarded m. 

 Condition: When configuration the interface of virtual-template as the output-interface of static 
route. 

RTD52249 

 Symptom: The key of HWTACACS can’t more than 96 characters. 

 Condition: None 

RTD52822 

 Symptom: The packets matched up the static route can’t be transmitted by the Virtual-template 
interface, and the static route to Virtual-template was invalid. 

 Condition: The Virtual-template interface of the router connected a point-to-point network, and 
the Virtual-template interface was an output interface of a static route. 

RTD52279 

 Symptom: The POS connections to the AUX interface failed. 

 Condition: Run the POS APP function at the AUX interface of the router. 

RTD52833 

 Symptom: The caller name couldn’t be displayed at the called. 

 Condition: The VOIP function was enabled at the router, and the ISDN SETUP message from 
the PBX didn’t contain the caller name, instead the caller name was included at the following 
Facility message. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105P02 
RTD51702 

 Symptom: Then the router can’t recognize the USB 3G Modem. 

 Condition: Plug the USB 3G Modem in and reboot the router with empty configuration. 

RTD51603 

 Symptom: The router will be crash when send packets of ICMP unreachable. 

 Condition: When configuration the command of “nat outbound” on the interface. 

RTD51986 

 Symptom: The MSR 30-16 didn’t support the DMC function, and there is any command of DMC 
at the MSR 30-16. 

 Condition: None 

RTD52094 

 Symptom: The NAS-IP can’t be set to the IP address ended with 255 at the router.  

 Condition: None. 

RTD51965 

 Symptom: When the router received the especial DNS reverse-query packets, the router did the 
NAT translation, then the router rebooted abnormally.  

 Condition: Start the NAT function at the router. 

RTD51715 

 Symptom: The Linux FTP client couldn’t visit the Serv-U ftp server transmitted by the router. 

 Condition: Enable the ASPF function at the router.  

RTD51666 

 Symptom: Because the ADSL Modem XAVI model x7822m should send the ARP packets with 
0000-0000-0000 MAC, the router can’t established the connection with this ADSL Modem. 

 Condition: None.  

RTD51593 

 Symptom: If the ip address of the loopback interface is set before the ip address of another 
interface is set, the router can’t telnet the ip address of its loopback interface successfully. 

 Condition: There is a loopback interface and another interface which’s ip addres is the same IP 
network segment with the loopback interface. 

RTD51592 

 Symptom: Because the router responded NAK packet when it received the MRRU more than 
0x4000, the router can’t establish the connection with some equipment. 

 Condition: The router ran multilink PPP linked with some equipment. 

RTD51760 

 Symptom: On the router direct route and LDP does not accept the label from the direct peer. 

 Condition: None. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2105 
RTD51163 

 Symptom: Codec negotiation may be failed, and the call can not be setup. 

 Condition: When receiving a SIP message, if its SDP rtpmap and fmtp are not in order, the 
codec negotiation may be failed. 

RTD51162 

 Symptom: Because T.38 packets were not marked with DSCP, QoS policy may be mismatch 
and unuseful.  

 Condition: When neotiating T.38 in SIP Messages, after the negotiation, t.38 packets were not 
marked with DSCP. 

Support and other resources 

Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support 

 For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website: 

www.hpe.com/assistance  

 To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support 
Center website: 

www.hpe.com/support/hpesc  

Information to collect: 

 Technical support registration number (if applicable). 

 Product name, model or version, and serial number. 

 Operating system name and version. 

 Firmware version. 

 Error messages. 

 Product-specific reports and logs. 

 Add-on products or components. 

 Third-party products or components. 

Documents 

To find related documents, see the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center website at 
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc. 

 Enter your product name or number and click Go. If necessary, select your product from the 
resulting list. 

 For a complete list of acronyms and their definitions, see HPE FlexNetwork technology 
acronyms. 

Related documents 

The following documents provide related information: 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR20-1X Router Series Installation Guide 

http://www.hpe.com/assistance
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc
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 HPE FlexNetwork MSR20 Router Series Installation Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR30 Router Series Installation Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR50 Router Series Installation Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR900 Router Series Installation Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR93X Routers Installation Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR1000 Router Series Installation Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR93X Routers Quick Start Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR1000 Routers Quick Start Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR93X Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR20-1X Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR20 Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR30 Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR50 Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR900 Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR93X Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR1000/2000/3000/4000 Routers Compliance and Safety Manual 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Interface Module Guide 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Web-Based Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series ACL and QoS Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Fundamentals Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series High Availability Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Interface Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series IP Multicast Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series IPX Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 2 - LAN Switching Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 2 - WAN Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 3 - IP Routing Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 3 - IP Services Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series MPLS Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Network Management and Monitoring Configuration 
Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series OAA Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Security Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Terminal Access Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Voice Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series WLAN Configuration Guide(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series ACL and QoS Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Fundamentals Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series High Availability Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Interface Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series IP Multicast Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series IPX Command Reference(V5) 
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 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 2 - LAN Switching Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 2 - WAN Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 3 - IP Routing Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Layer 3 - IP Services Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series MPLS Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Network Management and Monitoring Command 
Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series OAA Command Reference(V5) 

 HPE FlexNetwork MSR Router Series Security Command Reference(V5) 

Documentation feedback 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help 
us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation 
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document title, 
part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For online help 
content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date located on the 
legal notices page. 
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Appendix A Feature list  

Hardware features 

Table 6 MSR20-1X Routers Hardware Features 

Item 

MSR 20-10 

Descriptio

n 

MSR 20-11 

Description 

MSR 20-12  

Descriptio

n 

MSR 20-13 

Descriptio

n 

MSR 20-15  

Description 

Dimensions (H x W 
x D) 

44.2mm30

0mm240m
m 

44.2mm300

mm240mm 

44.2mm30

0mm240m
m 

44.2mm30

0mm240m
m 

44.2mm300

mm240mm 

Weight 3Kg 3Kg 3Kg 3Kg 3Kg 

Input AC voltage 
Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC;  

50 Hz/60 Hz 

Input DC voltage Not support DC 

Max power 
consumption 

25W 

Operating 
temperature 

0°C to 40°C 

Relative humidity 
(noncondensing) 

5% to 90% 

Processor PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC 

BootROM 1MB 1MB 1MB 1MB 1MB 

FLASH 16MB/32 MB 16MB/32 MB 16MB/32 MB 16MB/32 MB 16MB/32 MB 

Memory 256MB 256MB 256MB 256MB 256MB 

Externa
l 
module 

SIC/ 
DSIC 
module 

1 1 1 1  1 

Internal 
module 

VPM 
strip 

0 0 1 0 1 

Fixed 
interfac
e 

Console
/AUX 

1 1 1 1 1 

USB 1 1 1 1 1 

FE 
1 electrical 
interfaces 

1 electrical 
interfaces 

1 electrical 
interfaces 

1 electrical 
interfaces 

1 electrical 
interfaces 

FE 
switchin
g 
interfac
e 

4 4 4 4 4 

ADSL 0 0 0 0 1 

G.SHD
SL 

0 0 0 
1(G.SHDSL.
bis) 

0 

SAE 0 1 0 0 0 
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ISDN 
S/T 

0 0 0 1 1 

AM 0 0 0 0 1 

E1/T1 0 0 1 0 0 

optional Wlan 1 0 1 1 1 

 

Table 7 MSR20 Routers Hardware Features 

Item 
MSR 20-20  

Description 

MSR 20-21 

Description 

MSR 20-40 

Description 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
44.2mm360mm287.1
mm 

44.2mm360mm287
.1mm 

44.2mm442mm407.1
mm 

Weight 3.4Kg 3.4Kg 5.4Kg 

Input AC voltage Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC; 50/60 Hz 

Input DC voltage Not support DC 

Max power 54W 54W 100W 

Operating temperature 0°C to 40°C (32oF to 104oF) 

Relative humidity 
(noncondensing) 

5% to 90% 

Processor PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC 

BootROM 4MB 4MB 4MB 

Memory 

SDRAM 

Default: 256MB 

Maximum:  256MB 

SDRAM 

Default: 256MB 

Maximum:  256MB 

SDRAM 

Default: 256MB 

Maximum:  256MB 

CF CARD 
Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 1GB 

Default: 256MB  

Maximum: 1GB 

Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 1GB 

External 
module 

SIC 
module 

2 2 4 

Internal 
module 

ESM 
module 

1 1 2 

VCPM 
module 

0 0 1 

VPM strip 0 0 2 

Fixed 
interface 

Console 1 1 1 

AUX 1 1 1 

USB 1 1 1 

FE Two electrical interfaces 
Two electrical 
interfaces 

Two electrical interfaces 

FE 
switching 
interface 

0 8 0 
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Table 8 MSR30 Routers Hardware Features 

Item 

MSR 30-11 

Descriptio

n 

MSR 30-16  

Description 

MSR 30-20/ 

MSR30-20 

TAA-complia

nt Router/ 

MSR30-20 

TAA-complia

nt DC Router  

Description 

MSR 30-40  

Description 

MSR 30-60 

Descriptio

n 

Dimensions 
(H x W x D) 

44.2mm×44
2 mm×360 
mm 

44.2mm×442 
mm×441.8mm 

44.2mm×442 
mm×441.8mm 

88.2mm×442 
mm×422.3mm 

132mm×442 
mm×421.8m
m 

Weight 4.6Kg 6Kg 6.9Kg 11.9Kg 13.6Kg 

Input AC 
voltage 

Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC;  

50 Hz/60 Hz 

Input DC 
voltage 

Not support 
DC 

Not support DC 

Rated voltage: 

-48V d.c.～-60V 

d.c 

Rated voltage: 

-48V d.c.～-60V 

d.c 

Rated 
voltage: -48V 

d.c.～-60V 

d.c 

Max power 54W 100W 125W 210W 210W 

Operating 
temperature 

0°C to 40°C 

Relative 
humidity 
(nonconden
sing) 

5% to 90% 

Processor PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC 

BootROM 2MB 4MB 4MB 4MB 4MB 

Memory 

DDR 
SDRAM 

Default: 
256MB 

Maximum: 
256MB 

DDR SDRAM 

Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 256MB 

DDR SDRAM 

Default: 512MB 

Maximum: 1GB 

DDR SDRAM 

Default: 512MB 

Maximum: 1GB 

DDR SDRAM 

 Default: 
512MB 

Maximum: 
1GB 

CF CARD 0 
Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 1GB 

Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 1GB 

Default: 256MB  

Maximum: 1GB 

Default: 
256MB 

Maximum: 
1GB 

FLASH 32MB 0 0 0 0 

E
xt
er
n
al 
m
o
d
ul
e 

SIC 
module 

2 4 4 4  4  

DSIC 
module 

0 2 2 2 2 

MIM 
module 

1 1 2 4 6 

XMIM 
module 

1 0 0 0 0 

DMIM 
module 

0 0 0 1 2 
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In
te
rn
al 
m
o
d
ul
e 

ESM 
module 

1 2 2 2 2 

VCPM 
module 

0 1 1 1 1 

VPM 
strip 

0 2 2 3 3 

Fi
x
e
d 
in
te
rf
a
c
e 

Consol
e 

1 1 1 1 1 

AUX 1 1 1 1 1 

USB 0 1 2 2 2 

FE 2 2  0 0 0 

GE 0 0 
2 electrical 
interfaces 

2 Combo 
interfaces 

2 Combo 
interfaces 

SAE 1 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 9 MSR30-1X Routers Hardware Features 

Item 
MSR  30-10 

Description 

MSR 30-11E  

Description 

MSR 30-11F 

Description 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
44.2 mm×442 
mm×360mm 

44.2 mm×442 
mm×360mm 

44.2 mm×442 
mm×360mm 

Weight 4.8kg 4.5Kg 4.8kg 

Input AC voltage Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC; 50/60 Hz 

Input DC voltage 
Rated voltage: –48 VDC 
to –60 VDC 

Not support DC Not support DC 

Max power 54W 54W 54W 

Operating temperature 0°C to 40°C (32oF to 104oF) 

Relative humidity 
(noncondensing) 

5% to 90% 

Processor PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC 

BootROM 2MB 2MB 2MB 

Memory 

DDR SDRAM  

Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 256MB 

DDR SDRAM  

Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 256MB 

DDR SDRAM  

Default: 256MB 

Maximum: 256MB 

CF CARD Not support Not support Not support 

FLASH 256MB 256MB 256MB 

External 
module 

SIC 
module 

2 2 2 

MIM 
module 

1 1 1 

XMIM 
module 

1 0 0 

Internal ESM 1 1 1 
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module module 

VPM strip 1 0 0 

Fixed 
interface 

Console 1 1 1 

AUX 1 1 1 

USB 1 1 1 

FE Two electrical interfaces 
Two electrical 
interfaces 

Two electrical interfaces 

FE 
switching 
interface 

0 24 48 

 

Table 10 MSR50 Routers Hardware Features 

Item 
MSR 50-40 

Description 

MSR 50-40 

MPU-G2 

Description 

MSR 50-60 

Description 

MSR 50-60 

MPU-G2 

Description 

Dimensions (H x W x 
D) 

130.7mm×436.2mm×424mm 175.1mm×436.2mm×424mm 

Weight 18Kg 20Kg 

Input AC voltage Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC; 50/60 Hz 

Input DC voltage Rated voltage: –48 VDC to –60 VDC 

Max power 350W 350W 

Operating 
temperature 

0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F) 

Relative humidity 
(noncondensing) 

5% to 90% 

Processor PowerPC PowerPC 

BootROM 4MB 4MB 

Memory 

DDR SDRAM: 

Default: 512MB 

Max: 1GB 

DDR SDRAM II: 

Default: 1GB 

Max: 2GB 

DDR SDRAM: 

Default: 512MB 

Max: 1GB 

DDR SDRAM II: 

Default: 1GB 

Max: 2GB 

CF CARD 
Default: 256MB 

Max: 1GB 

Default: 256MB 

Max: 1GB 

External 
module 

SIC 
module 

4  0 4  0 

FIC 
module 

4 6 

MSCA 
module 

1 1 

Internal 
module 

ESM 
module 

2 2 

VCPM 
module 

1 1 

VPM 
strip 

4 0 4 0 
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Fixed 
interface 

Console 1 1 

AUX 1 1 

USB 2 2 

FE 
switching 
interface 

0 0 

GE 
2 COMBO 
interfaces 

3 COMBO 
interfaces 

2 COMBO 
interfaces 

3 COMBO interfaces 

 

Table 11 MSR 9XX Routers Hardware Features 

Item MSR 900 Description MSR 920 Description 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 44.2 mm×230 mm×160 mm 44.2 mm×230 mm×160 mm 

Weight 1.8Kg 1.8Kg 

Input AC voltage Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC; 50/60 Hz 

Input DC voltage 12V 

Max power 15W 15W 

Operating temperature 0～40℃ 

Relative humidity 
(noncondensing) 

5～90% NO Dew 

Processor PowerPC PowerPC 

BootROM 2MB 2MB 

Memory 256MB 256MB 

FLASH 256MB 256MB 

External 
module 

SIC 
module 

0 0 

MIM 
module 

0 0 

Internal 
module 

ESM 
module 

0 0 

VPM strip 0 0 

Fixed 
interface 

Console/A
UX 

1 1 

USB 1 1 

FE 
switching 
interface 

4 8 

FE 2 2 
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Table 12 MSR93X Routers hardware features 

Item 

J

G

51

1

A 

J

G

5

1

1

B 

J

G

5

1

2

A 

J

H

0

1

2

A 

J

H

0

1

2

B 

JG

513

A 

JG

513

B 

JG

514

A  

JG

514

B 

JG

515

A 

JG

531

A 

JG

531

B 

JG

516

A 

JG

517

A 

Console/AUX 
port 

1 

USB port 1 

GE WAN port 1 

GE LAN port 4 

Serial port 
N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/A N/A 1 1 1 1 1 N/A N/A 

G.SHDSL 
port 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 1 

Built-in 3G 
module 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

N/
A 

1 1 N/A N/A 1 2 2 N/A 1 

WLAN 
module 

N/
A 

N/
A 

1 1 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Memory 256 MB DDR III 

Flash 128 MB 

Dimensions 
(H × W × D) 
(excluding 
rubber feet 
and mounting 
brackets) 

43.6 × 230 × 160 mm (1.72 × 9.06 × 6.30 in) 
44.2 × 300 × 200 mm (1.74 × 
11.81 × 7.87 in) 

Weight 

1.
0 
kg 
(2.
20 
lb) 

1.
0 
kg 
(2
.2
0 
lb
) 

1.
1 
kg 
(2.
43 
lb) 

1.
1 
kg 
(2
.4
3 
lb) 

1.
1 
kg 
(2
.4
3 
lb) 

1.1 
kg 
(2.4
3 lb) 

1.1 
kg 
(2.4
3 lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 
lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 lb) 

1.6 
kg 
(3.5
3 lb) 

AC power 
adapter 

Rated input voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 Hz or 60 Hz 

Max. AC 
power 

24 W 

Operating 
temperature 

0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F) 

Relative 
humidity 
(non-condens
ing) 

5% to 90% 
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Table 13 MSR930 Routers Hardware Features 

Item 
JG51

8A 

JG51

8B 

JG51

9A 

JH01

3A 

JG52

0A 

JG59

7A 

JG66

5A 

JG596

A 
JG704A 

Console/AUX 
port 

1 

USB port 1 

GE WAN port 1 

GE LAN port 4 

ADSL port 1 1 1 1 1 1 N/A N/A N/A 

ISDN port N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 N/A N/A N/A 

Built-in 3G 
module 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Built-in 4G 
module 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 1 1 

WLAN module N/A N/A 1 1 N/A      1 NA NA NA 

Memory 256 MB DDR III 

Flash 
128 
MB 

128 
MB 

128 
MB 

128 
MB 

128 
MB 

128 
MB 

128 
MB 

128 MB 128 MB 

Dimensions (H 
× W × D) 
(excluding 
rubber feet and 
mounting 
brackets) 

44.2 × 300 × 200 mm (1.74 × 11.81 × 7.87 in) 
43.6 × 230 × 160 mm (1.72 × 
9.06 × 6.30 in) 

Weight 1.6 kg (3.53 lb) 1.1 kg (2.43 lb) 

AC power 
adapter 

Rated input voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 Hz or 60 Hz 

Max. AC power 24 W 

Operating 
temperature 

0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F) 

Relative 
humidity 
(non-condensin
g) 

5% to 90% 

 

Table 14 MSR1000 Routers Hardware Features 

Item MSR1003-8 

Console port 1 

USB port 1 

GE WAN port 2 

GE LAN port 8 
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WLAN module 1 

Memory 256 MB DDR III (default) 

Flash 128 MB (default) 

Dimensions (H × W × 
D) (excluding rubber 
feet and mounting 
brackets) 

44.2×360×300mm 

Weight 1.1 kg (2.43 lb) 

AC power adapter Rated input voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 Hz or 60 Hz 

Max. AC power 30W 

Operating temperature 0°C to 45°C  

Relative humidity 
(non-condensing) 

5% to 90% 

 

Table 15 MSR20_MSR30_MSR50_MSR900_MSR1000 Routers Module List 

Module Description 

SIC 

Ethernet interface cards: 

JD573B HPE MSR 4-port 10/100Base-T Switch SIC Module 

JD620A HPE MSR 4-port 10/100Base-T PoE Switch SIC Module 

JD545B HPE MSR 1-port 10/100Base-T SIC Module 

JF280A HPE MSR 1-port 100Base-X SIC Module 

JD572A HPE MSR 1-port GbE Combo SIC Module 

JD634B HPE MSR 1-port E1/Fractional E1 (75ohm) SIC Module 

JD538A HPE MSR 1-port T1/Fractional T1 SIC Module 

JF842A HPE MSR 2-port E1/Fractional E1 (75ohm) SIC Module 

JD557A HPE MSR 1-port Enhanced Sync/Async Serial SIC Module 

JD536A HPE 1-Port Analog Modem SIC A-MSR Module 

JD537A HPE MSR 1-port ADSL over POTS SIC Module 

JD570A HPE MSR 1-port ISDN-U SIC Module 

JD571A HPE MSR 1-port ISDN-S/T SIC Module 

JF281A HPE MSR 8-port Async Serial SIC Module 

JF819A HPE MSR 802.11b/g/n Wireless Access Point SIC Module 

JF820A HPE 3G Wireless GSM/WCDMA WAN SIC Module 

JG211A HPE MSR 802.11b/g/n Wireless Access Point SIC Module (NA) 

JG056B HPE MSR 1-port ADSL over ISDN SIC Module 

JG186A HPE MSR 16-port Async Serial SIC Module 

JF253B HPE MSR 1-port E1/CE1/PRI SIC Module 

JG187A HPE MSR HSPA/WCDMA SIC Module 

JG742B HPE MSR 4GLTE SIC Mod for CDMA/WCDMA  

JG743B HPE MSR 4G LTE SIC Mod for ATT  

JG744B HPE MSR 4GLTE SIC Mod for Global  

JG929A HPE MSR HSPA+/WCDMA SIC Module 

Voice interface cards: 

JD558A HPE MSR 2-port FXO SIC Module 
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JD559A HPE MSR 1-port FXO SIC Module 

JD560A HPE MSR 2-port FXS SIC Module 

JD561A HPE MSR 1-port FXS SIC Module 

JD575A HPE MSR 1-port E1 Voice SIC Module 

JD576A HPE MSR 1-port T1 Voice SIC Module 

JF821A HPE MSR 2-port ISDN-S/T Voice SIC Module 

JD632A HPE MSR 2-port FXS/1-port FXO SIC Module 

JG604A HPE MSR 1-port E1/CE1/PRI SIC Module 

JG736A HPE MSR 2-port Enhanced Sync / Async Serial SIC Module 

JG737A HPE MSR 4-port Enhanced Sync / Async Serial SIC Module 

JG738A HPE MSR 1-port GbE Combo SIC Module 

DSIC 

JD574B HPE MSR 9-port 10/100Base-T Switch DSIC Module 

JD621A HPE MSR 9-port 10/100Base-T PoE Switch DSIC Module 

JG189A HPE MSR 4-port FXS/1-port FXO DSIC Module 

JG191A HPE MSR 1-port 8-wire G.SHDSL (RJ45) DSIC Module 

ESM 
JD608A HPE MSR Advanced Network Data Encryption ESM Module 

JD609A HPE MSR Standard Network Data Encryption ESM Module 

MIM 

Ethernet interface cards: 

JD613A HPE MSR 2-port 10/100Base-T MIM Module 

JD551A HPE MSR 4-port 10/100Base-T MIM Module 

JD548A HPE MSR 2-port Gig-T MIM Module 

JD569A HPE 16-Port 10/100 MIM MSR Module 

JD618A HPE 16-Port 10/100 POE MIM MSR Module 

JD540A HPE MSR 2-port Enhanced Sync/Async Serial MIM Module 

JD541A HPE MSR 4-port Enhanced Sync/Async Serial MIM Module 

JD552A HPE MSR 8-port Enhanced Sync/Async Serial MIM Module 

JF840A HPE MSR 8-port Enhanced Async Serial MIM Module 

JF841A HPE MSR 16-port Enhanced Async Serial MIM Module 

JD544A HPE MSR 2-port E1/CE1/PRI MIM Module 

JD549A HPE MSR 2-port T1/CT1/PRI MIM Module 

JD550A HPE MSR 4-port E1/CE1/PRI MIM Module 

JD556A HPE MSR 4-port T1 IMA MIM Module 

JD563A HPE MSR 8-port E1/CE1/PRI (75ohm) MIM Module 

JF255A HPE MSR 8-port E1/Fractional E1 (75ohm) MIM Module 

JC159A HPE MSR 8-port T1/Fractional T1 MIM Module 

JC160A HPE MSR 8-port T1/CT1/PRI MIM Module 

JD628A HPE MSR 1-port T3/CT3/FT3 MIM Module 

JD630A HPE MSR 1-port E3/CE3/FE3 MIM Module 

JD624A HPE MSR 1-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP MIM Module 

JD554A HPE NDEC2 Encryption Accel MIM MSR Module 

JD547A HPE MSR 1-port 4-Wire G.SHDSL MIM Module 

JG193AHPE MSR 1-port OC-3c/STM-1c POS MIM Module 

JF254B HPE MSR 4-port T1/Fractional T1 MIM Module 

JF257B HPE MSR 4-port E1/Fractional E1 MIM Module 

JD555B HPE MSR 8-p E1 IMA (75ohm) MIM Module 

Voice interface card: 
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JD543A HPE MSR 2-port FXO MIM Module 

JD542A HPE MSR 4-port FXO MIM Module 

JD553A HPE MSR 4-port FXS MIM Module 

JD565A HPE MSR 1-port E1 Voice MIM Module 

JD566A HPE MSR 1-port T1 Voice MIM Module 

JD567A HPE MSR 2-port E1 Voice MIM Module 

JD568A HPE MSR 2-port T1 Voice MIM Module 

JF822A HPE MSR 16-port FXS MIM Module 

JF837A HPE MSR 4-port ISDN-S/T Voice MIM Module 

JD539A HPE MSR 4-port E&M MIM Module 

DMIM 

 

JD564A HPE 24-Port 10/100 DMIM MSR Module 

JD619A HPE 24-Port 10/100 POE DMIM MSR Module 

XMIM 
JF279A HPE MSR 16-port 10/100Base-T Switch XMIM Module 

JF276A HPE MSR 24-port 10/100Base-T Switch XMIM Module 

VPM / VCPM 

 

JD610A HPE MSR Voice Co-processing Module 

JD598A HPE MSR 32-Channel Voice Processing Module 

JD599A HPE MSR 24-Channel Voice Processing Module 

JD600A HPE MSR 16-Channel Voice Processing Module 

JD601A HPE MSR 8-Channel Voice Processing Module 

FIC 

Ethernet interface cards: 

JD583B HPE MSR 1-port Gig-T FIC Module 

JF260B HPE MSR 8-port Enhanced Async Serial FIC Module 

JF265B HPE MSR 16-port Enhanced Async Serial FIC Module 

JF269B HPE MSR 2-port Gig-T FIC Module 

JF270B HPE MSR 2-port 1000Base-X FIC Module 

JD582A HPE MSR 1-port 1000Base-X FIC Module 

JD577A HPE MSR 2-port 10/100Base-T FIC Module 

JF824A HPE MSR 4-port 10/100Base-T FIC Module 

JD604A HPE 16-Port 10/100 FIC MSR Module 

JD616A HPE 16-Port 10/100 POE FIC MSR Module 

JD584A HPE MSR 4-port Enhanced Sync/Async Serial FIC Module 

JD580A HPE MSR 8-port Enhanced Sync/Async Serial FIC Module 

JD578A HPE MSR 2-port E1/CE1/PRI FIC Module 

JD588A HPE MSR 4-port E1/CE1/PRI FIC Module 

JD585A HPE MSR 8-port E1/CE1/PRI (75ohm) FIC Module 

JD591A HPE MSR 4-port E1/Fractional E1 FIC Module 

JD592A HPE MSR 4-port T1/Fractional T1 FIC Module 

JD629A HPE MSR 1-port T3/CT3/FT3 FIC Module 

JD625A HPE MSR 1-port E3/CE3/FE3 FIC Module 

JD589A HPE MSR 4-port Enhanced ISDN-S/T FIC Module 

JD622A HPE MSR 4-port E1 IMA (75ohm) FIC Module 

JD595A HPE MSR 1-port T3 ATM FIC Module 

JD596A HPE MSR 1-port E3 ATM FIC Module 

JD633A HPE MSR 1-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP FIC Module 

JD581C HPE MSR 1-port OC-3c/STM-1c POS FIC Module 

JG201A HPE MSR 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS FIC Module 
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JD586B HPE MSR 8-port T1/CT1/PRI FIC Module 

JG200A HPE MSR 8-port T1 IMA FIC Module 

JF278B HPE MSR 8-p E1 IMA (75ohm) FIC Module 

Voice interface cards: 

JD602A HPE MSR 4-port E&M FIC Module 

JD593A HPE MSR 4-port FXO FIC Module 

JD594A HPE MSR 4-port FXS FIC Module 

JD605A HPE MSR 1-port T1 Voice FIC Module 

JD606A HPE MSR 2-port T1 Voice FIC Module 

JD607A HPE MSR 1-port E1 Voice FIC Module 

JD587A HPE MSR 2-port E1 Voice FIC Module 

JG197A HPE MSR 24-port FXS FIC Module 

D-FIC 
JD603A HPE 24-Port 10/100 DFIC MSR Module 

JD617A HPE 24-Port 10/100 POE DFIC MSR Module 

Table 16 Sierra Modem Module and Host/card compatibility matrix 

HPE description Product code Module name 

HPE MSR930 3G Router JG513A Sierra-MC8705 

HPE MSR931 3G Router JG515A Sierra-MC8705 

HPE MSR931 Dual 3G Router JG531A Sierra-MC8705 

HPE MSR933 3G Router JG517A Sierra-MC8705 

HPE MSR935 3G Router JG520A Sierra-MC8705 

HPE MSR930 4G LTE/3G CDMA Router JG596A Sierra-MC7750 

HPE MSR930 4G LTE/3G WCDMA Global Router JG665A Sierra-MC7710 

HPE MSR930 4G LTE/3G WCDMA ATT Router JG704A Sierra-MC7700 

HPE MSR 4G LTE SIC Mod for Verizon JG742A Sierra-MC7750 

HPE MSR 4G LTE SIC Mod for ATT JG743A Sierra-MC7700 

HPE MSR 4G LTE SIC Mod for Global JG744A Sierra-MC7710 

 

 CAUTION:  

The support and restriction of modules on MSR please refer to HPE MSR Router Series Interface 

Module Guide, Appendix Purchase Guide. 

 

Software features 

Table 17 Software features of MSR20_MSR30_MSR50_MSR900_MSR93X_MSR1000 Routers 

Category Features 

LAN protocol: 

ARP (proxy ARP, free ARP, authorization ARP)  

Ethernet_II 

Ethernet_SNAP 

VLAN (PORT-BASED VLAN/MAC-BASED VLAN/VLAN-BASED PORT 
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ISOLATE/VLAN VPN/VOICE VLAN)  

802.3x 

LACP(802.3ad) 

802.1p 

802.1Q 

802.1x 

RSTP(802.1w) 

MSTP(802.1s) 

GVRP 

PORT MUTILCAST suppression 

WAN protocols: 

PPP, MP 

PPPoE Client, PPPoE Server 

PPP/MP over FR 

FR, MFR 

FR Fragment, FR Compress, FR over IP 

FRTS 

ATM(IPoA, IPoEoA, PPPoA, PPPoEoA) 

DCC, Dialer Watch 

HDLC 

LAPB 

X25, X25 over TCP, X25 to TCP 

X25 PAD, X25 Huntgroup, X25 CUG 

DLSW(V1.0/2.0) 

ISDN, ISDN Network 

ISDN QSIG 

MODEM 

IP services 

Fast forwarding (unicast/multicast)  

TCP 

UDP 

IP Option 

IP unnumber 

Policy routing  (unicast/multicast) 

Non-IP services: 

SNA/DLSw support 

DLSw Ethernet redundancy backup  

IPX 

Netstream 

IP application 

Ping and Trace 

DHCP Server 

DHCP Relay 

DHCP Client 

DNS client 

DNS Static 

NQA 

IP Accounting 

UDP Helper 

NTP 
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Telnet 

TFTP Client 

FTP Client 

FTP Server 

IP route 

Static routing management  

Dynamic routing protocols: 

RIP/RIPng 

OSPF 

OSPFv3 

BGP 

IS-IS 

Multicast routing protocols: 

IGMP 

PIM-DM 

PIM-SM 

MBGP 

MSDP 

Routing policy 

MPLS 

LDP 

LSPM 

MPLS TE 

MPLS FW 

MPLS/BGP VPN 

L2VPN 

IPv6 

IPv6 basic functions  

IPv6 ND 

IPv6 PMTU 

IPv6 FIB 

IPv6 ACL 

IPv6 transition technologies 

NAT-PT 

IPv6 tunneling 

6PE 

IPv6 routing 

IPv6 static routing management 

Dynamic routing protocols 

RIPng  

OSPFv3 

IS-ISv6 

BGP4+ 

Multicast routing protocols 

MLD 

PIM-DM 

PIM-SM 

PIM-SSM 

Port security PPPoE Client&Server 
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PORTAL 

802.1x 

AAA 

Local authentication  

Radius 

HWTacacs 

Firewall 

ASPF 

ACL 

FILTER 

DDOS 

Data security 

IKE 

IPSec 

Encryption card  

Portal/Portal+ 

Other security 
technologies 

L2TP 

NAT/NAPT 

PKI 

RSA 

SSH V1.5/2.0 

SSL (only support cooperate with CWMP) 

URPF 

GRE 

DVPN 

Reliability 
Supports VRRP 

Supports the backup center 

L2 QoS 

SP 

WRED(Port) 

CAR 

LR 

Flow-base QOS Policy 

Port-Based Mirroring 

Flow-Based Mirroring 

Cos-Based HOLB(Head of Line Blocking)Prevention 

Packet Remarking 

Flow Redirect 

Flow Accounting 

Priority Mapping 

Port Trust Mode 

Port Priority 

Flow Filter 

FlowControl 

ACL 

Traffic supervision 
Supports CAR (Committed Access Rate) 

Supports LR (Line Rate) 

Congestion 
management  

FIFO, PQ, CQ, WFQ, CBQ, RTPQ 
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Congestion 
avoidance 

WRED/RED 

Traffic shaping Supports GTS(Generic Traffic Shaping) 

Other QOS 
technologies 

FR QOS 

MPLS QOS 

MP QoS/LFI 

cRTP/IPHC 

ATM QOS 

Sub-interface QOS 

Voice Interfaces 

FXS 

FXO 

E&M 

E1VI/T1VI 

Voice Signaling 

R2 

DSS1 

Q.sig 

Digital E&M 

SIP 
SIP 

SIP Operation 

Codec 

G.711A law  

G.711U law  

G.723R53 

G.723R63 

G.729a 

G.729R8 

Media Process 

RTP/cRTP 

IPHC 

Voice Backup 

FAX FAX 

Other 

Voice RADIUS 

VoFR 

Analog voice access and emergency  

Network 
management 

SNMP V1/V2c/V3 

MIB 

SYSLOG 

RMON 

Local management 

Command line management 

File system management 

Dual Image 

User access 
management 

Supports console interface login 

Supports AUX interface login 

Supports TTY interface login 

Supports telnet (VTY) login 

Supports SSH login 
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Supports FTP login 

Supports X25 PAD login 

XMODEM 
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Appendix B Upgrading software  
This section describes how to upgrade software while the router is operating normally or when the 
router cannot correctly start up.  

System software file types 

System software images are in .bin format (for example, main.bin) and run at startup. You can set a 
system software image as a main, backup, or secure image.  

At startup, the router always attempts to boot first with the main system software image. If the 
attempt fails, for example, because the image file is corrupted, the router tries to boot with the 
backup system software image. If the attempt still fails, the router tries to boot with the secure system 
software image. If all attempts fail, the router displays a failure message.  

Upgrade methods 

You can upgrade system software by using one of the following methods:  
 

Upgrade method Remarks 

Upgrading from the CLI 

You must reboot the router to complete the upgrade.  

This method can interrupt ongoing network 
services. 

Upgrading from the BootWare menu 
Use this method when the router cannot 

correctly start up.  

Software Upgrading Through Web 
Provides a quick software upgrade method 

through Web. 

Preparing for the upgrade 

Before you upgrade system software, complete the following tasks:  

 Set up the upgrade environment as shown in Table 195. 

 Configure routes to make sure that the router and the file server can reach each other.  

 Run a TFTP or FTP server on the file server.  

 Log in to the CLI of the router through the console port.  

 Copy the upgrade file to the file server and correctly set the working directory on the 

TFTP or FTP server.  

 Make sure the upgrade has minimal impact on the network services. During the 

upgrade, the router cannot provide any services. 
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 IMPORTANT: 

In the BootWare menu, if you choose to download files over Ethernet, the Ethernet port must be 
ETH0 on an MSR900, MSR920, MSR20-1X, MSR20-20, MSR20-21, MSR20-24, MSR30-10, 
MSR30-11E, MSR30-11F, and MSR30-16 router, and must be GE0 on an MSR93X, MSR30-20, 
MSR30-40, MSR30-60, MSR50-40, MSR50-60 and MSR1003-8 router.  
 

Table 18 Storage media 

Model Storage medium Path 

MSR900 / 920 Flash flash:/ 

MSR93X Flash flash:/ 

MSR20-1X Flash flash:/ 

MSR20-20 / 20-21 / 20-40 CF card cfa0:/ 

MSR30-10 / 30-11E / 30-11F Flash flash:/ 

MSR30-16 / 30-20 / 30-40 / 30-60 CF card cfa0:/ 

MSR50-40 / 50-60 CF card cfa0:/ 

MSR1003-8 Flash flash:/ 
 

Figure 1 Set up the upgrade environment 

 
 

Upgrading from the CLI 

You can use the TFTP or FTP commands on the router to access the TFTP or FTP server to back up 
or download files.  

Using TFTP to upgrade software 

This section describes how to upgrade system software by using TFTP.  

Backing up the running system software image and configuration file 

1. Perform the save command in any view to save the current configuration. 

<HPE> save 

The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 

Please input the file name(*.cfg)[cfa0:/startup.cfg] 

Console cable

192.168.1.1/24

192.168.1.2/24

TFTP/FTP 

Server
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(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 

cfa0:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 

 Validating file. Please wait.... 

 Configuration is saved to device successfully. 

<HPE> 

2. Perform the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and configuration 
file names and verify that the CF card has sufficient space for the new system software image. 

<HPE> dir 

Directory of cfa0:/ 

 

   0     drw-         -  Jun 28 2012 14:41:16   logfile 

   1     drw-         -  Jun 28 2012 14:42:56   domain1 

   2     -rw-     16256  Jun 28 2012 14:43:40   p2p_default.mtd 

   3     -rw-      1694  Jun 28 2012 14:47:12   startup.cfg 

   4     -rw-      3432  Jun 28 2012 14:47:10   system.xml 

   5     -rw-  23861744  Jun 28 2012 14:37:46   main.bin 

 

252328 KB total (227856 KB free) 

 

File system type of cfa0: FAT16 

 

<HPE> 

This example uses the default system software image file name main.bin and the 

default configuration file name startup.cfg.  

3. Perform the tftp put command in user view to upload the main.bin file to the TFTP server.  

<HPE> tftp 192.168.1.1 put main.bin 

 

       File will be transferred in binary mode 

   Sending file to remote TFTP server. Please wait... \ 

   TFTP: 23861744 bytes sent in 70 second(s). 

   File uploaded successfully. 

 

<HPE> 

4. Perform the tftp put command in user view to upload the startup.cfg file to the TFTP server.  

<HPE> tftp 192.168.1.1 put startup.cfg 

       File will be transferred in binary mode 

   Sending file to remote TFTP server. Please wait... \ 

   TFTP:     1694 bytes sent in 0 second(s). 

   File uploaded successfully. 

                                                                      

<HPE> 

Upgrading the system software 

1. Perform the tftp get command in user view to download the system software image file 
A_MSR30-CMW520-R2207P02-SI.BIN to the CF card on the router. 

<HPE> tftp 192.168.1.1 get A_MSR30-CMW520-R2207P02-SI.BIN 

 

  File will be transferred in binary mode 
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  Downloading file from remote TFTP server, please wait...| 

  TFTP: 23861744 bytes received in 70 second(s) 

  File downloaded successfully. 

 

<HPE> 

2. Perform the boot-loader command in user view to load the file 
A_MSR30-CMW520-R2207P02-SI.BIN and specify the file as the main image file at the next 
reboot.  

<HPE> boot-loader file a_msr30-cmw520-r2207p02-si.bin main 

  This command will set the boot file. Continue? [Y/N]:y 

  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 

0! 

<HPE> 

3. Perform the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been loaded. 

<HPE> display boot-loader 

 The boot file used at this reboot:cfa0:/main.bin attribute: main 

 The boot file used at the next reboot:cfa0:/a_msr30-cmw520-r2207p02-si.bin attribute: 

main 

 Failed to get the backup boot file used at the next reboot! 

 Failed to get the secure boot file used at the next reboot! 

<HPE> 

4. Perform the reboot command in user view to reboot the router. 

<HPE> reboot 

Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 

........DONE! 

 This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 

#Jun 28 16:17:22:368 2011 HP DEVM/1/REBOOT: 

 Reboot device by command. 

%Jun 28 16:17:22:368 2011 HP DEVM/5/SYSTEM_REBOOT: System is rebooting now. 

 Now rebooting, please wait... 

<HPE> 

System is starting...  

5. After the reboot is complete, perform the display version command to verify that the system 
software image is correct.  

<HPE> display version 

HP Comware Platform Software 

Comware Software, Version 5.20, Release 2207P02, Standard 

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 

HP MSR30-20 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 3 minutes 

Last reboot 2011/06/28 16:19:05 

System returned to ROM By <Reboot> Command. 

 

CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8349 533MHz 

256M bytes DDR SDRAM Memory 

4M bytes Flash Memory 

Pcb               Version:  3.0 

Logic             Version:  2.0 

Basic    BootROM  Version:  3.12 

Extended BootROM  Version:  3.13 
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[SLOT  0]CON                       (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]AUX                       (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]GE0/0                     (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]GE0/1                     (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]CELLULAR0/0               (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

 

<HPE> 

Using FTP to upgrade software 

This section describes how to upgrade system software by using FTP. 

Backing up the running system software image and configuration file 

1. Perform the save command in any view to save the current configuration.  

<HPE>  save 

The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 

Please input the file name(*.cfg)[cfa0:/startup.cfg] 

(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 

cfa0:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 

 Validating file. Please wait.... 

 Configuration is saved to device successfully. 

<HPE> 

2. Perform the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and configuration 
file names and verify that the CF card has sufficient space for the new system software image. 

<HPE>  dir 

Directory of cfa0:/ 

 

   0     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:41:16   logfile 

   1     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:42:56   domain1 

   2     -rw-     16256  Jun 28 2011 14:43:40   p2p_default.mtd 

   3     -rw-      1694  Jun 28 2011 14:47:12   startup.cfg 

   4     -rw-      3432  Jun 28 2011 14:47:10   system.xml 

   5     -rw-  23861744  Jun 28 2011 14:37:46   main.bin 

 

252328 KB total (227856 KB free) 

 

File system type of cfa0: FAT16 

 

<HPE> 

This example uses the default system software image file name main.bin and the default 
configuration file name startup.cfg.  

3. Perform the ftp command in user view to access the FTP server.  

<HPE>  ftp 192.168.1.1 

Trying 192.168.1.1 ... 

Press CTRL+K to abort 

Connected to 192.168.1.1. 

220 3Com 3CDaemon FTP Server Version 2.0 

User(192.168.1.100:(none)):user001 

331 User name ok, need password 
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Password: 

230 User logged in 

 

4. Perform the put command in FTP client view to upload the main.bin file to the FTP server.  

[ftp] put main.bin                                                           

227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,1,7,210)                                  

125 Using existing data connection                                               

226 Closing data connection; File transfer successful.                           

FTP: 23861744 byte(s) sent in 21.363 second(s), 1116.00Kbyte(s)/sec.             

                                                                                 

[ftp] 

5. Perform the put command in FTP client view to upload the startup.cfg file to the FTP server.  

[ftp] put startup.cfg                                                             

227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,1,7,177)                                  

125 Using existing data connection                                               

226 Closing data connection; File transfer successful.                           

FTP: 1677 byte(s) sent in 0.142 second(s), 11.00Kbyte(s)/sec.                    

                                                                                 

[ftp] 

Upgrading the system software 

1. Perform the get command in FTP client view to download the system software image file 
A_MSR30-CMW520-R2207P02-SI.BIN to the CF card on the router. 

[ftp] get a_msr30-cmw520-r2207p02-si.bin 

                                                                                 

227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,1,7,225)                                  

125 Using existing data connection                                               

226 Closing data connection; File transfer successful.                           

FTP: 23861744 byte(s) received in 30.907 second(s), 772.00K byte(s)/sec.         

                                                                                 

[ftp] 

2. Perform the quit command in FTP client view to return to user view. 

[ftp]quit 

221 Service closing control connection 

 

<HPE> 

3. Perform the boot-loader command in user view to load the file 
A_MSR30-CMW520-R2207P02-SI.BIN and specify the file as the main image file at the next 
reboot.  

<HPE>  boot-loader file a_msr30-cmw520-r2207p02-si.bin main 

  This command will set the boot file. Continue? [Y/N]:y 

  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 

0! 

<HPE> 

4. Perform the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been loaded. 

<HPE>  display boot-loader 

 The boot file used at this reboot:cfa0:/main.bin attribute: main 

 The boot file used at the next reboot:cfa0:/a_msr30-cmw520-r2207p02-si.bin attribute: 

main 
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 Failed to get the backup boot file used at the next reboot! 

 Failed to get the secure boot file used at the next reboot! 

<HPE> 

5. Perform the reboot command in user view to reboot the router. 

<HPE>  reboot 

Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 

........DONE! 

 This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 

#Jun 28 16:17:22:368 2011 HP DEVM/1/REBOOT: 

 Reboot device by command. 

%Jun 28 16:17:22:368 2011 HP DEVM/5/SYSTEM_REBOOT: System is rebooting now. 

 Now rebooting, please wait... 

<HPE> 

System is starting...  

6. After the reboot is complete, perform the display version command to verify that the system 
software image is correct.  

<HPE> display version 

HP Comware Platform Software 

Comware Software, Version 5.20, Release 2207P02, Standard 

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 

HP MSR30-20 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 3 minutes 

Last reboot 2011/06/28 16:19:05 

System returned to ROM By <Reboot> Command. 

 

CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8349 533MHz 

256M bytes DDR SDRAM Memory 

4M bytes Flash Memory 

Pcb               Version:  3.0 

Logic             Version:  2.0 

Basic    BootROM  Version:  3.12 

Extended BootROM  Version:  3.13 

[SLOT  0]CON                       (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]AUX                       (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]GE0/0                     (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]GE0/1                     (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

[SLOT  0]CELLULAR0/0               (Hardware)3.0    (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 

 

<HPE> 

Upgrading from the BootWare menu 

You can use the following methods to upgrade software from the BootWare menu:  

 Using TFTP/FTP to upgrade software through an Ethernet port 

 Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console port 
 

 
TIP: 

Upgrading through an Ethernet port is faster than through the console port.  
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Accessing the BootWare menu 

1. Power on the router (for example, an HP MSR30-20 router), and you can see the following 
information: 

System is starting...                                                            

Do you want to check SDRAM? [Y/N]                                                

Booting Normal Extend BootWare........                                           

The Extend BootWare is self-decompressing.....................                   

Done!  

**************************************************************************** 

*                                                                          * 

*                 HP MSR30-20  BootWare, Version 3.12                    * 

*                                                                          * 

**************************************************************************** 

Copyright (c) 2004-2010 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 

Compiled Date       : Feb 16 2011 

CPU Type            : MPC8349E 

CPU L1 Cache        : 32KB 

CPU Clock Speed     : 533MHz 

Memory Type         : DDR SDRAM 

Memory Size         : 256MB 

Memory Speed        : 264MHz 

BootWare Size       : 4096KB 

Flash Size          : 4MB 

cfa0 Size           : 256MB 

CPLD Version        : 2.0 

PCB Version         : 3.0 

 

 

 

BootWare Validating... 

Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu... 

2. Press Ctrl + B at the prompt.  

Please input BootWare password: 

3. Enter the BootWare password at the prompt to access the BootWare menu. 

By default, no password is required.  

If three password attempts are failed, the system reboots.  

Note: The current operating device is cfa0 

Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 

 

==========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>========================== 

|<1> Boot System                                                           | 

|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 

|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                | 

|<4> File Control                                                          | 

|<5> Modify BootWare Password                                              | 

|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     | 

|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               | 
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|<8> Clear Super Password                                                  | 

|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              | 

|<0> Reboot                                                                | 

========================================================================== 

Enter your choice(0-9):: 

Table 19 BootWare menu options 

Item Description 

<1> Boot System Boot the system software image.  

<2> Enter Serial SubMenu 
Access the Serial submenu (see Table 22 ) for upgrading 
system software through the console port or changing the 
serial port settings.  

<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu 
Access the Ethernet submenu (see Table 20) for upgrading 
system software through an Ethernet port or changing 
Ethernet settings.  

<4> File Control 
Access the File Control submenu (see Table 23) to retrieve 
and manage the files stored on the router. 

<5> Modify BootWare Password 
Modify the BootWare password. As a best practice to ensure 
security, set a BootWare password the first time you access 
the router.  

<6> Skip Current System Configuration 

Start the router with the factory default configuration. This is a 
one-time operation and does not take effect at the next reboot. 
You use this option when you forget the console login 
password. 

<7> BootWare Operation Menu 

Access the BootWare Operation menu for backing up, 
restoring, or upgrading BootWare. When you upgrade the 
Comware software images, BootWare is automatically 
upgraded. As a best practice, do not upgrade BootWare 
separately. This document does not cover using the 
BootWare Operation menu.  

<8> Clear Super Password 

Clear all super passwords used for switching to higher user 
privilege levels.  

By default, no super password is required for switching to a 
higher user privilege level.  

<9> Storage Device Operation 
Access the Storage Device Operation menu to manage 
storage devices. Using this option is beyond this chapter.  

<0> Reboot Restart the router. 
 

Using TFTP/FTP to upgrade software through an Ethernet 
port 

1. Enter 3 in the BootWare menu to access the Ethernet submenu.  

=========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================= 

|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 

|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 

|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 

|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 

|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 

|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 
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|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 

|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 

========================================================================== 

Enter your choice(0-5): 

Table 20 Ethernet submenu options 

Item Description 

<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And 
Run 

Download a system software image to the SDRAM 
and run the image. 

<2> Update Main Application File Upgrade the main system software image.  

<3> Update Backup Application File Upgrade the backup system software image.  

<4> Update Secure Application File Upgrade the secure system software image.  

<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter Modify network settings. 

<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 
 

2. Enter 5 to configure the network settings.  

=========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================= 

|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 

|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 

|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 

========================================================================== 

Protocol (FTP or TFTP) :tftp 

Load File Name         :main.bin 

                       : 

Target File Name       :main.bin 

                       : 

Server IP Address      :192.168.1.1 

Local IP Address       :192.168.1.253 

Gateway IP Address     :0.0.0.0 

FTP User Name          :user 

FTP User Password      :password 

Table 21 Network parameter fields and shortcut keys 

Field Description 

'.' = Clear field  Press a dot (.) and then Enter to clear the setting for a field.  

'-' = Go to previous field Press a hyphen (-) and then Enter to return to the previous field.  

Ctrl+D = Quit Press Ctrl + D to exit the Ethernet Parameter Set menu.  

Protocol (FTP or TFTP) Set the file transfer protocol to FTP or TFTP. 

Load File Name Set the name of the file to be downloaded.  

Target File Name 
Set a file name for saving the file on the router. By default, the target 
file name is the same as the source file name.  

Server IP Address 
Set the IP address of the FTP or TFTP server. If a mask must be 
set, use a colon (:) to separate the mask length from the IP address. 
For example, 192.168.80.10:24. 

Local IP Address Set the IP address of the router.  
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Field Description 

Gateway IP Address 
Set a gateway IP address if the router is on a different network than 
the server.  

FTP User Name 
Set the username for accessing the FTP server. This username 
must be the same as configured on the FTP server. This field is not 
available for TFTP.  

FTP User Password 
Set the password for accessing the FTP server. This password 
must be the same as configured on the FTP server. This field is not 
available for TFTP.  

 

3. Select an option in the Ethernet submenu to upgrade a system software image. For example, 
enter 2 to upgrade the main system software image.  

Loading..................................................................... 

............................................................................ 

.........................Done! 

31911744 bytes downloaded! 

Updating File flash:/main.bin............................................... 

....................................................Done! 

==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 

|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 

|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 

|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 

|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 

|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 

|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 

|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 

|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 

============================================================================ 

Enter your choice(0-5): 

4. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu.  

5. In the BootWare menu, enter 1 to boot the system. 

Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console 
port 

1. Enter 2 in the BootWare menu to access the Serial submenu.  

===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 

|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 

|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 

|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 

|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 

|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 

|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 

|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 

============================================================================ 

Enter your choice(0-5): 
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Table 22 Serial submenu options 

Item Description 

<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And 
Run 

Download an application to SDRAM through the 
serial port and run the program. 

<2> Update Main Application File Upgrade the main system software image.  

<3> Update Backup Application File Upgrade the backup system software image.  

<4> Update Secure Application File Upgrade the secure system software image.  

<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter Modify serial port parameters 

<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 
 

2. Enter 5 to modify serial interface parameters. 

3. Select an appropriate baud rate for the console port. For example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps. 

===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 

|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 

|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 

|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 

|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 

|<2> 19200                                                                 | 

|<3> 38400                                                                 | 

|<4> 57600                                                                 | 

|<5> 115200                                                                | 

|<0> Exit                                                                  | 

============================================================================ 

Enter your choice(0-5):5 

The following messages appear: 

Baudrate has been changed to 115200 bps. 

Please change the terminal's baudrate to 115200 bps, press ENTER when ready. 

 

 NOTE: 

Typically the size of a .bin file is over 10 MB. Even at 115200 bps, the download takes about 30 
minutes.  
 

4. Select Call > Disconnect in the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the terminal from the 
router. 

Figure 2 Disconnect the terminal connection 

 

5. Select File > Properties, and in the Properties dialog box, click Configure. 
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Figure 3 Properties dialog box 

 
 

6. Select 115200 from the Bits per second list and click OK.  
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Figure 4 Modify the baud rate 

 
 

7. Select Call > Call to reestablish the connection. 

Figure 5 Reestablish the connection 

 
 

8. Press Enter.  

The following menu appears:  

The current baudrate is 115200 bps 

===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 

|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 

|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 

|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 

|<1> 9600(Default)                                                         | 

|<2> 19200*                                                                | 

|<3> 38400                                                                 | 

|<4> 57600                                                                 | 

|<5> 115200                                                                | 

|<0> Exit                                                                  | 

============================================================================ 

Enter your choice(0-5): 

9. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu.  
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===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 

|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 

|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 

|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 

|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 

|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 

|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 

|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 

============================================================================ 

Enter your choice(0-5): 

10. Select an option from options 2 to 4 to upgrade a system software image. For example, enter 2 
to upgrade the main system software image. 

Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 

Waiting ...CCCCC 

11. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window.  

Figure 6 Transfer menu 

 
 

12. In the dialog box that appears, click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from 
the Protocol list. 

Figure 7 File transmission dialog box 

 
 

13. Click Send. The following dialog box appears: 
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Figure 8 File transfer progress 

 
 

14. When the Serial submenu appears after the file transfer is complete, enter 0 at the prompt to 
return to the BootWare menu.  

Download successfully! 

31911808 bytes downloaded! 

Input the File Name:main.bin 

Updating File flash:/main.bin.............................................. 

.....................................................Done! 

 

===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 

|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 

|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 

|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 

|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 

|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 

|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 

|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 

============================================================================ 

Enter your choice(0-5): 

15. Enter 1 in the BootWare menu to boot the system. 

16. If you are using a download rate other than 9600 bps, change the baud rate of the terminal to 
9600 bps. If the baud rate has been set to 9600 bps, skip this step.  

Managing files from the BootWare menu 

To change the type of a system software image, retrieve files, or delete files, enter 4 in the BootWare 
menu.  

The File Control submenu appears:  

==============================<File CONTROL>============================== 

|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                       | 

|<1> Display All File(s)                                                 | 
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|<2> Set Application File type                                           | 

|<3> Set Configuration File type                                         | 

|<4> Delete File                                                         | 

|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                   | 

========================================================================== 

Enter your choice(0-4): 

Table 23 File Control submenu options 

Item Description 

<1> Display All File Display all files. 

<2> Set Application File type Change the type of a system software image. 

<3> Set Configuration File type Change the type of a configuration file. 

<4> Delete File Delete files. 

<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 
 

Displaying all files 

To display all files, enter 1 in the File Control submenu: 

Display all file(s) in cfa0: 

 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'S' = SECURE      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 

========================================================================== 

|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                          | 

|1   640199    Dec/20/2007 09:53:16 N/A    cfa0:/logfile/logfile.log     | 

|2   22165484  Dec/20/2007 09:18:10 B+S    cfa0:/update.bin              | 

|3   1181      Dec/20/2007 09:42:54 N/A    cfa0:/startup.cfg             | 

|4   22165484  Dec/20/2007 09:42:28 M      cfa0:/main.bin                | 

========================================================================== 

Changing the type of a system software image 

System software image file attributes include main (M), backup (B), and secure (S). You can store 
only one main image, one backup image, and one secure image on the router. A system software 
image can have any combination of the M, B, and S attributes. If the file attribute you are assigning 
has been assigned to an image, the assignment removes the attribute from that image. The image is 
marked as N/A if it has only that attribute.  

For example, the file main.bin has the M attribute and the file update.bin has the S attribute. After you 
assign the M attribute to update.bin, the type of update.bin changes to M+S and the type of main.bin 
changes to N/A.  
 

 NOTE: 

You cannot remove or assign the S attribute in the File Control submenu. 
 

To change the type of a system software image: 

1. Enter 2 in the File Control submenu. 

'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'S' = SECURE      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 

========================================================================== 

|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                          | 
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|1   22165484  Dec/20/2007 09:18:10 B+S    cfa0:/update.bin              | 

|2   22165484  Dec/20/2007 09:42:28 M      cfa0:/main.bin                | 

|0   Exit                                                                | 

======================================================================== 

Enter file No: 

2. Enter the number of the file you are working with, and press Enter.  

Modify the file attribute: 

========================================================================== 

|<1> +Main                                                               | 

|<2> -Main                                                               | 

|<3> +Backup                                                             | 

|<4> -Backup                                                             | 

|<0> Exit                                                                | 

========================================================================== 

Enter your choice(0-4): 

3. Enter a number in the range of 1 to 4 to add or delete a file attribute for the file.  

Set the file attribute success! 

Deleting files 

When storage space is insufficient, you can delete obsolete files to free up storage space.  

To delete files: 

1. Enter 4 in the File Control submenu. 

Deleting the file in cfa0: 

 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'S' = SECURE      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 

========================================================================== 

|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                          | 

|1   640199    Dec/20/2007 09:53:16 N/A    cfa0:/logfile/logfile.log     | 

|2   22165484  Dec/20/2007 09:18:10 B+S    cfa0:/update.bin              | 

|3   1181      Dec/20/2007 09:42:54 N/A    cfa0:/startup.cfg             | 

|4   22165484  Dec/20/2007 09:42:28 M      cfa0:/main.bin                | 

|0   Exit                                                                | 

========================================================================== 

Enter file No: 

2. Enter the number of the file to delete.  

3. When the following prompt appears, enter Y. 

The file you selected is cfa0:/backup.bak,Delete it? [Y/N]Y 

Deleting........Done! 

Handling software upgrade failures 

If a software upgrade fails, the system runs the old software version. To handle a software failure:  

1. Check the physical ports for a loose or incorrect connection.  

2. If you are using the console port for file transfer, check the HyperTerminal settings (including 
the baud rate and data bits) for any wrong setting.  

3. Check the file transfer settings:  
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 If XMODEM is used, you must set the same baud rate for the terminal as for the console 
port.  

 If TFTP is used, you must enter the same server IP addresses, file name, and working 
directory as set on the TFTP server. 

 If FTP is used, you must enter the same FTP server IP address, source file name, working 
directory, and FTP username and password as set on the FTP server. 

4. Check the FTP or TFTP server for any incorrect setting.  

5. Check that the storage device has sufficient space for the upgrade file.  

6. If the message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, check the file for file corruption. 

Software Upgrading Through Web 

The device obtains the target application file in the user-defined path through HTTP and has the 
system upgraded to the target version at the next reboot.  

Select System Management > Software Upgrade from the navigation tree to enter the page as 
shown below.  

 

 

Click Browse. On the dialog box displayed, select the target application file in the local path, and 
specify the name of the application file to be stored on the device. Then select the If the file with 
same name exists, overwrite it out remind check box. Click Apply to upgrade the software, as 
shown in the following figure.  
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The upgrade process takes about three to five minutes. During this process, ensure that the network 
connection is normal and do not power off or restart the device.  

 

 

After the upgrade is complete, the system displays the following information and you need to restart 
the device.   
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Before restarting the device, follow these steps to save the current system configuration: select 
System Management > Configuration from the navigation tree to enter the default Save page, and 
then click Save Current Settings, as shown in the following figure.  

 

 

Click Yes in the pop-up dialog box.  

 

 

After saving the configuration information, select System Management > Reboot from the 
navigation tree to enter the page shown below. Click Apply to reboot the device.  
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Appendix C Dealing with console login 
password loss and user privilege level 
password loss 

 

 CAUTION: 

Dealing with console login password loss and user privilege level password loss from BootWare 
menus is disruptive. 
 

How to deal with console login password loss and user privilege level password loss depends on the 
state of password recovery capability (see Figure 9). Password recovery capability controls console 
user access to the device configuration and NVRAM from BootWare menus. 

 If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration 
without authentication and configure new passwords. 

 If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user must restore the factory-default 
configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration 
deletes the main and backup next-startup configuration files. 

To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 
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Figure 9 Dealing with password loss 

 
 

Examining the state of password recovery 
capability 

1. Reboot the router. 

System is starting...  

Press Ctrl+D to Access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU..........................  

  

**************************************************************************** 

*                                                                          * 

*                 HP MSR30-20  BootWare, Version 4.0                    * 

*                                                                          * 

**************************************************************************** 

Copyright (c) 2004-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 

Compiled Date       : Feb 16 2012  

CPU Type            : MPC8349E  

CPU L1 Cache        : 32KB  

CPU Clock Speed     : 533MHz  

Memory Type         : DDR SDRAM  

Memory Size         : 256MB  

Memory Speed        : 266MHz  

BootWare Size       : 4096KB  

Flash Size          : 4MB  

cfa0 Size           : 256MB  

CPLD Version        : 2.0  

PCB Version         : 3.0   

  

  

BootWare Validating...  

Enter 6 to skip 

console login authentication

Password recovery 

capability enabled?

Yes No

Save the running configuration

Enter 8 to clear 

user privilege level password

Reboot the router

Configure new passwords 

in system view

Enter 5 to restore the 

factory-default configuration

Password lost

Reboot the router to access 

EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu

Console login 

password lost
User privilege level 

password lost
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Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu...  

2. Press Ctrl + B within three seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu..." 
prompt message appears. 

BootWare password: Not required. Please press Enter to continue.   

3. Press Enter and read the password recovery capability state message displayed before the 

EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 

The current mode is password recovery.                                        

Note: The current operating device is cfa0                                       

Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.                             

                                                                                 

===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>===========================     

|<1> Boot System                                                           |     

|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  |     

|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                |     

|<4> File Control                                                          |     

|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              |     

|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     |     

|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               |     

|<8> Clear Super Password                                                  |     

|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              |     

|<0> Reboot                                                                |     

============================================================================     

Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU   

Ctrl+F: Format File System   

Enter your choice(0-9):  

Dealing with console login password loss when 
password recovery capability is enabled 

4. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and then enter 6. 

The current mode is password recovery.   

Note: The current operating device is cfa0   

Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.   

  

===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 

|<1> Boot System                                                           | 

|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 

|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                |  

|<4> File Control                                                          |  

|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              |  

|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     |  

|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               |  

|<8> Clear Super Password                                                  |  

|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              |  

|<0> Reboot                                                                |  

============================================================================  

Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU   

Ctrl+F: Format File System   
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Enter your choice(0-9): 6  

After the configuration skipping flag is set successfully, the following message appears: 

Flag Set Success. 

5. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router. 

The router starts up with empty configuration. 

6. To use the configuration in the next-startup configuration file, load the file in system view. 

<HPE> system-view 

[HPE] configuration replace file startup.cfg 

Current configuration will be lost, save current configuration? [Y/N]:n 

Info: Now replacing the current configuration. Please wait... 

Info: Succeeded in replacing current configuration with the file startup.cfg. 

7. Configure a new console login password. 

In the following example, the console login authentication mode is password and the 
authentication password is 123456. For security, the password is always saved in ciphertext to 

the configuration file, regardless of whether you specify the simple keyword or cipher keyword 

for the set authentication password command. 

<HPE> system-view 

[HPE] user-interface console 0 

[HPE-ui-console0] authentication-mode password 

[HPE-ui-console0] set authentication password cipher 123456 

8. To make the settings take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the 
next-startup configuration file. 

[HPE] save 

Dealing with user privilege level password loss 
when password recovery capability is enabled 

9. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and then enter 8. 

The current mode is password recovery.  

Note: The current operating device is cfa0   

Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.   

  

===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 

|<1> Boot System                                                            | 

|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                   | 

|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                 |  

|<4> File Control                                                           |  

|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                               |  

|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                      |  

|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                                |  

|<8> Clear Super Password                                                   |  

|<9> Storage Device Operation                                               |  

|<0> Reboot                                                                 |  

============================================================================  

Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU   

Ctrl+F: Format File System    

Enter your choice(0-9): 8   
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The router deletes the user privilege level password configuration commands from the main 
next-startup configuration file. After the operation is completed, the following message appears: 

Clear Super Password Success! 

10. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router. 

The router starts up with the main next-startup configuration file. 

11. Configure new passwords for user privilege levels. 

In the following example, the password 123456 is configured for user privilege level 3. For 
security, the password is always saved in ciphertext to the configuration file, regardless of 

whether you specify the simple keyword or cipher keyword for the super password command. 

<HPE> system-view 

[HPE] super password cipher 123456 

12. To make the setting take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the next-startup 
configuration file. 

[HPE] save 

Dealing with password loss when password 
recovery capability is disabled 

13. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and enter 5. 

The current mode is no password recovery.    

Note: The current operating device is cfa0   

Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.   

   

===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 

|<1> Boot System                                                           | 

|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 

|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                |  

|<4> File Control                                                          |  

|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              |  

|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     |  

|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               |  

|<8> Clear Super Password                                                  |  

|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              |  

|<0> Reboot                                                                |  

============================================================================  

Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU  

Ctrl+F: Format File System  

Enter your choice(0-9): 5   

14. At the prompt for confirmation, enter Y.  

The router deletes its main and backup next-startup configuration files and restores the 
factory-default configuration. 

The current mode is no password recovery. The configuration files will be  

deleted, and the system will start up with factory defaults, Are you sure to  

 continue?[Y/N]Y   

Setting...Done.   

15. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router. 

The router starts up with the factory-default configuration. 
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16. Configure a new console login password (see "Configure a new console login password.") or 
new user privilege level passwords (see "Configure new passwords for user privilege levels.").  

17. To make the settings take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the 
next-startup configuration file. 

[HPE] save
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Release CMW520-R2516P06  

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: Ambiguous Dot1q VLAN termination 

New feature: Ambiguous Dot1q VLAN 
termination 

Configuring ambiguous Dot1q VLAN termination 

For more information about configuring ambiguous Dot1q VLAN termination, see Layer 2—LAN 

Switching Configuration Guide in H3C MSR Series Routers Configuration Guides (V5). 

Command reference 

The following commands were added: 

 vlan-termination broadcast enable. 

 vlan-type dot1q vid second-dot1q. 

For more information about these commands, see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference in 

H3C MSR Series Routers Command References (V5). 

Release CMW520-R2516P02  

This release has the following changes： 

Modified feature: 3G/4G modem profile 

Modified feature: Configuring a PKI entity 

Modified feature: PKI certificate request 

Modified feature: 3G/4G modem profile 

Feature change description 

The maximum username length was increased from 32 characters to 80 characters in the 3G/4G 
modem profile. 
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Command changes 

profile create 

Syntax 

profile create profile-number { dynamic | static apn } authentication-mode authentication [ user 
username ] [ password password ] 

Views 

Cellular interface view/Cellular-Ethernet interface view 

Change description 

Before modification: The user username option is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. 

After modification: The user username option is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters. 

Modified feature: Configuring a PKI entity 

Feature change description 

In this software version, the common name, locality, organization, organization unit, and state 
configured for a PKI entity can contain commas.  

Command changes 

common-name 

Syntax 

common-name name 

Views 

PKI entity view 

Change description 

Before modification: The common name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters which 
cannot contain commas. 

After modification: The common name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters which can 
contain commas. 

locality 

Syntax 

locality locality-name 

Views 

PKI entity view  
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Change description 

Before modification: The locality is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 128 characters which cannot 
contain commas. 

After modification: The locality is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 128 characters which can contain 
commas. 

organization 

Syntax 

organization org-name 

undo organization 

Views 

PKI entity view  

Change description 

Before modification: The organization name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters which 
cannot contain commas. 

After modification: The organization name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters which can 
contain commas. 

organization-unit 

Syntax 

organization-unit org-unit-name 

undo organization-unit 

Views 

PKI entity view  

Change description 

Before modification: The organization unit name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters 
which cannot contain commas. 

After modification: The organization unit name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters which 
can contain commas. 

state 

Syntax 

state state-name 

undo state 

Views 

PKI entity view  

Change description 

Before modification: The state name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 128 characters which cannot 
contain commas. 

After modification: The state name is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 128 characters which can 
contain commas. 
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Modified feature: PKI certificate request 

Feature change description 

The signature algorithm used by the device when generating a PKI certificate request was changed.  

Before modification: 

 For RSA keys, sha1WithRSAEncryption is used in FIPS mode and md5WithRSAEncryption is 
used in non-FIPS mode. 

 For DSA keys, sha1WithRSAEncryption is used. 

After modification: 

 For RSA keys with a modulus less than 2048 bits, sha1WithRSAEncryption is used. For RSA 
keys with a modulus equal to or greater than 2048 bits, sha1WithRSAEncryption is used. 

 For DSA keys with a modulus less than 2048 bits, sha1WithRSAEncryption is used. For DSA 
keys with a modulus equal to or greater than 2048 bits, sha256WithRSAEncryption is used.  

Release CMW520-R2516 

This release has the following changes： 

Modified feature: Configuring MAC filtering from the Web interface 

Modified feature: Configuring MAC 
filtering from the Web interface 

Feature change description 

This release added support for configuring MAC filtering from the Web interface. 

Release CMW520-R2514P14 

This release has the following changes： 

Modified feature: Support for Option 60 in DHCP 

Modified feature: Support for Option 60 in 
DHCP 

Feature change description 

Support for Option 60 was added to DHCP. Option 60 is the vendor class identifier option. It is used 
by a DHCP client to identify its vendor, and by a DHCP server to distinguish DHCP clients by vendor 
class and assign specific IP addresses to the DHCP clients. 
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Command changes 

Modified command: option 

Syntax 

option code { ascii ascii-string | hex hex-string&<1-16> | ip-address ip-address&<1-8> } 

undo option code 

Views 

DHCP address pool view 

Change description 

Before modification: The value range for the code argument is 2 to 254, excluding 12, 50 through 55, 
57 through 61, and 82. 

After modification: The value range for the code argument is 2 to 254, excluding 50 through 54, 56, 
58, 59, 61, and 82. 

Release CMW520-R2514P12 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2514P10 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2514P07 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2514P06 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2514P02 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: 802.1X MAC address binding 

New feature: Logging 
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New feature: 802.1X MAC address binding 

Configuring 802.1X MAC address binding 

Support for 802.1X MAC address binding was added. 

Command reference 

dot1x binding-mac enable 

Use dot1x binding-mac enable to enable the 802.1X MAC address binding feature. 

Use undo dot1x binding-mac enable to restore the default. 

Syntax 

dot1x binding-mac enable 

undo dot1x binding-mac enable 

Default 

The 802.1X MAC address binding feature is disabled. 

Views 

Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

This command takes effect on a port only when the port performs MAC-based access control. 

The 802.1X MAC address binding feature automatically binds MAC addresses of authenticated 
802.1X users to the users' access port and generates 802.1X MAC address binding entries. 

802.1X MAC address binding entries, both automatically generated and manually configured, never 
age out. They can survive a user logoff or a device reboot. To delete an entry, you must use the undo 
dot1x binding-mac mac-address command. An 802.1X MAC address binding entry cannot be 
deleted when the user in the entry is online.  

After the number of 802.1X MAC address binding entries reaches the upper limit of concurrent 
802.1X users (set by using the dot1x max-user command), the following restrictions exist: 

 Users not in the binding entries will fail authentication even after users in the binding entries go 
offline. 

 New 802.1X MAC address binding entries are not allowed. 

Examples 

# Enable 802.1X MAC address binding on Ethernet 1/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface Ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] dot1x binding-mac enable 
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dot1x binding-mac 

Use dot1x binding-mac to configure an 802.1X MAC address binding entry. 

Use undo dot1x binding-mac to delete an 802.1X MAC address binding entry. 

Syntax 

dot1x binding-mac mac-address 

undo dot1x binding-mac mac-address 

Default 

No 802.1X MAC address binding entries are configured on a port. 

Views 

Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

mac-address: Specifies a MAC address in the format of H-H-H, excluding broadcast, multicast, and 
all-zero MAC addresses. 

Usage guidelines 

This command takes effect only when the 802.1X MAC address binding feature takes effect. 

802.1X MAC address binding entries, both manually configured and automatically generated, never 
age out. They can survive a user logoff or a device reboot. To delete an entry, you must use the undo 
dot1x binding-mac mac-address command. An 802.1X MAC address binding entry cannot be 
deleted when the user in the entry is online. 

After the number of 802.1X MAC address binding entries reaches the upper limit of concurrent 
802.1X users (set by using the dot1x max-user command), the following restrictions exist: 

 Users not in the binding entries will fail authentication even after users in the binding entries go 
offline. 

 New 802.1X MAC address binding entries are not allowed. 

Examples 

# Configure an 802.1X MAC address binding entry on Ethernet 1/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface Ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] dot1x binding-mac 000a-eb29-75f1 

New feature: Logging 

Generating logs 

The device supports generating logs for the following events: 

 No RTP traffic is sent or received for the time period specified by using the rtp-detect timeout 
command. 

 The call is forcibly torn down due to no RTP traffic. 

 The talking idle status of the EM module is changed. 
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Release CMW520-R2514P01 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: Loopback detection action 

Modified feature: 3G&4G modem Web page 

Modified feature: 3G/4G modem 

Modified feature: NAT 

New feature: Loopback detection action 

Feature change description 

In this release, MSR3011E/F routers support setting the loop detection action. 

Command reference 

loopback-detection action 

Use loopback-detection action to set the loopback detection action on a per-port basis. 

Use undo loopback-detection action to restore the default. 

Syntax 

loopback-detection action { block | shutdown } 

undo loopback-detection action 

Default 

If a loop is detected on port, the port cannot receive or send packets. 

Views 

Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

block: Enables the block mode. If a loop is detected, the device performs the following operations: 

 Generates a log. 

 Disables MAC address learning. 

 Blocks inbound traffic on the port. 

shutdown: Enables the shutdown mode. If a loop is detected, the device generates a log and shuts 
down the port. The device automatically sets the port to the forwarding state after the time interval 
set by using the shutdown-interval command. 

Usage guidelines 

After you change the link type of a port by using the port link-type command, the loopback detection 
action configured on the port automatically restores the default. 
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Examples 

# Set the loopback detection action to shutdown on port Ethernet 0/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet0/1 

[System-Ethernet0/1] loopback-detection action shutdown 

Modified feature: 3G&4G modem Web 
page 

Feature change description 

 In the navigation tree on the Device Info page, 3G was changed to 3G&4G. 
 

 
 

 4G interfaces were added to the Interface column. The column label Network Standard was 
changed to Current Network.  
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 The Description and License fields were removed from the Modem Information area. The 
IMEI field was removed from the SIM Information area. 

 

 
 

 The RSSI, Configured LTE Band, and Active LTE Band fields were added to the Network 
Information area. 

 

 
 

 The Authentication Mode field was added to the Interface tab. 
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Modified feature: 3G/4G modem 

Feature change description 

The pap-chap authentication mode was added for 3G/4G modem profile creating. 

Command changes 

Modified command: profile create 

Old syntax 

profile create profile-number { dynamic | static apn } authentication-mode authentication [ user 
username ] [ password password ] 

New syntax 

profile create profile-number { dynamic | static apn } authentication-mode authentication [ user 
username ] [ password password ] 

Views 

Cellular interface view/Cellular-Ethernet interface view 

Change description 

Before modification: The pap-chap authentication mode is not available for 3G/4G modem profile 
creating. 

After modification: The pap-chap authentication mode is available for 3G/4G modem profile creating. 

Modified feature: NAT 

Feature change description 

On the WiNet device model, deploying WAN interface configuration through the Web interface 
triggers the automatic deployment of NAT outbound configuration. If the WAN interface configuration 
changes, the system automatically deletes the entire existing NAT configuration and then deploys 
the NAT outbound configuration again. 

On device models other than WiNet, the NAT configuration cannot be automatically deployed or 
deleted. 

Release CMW520-R2513P63 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2513P59 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: PCM pass-through 
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New feature: Reverse charging 

Modified feature: R2 signaling 

New feature: PCM pass-through 

Enabling PCM pass-through 

This feature enables the router to convert analog signals to PCM signals and to transmit PCM 
signals without signal processing such as encoding, decoding, or echo cancellation. 

This feature reduces transmission delay. H3C recommends that you enable this feature for a 
delay-sensitive system, such as an air traffic control system. 

To enable PCM pass-through: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter voice view. voice-setup N/A 

3. Enable PCM pass-through. 
pcm-passthrough slot 
slot-number 

By default, PCM pass-through is 
disabled. 

 

Command reference 

pcm-passthrough 

Use pcm-passthrough to enable PCM pass-through. 

Use undo pcm-passthrough to disable PCM pass-through. 

Syntax 

pcm-passthrough slot slot-number 

undo pcm-passthrough slot slot-number 

Default 

PCM pass-through is disabled. 

Views 

Voice view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

slot slot-number: Specifies a subcard by its slot number. 

Usage guidelines 

H3C recommends that you enable PCM pass-through for a delay-sensitive system, such as an air 
traffic control system. 

Examples 

# Enable PCM pass-through for the EM card in slot 5. 
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<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] pcm-passthrough slot 5 

New feature: Reverse charging 

Configuring a prefix for reverse charging 

This feature enables the router to identify a reverse-charge call by comparing the called number of 
an incoming SIP call with a prefix. If the called number matches the prefix, the router notifies the 
downstream PBX device to charge the called party. 

To configure a prefix for reverse charging: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

4. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

5. Enter voice view. voice-setup N/A 

6. Configure a prefix for 
reverse charging. 

reverse-charge prefix string 
By default, no prefix for reverse 
charging is configured. 

 

Command reference 

reverse-charge prefix 

Use reverse-charge prefix to configure a prefix for reverse charging. 

Use undo reverse-charge prefix to delete the configured prefix for reverse charging. 

Syntax 

reverse-charge prefix string 

undo reverse-charge prefix 

Default 

No prefix for reverse charging exists. 

Views 

Voice view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

string: Specifies a prefix for reverse charging, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. The string 
can contain digits 0 through 9, comma (,), pound sign (#), and asterisk (*). 

Examples 

# Configure 9090 as a prefix for reverse charging. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] reverse-charge prefix 9090 
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Modified feature: R2 signaling 

Feature change description 

In this release, the following features are supported: 

 Setting a range for the number of ANI digits in a calling number. 

 Setting the waiting time for an MFC signal. 

New commands 

ani-colletected 

Use ani-collected to set a range for the number of ANI digits in a calling number. 

Use undo ani-collected to restore the default. 

Syntax 

ani-collected min min-value max max-value 

undo ani-collected 

Default 

No restriction is placed on the number of ANI digits in a calling number. 

Views 

R2 CAS view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

min min-value: Specifies the minimum number of ANI digits in a calling number, in the range of 1 to 
31. 

max max-value: Specifies the maximum number of ANI digits in a calling number, in the range of 1 to 
31. The maximum number must be equal to or greater than the minimum number. 

Usage guidelines 

This command is available only for the MFC mode of R2 signaling. 

You must execute the ani command before you execute this command. 

This restriction is implemented as follows: 

 If the number of received ANI digits is less than the minimum number, the terminating side 
clears the call. 

 If the number of received ANI digits falls in the range of the minimum number to the maximum 
number minus 1, the terminating side requests the next digit. 

 If the number of received ANI digits is equal to or greater than the maximum number, the 
terminating side forwards the call. 

Examples 

# Set the minimum number to 3 and the maximum number to 20 for ANI digits in a calling number. 

<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] controller e1 1/0 

[Sysname-e1 1/0] cas 0 

[Sysname-cas 1/0:0] ani all 

[Sysname-cas 1/0:0] ani-collected min 3 max 20 

ani-timeout 

Use ani-timeout to set the waiting time for a signal in interregister signaling. 

Use undo ani-timeout to restore the default. 

Syntax 

ani-timeout timer-length 

undo ani-timeout 

Default 

The waiting time for an MFC signal in interregister signaling is 3 seconds. 

Views 

R2 CAS view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

timer-length: Specifies the waiting time for an MFC signal in interregister signaling, in the range of 1 
to 15 seconds. 

Usage guidelines 

This command is available only for the MFC mode of R2 signaling. 

You must execute the ani command before you execute this command. 

If the router does not receive an MFC signal within the specified amount of time in interregister 
signaling, it clears the call. 

Examples 

# Set the waiting time for an MFC signal to 5 seconds in interregister signaling. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] controller e1 1/0 

[Sysname-e1 1/0] cas 0 

[Sysname-cas 1/0:0] ani all 

[Sysname-cas 1/0:0] ani-timeout 5 

Release CMW520-R2513P55 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: Reverse charging 

Modified feature: FIPS 

Modified feature: Comparing packets with the next policy node upon match failure on the current 
node 
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New feature: Reverse charging 

Configuring a prefix for reverse charging 

In this release, you can configure a prefix for reverse charging on the router. If the called number of 
an incoming SIP call matches the prefix, the router identifies the call as a reverse-charge call and 
notifies the downstream PBX device. 

Command reference 

reverse-charge prefix 

Use reverse-charge prefix to configure a prefix for reverse charging. 

Use undo reverse-charge prefix to delete the configured prefix for reverse charging. 

Syntax 

reverse-charge prefix string 

undo reverse-charge prefix 

Default 

No prefix for reverse charging exists. 

Views 

Voice view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

string: Specifies a prefix for reverse charging, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. The string 
can include digits 0 through 9, comma (,), pound sign (#), and asterisk (*). 

Examples 

# Configure 9090 as a prefix for reverse charging. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] reverse-charge prefix 9090 

Modified feature: FIPS 

This release adds FIPS mode support for the MSR93X router. 
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Modified feature: Comparing packets with 
the next policy node upon match failure 
on the current node 

Comparing packets with the next policy node 
upon match failure on the current node 

This release supports comparing packets with the next policy node upon match failure on the current 
node. 

Command reference 

apply fail-action continue 

Use apply fail-action continue to compare packets with the next policy node upon match failure on 
the current node. 

Use undo apply fail-action continue to remove the configuration. 

Syntax 

apply fail-action continue 

undo apply fail-action continue 

Views 

Policy node view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

This command takes effect only when the match mode of the policy node is permit. 

Examples 

# Compare packets with the next policy node upon match failure on the current node. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] policy-based-route aa permit node 11 

[Sysname-pbr-aa-11] apply fail-action continue 

Release CMW520-R2513P45 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: VRF-aware IPsec 
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New feature: VRF-aware IPsec 

Specifying an inside VPN instance 

The inside VPN instance specifies the MPLS L3VPN instance where the device should forward the 
de-encapsulated data. If you specify an inside VPN instance, the device looks for a route in the 
specified VPN instance to forward the data. Otherwise, the device looks for a route in the VPN 
instance where the receiving interface resides and forwards the data to the VPN instance. 

Command changes 

New command: inside-vpn 

Use inside-vpn to specify an inside VPN instance for an IKE peer. 

Use undo inside-vpn to remove the inside VPN instance configuration. 

Syntax 

inside-vpn vpn-instance vpn-name 

undo inside-vpn 

Default 

No inside VPN instance is specified for an IKE peer. The device forwards protected data to the VPN 
instance where the interface that receives the data resides. 

Views 

IKE peer view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

vpn-instance vpn-name: Specifies the MPLS L3VPN instance to which the device forwards 
protected data. The vpn-name argument represents the VPN instance name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

This command determines the MPLS L3VPN instance to which the device should forward the 
de-encapsulated data. If you configure this command, the device looks for a route in the specified 
VPN instance to forward the data. Otherwise, the device looks for a route in the VPN instance where 
the receiving interface resides and forwards the data to the VPN instance. 

If you specify an inside VPN instance, you must also specify this VPN instance in the ACL used by 
the IPsec policy. 

The inside VPN instance configuration applies only to IPsec SAs established after the inside-vpn 
command is executed. For the inside VPN instance configuration to take effect on existing IPsec 
SAs, execute the reset ipsec sa command. 

Examples 

# Specify VPN instance vpn1 as the inside VPN instance for IKE peer peer1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ike peer peer1 
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[Sysname-ike-peer-peer1] inside-vpn vpn-instance vpn1 

Modified command: display ike peer 

Syntax 

display ike peer [ peer-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Inside VPN instance information was added to the command output. 

# Display IKE peer information. 

<Sysname> display ike peer 

--------------------------- 

 IKE Peer: rtb4tunn 

   exchange mode: main on phase 1 

   pre-shared-key ****** 

   peer id type: ip 

   peer ip address: 44.44.44.55 

   local ip address: 

   peer name: 

   nat traversal: disable 

   dpd: dpd1 

   inside vpn instance: vrf1 

The inside VPN instance indicates the MPLS L3VPN instance to which the protected data belongs. 

Modified command: display ike sa 

Syntax 

display ike sa [ verbose [ connection-id connection-id | remote-address remote-address ] ] [ | 
{ begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Inside VPN instance information was added to the command output. 

# Display detailed information about IKE SAs by connection ID. 

<Sysname> display ike sa verbose connection-id 2 

    --------------------------------------------- 

    connection id: 2 

    vpn instance: 

    inside vpn instance: vrf1 

    transmitting entity: initiator 

    --------------------------------------------- 

    local ip: 4.4.4.4 

    local id type: IPV4_ADDR 

    local id: 4.4.4.4 
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    remote ip: 4.4.4.5 

    remote id type: IPV4_ADDR 

    remote id: 4.4.4.5 

    authentication-method: PRE-SHARED-KEY 

    authentication-algorithm: HASH-SHA1 

    encryption-algorithm: DES-CBC 

    life duration(sec): 86400 

    remaining key duration(sec): 82480 

    exchange-mode: MAIN 

    diffie-hellman group: GROUP1 

    nat traversal: NO 

# Display detailed information about IKE SAs by remote address. 

<Sysname> display ike sa verbose remote-address 4.4.4.5 

    --------------------------------------------- 

    connection id: 2 

vpn instance: 

inside vpn instance: vrf1 

    transmitting entity: initiator 

    local ip: 4.4.4.4 

    local id type: IPV4_ADDR 

    local id: 4.4.4.4 

    remote ip: 4.4.4.5 

    remote id type: IPV4_ADDR 

    remote id: 4.4.4.5 

    authentication-method: PRE-SHARED-KEY 

    authentication-algorithm: HASH-SHA1 

    encryption-algorithm: DES-CBC 

    life duration(sec): 86400 

    remaining key duration(sec): 82236 

    exchange-mode: MAIN 

    diffie-hellman group: GROUP1 

    nat traversal: NO 

The vpn instance field indicates the VPN instance to which the interface that receives the data 
belongs. The inside vpn instance field indicates the MPLS L3VPN instance to which the protected 
data belongs. 

Release CMW520-R2513P33 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: Disabling SSL 3.0 

Modified feature: Web 

Modified feature: POS terminal access 
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New feature: Disabling SSL 3.0 

Disabling SSL 3.0 

This feature allows you to disable SSL 3.0 on a device to enhance system security. 

 An SSL server supports only TLS 1.0 after SSL 3.0 is disabled. 

 An SSL client always uses SSL 3.0 if SSL 3.0 is specified for the client policy, whether you 
disable SSL 3.0 or not. 

To ensure successful establishment of an SSL connection, do not disable SSL 3.0 on a device when 
the peer device only supports SSL 3.0. HPE recommends upgrading the peer device to support TLS 
1.0 to improve security. 

To disable SSL 3.0 on a device: 
 

Step Command Remarks  

7. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

8. Disable SSL 3.0 on the 
device. 

ssl version ssl3.0 disable 
By default, the device supports 
SSL 3.0. 

 

Command reference 

ssl version ssl3.0 disable 

Use ssl version ssl3.0 disable to disable SSL 3.0 on the device.  

Use undo ssl version ssl3.0 disable restore the default. 

Syntax 

ssl version ssl3.0 disable 

undo ssl version ssl3.0 disable 

Default 

The device supports SSL 3.0. 

Views 

System view 

Examples 

# Disable SSL 3.0 on the device. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ssl version ssl3.0 disable 
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Modified feature: Web 

Feature change description 

On the Add IPsec Connection and Modify IPsec Connection pages, the Configure More Rules 
option was supported when Characteristics of Traffic is selected for the selector type. You can 
select the Configure More Rules option to configure more rules for the selector, as shown in Figure 
1. 

Figure 1 Configuring more rules 

 
 

Modified feature: POS terminal access 

Feature change description 

In this release, you can import multi-levels of CA certificates to the device one by one without 
bundling the CA certificates into a single certificate. The device automatically bundles the imported 
CA certificates into a CA certificate chain. 

Release CMW520-R2513P31 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2513P21 
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None. 

Release CMW520-R2513P19 

This release has the following changes： 

New feature: NEMO 

Modified feature: NAT 

Modified feature: PPPoE server configuration 

New feature: NEMO 

The NEMO feature is supported only by the MSR 93X router. 

Configuring NEMO 

Network mobility (NEMO) enables a node to retain the same IP address and maintain application 
connectivity when the node travels across networks. It allows location-independent routing of IP 
datagrams on the Internet. 

Basic concepts 

The NEMO feature includes the following concepts. 

Home agent (HA) 

A home agent is a host or a router serving as the home network for a mobile node. It saves the 
current location of the mobile node and forwards traffic to the mobile node. 

Mobile node 

A mobile node is a mobile host or a router capable of reporting its current visiting network to the 
home agent. 

Mobile router (MR) 

A mobile router is a router that operates as a mobile node. 

Home address 

A home address is an IP address that is allocated to a mobile node and is on the mobile network. The 
mobile node uses this IP address for all communications with the correspondent node (CN). 

Home network 

The home network is the network where home address of a mobile node resides. The network is 
attached to a home agent. Packets destined for the home address of the mobile node is forwarded to 
the home network. 

Care-of address (CoA) 

A care-of address identifies the location of a mobile node when the node is away from its home 
network. This CoA address is the local endpoint of the tunnel to the home agent. 

Collocated care-of address (CCoA) 

A collocated care-of address is a care-of address that a mobile node obtains by using external 
methods. The CCoA address can be manually configured or dynamically obtained through DHCP. 
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NEMO operation 

The mobile node's home address always identifies the mobile node, regardless of its current 
location. NEMO operates as follows: 

1. When the mobile router is away from its home network, the mobile router detects a foreign 
network, and registers the collocated care-of address with the home agent. 

2. The home agent records the collocated care-of address of the mobile node to update the 
binding table.  

3. A mobile IP tunnel is created, with the home agent address and the care-of address as the two 
ends. 

NEMO provides two applications for connecting the mobile network to the home network: 

 4G wireless access. 

 Wired access with the 4G wireless link as the backup link. 

Connecting the mobile network to the home network through the 4G wireless link 

As shown in Figure 10, a tunnel is established between the 4G wireless modem interface of the 
mobile router and the home agent. The mobile router and nodes on the mobile network can use the 
tunnel to access the home network. 

When the mobile router moves from its home network, only the IP address of the 4G wireless modem 
interface of the mobile router changes. 

The mobile router sends a registration request to the home agent and reestablishes a tunnel with the 
home agent. Hosts attaching to the mobile router are unaware of the IP address change. Services 
are not interrupted. 
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Figure 10 Connecting the mobile network and the home network through the wireless link 

 
 

Connecting the mobile network to the home network through the wired link 

As shown in Figure 11, the 4G wireless link is the backup link for the wired link between the mobile 
network and the home network. 

When the mobile router moves from its home network, the wired link is disconnected. The mobile 
network is connected to the home network through the 4G wireless link. After the movement is 
completed, the wired link is recovered, and the 4G wireless link becomes the backup link. 

MR

AR AR

HA

Data Center/Internet
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Figure 11 Connecting the mobile network and the home network through the wired link 

 
 

Configuring the mobile router 

Configuring the mobile router 

Step Command Remarks 

9. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

10. Enable mobile IP. router mobile By default, mobile IP is disabled. 

11. Enable the mobile 
router function and 
enter the mobile router 
view. 

ip mobile router 
By default, the mobile router function is 
disabled. 

12. Assign a home 
address to the mobile 
router. 

address ip-address 
By default, the mobile router has no home 
address. 

13. Specify the IP address 
of the home agent on 
the mobile router. 

home-agent ip-address 
By default, no home agent is specified on 
the mobile router. 

14. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

15. Configure a roaming 
interface. 

ip mobile router-service roam 
[ priority priority-level ] 

By default, the roaming function is 
disabled on an interface. 

16. Enable the mobile ip mobile router By default, the mobile router function is 

MR

AR AR

HA
Data Center/Internet
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router function and 
enter the mobile router 
view. 

disabled. 

17. Specify the mobile 
router interface that is 
connected to the 
mobile network. 

mobile-network 
{ interface-name | 
interface-type 
interface-number } 

Optional. 

By default, no mobile router interface is 
specified. 

18. Configure registration 
extending parameters 
for the mobile router to 
be kept alive. 

register extend expire 
seconds retry number interval 
seconds 

Optional. 

By default: 

 The mobile router sends a 
registration request 120 seconds 
before registration expires. 

 The mobile router make 3 retries at 
an interval of 10 seconds if no reply 
is received. 

19. Set the registration 
lifetime requested by 
the mobile router.  

register lifetime seconds 

Optional. 

The default registration lifetime is 65534 
seconds. 

20. Configure 
retransmission 
parameters for the 
mobile router's 
registration with the 
home agent. 

register retransmit initial 
milliseconds maximum 
milliseconds retry number 

Optional. 

By default: 

 The initial waiting time is 1000 
milliseconds. 

 The maximum waiting time is 5000 
milliseconds. 

 The maximum number of retries is 3. 

21. Enable the 
interoperability mode. interop 1 

Optional. 

By default, the interoperability mode is 
disabled. 

22. Enter interface view interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

23. Specify the gateway 
address for the 
roaming interface. 

ip mobile router-service 
collocated gateway 
ip-address 

Optional. 

By default, no gateway address is 
manually configured for the roaming 
interface. 

24. Specify an interval for 
sending another 
registration request 
after a registration 
failure. 

ip mobile router-service 
collocated registration retry 
seconds 

Optional. 

By default, the interval is 60 seconds. 

 

Configuring an SA 

Step Command Remarks 

25. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

26. Enable mobile IP. router mobile By default, mobile IP is disabled. 

27. Configure a mobility security 
association (SA) for 
authentication to the home 
agent. 

ip mobile secure home-agent 

ip-address spi hex-value key 
ascii { cipher | simple } string 

By default, no SA is specified for 
the home agent. 
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Displaying and maintaining NEMO 

Execute display commands in any view. 
 

Task Command 

Display the registration information of 
the mobile router. 

display ip mobile router registration 

 

NEMO configuration example 

Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 12, configure the mobile router to enable the host on the mobile network to 
communicate with the correspondent node. 

Figure 12 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 

# Enable mobile IP. 

<MR> system-view 

[MR] router mobile 

# Enable the mobile router function. 

[MR] ip mobile router 

# Assign a home address to the mobile router. 

[MR-mobile-router] address 1.1.1.1 

# Configure the IP address of the home agent 1.1.1.2 on the mobile router. 

[MR-mobile-router] home-agent 1.1.1.2 

# Specify GigabitEthernet 0/1 as the mobile router interface. 

[MR-mobile-router] mobile-network Gigabitethernet 0/1 

[MR-mobile-router] quit 

# Configure Cellular 1/0 as the roaming interface. 

[MR] interface Cellular 1/0 

[MR-Cellular1/0] ip mobile router-service roam 

[MR-Cellular1/0] quit 

IP network
Cellular1/0

GE0/1

192.168.0.1/24

MR HA

Loopback 1

1.1.1.2/32

Loopback 1

1.1.1.1/32

CN
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# Configure an SA for authentication to the home agent. The SA contains the home agent address 
1.1.1.2, SPI 100, and the plaintext key abcdefg. 

[MR] ip mobile secure home-agent 1.1.1.2 spi 100 key ascii simple abcdefg 

# Create interface Loopback 1. 

[MR] interface loopback 1 

# Configure the IP address of Loopback 1 as the home address of the mobile router. 

[MR-LoopBack1] ip address 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.255 

[MR-LoopBack1] quit 

Verifying the configuration 

# Display the registration information for the mobile router. 

[MR] display ip mobile router registration 

Registration accepted 12/04/13 10:43:52, On GigabitEthernet0/1 

Care-of addr 2.2.2.1, HA addr 1.1.1.2, Home addr 1.1.1.1 

Lifetime requested 18:12:14 (65534), Granted 10:00:00 (36000) 

Remaining 09:58:36 

Flags sbDmG-T- 

Identification d64985e8.bd34f00e 

Register next time 09:56:36 

Extensions: 

  Mobile Network 192.168.0.1/24 

  Authentication SPI 100 

Command reference 

address 

Use address to assign a home address to the mobile router. 

Use undo address to remove the home address of the mobile router. 

Syntax 

address ip-address 

undo address 

Default 

The mobile router has no home address. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies a home address in dotted decimal notation. 

Examples 

# Assign home address 1.2.3.4 to the mobile router. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 
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[Sysname-mobile-router] address 1.2.3.4 

display ip mobile router registration 

Use display ip mobile router registration to display the registration information for the mobile 
router. 

Syntax 

display ip mobile router registration 

Views 

Any view 

Default command level 

1: Monitor level 

Usage guidelines 

This command has no output if the registration fails. 

Examples 

# Display the registration information for the mobile router. 

<Sysname> display ip mobile router registration 

Registration accepted 01/31/13 07:01:24, On GigabitEthernet0/0 

Care-of addr 10.52.52.1, HA addr 10.40.40.1, Home addr 10.80.80.1 

Lifetime requested 10:00:00 (36000), Granted 01:00:00 (3600) 

Remaining 00:59:47 

Flags sbdmG-t- 

Identification B68B7673.81565B8 

Register next time 00:59:27 

Extensions:  

 Mobile Network 172.16.153.0/24 

 Mobile Network 172.16.143.0/24 

 Authentication SPI 101 

Table 24 Command output 

Field Usage guidelines 

Registration accepted 
Data and time when the registration was accepted. The data and time 
format is MM/DD/YY hh:mm:ss. 

On Interface that receives the registration reply. 

Care-of addr Care-of address. 

HA addr IP address of the home agent. 

Home addr Home address of the mobile router. 

Lifetime requested Registration lifetime requested by the mobile router. 

Granted Registration lifetime granted by the home agent. 

Remaining Remaining lifetime before expiration. 

Flags Flags in the registration reply. 

Identification Registration identification in the registration reply. 

Register next time Wait time for the mobile router to send the next registration request. 
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Extensions Mobile network acknowledgement extensions sent by the home agent. 

Mobile Network IP address and subnet mask of the mobile network. 

Authentication SPI Identifies authentication between the mobile router and the home agent. 
 

home-agent 

Use home-agent to specify the IP address of a home agent. The mobile router uses the address for 
registration. 

Use undo home-agent to remove the IP address of the home agent. 

Syntax 

home-agent ip-address 

undo home-agent 

Default 

No home agent is specified on the mobile router. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a home agent, in dotted decimal notation. 

Examples 

# Configure the mobile router to use the home agent address 2.2.2.2 for registration. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] home-agent 2.2.2.2 

ip mobile router 

Use ip mobile router to enable the mobile router function and enter the mobile router view. 

Use undo ip mobile router to disable the mobile router function. 

Syntax 

ip mobile router 

undo ip mobile router 

Default 

The mobile router function is disabled. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 
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Examples 

# Enable the mobile router function and enter the mobile router view. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

ip mobile router-service roam 

Use ip mobile router-service roam to configure a roaming interface. 

Use undo ip mobile router-service roam to restore the default. 

Syntax 

ip mobile router-service roam [ priority priority-level ] 

undo ip mobile router-service roam 

Default 

The roaming function is disabled on an interface. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

priority priority-level: Specifies the priority level for a roaming interface. The value range for the 
priority-level argument is 0 to 255, and the default value is 100. 

Usage guidelines 

A device can have only one roaming interface. If you configure another roaming interface on the 
same device, your configuration will fail. 

Examples 

# Configure GigabitEthernet 0/1 as a roaming interface. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 0/1 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet0/1] ip mobile router-service roam 

ip mobile router-service collocated gateway 

Use ip mobile router-service collocated gateway to specify the gateway address for the roaming 
interface. 

Use undo ip mobile router-service collocated gateway to remove the gateway address of the 
roaming interface. 

Syntax 

ip mobile router-service collocated gateway ip-address 

undo ip mobile router-service collocated gateway 

Default 

No gateway address is manually configured for the roaming interface. 

Views 

Interface view 
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Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies a gateway address for the roaming interface, in dotted decimal notation. The 
gateway address must be on the same segment as the primary IP address of the roaming interface. 

Usage guidelines 

This command is only supported on Ethernet interfaces. 

Use this command in either of the following situations: 

 The interface does not obtain a gateway from the DHCP server. 

 The interface has a manually configured IP address. 

If the roaming interface obtains an IP address and a gateway from a DHCP server, it automatically 
uses the gateway as the next hop to send a registration request. In this situation, this command does 
not take effect. 

Examples 

# Specify the gateway address 172.21.58.23 for the roaming interface GigabitEthernet 0/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 0/0 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet0/0] ip address 172.21.58.23 255.255.255.0 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet0/0] ip mobile router-service roam 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet0/0] ip mobile router-service collocated gateway 172.21.58.1 

ip mobile router-service collocated registration retry 

Use ip mobile router-service collocated registration retry to specify an interval for sending 
another registration request after a registration failure. 

Use undo ip mobile router-service collocated registration retry to restore the default. 

Syntax 

ip mobile router-service collocated registration retry seconds 

undo ip mobile router-service collocated registration retry 

Default 

The interval is 60 seconds. 

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

seconds: Specifies a registration retry interval in seconds. The value range is 1 to 65535. To disable 
the resending, set the value to 65535. 

Examples 

# Set the interval to 100 seconds for sending another registration after a registration failure. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 0/1 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet0/1] ip mobile router-service collocated registration retry 100 
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ip mobile secure home-agent 

Use ip mobile secure to configure a mobility security association (SA) for authentication to the 
home agent.  

Use undo ip mobile secure to remove the SA. 

Syntax 

ip mobile secure home-agent ip-address spi hex-value key ascii { cipher | simple } string 

undo ip mobile secure home-agent ip-address spi hex-value 

Default 

No SA is specified for the home agent. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a home agent. 

hex-value: Specifies an SPI in hexadecimal notation. The value range is 0x100 to 0xffffffff. 

cipher: Specifies a ciphertext key. 

simple: Specifies a plaintext key. 

string: Specifies a case sensitive key string for HMAC-MD5 authentication. This argument cannot 
contain any spaces. If the plain keyword is specified, the key must be a plaintext string of 1 to 32 
characters. If the cipher keyword is specified, the key must be a ciphertext string of 33 to 53 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

All keys, including keys configured in plaintext, are saved in ciphertext. 

To use the HA HMAC-MD5 algorithm for authentication, configure the same SA parameters on the 
mobile router and the home agent. 

Examples 

# Configure the SA for authentication to the home agent. The SA contains the home agent address 
2.2.2.2, SPI 100, and the plaintext key abcdefg. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile secure home-agent 2.2.2.2 spi 100 key ascii simple abcdefg 

interop 1 

Use interop 1 to enable the interoperability mode. 

Use undo interop 1 to disable the interoperability mode. 

Syntax 

interop 1 

undo interop 1 

Default 

The interoperability mode is disabled. 
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Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

Use this command when the peer device is from other vendors and does not support RFC 5177. 

Examples 

# Enable the interoperability mode. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] interop 1 

register extend expire 

Use register extend to configure registration extending parameters for the mobile router to be kept 
alive. 

Use undo register extend to restore the default. 

Syntax 

register extend expire seconds retry number interval seconds 

undo register extend 

Default 

The mobile router sends a registration request 120 seconds before registration expires. It makes 3 
retries at an interval of 10 seconds if no registration reply is received. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

expire seconds: Specifies the time in seconds before expiration. The value range for the seconds 
argument is 1 to 3600. 

retry number: Specifies the maximum number of retries for sending a registration request. The value 
range is 0 to 10. If the number argument is set to 0, the interface does not make any retries. 

interval seconds: Specifies the retry interval in seconds. The value range is 1 to 3600. 

Examples 

# Configure the mobile router to send a registration request 600 seconds before registration expires, 
and to make 3 retries at an interval of 5 seconds if no registration reply is received. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] register extend expire 600 retry 3 interval 5 

register lifetime 

Use register lifetime to set the registration lifetime requested by the mobile router. 
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Use undo register lifetime to restore the default. 

Syntax 

register lifetime seconds 

undo register lifetime 

Default 

The default registration lifetime is 65534 seconds. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

seconds: Sets the registration lifetime in seconds. The value range is 3 to 65535. To make the 
registration never expire, set the lifetime to 65535. 

Usage guidelines 

If the mobile router does not receive any reply from the home agent within the registration lifetime, 
the router does the following operations: 

 Removes the registration information. 

 Removes the tunnel between the mobile router and the home agent. 

Examples 

# Set the registration lifetime to 3600 seconds for each registration. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] register lifetime 3600 

register retransmit 

Use register retransmit to configure retransmission parameters for the mobile router's registration 
with the home agent.  

Use undo register retransmit to restore the default. 

Syntax 

register retransmit initial milliseconds maximum milliseconds retry number 

undo register retransmit 

Default 

The initial waiting time is 1000 milliseconds, the maximum waiting time is 5000 milliseconds, and a 
maximum of 3 retries is allowed. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

initial milliseconds: Specifies the initial waiting time in milliseconds for the mobile router to transmit 
the registration request if no reply is received for the initial request. The value range is 10 to 10000. 
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maximum milliseconds: Specifies the maximum waiting time in milliseconds for the mobile router to 
retransmit a registration request. The value range is 10 to 10000. 

retry number: Specifies the maximum number of retries for sending a registration request. The value 
range is 0 to 10. To disable the mobile router from retransmitting a registration request, set this value 
to 0. 

Usage guidelines 

The second waiting time is twice of the initial waiting time, the third waiting time is twice of the second 
waiting time, and so on. When the waiting time exceeds the maximum waiting time, the maximum 
waiting time takes effect. 

Examples 

# Configure the retransmission parameters for the mobile router: set the initial waiting time to 1000 
milliseconds, the maximum waiting time to 5000 milliseconds, and allow a maximum of 3 retries. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] register retransmit initial 1000 maximum 5000 retry 3 

router mobile 

Use router mobile to enable mobile IP. 

Use undo router mobile to disable mobile IP. 

Syntax 

router mobile 

undo router mobile 

Default 

Mobile IP is disabled. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

When you disable mobile IP, all NEMO configurations are removed. 

Examples 

# Enable mobile IP. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] router mobile 

tunnel mtu 

Use tunnel mtu to set an MTU for the tunnel interface connecting to the HA. 

Use undo tunnel mtu to restore the default. 

Syntax 

tunnel mtu value 

undo tunnel mtu 
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Default 

The MTU for the tunnel interface is 17916 bytes. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

value: Specifies an MTU in bytes. The value range is 68 to 17916. 

Usage guidelines 

The tunnel between the mobile router and the home agent is created dynamically, so set MTU of the 
tunnel interface by using this command in mobile router view. 

Examples 

# Set the MTU of the tunnel interface to 1024 bytes. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] tunnel mtu 1024 

mobile-network 

Use mobile-network to specify the mobile router interface that is connected to the mobile network. 

Use undo mobile-network to remove the mobile router from the mobile network. 

Syntax 

mobile-network interface-type { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } 

undo mobile-network interface-type { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } 

Default 

No mobile router interface is specified. 

Views 

Mobile router view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

interface-type: Specifies an interface by its type. 

interface-number: Specifies an interface by its number. 

interface-number.subnumber: Specifies a subinterface number. The interface-number argument 
specifies the number of an interface. The subnumber argument specifies the number of subinterface 
created under the interface. The value range for the subnumber argument is 1 to 4094.  

Usage guidelines 

The IP address and mask of the interface are contained in the registration request to inform the 
home agent of the mobile network. 

Examples 

# Specify GigabitEthernet 0/2 as the mobile router interface. 
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<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip mobile router 

[Sysname-mobile-router] mobile-network Gigabitethernet 0/2 

Modified feature: NAT 

Feature change description 

In this release, you can configure NAT Server to map an internal server's private address to multiple 
public addresses. 

Modified feature: PPPoE server 
configuration 

Command changes 

New command: pppoe-server tag ac-name 

Use pppoe-server tag ac-name to set the access concentrator (AC) name for a PPPoE server. 

Use undo pppoe-server tag ac-name to restore the default. 

Syntax 

pppoe-server tag ac-name name 

undo pppoe-server tag ac-name 

Default 

The AC name for a PPPoE server is the device name. 

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

name: Specifies an AC name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 64 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

A PPPoE server sends its AC name in PADO packets. PPPoE clients choose a PPPoE server by AC 
name. The PPPoE clients on H3C devices cannot identify PPPoE servers by AC name.  

The device does not support an AC name comprised of all blank spaces. 

Examples 

# Specify the AC name for the PPPoE server on Ethernet 1/1 as pppoes. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] pppoe-server tag ac-name pppoes 
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New command: pppoe-server tag service-name 

Use pppoe-server tag service-name to set a service name for the PPPoE server. 

Use undo pppoe-server tag service-name to restore the default. 

Syntax 

pppoe-server tag service-name name 

undo pppoe-server tag service-name 

Default 

The PPPoE server does not have a service name. 

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

name: Specifies a service name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 64 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use service names to identify the traffic destined for PPPoE servers when multiple PPPoE servers 
are providing services on the network. A PPPoE client establishes a session with the target PPPoE 
server by using the following process: 

1. The client broadcasts a PADI packet. 

2. The server compares its service name with the service-name tag field of the PADI packet. The 
server sends a PADO packet to the client in one of the following conditions: 

 The field matches the service name. 

 The field is blank, or no service name is configured. 

3. The client sends a PADR packet to the server. 

4. The server compares its service name with the service-name tag field of the PADR packet. The 
server sends a PADS packet and sets up a session with the client in one of the following 
conditions: 

 The field matches the service name. 

 The field is blank, or no service name is configured. 

Examples 

# Configure the service name for the PPPoE server on Ethernet 1/1 as pppoes. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] pppoe-server tag service-name pppoes 

Release CMW520-R2513P11 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2513P09 
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This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: Fast-provisioning (for white label customers) 

Modified feature: PKI 

Modified feature: IPsec 

Modified feature: Fast-provisioning (for 
white label customers) 

Feature change description 

1 Add a new status “RESTART” to record that the command “fast-provisioning restart” has been 
executed at the router. 

2 The magic packet of fast provisioning has destination IP address = source IP address + 1, and this 
must be respected also for the /31 scenario. 

3 When the address isn’t learned, 0.0.0.0 will be shown for the IP address, and VLAN tags and 
DLCIs should be “NULL”. 

Command changes 

None. 

Modified feature: PKI 

Command changes 

Modified command: certificate request entity 

Syntax 

certificate request entity entity-name 

undo certificate request entity 

Views 

PKI domain view 

Change description 

The value range for the entity-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: common-name 

Syntax 

common-name name 

undo common-name 
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Views 

PKI entity view 

Change description 

The value range for the name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: display pki certificate 

Syntax 

display pki certificate { { ca | local } domain domain-name | request-status } [ | { begin | exclude 
| include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: display pki crl domain 

Syntax 

display pki crl domain domain-name [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: locality 

Syntax 

locality locality-name 

undo locality 

Views 

PKI entity view 

Change description 

The value range for the locality-name argument was changed to 1 to 128 characters. 

Modified command: organization 

Syntax 

organization org-name 

undo organization 

Views 

PKI entity view 
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Change description 

The value range for the org-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: organization-unit 

Old syntax 

organization-unit org-unit-name 

undo organization-unit 

Views 

PKI entity view 

Change description 

The value range for the org-unit-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki delete-certificate 

Syntax 

pki delete-certificate { ca | local } domain domain-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki domain 

Syntax 

pki domain domain-name 

undo pki domain domain-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki entity 

Syntax 

pki entity entity-name 

undo pki entity entity-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the entity-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 
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Modified command: pki import-certificate 

Syntax 

pki import-certificate { ca | local } domain domain-name { der | p12 | pem } [ filename filename ] 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki request-certificate domain 

Syntax 

pki request-certificate domain domain-name [ password ] [ pkcs10 [ filename filename ] ] 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki retrieval-certificate 

Syntax 

pki retrieval-certificate { ca | local } domain domain-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki retrieval-crl domain 

Syntax 

pki retrieval-crl domain domain-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki validate-certificate 

Syntax 

pki validate-certificate { ca | local } domain domain-name 

Views 

System view 
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Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: state 

Syntax 

state state-name 

undo state 

Views 

PKI entity view 

Change description 

The value range for the state-name argument was changed to 1 to 128 characters. 

Modified feature: IPsec 

Command changes 

Modified command: certificate domain 

Syntax 

certificate domain domain-name 

undo certificate domain 

Views 

IKE peer view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Modified command: pki domain (IKEv2 profile view) 

Syntax 

pki domain domain-name [ sign | verify ] 

undo pki domain domain-name [ sign | verify ] 

Views 

IKEv2 profile view 

Change description 

The value range for the domain-name argument was changed to 1 to 64 characters. 

Release CMW520-R2513P02 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Fast-provisioning (for white label customers) 
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Modified feature: WAN interfaces 

Modified feature: Attack detection and protection 

New feature: Fast-provisioning (for white 
label customers) 

Configuring fast-provisioning 

This feature is supported only on specific white-label MSR93X routers. 

The fast-provisioning feature assigns IP addresses to client's subinterfaces through ICMP packets 
from the server. 

Fast-provisioning contains the following roles: 

 Client—The device learns IP addresses from the server for the subinterfaces. 

 Server—The device executes the ping commands to assign the destination addresses to the 
subinterfaces on the client. 

Configuring a fast-provisioning client 

Before you configure a fast-provisioning client, you must create a subinterface. The prerequisites 
vary by interface type. 
 

Interface type Prerequisites Reference 

Ethernet interface Create an Ethernet subinterface. Interface Configuration Guide 

ATM interface 
Create an ATM P2P subinterface 
and configure PVC. 

Layer 2—WAN Configuration 
Guide 

FR interface 
Create an FR P2P subinterface 
and configure DCLI. 

Layer 2—WAN Configuration 
Guide 

 

To configure a fast-provisioning client: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

28. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

29. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 

N/A 

30. Delete configuration 
information from the 
interface. 

 Delete configuration 
immediately: 
fast-provisioning now 

 Delete configuration after 
device reboot: 
fast-provisioning restart 

Optional. 

Fast-provisioning is enabled by 
default. If you want to change the 
configuration for a subinterface 
that has configuration 
information, you must execute 
either of the command to delete 
the configuration information first. 

31. Stop fast-provisioning. fast-provisioning stop Optional. 
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Configuring a fast-provisioning server 

Before you configure a fast-provisioning server, you must create a subinterface on the interface 
according to the client interface type. The prerequisites vary by interface type. 
 

Interface type Prerequisites Reference 

Ethernet interface 
Create an Ethernet subinterface, 
and assign IP address to the 
Ethernet interface. 

Interface Configuration Guide 

ATM interface 
Create an ATM P2P subinterface 
and configure PVC. 

Layer 2—WAN Configuration 
Guide 

FR interface 
Create an FR P2P subinterface 
and configure DCLI. 

Layer 2—WAN Configuration 
Guide 

 

To configure a fast-provisioning server: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

32. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

33. Enter subinterface view. 
interface interface-type 
interface-number.subnumber 

N/A 

34. Assign an IP address to the 
client's subinterface. 

ping –tos tos ip-address 

Make sure the last digit of the IP 
address of the server's 
subinterface is an odd number. 
When you execute the command: 

 If a 30-bit subnet mask is 
used, add 1 to the last digit 
of the server's subinterface 
IP address. 

 If a 31-bit subnet mask is 
used, subtract 1 from the 
last digit of the server's 
subinterface IP address. 

 

Displaying and maintaining fast-provisioning 

Execute display commands in any view. 
 

Task Command 

Display fast-provisioning information on the interface. 

display fast-provisioning interface 
[ interface-type interface-number ] [ | { begin | 
exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Command reference 

The following commands are supported only on specific white-label MSR93X routers. 

display fast-provisioning interface 

Use display fast-provisioning interface to display fast-provisioning information for an interface. 
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Syntax 

display fast-provisioning interface [ interface-type interface-number | all ] [ | { begin | exclude | 
include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Default command level 

1: Monitoring level 

Parameters 

all: Specifies all subinterfaces. 

interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 

 If you specify a subinterface, the command displays fast-provisioning information for the 
subinterface. 

 If you specify a main interface, the command displays fast-provisioning information for all 
subinterfaces of the main interface. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line matching the specified regular expression and all subsequent lines. 

exclude: Displays all lines not matching the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines matching the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Examples 

# Display fast-provisioning information for Ethernet 1/1. 

[Sysname]display fast-provisioning interface ethernet 1/1 

Interface: Ethernet1/1 

Fast Provisioning State: ACTIVE 

fast-provisioning now 

Use fast-provisioning now to delete configuration information from subinterfaces and enable 
fast-provisioning. The configuration information includes IP addresses, VLAN (for Ethernet 
subinterfaces), DLCI (for FR subinterfaces), and PVC (for ATM subinterfaces). 

Syntax 

fast-provisioning now 

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

The fast-provisioning feature is enabled by default. If you want to change the configuration for a 
subinterface, you can use this command to delete the configuration first. 

If you execute the command in interface view of a subinterface, the command takes effect on only 
the subinterface. 
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If you execute the command in interface view of a main interface, the command takes effect on all 
subinterfaces of the main interface. 

Examples 

# Delete configuration information immediately from all subinterfaces on Ethernet 1/1 and enable 
fast-provisioning. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] fast-provisioning now 

fast-provisioning restart 

Use fast-provisioning restart to delete configuration information from subinterfaces after device 
reboot and enable fast-provisioning. The configuration information includes IP addresses, VLAN (for 
Ethernet subinterfaces), DLCI (for FR subinterfaces), and PVC (for ATM subinterfaces). 

Syntax 

fast-provisioning restart 

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

The fast-provisioning feature is enabled by default. If you want to change the configuration for a 
subinterface, you can use this command to delete the configuration first. 

If you execute the command in interface view of a subinterface, the command takes effect on only 
the subinterface. 

If you execute the command in interface view of a main interface, the command takes effect on all 
subinterfaces of the main interface. 

Examples 

# Delete configuration information from all subinterfaces on Ethernet 1/1 after a reboot and enable 
fast-provisioning. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] fast-provisioning restart 

fast-provisioning stop 

Use fast-provisioning stop to stop fast-provisioning. 

Syntax 

fast-provisioning stop 

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 
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Usage guidelines 

Stopping the fast-provisioning feature does not affect the existing configuration on the device. 

If you execute the command in interface view of a subinterface, the command takes effect on only 
the subinterface. 

If you execute the command in interface view of a main interface, the command takes effect on all 
subinterfaces of the main interface. 

Examples 

# Stop fast-provisioning on Ethernet 1/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] fast-provisioning stop 

ping 

Use ping to assign an IP address to a client's subinterface. 

Syntax 

ping –tos tos ip-address 

Views 

Subinterface view 

Predefined user roles 

network-admin 

Parameters 

-tos tos: Specifies the number of subnet mask bits for the IP address to be assigned. The values for 
the tos argument are 0 and 1: 

 0—A 30-bit subnet mask. 

 1—A 31-bit subnet mask. 

ip-address: Specifies the IP address to be assigned to a client's subinterface. 

Usage guidelines 

If you execute the ping command multiple times on a subinterface, only the first execution takes 
effect. If you want to assign new configuration information to the client's subinterface, execute the 
fast-provisioning now or the fast-provisioning restart command, and use the ping command 
again. 

Make sure the last digit of the server's subinterface IP address is an odd number. When you assign 
an IP address to the client's subinterface: 

 If a 30-bit subnet mask is used, add 1 to the last digit of the server's subinterface IP address. 

 If a 31-bit subnet mask is used, subtract 1 from the last digit of the server's subinterface IP 
address. 

Examples 

# Assign an IP address of 1.1.2.2 with a 30-bit mask length. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/0.1 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/0/0.1]ping –tos 0 1.1.2.2 
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Modified feature: WAN interfaces 

Command changes 

New command: lte band 

Use lte band to specify an LTE band for a cellular or cellular Ethernet interface. 

Use undo lte band to restore the default. 

Syntax 

lte band band-number 

undo lte band 

Default 

All supported LTE bands are available. 

Views 

Cellular interface view, Cellular-Ethernet interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

band-number: Specifies an LTE band by its number. 

Usage guidelines 

This command is available only for the following routers: 

 MSR 930-LM. 

 MSR 930-W-LM. 

 MSR routers with the SIC-4G-LTE module. 

Examples 

# Specify LTE band 13 for Cellular-Ethernet 1/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface Cellular-Ethernet 1/0 

[Sysname-Cellular-Ethernet1/0] lte band 13 

Modified feature: Attack detection and 
protection 

Command changes 

New command: attack-defense tcp fragment enable 

Use attack-defense tcp fragment enable to enable TCP tiny fragment attack protection. 

Use undo attack-defense tcp fragment enable to disable TCP tiny fragment attack protection. 
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Syntax 

attack-defense tcp fragment enable 

undo attack-defense tcp fragment enable 

Default 

TCP tiny fragment attack protection is disabled. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

This command enables the device to drop tiny TCP fragments to prevent TCP tiny fragment attacks. 

Examples 

# Enable TCP tiny fragment attack protection. 

<Sysname> System-view 

[Sysname] attack-defense tcp fragment enable 

Release CMW520-R2513P01 

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: L2TP 

Modified feature: Deploying configuration through SMS 

Modified feature: L2TP 

Feature change description 

When the router acts as the LNS, it allows specifying a DHCP server to assign IP addresses to L2TP 
users. 

Command changes 

Modified command: ip pool pool-number low-ip-address 

Old syntax 

ip pool pool-number { low-ip-address [ high-ip-address ] } 

New syntax 

ip pool pool-number { low-ip-address [ high-ip-address ] | remote server-ip-address } 

Views 

ISP domain view  
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Change description 

The keyword remote was added.  

The remote server-ip-address option specifies a remote DHCP server by its IP address.  

The specified DHCP server will assign IP addresses to L2TP users. This feature is used for 
centralized address management.   

Modified feature: Deploying configuration 
through SMS 

Feature change description 

Added support for deploying configuration to 4G interfaces through SMS. 

Added support for sending short messages to execute shutdown and undo shutdown operations 
on 3G or 4G interfaces. Short messages must be encrypted and sent from IMC. Devices not 
supporting encryption do not process the short messages.   

Command changes 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2512P11 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2512P04 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2512P03 

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: Enabling PPP link quality control 

Modified feature: PKI 

Modified feature: Deploying configuration on the device through SMS 
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Modified feature: Enabling PPP link 
quality control 

Feature change description 

Add the new function of periodically sending large LCP echo packets on a PPP link. 

Command changes 

New command: ppp lqc lcp-echo 

Syntax 

ppp lqc lcp-echo [ packet size ] [ interval seconds ] 

undo ppp lqc lcp-echo 

Views 

Interface view 

Parameters 

size: Specifies the size of LCP echo packets, in the range of 128 to 1500 bytes. 

seconds: Specifies the interval for sending LCP echo packets, in the range of 1 to 10 seconds. 

Usage guidelines 

This feature can avoid PPP link flapping caused by loss of large LCP packets. 

Examples 

# Configure interface Serial 2/0 to send 1400-byte LCP echo packets every 1 second.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] ppp lqc lcp-echo packet 1400 interval 1 

Modified feature: PKI 

Feature change description 

1) The router’s certificate supports the following fields: 

• Unstructured Device Name – This field will be the router’s name that must be provisioned. 

• Serial Number – The serial number of the equipment must be automatically loaded into the digital 

certificate 

2) Support multiple CAs and CRL entries 
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Command changes 

New command: include serial-number 

Syntax 

include serial-number 

undo include serial-number 

Views 

PKI entity view 

Parameters 

None. 

Usage guidelines 

Configure the router serial number in the identity information for a PKI entity. 

Examples 

# Configure the router serial number in the identity information for PKI entity 1.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] pki entity 1 

[Sysname-pki-entity-1] include serial-number 

Modified feature: Deploying configuration 
on the device through SMS 

Feature change description 

Add new parameter “pc: “ to set SSL command of  “prefer-cipher”, the parameter value is fixed 
following : 

3s: rsa_3des_ede_cbc_sha 

a1: rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha 

a2: rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha 

ds: rsa_des_cbc_sha 

rm: rsa_rc4_128_md5 

rs:  rsa_rc4_128_sha 

Command changes 

None.  

Release CMW520-R2512P01 

None. 
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Release CMW520-R2511P07 

This release has the following changes:  

Modified feature: Support greater than 1492 MTU/MRU at the PPPoE link 

Modified feature: Support greater than 
1492 MTU/MRU at the PPPoE link 

Feature change description 

Realize RFC4638 and support greater than 1492 MTU/MRU at the PPPoE link. 

Command changes 

New command: ppp lcp echo mru verify 

Syntax 

ppp lcp echo mru verify [minimum value ] 

undo ppp lcp echo mru verify 

Views 

Virtual template interface view 

Parameters 

value: Specifies the minimum MRU in the range of 64 to 1500 

Usage guidelines 

To support an MTU larger than 1492, PPPoE adds the PPP-Max-Payload option during PPPoE 
negotiation. This option identifies the MTU for the current PPPoE session. If the MTU is larger than 
1492, PPP uses the MTU as the MRU during LCP negotiation, and reports the MTU after negotiation.  

MRU verification can avoid the negotiated MRU from exceeding the receving and sending 
capabilities of the interface. If the negotiated MRU is larger than 1492, the PPPoE server sends an 
echo request that has the same size as the negotiated MRU. If the PPPoE server receives a reply, it 
uses the MRU as the MTU. If the PPPoE server fails to receive a reply, it sends another packet:  

 If the minimum MRU is configured, the sent packet has the same size as the minimum MRU.  

 If the minimum MRU is not configured, the sent packet has the same size as the negotiated 
MRU.  

If the second verification still fails to get a reply, the PPPoE server tears down the link.  

NCP negotiation starts after the MRU verficatoin succeeds. 

Examples 

# Enable MRU verification for PPPoE on interface virtual-template 10.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 10 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template10] ppp lcp echo mru verify minimum 1200 
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Release CMW520-R2511P05 

This release has the following changes:  

New feature: Support H.323 

New feature: Support Automatic CA certificate request 

Modified feature: Set 3G profiles 

New feature: Support H.323 

Configuring H.323 

Support H.323 for voice. 

Please refer to “Voice Configuration Guide Manual”. 

Command reference 

Please refer to “Voice Command Reference Manual”. 

New feature: Support Automatic CA 
certificate request 

Configuring Automatic CA certificate request 

Enable an entity to request a new certificate the specified number of days before the current 
certificate expires. 

Command reference 

New command: public-key rsa general 

Syntax 

public-key rsa general name key-name 

undo public-key 

Views 

PKI domain view 

Parameters 

name key-name: Specifies a key pair name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters. It can 
include only letters, digits, and hyphen (-). 
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Usage guidelines 

In auto request mode, when an entity is triggered to submit a certificate request, the entity 
automatically generates an RSA key pair with the specified name. 

Examples 

# Specify the RSA key pair abc for certificate request. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] pki domain 1 

[Sysname-pki-domain-1] public-key rsa abc 

Modified command: certificate request mode 

Old syntax 

certificate request mode { auto [ key-length key-length | password { cipher | simple } password 
| manual } 

New syntax 

certificate request mode { auto [ key-length key-length | password { cipher | simple } password 
| before-expire num-days [ regenerate] ] * | manual } 

Views 

PKI domain view 

Change description 

Add the new parameters of before-expire and regenerate. 

before-expire num-days: Specifies how many days before the current certificate expires an entity 
requests a new certificate from the CA. The value range is 0 to 365. If this option is not specified, the 
entity does not automatically request a new certificate when the old certificate expires. 

regenerate: Generates a new RSA key pair for certificate renewal request. The new RSA key pair 
overwrites the old one when the new certificate is obtained. If this keyword is not specified, an entity 
uses the old RSA key pair for certificate renewal request. 

Modified feature: Set 3G profiles 

Feature change description 

The main profile always has the priority over the backup profile in each dialup. A 3G/4G modem uses 
the backup profile if it fails dialing up by using the main profile. 

Command changes 

New command: profile main 

Syntax 

profile main profile-M-number backup profile-B-number 

undo profile main 
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Views 

Cellular interface view 

Parameters 

Main profile-M-number: Specifies the main profile by its number.  

backup profile-B-number: Specifies the backup profile by its number. 

Usage guidelines 

The main profile always has the priority over the backup profile in each dialup. A 3G/4G modem uses 
the backup profile if it fails dialing up by using the main profile. 

The modification to the profile numbers takes effect at the next dialup. 

The main and backup profiles must have the same username and password. 

Examples 

# Specify the profiles numbered 1 and 2 as the main and backup profiles, respectively. 

<sysname>system-view 

[sysname]interface Cellular 0/0 

[sysname-Cellular0/0]profile main 1 backup 2 

Release CMW520-R2511 

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: Identify GRE tunnel by GRE key 

Modified feature: Group Encrypted Transport VPN KS 

Modified feature: Identify GRE tunnel by 
GRE key 

Feature change description 

The GRE key can be used as the identifier of GRE tunnel when two GRE tunnels have the same 
source and destination IP. 

Command changes 

None 
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Modified feature: Group Encrypted 
Transport VPN KS 

Feature change description 

1 Use gdoi ks redundancy port to configure the UDP port number for listening to that is listened to by 
the GDOI KS for redundancy protocol packets; 

2 Configure the redundancy hello parameters reasonably to make the secondary KS timely know the 
primary KS keepalive status. 

3 Use redundancy retransmit to configure the redundancy protocol packet retransmission interval 
and the maximum number of retransmissions. 

Command changes 

New command: gdoi ks redundancy 

Syntax 

gdoi ks redundancy port port-number 

undo gdoi ks redundancy port 

Views 

System view 

Parameters 

port-number: Specifies a UDP port number in the range of 1 to 65535. 

Usage guidelines 

A GDOI KS uses the UDP port number configured in this command to send and receive redundancy 
protocol packets to and from other KSs. All KSs in the same GDOI KS group must use the same 
UDP port number. Otherwise, redundancy protocol packets cannot be exchanged between the KSs. 

Examples 

# Set the UDP port number for listening to redundancy protocol packets to 20000. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks redundancy port 20000 

New command: redundancy hello 

Syntax 

redundancy hello { interval interval | number number } * 

undo redundancy hello [ interval | number ] 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 
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Parameters 

interval interval: Specifies the redundancy hello packet sending interval in the range of 20 to 60 
seconds. 

number number: Specifies the maximum number of consecutive failures allowed in receiving 
redundancy hello packets, in the range of 3 to 10. 

Usage guidelines 

The primary KS periodically sends hello packets to all secondary KSs to inform the secondary KSs of 
the keepalive status. The secondary KSs are not required to respond to the hello packets. 

After primary KS selection, the primary KS informs the secondary KS of the keepalive time. If a 
secondary KS does not receive the redundancy hello packets from the primary KS after the 
configured number of attempts, it considers itself disconnected from the primary KS, and triggers 
primary KS re-election. 

When the primary KS detects a disconnection from a secondary KS, it informs the secondary KS of 
the disconnection through hello packets. The secondary KS tries to re-establish a connection with 
the primary KS if it receives the hello packet. If the connection cannot be established, primary KS 
re-election is triggered. 

Do not set a long hello packet sending interval. Otherwise, secondary KSs cannot timely detect a 
primary KS failure or a link failure. 

You can increase the value of the number argument for KSs connected to not-so-good links to avoid 
unnecessary primary KS re-elections caused by link transmission failures. 

Examples 

# Set the redundancy hello packet sending interval to 30 seconds, and the maximum number of 
consecutive failures in receiving redundancy hello packets to 3. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy hello interval 30 number 3 

New command: redundancy retransmit 

Syntax 

redundancy retransmit { interval interval | number number } * 

undo redundancy retransmit [ interval | number ] 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

interval interval: Specifies the redundancy protocol packet retransmission interval in the range of 10 
to 60 seconds. 

number number: Specifies the maximum number of retransmissions, in the range of 2 to 5 

Usage guidelines 

During KS election and data exchange, the local AS sends redundancy protocol packets (expect 
hello packets) to peer KSs. If the local KS does not receive a response from a peer KS within the 
retransmission interval, the local AS retransmits the packets to the peer KS. If the maximum number 
of retransmissions is exceeded, the local KS sets the peer KS state to Down. Packets to be 
retransmitted include priority requests, main advertisement packets, data mergence packets, data 
updates, and data synchronization packets. 
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On a not-so-good network, you can increase the retransmission interval or retransmission number to 
avoid KS split. If a KS loses contact with the primary AS, it will split from the KS group and elect itself 
as the primary AS. Then, the KS group might have multiple primary ASs. 

Examples 

# Set the redundancy protocol packets retransmission interval to 30 seconds, and the maximum 
number of retransmissions to 3. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy retransmit interval 30 number 3 

 

Release CMW520-R2509P01 

None 

 

Release CMW520-R2509 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: SIP in VRF 

Modified feature: Set the port range for a NAT address group 

New feature: SIP in VRF 

Configuring SIP in VRF 

Support SIP services in VRF. 

Command reference 

New command: vpn-instance(Voice view) 

Syntax 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 

undo vpn-instance 

Views 

Voice view 

Parameters 

vpn-instance-name: Specifies a VPN instance by its name, which is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 
characters.  
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Usage guidelines 

Configure this command when no SIP services are running. This feature takes effect for all SIP 
services such as SIP calling, registration, and subscription.  

To use SIP source binding, the VPN instance associated with the source interface must be the same 
as the VPN instance specified in this command.  

Examples 

# Specify the VPN instance vpn-voice for SIP.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] vpn-instance vpn-voice 

Modified feature: Set the port range for a 
NAT address group 

Feature change description 

Set the port range for a NAT address group using the command. 

Command changes 

New command: port-range 

Syntax 

port-range port-range-start port-range-end 

undo port-range 

Views 

NAT address group view 

Parameters 

port-range-start: Specifies the start port in the range of 1 to 65535. 

port-range-end: Specifies the end port in the range of 1 to 65535. The end port must not be lower 
than the start port. 

Usage guidelines 

This command takes effect only on a NAT address pool that is applied in PAT mode. 

Examples 

# Configure the port range as 2 to 5 for NAT address group 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] nat address-group 1 

[Sysname-nat-address-group-1] port-range 2 5 

 

Release CMW520-R2508 
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This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Group Domain VPN KS 

Modified feature: Display the full interface description information 

Modified feature: Displays brief information for analog and digital voice subscriber lines 

New feature: Group Domain VPN KS 

Configuring Group Domain VPN KS 

Support s to set the working mode of the 3G modem module to Ethernet. 

Command reference 

New command: display gdoi ks 

Syntax 

display gdoi ks [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays KS information for all GDOI KS 
groups. 

Usage guidelines 

Use display cellular-ethernet to display call connection information for a 3G modem in Ethernet 
mode. 

Examples 

# Display KS information for the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks group abc 

Group Name: abc 

  Group identity             : 8 

  Group members              : 0 

  Redundancy                 : Enabled 

    Local address            : 105.112.100.2 

    Local version            : 1.0 

    Local priority           : 10 

    Local role               : Primary 

  Rekey transport type       : Multicast 

  Rekey lifetime             : 300 sec 

  Rekey retransmit period    : 10 sec 

  Rekey retransmit attempts  : 2 

 

  IPsec sequence number      : 1 

  IPsec rekey lifetime       : 300 sec 
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  Profile name               : profile-wwl 

  ACL configured             : xf 

 

# Display KS information for all GDOI KS groups. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks 

Group Name: abc 

  Group identity           : 8 

  Group members            : 0 

  Redundancy               : Enabled 

    Local address          : 105.112.100.2 

    Local version          : 1.0 

    Local priority         : 10 

    Local role             : Primary 

  Rekey transport type     : Multicast 

  Rekey lifetime           : 300 sec 

  Rekey retransmit period  : 10 sec 

  Rekey retransmit attempts: 2 

 

  IPsec sequence number    : 1 

  IPsec rekey lifetime     : 300 sec 

  Profile name             : profile-wwl 

  ACL configured           : xf 

 

Group Name: xyz 

  Group identity           : 18 

  Group members            : 0 

  Redundancy               : Enabled 

    Local address          : 105.112.100.2 

    Local version          : 1.0 

    Local priority         : 10 

    Local role             : Primary 

  Rekey transport type     : Multicast 

  Rekey lifetime           : 300 sec 

  Rekey retransmit period  : 10 sec 

  Rekey retransmit attempts: 2 

 

  IPsec sequence number    : 1 

  IPsec rekey lifetime     : 300 sec 

  Profile name             : profile-xyz 

  ACL configured           : xyz 

 

  IPsec sequence number    : 2 

  IPsec rekey lifetime     : 300 sec 

  Profile name             : profile-xyz2 

  ACL configured           : 3001 
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New command: display gdoi ks acl 

Syntax 

display gdoi ks acl [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays ACLs referenced by all GDOI KS 
groups. 

Usage guidelines 

Use display cellular-ethernet to display call connection information for a 3G modem in Ethernet 
mode. 

Examples 

# Display ACLs referenced by the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks acl group abc 

Group Name: abc 

  ACL abc 

    rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.1.2 0 destination 2.2.2.3 0 

    rule 1 permit tcp source 1.1.0.0 0.0.255.255 destination 2.2.0.0 0.0.255.255 

    rule 2 permit ip 

# Display ACLs referenced by all GDOI KS groups. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks acl 

Group Name: abc 

  ACL abc 

    rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.1.2 0 destination 2.2.2.3 0 

    rule 1 permit tcp source 1.1.0.0 0.0.255.255 destination 2.2.0.0 0.0.255.255 

    rule 2 permit ip 

 

Group Name: xyz 

  ACL 3000 

          rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.2.2 0 destination 2.2.3.3 0 

          rule 2 deny ip 

  ACL xyz 

          rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 destination 2.2.4.0 0.0.0.255 

New command: display gdoi ks members 

Syntax 

display gdoi ks members [ group group-name ] [ ip ip-address ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 
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ip ip-address: Specifies a GM by its IP address. 

Usage guidelines 

If you do not specify the group group-name option, the command displays information about online 
GMs with the specified IP address in all GDOI KS groups. 

If you do not specify the ip ip-address option, the command displays information about all online 
GMs in the specified GDOI KS group. 

If you do not specify any parameter, the command displays information about all online GMs in all 
GDOI KS groups. 

Examples 

# Display information about all online GMs in all GDOI KS groups. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks members 

Group Name: farg 

  Group member ID      : 80.1.1.98 

  Group member version : 1.0 

  Group ID             : 7777 

  Key server ID        : 90.1.1.1 

  Rekeys sent          : 0 

  Rekey retries        : 0 

  Rekey ACKs received  : 0 

  Rekey ACKs missed    : 0 

 

Group Name: abcd 

  Group member ID      : 80.1.1.100 

  Group member version : 1.0 

  Group ID             : 8888 

  Key server ID        : 90.1.1.1 

 

  Group member ID      : 80.1.1.101 

  Group member version : Unknown 

  Group ID             : 8888 

  Key server ID        : 90.1.1.1 

New command: display gdoi ks policy 

Syntax 

display gdoi ks policy [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays policy information for all GDOI KS 
groups. 

Usage guidelines 

Use display gdoi ks policy to display policy information for GDOI KS groups. 
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Examples 

# Display policy information for all GDOI KS groups. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks policy 

Group Name: GDOI-GROUP8 

  Server IP: 90.1.1.1 

 

Group Name: farg 

  Server IP: 90.1.1.1 

    KEK policy: 

      Rekey transport type       : Unicast 

      SPI                        : 0xB2DAFC4C36ABC9D416BB15614DCE9F60 

      Encryption algorithm       : AES-CBC-128 

      Lifetime                   : 30000 sec 

      Remaining lifetime         : 5995 sec 

      Signature algorithm        : RSA 

      Signature key name         : REKEYRSA 

                                                                                 

    TEK policy: 

      Encapsulation              : Tunnel 

      SPI                        : 0x3EE98709 

      ACL                        : frag 

      Transform                  : ESP-ENCRYPT-DES ESP-AUTH-MD5 

      Lifetime                   : 50000 sec 

      Remaining lifetime         : 25996 sec 

New command: display gdoi ks redundancy 

Syntax 

display gdoi ks redundancy [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays redundancy information for all 
GDOI KS groups. 

Usage guidelines 

Use display gdoi ks redundancy to display redundancy information for GDOI KS groups. 

Examples 

# Display redundancy information for all GDOI KS groups. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks redundancy 

Group Name :handl 

  Local address   : 105.112.200.1 

  Local version   : 1.0 

  Local priority  : 10 

  Local role      : Initial 

  Primary address : 
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Group Name :lsxn 

  Local address   : 105.112.100.2 

  Local version   : 1.0 

  Local priority  : 10 

  Local role      : Primary 

  Primary address : 105.112.100.2 

 

  Peers: 

    Peer address  : 174.1.1.1 

    Peer version  : Unknown 

    Peer priority : Unknown 

    Peer role     : Unknown 

    Peer status   : Down 

 

    Peer address  : 172.1.1.1 

    Peer version  : 1.0 

    Peer priority : 100 

    Peer role     : Secondary 

    Peer status   : Ready 

New command: display gdoi ks rekey 

Syntax 

display gdoi ks rekey [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays rekey information for all GDOI KS 
groups. 

Usage guidelines 

Use display gdoi ks rekey to display rekey information for GDOI KS groups. 

Examples 

# Display rekey information for all GDOI KS groups. 

<Sysname> display gdoi ks rekey 

Group Name: handl 

  Rekey transport type                  : Multicast 

    Number of rekeys sent               : 0 

    Number of rekeys retransmitted      : 0 

    Retransmit period                   : 10 sec 

    Number of retransmissions           : 10 

    Multicast destination address       : 230.1.1.1 

    KEK rekey lifetime                  : 10000 sec 

      Remaining lifetime                : 6092 sec 

    IPsec 1 lifetime                    : 86400 sec 
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      Remaining lifetime                : 1234 sec 

 

Group Name:abcd 

  Rekey transport type                  : Unicast 

    Number of rekeys sent               : 0 

    Number of rekeys retransmitted      : 0 

    Retransmit period                   : 10 sec 

    Number of retransmissions           : 2 

    KEK rekey lifetime                  : 0 sec 

    IPsec 1 lifetime                    : 1000 sec 

 

Group Name:test 

  Rekey transport type                  : Multicast 

    Number of rekeys sent               : 0 

    Number of rekeys retransmitted      : 0 

    Retransmit period                   : 10 sec 

    Number of retransmissions           : 1 

    Multicast destination address       : 239.192.1.190 

 

    KEK rekey lifetime                  : 0 sec 

    IPsec 1 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

    IPsec 2 lifetime                    : 30000 sec 

    IPsec 3 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

    IPsec 4 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

    IPsec 5 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

    IPsec 6 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

    IPsec 7 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

    IPsec 8 lifetime                    : 300 sec 

New command: gdoi ks group 

Syntax 

gdoi ks group group-name 

undo gdoi ks group group-name 

Views 

No GDOI KS group exists. 

Parameters 

group-name: Specifies a name for the GDOI KS group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use gdoi ks group to create a GDOI KS group and enter GDOI KS group view. 

Examples 

# Create a GDOI KS group named abc, and enter its view. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks-group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 
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New command: gdoi ks rekey 

Syntax 

gdoi ks rekey [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command clears KS information for all GDOI KS 
groups on the local KS. 

Usage guidelines 

A rekey refers to the process that a KS updates the TEK or KEK key and then sends the updated key 
to GMs. 

Usually, a KS performs rekeys periodically. A KEK rekey interval is configured by the rekey lifetime 
command. A TEK rekey interval is determined by the IPsec SA lifetime. To trigger KSs to perform 
rekeys immediately, execute this command. 

You can use the display gdoi ks rekey command and the display gdoi ks policy command to view 
rekey statistics and key information. 

Examples 

# Enforce the GDOI KS group abc to rekey. 

<Sysname> gdoi ks rekey group abc 

New command: identity address 

Syntax 

identity address address 

undo identity 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

address: Specifies any valid IPv4 address to identify the GDOI KS group. 

Usage guidelines 

You can configure only one type of ID (either an IP address or a number) for a GDOI KS group. A 
GDOI KS group uses the IP address or the number, whichever is configured later. 

Examples 

# Configure the IP address of the GDOI KS group abc as 202.202.202.10. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] identity address 202.202.202.10 
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New command: identity number 

Syntax 

identity number number 

undo identity 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

number: Specifies a number in the range of 0 to 2147483647 to identify the GDOI KS group. 

Usage guidelines 

You can configure only one type of ID (either an IP address or a number) for a GDOI KS group. A 
GDOI KS group uses the IP address or the number, whichever is configured later. 

Examples 

# Configure the number of the GDOI KS group abc as 123456. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] identity number 123456 

New command: ipsec 

Syntax 

ipsec sequence-number 

undo ipsec sequence-number 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

sequence-number: Specifies a sequence number for the IPsec policy, in the range of 1 to 65535. 

Usage guidelines 

You can create multiple IPsec policies for a GDOI KS group. An IPsec policy with a smaller number 
has a higher priority. A KS can send multiple IPsec policies to GMs at a time, and GMs use the IPsec 
policies from the one with the highest priority. 

Deleting an IPsec policy from a GDOI KS group also deletes the TEK that corresponds to that IPsec 
policy. 

Examples 

# Configure the number of the GDOI KS group abc as 123456. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] identity number 123456 

New command: local priority 

Syntax 

local priority priority 
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undo local 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

priority: Specifies the local priority of the KS, in the range of 1 to 65535. A higher number indicates a 
higher priority. 

Usage guidelines 

The KS local priority takes effect only when KS redundancy is enabled with the redundancy enable 
command. 

The local priority specifies the priority of the local KS for primary KS election. A KS with a higher local 
priority is more likely to be elected as the primary KS. If multiple KSs have the same priority, the KS 
with the highest IP address is elected as the primary KS. 

Examples 

# Enable GDOI KS group redundancy, and set the KS local priority to 10. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy enable 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] local priority 10 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 

New command: peer address 

Syntax 

peer address ip-address 

undo peer address ip-address 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a peer KS. 

Usage guidelines 

You can specify multiple peer KS IP addresses by executing this command multiple times. 

The peer IP address configuration takes effect only when KS redundancy is enabled with the 
redundancy enable command. 

Examples 

# Enable GDOI KS group redundancy, and specify 13.1.1.1 as a peer KS address. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy enable 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] peer address 13.1.1.1 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 
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New command: profile 

Syntax 

profile ipsec-profile-name 

undo profile 

Views 

GDOI KS group IPsec policy view 

Parameters 

ipsec-profile-name: Specifies an IPsec profile by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 15 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use profile to specify the IPsec profile to be referenced by the GDOI KS group IPsec policy. 

Examples 

# Create IPsec policy 10 for GDOI KS group abc, and reference IPsec profile profile1 for the IPsec 
policy. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] ipsec 10 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] profile profile1 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] 

New command: redundancy 

Syntax 

redundancy enable 

undo redundancy enable 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

KS redundancy enables a group of KSs to work together for high availability and load sharing. One 
KS is the primary KS, and others are secondary KSs. Secondary KSs back up data for the primary 
KS and can accept registrations from GMs. 

Examples 

# Enable KS redundancy in GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy enable 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 
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New command: rekey acl 

Syntax 

rekey acl { access-list-number | name access-list-name } 

undo rekey acl 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

access-list-number: Specifies an ACL by its number in the range of 3000 to 3999. 

name access-list-name: Specifies an ACL by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

 If multicast rekey method is used, you must specify the rekey ACL. Otherwise, the KS cannot 
generate the KEK or send rekey messages. 

 If the source address command is configured, the source address of the multicast rekey 
message is that configured by the source address command. Otherwise, the source address 
is that specified in the first rule of the rekey ACL. 

 The permit or deny keyword in rules of the rekey ACL does not make sense. 

Examples 

# Specify ACL 3000 as the rekey ACL for the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey acl 3000 

New command: rekey authentication 

Syntax 

rekey authentication public-key rsa key-name 

undo rekey authentication 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

public-key: Specifies the local key pair. 

rsa: Specifies the public key algorithm as RSA. 

key-name: Key pair name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

The KS sends the public key of the key pair to GMs in rekey messages. The GMs use the public key 
to authenticate the rekey messages from the KS. 

Examples 

# Specify the rekey key pair as mykey for the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey authentication public-key rsa mykey 
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New command: rekey encryption 

Syntax 

rekey encryption { 3des-cbc | aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | aes-cbc-256 | des-cbc } 

undo rekey encryption 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

3des-cbc: Uses the triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) in CBC mode, which uses a 168-bit key. 

aes-cbc-128: Uses the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in CBC mode that uses a 128- bit key. 

aes-cbc-192: Uses AES in CBC mode that uses a 192-bit key. 

aes-cbc-256: Uses AES in CBC mode that uses a 256-bit key. 

des-cbc: Uses the DES algorithm in CBC mode as the encryption algorithm. The DES 
algorithm uses 56-bit keys for encryption. 

Usage guidelines 

If you execute this command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 

Examples 

# Configure the rekey encryption algorithm as AES-CBC-192 for the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey encryption aes-cbc-192 

New command: rekey lifetime 

Syntax 

rekey lifetime seconds number-of-seconds 

undo rekey lifetime seconds 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

seconds number-of-seconds: Specifies a time-based lifetime for KEKs, in the range of 300 to 86400 
seconds. 

Usage guidelines 

The TEK lifetime is the IPsec SA lifetime, which is determined by the IPsec SA lifetime configured in 
the IPsec profile. 

Examples 

# Configure the KEK lifetime as 3600 seconds for the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey lifetime seconds 3600 
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New command: rekey retransmit 

Syntax 

rekey retransmit { interval number-of-seconds | number number-of-retransmissions } * 

undo rekey retransmit [ interval | number ] 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

interval number-of-seconds: Specifies the rekey retransmission interval, in the range of 10 to 60 
seconds. The default interval is 10 seconds. 

number number-of-retransmissions: Specifies the number of times the rekey message can be 
retransmitted, in the range of 1 to 10. The default value is 2. 

Usage guidelines 

Use rekey retransmit to specify the interval between rekey retransmissions and the maximum 
number of retransmissions. 

Examples 

# Specify the rekey retransmission interval as 30 seconds and the maximum number of 
retransmissions as 3 for the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey retransmit 30 number 3 

New command: rekey transport unicast 

Syntax 

rekey transport unicast 

undo rekey transport unicast 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use rekey transport unicast to enable unicasting rekey messages. 

Examples 

# Configure the GDOI KS group abc to unicast rekey messages. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey transport unicast 

New command: reset gdoi ks 

Syntax 

reset gdoi ks [ group group-name ] 
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Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a  case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command clears information about all GDOI KS 
groups. 

Usage guidelines 

If KS redundancy is enabled, executing this command triggers a primary KS election. 

Examples 

# Clear information about the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> reset gdoi ks group abc 

New command: reset gdoi ks members 

Syntax 

reset gdoi ks members [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. If you do not specify this option, the command clears GM information for all GDOI KS 
groups. 

Usage guidelines 

This command takes effect only on the primary KS. 

Examples 

# Remove GMs from the GDOI KS group abc. 

<Sysname> reset gdoi ks members group abc 

New command: reset gdoi ks redundancy role 

Syntax 

reset gdoi ks redundancy role [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

If you specify a GDOI KS group, the command resets KS redundancy roles in the specified GDOI KS 
group. If you do not specify a GDOI KS group, the command resets KS redundancy roles in all GDOI 
KS groups. 

Examples 

# Reset KS redundancy roles in the GDOI KS group abc. 
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<Sysname> reset gdoi ks redundancy role group abc 

New command: security acl 

Syntax 

security acl { access-list-number | name access-list-name} 

undo security acl 

Views 

GDOI KS group IPsec policy view 

Parameters 

access-list-number: Specifies an ACL by its number in the range of 3000 to 3999. 

name access-list-name: Specifies an ACL by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

The GDOI KS sends the ACL to GMs, which use the ACL to filter traffic, so as to determine the traffic 
to be protected by TEKs. 

Examples 

# Configure IPsec policy 10 for the GDOI KS group abc, and then reference ACL 3000 for the IPsec 
policy. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] ipsec 10 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] security acl 3000 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] 

New command: source address 

Syntax 

source address ip-address 

undo source address 

Views 

GDOI KS group view 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies any valid IPv4 address. 

Usage guidelines 

Perform this task to specify the source address for redundancy protocol packets, GROUPKEY-PULL 
protocol packets, and GROUPKEY-PUSH protocol packets sent by the KS. This task is required if 
KS redundancy is enabled 

Examples 

# Specify the source address for the GDOI KS group abc as 11.1.1.1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 

[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc]source address 11.1.1.1 
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Modified command: gdoi group 

Old syntax 

gdoi group group-name 

undo gdoi group group-name 

New syntax 

gdoi gm group group-name 

undo gdoi gm group group-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The command was changed, add the ‘gm’. 

Modified command: reset gdoi 

Old syntax 

reset gdoi [ group group-name ] 

New syntax 

reset gdoi gm [ group group-name ] 

Views 

User view 

Change description 

The command was changed, add the ‘gm’. 

Modified feature: Display the full interface 
description information 

Feature change description 

Display the full interface description information 

Command changes 

Modified command: display ip interface 

Old syntax 

display ip interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] brief [ | { begin | exclude | include } 

regular-expression ] 
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New syntax 

display ip interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] brief [ description ] [ | { begin | exclude | 

include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

The parameter of “description” is added. 

description: Display the full interface description information. At most, 27 characters can be 
displayed. If there are more than 27 characters, only the first 24 characters and three dots (…) are 
displayed. 

Modified command: display interface 

Old syntax 

display interface [ interface-type ] [ brief [ down ] ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

display interface interface-type { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } [ brief ] [ | 
{ begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display interface [ interface-type ] [ brief [ down | description ] ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

display interface interface-type { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber } [ brief | 
description ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

The parameter of “description” is added. 

description: Display the full interface description information. At most, 27 characters can be 
displayed. If there are more than 27 characters, 

Modified feature: Displays brief 
information for analog and digital voice 
subscriber lines 

Feature change description 

Use display voice subscriber-line to view the configuration information of the subscriber line, such 
as the type, status, codec mode, and receive and transmit gains. 
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Command changes 

Modified command: display voice subscriber-line 

Old syntax 

display voice subscriber-line line-number [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display voice subscriber-line [ line-number ] [ brief ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 

regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

The parameter of “brief” is added. 

brief: Displays brief information for analog and digital voice subscriber lines. If you do not specify this 
keyword, the command displays detailed voice subscriber lines information. 

 

Release CMW520-R2507P02 

None 

Release CMW520-R2507 

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: Add the command to set MAC authentication delay 

Modified feature: Web management 

Modified feature: Add the command to set 
MAC authentication delay 

Feature change description 

Use mac-authentication timer auth-delay to configure MAC authentication delay time. 

Command changes 

Added command: mac-authentication timer auth-delay 

Syntax 

mac-authentication timer auth-delay time 
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undo mac-authentication timer auth-delay 

Views 

Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 

Parameters 

time: Specifies the MAC authentication delay time in seconds. The value range is 1 to 180. 

Usage guidelines 

Use mac-authentication timer auth-delay to configure MAC authentication delay time. 

Use undo mac-authentication timer auth-delay to restore the default. 

Examples 

# Configure the MAC authentication delay time to 30 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface Ethernet 0/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet0/1] mac-authentication timer auth-delay 30 

Modified feature: Web management 

Feature change description 

Allow customers to configure the duration of a Web UI session. 
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Command changes 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2318 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Signal strength-based 3G interface backup 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E303 and E303S 3G Modem 

New feature: WEB support to set Whitelist 

New feature: Forbid learning the host routes on the peer end of a PPP link to the local routing table 

Modified feature: MAC Authentication 

New feature: Signal strength-based 3G 
interface backup 

Configuring Signal strength-based 3G interface 
backup 

Use standby rssi to enable signal strength-based interface backup. 

Command reference 

Added command: standby rssi 

Syntax 

standby rssi rssi-threshold interface interface-type interface-number [delay delay-time ] 

undo standby rssi 

Views 

Cellular interface view, Cellular-Ethernet interface view 

Parameters 

rssi-threshold: Specifies the signal strength threshold for the master interface. The value range for 
this argument is -150 to -70 dBm.  

interface-type interface-number: Specifies a subordinate interface by its type and number.  

delay-time: Specifies the delay time for the next signal strength check after the system finds that the 
signal strength is below the threshold on the master interface. The value range for this argument is 
10 to 600 seconds. By default, the delay time is 30 seconds. 

Usage guidelines 

When the subordinate interface is Cellular interface or Cellular-Ethernet interface, the signal 
strength-based interface backup works as follows:  
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 When the system finds that the signal strength is below the rssi-threshold on the master 
interface and the signal strength is over the rssi-threshold on the subordinate interface, the 
system will check the signal strength on the two interfaces after the delay time. If the signal 
strength is still below the rssi-threshold on the master interface and the signal strength is still 
over the rssi-threshold on the subordinate interface, the system will forbid the master interface 
from dialing up and transmitting data, and the subordinate interface will take over.  

 When the system finds that the signal strength is over the threshold again on the master 
interface, the system will check the signal strength on the master interface again after the delay 
time. If the signal strength is still over the threshold, the system allows the master interface to 
dial up and transmit data.  

When the subordinate interface is an interface of any other type, the system only checks the 
connectivity of the link of the subordinate interface, and the subordinate interface does not take over 
to dial up and transmit data. 

Examples 

# Enable signal strength-based interface backup on interface Cellular 0/0: set the signal strength on 
the master interface to -95 dBm, set the delay time to 50 seconds, and specify Cellular-Ethernet 0/1 
as the subordinate interface.  

<Sysname> system 

[Sysname] interface cellular 0/0 

[Sysname-Cellular0/0] standby rssi -95 interface cellular-ethernet 0/1 delay 50 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E303 and 
E303S 3G Modem 

Configuring HUAWEI E303 and E303S 3G 
Modem 

Support HUAWEI E303 and E303S 3G Modem for the USB interface of  MSR router except MSR 
MPU-G2. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: WEB support to set Whitelist 

Configuring Whitelist at WEB 

Configure the Whitelist function by WEB. 
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Command reference 

None 

New feature: Forbid learning the host 
routes on the peer end of a PPP link to the 
local routing table 

Configuring to forbid learning the host routes on 
the peer end of a PPP link to the local routing table 

Use peer neighbor-route to allow adding the host routes on the peer end of a PPP link to the local 
routing table. Use undo peer neighbor-route to forbid learning the host routes of the peer end of a 
PPP link. 

Command reference 

Added command: peer neighbor-route 

Syntax 

peer neighbor-route 
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undo peer neighbor-route 

Views 

Serial interface view, AUX interface view, AM interface view, Cellular interface view, ISDN BRI 
interface view, POS interface view, Dialer interface view, virtual-template interface view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use peer neighbor-route to allow adding the host routes on the peer end of a PPP link to the local 
routing table.  

Use undo peer neighbor-route to forbid learning the host routes of the peer end of a PPP link. 

By default, the system allows adding the host routes on the peer end of a PPP link to the local routing 
table. 

Examples 

# Forbid learning the host routes of the peer end of a PPP link.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-serial2/0] undo peer neighbor-route 

Modified feature: MAC Authentication 

Feature change description 

Use the command to enable MAC authentication in multi-VLAN mode on a Layer 2 interface. 

Command changes 

Added command: reset fr ipv6 ind 

Syntax 

mac-authentication host-mode multi-vlan 

undo mac-authentication host-mode multi-vlan 

Views 

Layer 2 interface View 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

When the function is not enabled, if a user passes MAC authentication within a VLAN and then uses 
the MAC address as the source MAC address to transmit packets within another VLAN, a new 
authentication is triggered. As a result, the packets with the MAC address cannot be forwarded 
within the previous VLAN, and the packet transmission quality is affected. To solve this problem, 
enable MAC authentication in multi-VLAN mode on the interface. 
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Examples 

# Enable MAC authentication in multi-VLAN mode on interface GigabitEthernet 1/1.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/1] mac-authentication host-mode multi-vlan 

Release CMW520-R2317 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: WEB support voice jitterbuffer function 

New feature: Support Sierra 3G Modem DIP data transferring mode 

New feature: Use CLI to enable online monitoring for all FXO ports 

New feature: Perform a loop test on a synchronous serial interface 

New feature: Meet the voice quality requirements of Microsoft 

New feature: Specify the VOICE VLAN ID that the LLDP sends 

New feature: Support IPv6 on the FR 

New feature: Manage the built-in 3G interface on the WEB 

Modified feature: Automatic configuration from a USB disk 

New feature: WEB support voice 
jitterbuffer function 

Configuring WEB support voice Jitterbuffer 
function 

Configure the voice jitterbuffer and show the Statistic information by the web. 
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Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: Support Sierra 3G Modem 
DIP data transferring mode 

Configuring DIP data transferring mode 

Support s to set the working mode of the 3G modem module to Ethernet. 

Command reference 

Added command: display cellular-ethernet 

Syntax 

display cellular-ethernet interface-number all [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view  

Parameters 

all: Displays information about interfaces in DOWN state and the causes. If you do not specify this 
keyword, this command displays information about interfaces in all states. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use display cellular-ethernet to display call connection information for a 3G modem in Ethernet 
mode. 

Examples 

# Display call connection information for a 3G modem in Ethernet mode.  

<Sysname> display cellular-ethernet 0/0 all 

Modem State: 

Hardware Information 

==================== 

Model = E176G 

Modem Firmware Version = 11.124.05.04.112 

Hardware Version = CD25TCPV 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) = 460016004345081 

International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) = 357267023325644 

Factory Serial Number (FSN) =  GB5TAA1981305641 

Modem Status = Online  

Profile Information 

==================== 
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Profile 1 = ACTIVE 

-------- 

PDP Type = IPv4, Header Compression = OFF  

Data Compression = OFF  

Access Point Name (APN) = 3gnet  

Packet Session Status = Active  

* - Default profile 

Network Information 

=================== 

Current Service Status = Service available 

Current Service = Combined 

Packet Service = Attached 

Packet Session Status = Active 

Current Roaming Status = Home 

Network Selection Mode = Manual 

Network Connection Mode = Auto  

Current Network Connection = HSDPA and HSUPA  

Mobile Country Code (MCC) = 460 

Mobile Network Code (MNC) = 01  

Location Area Code (LAC) = 248  

Cell ID = 20021                                                                  

Downstream Bandwidth = 7200000 bps                                               

Radio Information                                                                

=================                                                                

Current Band = ANY                                                               

Current RSSI = -87 dBm                                                           

Modem Security Information                                                       

==========================                                                       

PIN Verification = Disabled                                                      

PIN Status = Ready                                                               

Number of Retries remaining = 3                                                  

SIM Status = OK                     

Added command: display interface cellular-ethernet 

Syntax 

display interface [ cellular-ethernet ] [ brief [ down ] ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

display interface cellular-ethernet interface-number [ brief ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view  

Parameters 

interface-number: Displays information about a specified cellular Ethernet interface. 

brief: Displays brief interface information. If you do not specify this keyword, the command displays 
detailed interface information.  
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down: Displays information about interfaces in DOWN state and the causes. If you do not specify 
this keyword, this command displays information about interfaces in all states. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

If you do not specify the cellular-Ethernet keyword, this command displays information about all 
cellular Ethernet interfaces on the device. 

If you specify the cellular-Ethernet keyword without the interface-number argument, this command 
displays information about all existing cellular Ethernet interfaces. 

Examples 

# Display detailed information about cellular Ethernet interface Cellular-Ethernet0/0.  

<Sysname> display interface cellular-ethernet0/0 

Cellular-Ethernet0/0 current state: DOWN 

Line protocol current state: UP (spoofing) 

Description: Cellular-Ethernet0/0 Interface 

The Maximum Transmit Unit is 1500 

Internet Address is 5.5.5.5/24 Primary 

IP Packet Frame Type: PKTFMT_ETHNT_2,  Hardware Address: 00a0-d5ff-ff00 

IPv6 Packet Frame Type: PKTFMT_ETHNT_2,  Hardware Address: 00a0-d5ff-ff00 

Output queue : (Urgent queuing : Size/Length/Discards)  0/100/0 

Output queue : (Protocol queuing : Size/Length/Discards)  0/500/0 

Output queue : (FIFO queuing : Size/Length/Discards)  0/75/0       

USB Modem State: Present 

Transfer time: 00:00:00 

Last clearing of counters: Never 

    Last 300 seconds input rate 0.00 bytes/sec, 0 bits/sec, 0.00 packets/sec 

    Last 300 seconds output rate 0.00 bytes/sec, 0 bits/sec, 0.00 packets/sec 

    Input: 0 packets, 0 bytes 

           0 broadcasts, 0 multicasts 

           0 errors, 0 runts, 0 giants 

           0 CRC, 0 align errors, 0 overruns 

           0 dribbles, 0 aborts, 0 no buffers 

           0 frame errors 

    Output:0 packets, 0 bytes 

           0 errors, 0 underruns, 0 collisions 

           0 deferred 

# Display brief information about cellular Ethernet interface Cellular-Ethernet0/0. 

<Sysname> display interface cellular-ethernet0/0 brief 

The brief information of interface(s) under route mode: 

Link: ADM - administratively down; Stby - standby 

Protocol: (s) - spoofing 

Interface            Link Protocol Main IP         Description 
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CE0/0                DOWN UP(s)    5.5.5.5 

# Display brief information about all cellular Ethernet interfaces in DOWN state. 

<Sysname> display interface cellular-ethernet brief down 

The brief information of interface(s) under route mode: 

Link: ADM - administratively down; Stby - standby 

Interface            Link Cause 

CE0/0                DOWN Not connected 

Added command: reset counters interface cellular-ethernet 

Syntax 

reset counters interface [ cellular-ethernet [ interface-number ] ] 

Views 

User view  

Parameters 

cellular-ethernet interface-number: Specifies a cellular Ethernet interface by its number. 

Usage guidelines 

To collect traffic statistics on an interface during a period of time, first clear the existing statistics on 
the interface. 

If the cellular-ethernet keyword is specified but the interface-number argument is not specified, the 
command clears statistics on all cellular Ethernet interfaces. 

If both the cellular-ethernet keyword and the interface-number argument are specified, the 
command clears statistics on the specified cellular Ethernet interface. 

Examples 

# Clear statistics on Cellular-Ethernet 0/0. 

<Sysname> reset counters interface cellular-ethernet 0/0 

Added command: ip address cellular-allocated 

Syntax 

ip address cellular-allocated 

undo ip address cellular-allocated 

Views 

Interface view  

Parameters 

None. 

Usage guidelines 

Use ip address cellular-allocated to enable the interface to accept the IP address allocated by the 
peer through 4G modem negotiation. 

Use undo ip address cellular-allocated to disable the interface from accepting the IP address 
allocated by the peer through 4G modem negotiation. 

Examples 

# Enable Cellular-Ethernet1/0 to accept the IP address allocated by the peer through 4G modem 
negotiation. 
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<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface cellular-ethernet 1/0 

[Sysname-Cellular-Ethernet1/0] ip address cellular-allocated 

Modified command: card-mode 

Old syntax 

card-mode slot slot-number mode-name 

New syntax 

card-mode slot slot-number mode-name 

Views 

Systemview  

Change description 

Added the “ppp” and “Ethernet” keyword.  

ppp: Sets the working mode of the 3G modem module to PPP. 

ethernet: Sets the working mode of the 3G modem module to Ethernet. 

New feature: Use CLI to enable online 
monitoring for all FXO ports 

Configuring online monitoring for all FXO ports 

When online monitoring is enabled, the FXO card system monitors the state of all FXO ports in real 
time. 

Command reference 

Added command: fxo-monitoring 

Syntax 

fxo-monitoring enable 

undo fxo-monitoring enable 

Views 

Voice view  

Parameters 

None. 

Usage guidelines 

When online monitoring is enabled, the FXO card system monitors the state of all FXO ports in real 
time. 

Examples 

# Disable online monitoring for all FXO ports. 
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<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] undo fxo-monitoring enable 

New feature: Perform a loop test on a 
synchronous serial interface 

Configuring to perform a loop test on a 
synchronous serial interface 

Use looptest to perform a loop test on a synchronous serial interface created on E1, T1, E1-F, or 
T1-F. 

Command reference 

Added command: looptest 

Syntax 

looptest [ -c count | -p { pattern | special { ascending | descending | random } } | -s packetsize | -t 
timeout ] * interface type number 

Views 

Any view  

Parameters 

-c count: Sets the number of test packets, in the range of 1 to 1 to 4294967295. The default number 
is 5. 

-p pattern: Sets the padding content for test packets, which is a hexadecimal number in the range of 
0 to FFFFFFFF. For example, -p ff pads FF to all test packets. By default,  0x55 and 0xAA are 
padded alternately.  

ascending: Pads test packets with a hexadecimal number from 0x00 to 0xff in turn.  

descending: Pads test packets with a hexadecimal number from  0xff to 0x00 in turn. 

random: Pads test packets with a hexadecimal number from  0xff to 0x00 at random. 

-s packetsize: Sets the size of test packets (excluding the 12-byte packet header), in the range of 0 
to 1688 bytes. The default size is 52 bytes.  

-t timeout: Sets the timeout time for receiving looped-back test packets, in the range of 0 to 65535 
milliseconds. The default timeout time is 2000 milliseconds.  

interface type number: Specifies an interface. 

Usage guidelines 

Use looptest to detect loops on interfaces. The system returns the following line quality information: 

 Information about each test packet. If a test packet is looped back, the number of bytes, 
sequence number, and delay are displayed for the test packet. If a test packet is not looped 
back before the timeout timer expires, the system displays " Wait time out." 
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 Statistics for all test packets, including the numbers of sent, received, lost, and error packets, 
percentages for error and lost packets, and the conclusion.  

If the line speed is slow, increase the timeout time.  

Examples 

# Perform a loop test on Serial1/0/0. 

<Sysname> looptest interface serial 1/0/0 

  LOOPTEST Serial1/0/0: 52 data bytes, press CTRL_C to break 

    Receive from Serial1/0/0: bytes=52 sequence=1 time=1 ms 

    Receive from Serial1/0/0: bytes=52 sequence=2 time=1 ms 

    Receive from Serial1/0/0: bytes=52 sequence=3 time=1 ms 

    Receive from Serial1/0/0: bytes=52 sequence=4 time=1 ms 

    Receive from Serial1/0/0: bytes=52 sequence=5 time=1 ms 

  

  --- Serial1/0/0 looptest statistics --- 

    5 packet(s) transmitted 

    5 packet(s) received 

    0 packet(s) lost 

    0 packet(s) error 

    0.00% packet lost 

    0.00% packet error 

    round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/1 ms 

    conclusion: loopback 

New feature: Meet the voice quality 
requirements of Microsoft 

Configuring to meet the voice quality 
requirements of Microsoft 

Use vi-card dsp-image to set the type of the DSP image. 

Command reference 

Added command: vi-card dsp-image 

Syntax 

vi-card dsp-image { ms | general } 

Views 

Voice view  

Parameters 

ms: Sets the DSP image as a Microsoft-verified version that can meet the voice quality requirements 
of Microsoft but does not support the G723 codec. 
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general: Sets the DSP image as a general version that cannot meet the voice quality requirements 
of Microsoft but supports the G723 codec. 

Usage guidelines 

After you execute this command, you must reboot the device to apply the new configuration. 

The display current-configuration command  does not display the settings configured by this 
command. To view the settings, use the display device verbose command.  

Examples 

# Configure the DSP image as a Microsoft-verified version. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] vi-card dsp-image ms 

Configuration will take effect after next reboot. 

[Sysname-voice] quit 

[Sysname] quit 

<Sysname> reboot 

# After the device is rebooted, execute the display device verbose command to view the settings. 

<Sysname> display device verbose 

Slot No.  Board Type                Status    Max Ports                         

 0         MSR50-60 RPU Board        Normal       5                              

 2         SIC-1VT1                  Normal       1                              

                                                                                 

 Slot 0                                                                          

  Status:   Normal                                                               

  Type:     MSR50-60 RPU Board                                                 

  Hardware:  3.0                                                                 

  Driver:    1.0                                                                 

  CPLD:      2.0                                                                 

  SD701:     2.0                                                                 

  VCPM:      Normal  [PCB VER: 3.0  CPLD VER: 1.0  FPGA VER: 4.0]                

  VPM1:      Normal  [PCB VER: 3.0  CPLD VER: 2.0  DSP  VER: 4.0]                

             DSP 0:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 1:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 2:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 3:   Normal                                                     

             DSP Image: MS                                                       

  VPM2:      Normal  [PCB VER: 3.0  CPLD VER: 2.0  DSP  VER: 4.0]                

             DSP 0:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 1:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 2:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 3:   Normal                                                     

             DSP Image: MS                                                       

  VPM3:      Normal  [PCB VER: 3.0  CPLD VER: 2.0  DSP  VER: 4.0]                

             DSP 0:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 1:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 2:   Normal                                                     

             DSP 3:   Normal                                                     

             DSP Image: MS                                                       
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 Slot 2                                                                          

  Status:   Normal                                                               

  Type:     SIC-1VT1                                                             

  Hardware:  2.0                                                                 

  Driver:    4.0                                                                 

  CPLD:      1.0                                                                 

  FDSP:      Normal  [DSP VER: 2.0]                                         

New feature: Specify the VOICE VLAN ID 
that the LLDP sends 

Configuring to specify the VOICE VLAN ID that 
the LLDP sends 

Specify the VLAN ID that the interface sends to the IP phone in the LLDP-MED Network Policy TLV. 

Command reference 

Added command: lldp voice-vlan 

Syntax 

lldp voice-vlan vlan-id  

undo lldp voice-vlan 

Views 

Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, interface group view  

Parameters 

vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 

Usage guidelines 

Use lldp voice-vlan to specify the VLAN ID that the interface sends to the IP phone in the 
LLDP-MED Network Policy TLV. 

Use undo lldp voice-vlan to restore the default. 

Examples 

# Specify the VLAN ID that the interface sends to the IP phone as 4094. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 0/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet0/1] lldp voice-vlan 4094 
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New feature: Support IPv6 on the FR 

Configuring IPv6 on the FR 

Support IPv6 on the FR link protocol. 

Command reference 

Added command: display fr ipv6 map-info 

Syntax 

display fr ipv6 map-info { static | dynamic | all } [ interface interface-type { interface-number | 
interface-number.subnumber }] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view  

Parameters 

static: Displays static IPv6 address mappings. 

dynamic: Displays dynamic IPv6 address mappings. 

all: Displays all IPv6 address mappings. 

interface interface-type { interface-number | interface-number.subnumber }: Displays IPv6 address 
mappings for the specified interface. The interface-number argument is the main interface ID, and 
the subnumber argument is the subinterface ID in the range of 0 to 1023. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

If no interface is specified, the command displays IPv6 address mappings for all interfaces.  

You can use this command to verify whether IPv6 address mappings are correctly configured.  

Examples 

# Display IPv6 address mappings. 

<Sysname> display fr ipv6 map-info all 

Map Statistics for interface Serial2/0 (DTE) 

  DLCI = 100, IP6 IND FE80::56FF:FE00:0, Serial2/0 

    create time = 2013/01/11 09:57:28, status = ACTIVE 

    encapsulation = ietf, vlink = 0, broadcast 

  DLCI = 100, IP6 IND 10::1, Serial2/0 

    create time = 2013/01/11 09:57:28, status = ACTIVE 

    encapsulation = ietf, vlink = 3, broadcast 
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Added command: fr map ipv6 

Syntax 

fr map ipv6 { ipv6-address | default } dlci-number [ broadcast ] [ compression frf9 ]  

undo fr map ipv6 { ipv6-address | default } dlci-number 

Views 

Interface view  

Parameters 

ipv6-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of the peer. 

default: Creates a default address mapping. 

dlci-number: Specifies the local DLCI number in the range of 16 to 1007. 

broadcast: Enables broadcasting packets. 

compression: Enables FR compression. 

frf9: Enables FRF.9 compression. 

Usage guidelines 

IPv6 address mappings can be configured manually, or automatically through inverse neighbor 
discovery (IND). 

If there are few peers or a default route exists, you can use this command to manually add address 
mappings. If there are many peers, you can use inverse neighbor discovery to automatically create 
address mappings.  

Examples 

# Configure a static IPv6 address mapping that includes the local DLCI 100 and the peer router's 
IPv6 address 10::2/64 on Serial2/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] fr map ipv6 10::2 100 

Added command: fr ipv6 ind 

Syntax 

fr ipv6 ind [ dlci-number ]  

undo fr ipv6 ind [ dlci-number ]  

Views 

Interface view  

Parameters 

dlci-number: Enables inverse neighbor discovery for the virtual circuit  specified by its DLCI number 
in the range of 16 to 1007.  

Usage guidelines 

FR uses an address mapping to map a local DLCI number to a peer address. Address mappings can 
be configured manually, or automatically through inverse neighbor discovery (IND).  

Use this command to enable inverse neighbor discovery. 

To enable or disable IND for all virtual circuits on an interface, use the command without any 
parameter. 
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To enable or disable IND for a virtual circuit, use the command with the dlci-number argument. 

Enabling IND on an interface or subinterface also enables IND on all the virtual circuits of the 
interface or subinterface. To disable IND on a specific virtual circuit of the interface or subinterface, 
use the undo fr ipv6 ind dlci-number command.  

Disabling IND on an interface with the undo fr ipv6 ind command also disables IND on all the virtual 
circuits on the interface. To enable IND for a specific virtual circuit of the interface, use the fr ipv6 ind 
dlci-number command. 

The fr ipv6 ind command configured on an FR main interface also applies to its subinterfaces. 

Examples 

# Enable inverse neighbor discovery for all virtual circuits on the FR interface Serial2/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] fr ipv6 ind 

Added command: ipv6 ind holdtime 

Syntax 

ipv6 ind holdtime seconds 

undo ipv6 ind holdtime 

Views 

Interface view  

Parameters 

seconds: Specifies the interval for sending IND solicitations, in the range of 10 to 120 seconds.  

Usage guidelines 

Use ipv6 ind holdtime to set the interval for sending IND solicitations. 

Use undo ipv6 ind holdtime to restore the default.  

Examples 

# Configure the FR interface Serial2/0 as DTE, and set the interval for sending IND solicitations to 15 
seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] link-protocol fr 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] fr interface-type dte 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] ipv6 ind holdtime 15 

Added command: ipv6 ind solicitation retrans-timer 

Syntax 

ipv6 ind solicitation retrans-timer seconds 

undo ipv6 ind solicitation retrans-timer 

Views 

Interface view  
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Parameters 

seconds: Specifies the interval between IND solicitation retransmissions, in the range of 1 to 5 
seconds. 

Usage guidelines 

Use ipv6 ind solicitation retrans-timer to set the interval between IND solicitation retransmissions. 

Use undo ipv6 ind solicitation retrans-timer to restore the default. 

Examples 

# Configure the FR interface Serial2/0 as DTE, and set the interval between IND solicitation 
retransmissions to 2 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] link-protocol fr 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] fr interface-type dte 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] ipv6 ind solicitation retrans-timer 15 

Added command: reset fr ipv6 ind 

Syntax 

reset fr ipv6 ind 

Views 

User view  

Parameters 

None. 

Usage guidelines 

In some scenarios, dynamic IPv6 address mappings created by IND become invalid because, for 
example, the network topology is changed. To create new address mappings, use this command to 
clear all dynamic mappings. 

Examples 

# Clear all dynamic IPv6 address mappings created by IND. 

<Sysname> reset fr ipv6 ind 

New feature: Manage the built-in 3G 
interface on the WEB 

Configuring to manage the built-in 3G interface on 
the WEB 

1) Displaying the built-in 3G interface information on the WEB; 

2) Configuring the built-in 3G interface on the WEB 

3) Rebooting the built-in 3G interface on the WEB 
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Command reference 

None. 

Modified feature: Automatic configuration 
from a USB disk 

Feature change description 

Automatic configuration procedure modifedy: 

1. After the device loads its software images, it searches the root directory of its first USB disk 

(usba0) for a configuration file named in the format device serial number.cfg. If the file does not 

exist, the device continues to search for the configuration file autodeploy.cfg in the same 

directory. If both files do not exist, the device continues to search for a configuration file named 

in the format xxx.autodeploy.cfg in the same directory, where xxx can consist of up to 64 

characters. If the file is not found either, the automatic configuration fails. 

2. If the device finds the file device serial number.cfg, autodeploy.cfg, or xxx.autodeploy.cfg (in 

descending order) on the USB disk, it compares the file with the autodeploy.cfg.bak file on the 

device. If the autodeploy.cfg.bak file exists on the device and the two files have the same 

configuration, the device executes the current main startup configuration file and the automatic 
configuration process ends successfully. 

3. If the autodeploy.cfg.bak file does not exist or has different configurations, the system saves 

two copies of the configuration file found on the USB disk to the device (by the names 

autodeploy.cfg and autodeploy.cfg.bak), specifies the files as the startup configuration files 

(autodeploy.cfg as the main and autodeploy.cfg.bak as the backup), and reboots. If the 

system fails to save the copies, the automatic configuration fails. 

4. During the reboot, the device checks whether all commands in the main startup configuration 
file are executed successfully. If yes, the automatic configuration succeeds. If not, the 
automatic configuration fails. 

Command changes 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2315 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support the HUAWEI E303c and E3131 3G Modem 

New feature: Support L2 Ethernet link aggregation at the MSR 93X routers 

New feature: IPSEC Multi-peer 

Modified feature: LNS for IMSI, SN, or both in PPP LCP negotiation 

Modified feature: IMC SMS-based configuration deployment 
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New feature: Support the HUAWEI E303c 
and E3131 3G Modem 

Configuring the HUAWEI E303c and E3131 3G 
WCDMA Modem 

Support the HUAWEI E303c and E3131 3G Modem. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support L2 Ethernet link 
aggregation at the MSR 93X routers 

Configuring L2 Ethernet link aggregation at the 
MSR 93X routers 

Support L2 Ethernet link aggregation at the MSR 93X routers. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: IPSEC Multi-peer 

Configuring IPSEC Multi-peer 

If you create an Ipsec policy in IKE negotiation mode, the Ipsec policy can reference multiple IKE 
peers. If IKE negotiation with an IKE peer fails, the system uses next IKE peer for IKE negotiation. If 
you include the primary keyword when you reference an IKE peer, the IKE peer has the highest 
priority, and it is first used each time an IKE negotiation starts. 

Command reference 

Modified command 

Old syntax 

ike-peer peer-name 
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undo ike-peer peer-name 

New syntax 

ike-peer peer-name [ primary ] 

undo ike-peer peer-name 

Views 

Ipsec policy view, Ipsec policy template view, Ipsec profile view 

Change description 

Add the primary keyword to the ike-peer command. 

Modified feature: LNS for IMSI, SN, or both 
in PPP LCP negotiation 

If there isn’t the command of “accept” at the cellular interface, the IMSI and SN information can’t be 
sent. 

Feature change description 

If there isn’t the command of “accept” at the cellular interface, the IMSI and SN information can’t be 
sent. 

Command changes 

None. 

Modified feature: IMC SMS-based 
configuration deployment 

Deploy the pap and chap username or password by short messages to a router independently. 

Feature change description 

Deploy the pap and chap username or password by short messages to a router independently. 

Command changes 

None. 

Release CMW520-R2314 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: L2VPN support for soft GRE and L2PT  
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New feature: L2VPN support for soft GRE 
and L2PT 

Configuring L2VPN support for soft GRE and 
L2PT 

L2PT enables MPLS L2VPN to transparently transmit Layer 2 protocol frames over a service provide 
backbone. L2PT can also filter Layer 2 protocol frames and replace EXP for Layer 2 protocol frames.   

The public tunnels for MPLS L2VPN are complex to configure. To simplify public tunnel 
configurations, you can enable soft GRE to tunnel Layer 2 protocol frames over the public network.  

Command reference 

display l2protocol-tunnel  

Use display l2protocol-tunnel to display L2PT statistics on an interface.  

Syntax 

display l2protocol-tunnel interface interface-type interface-number [ | { begin | exclude | 
include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

interface interface-type interface-number: Displays L2PT statistics on the specified interface.  

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

This command can display L2PT statistics for a Layer 2 protocol only after the l2protocol-tunnel 
command has been configured for that protocol.  

Examples 

# Display L2PT statistics on Ethernet1/1. 

<Sysname> display l2protocol-tunnel interface ethernet 1/1 

PROT PktsIn     BytesIn              PktsOut    BytesOut             PktsDropped 

CDP  0          0                    1000       38000                100 

STP  0          0                    1000       38000                0  

VTP  0          0                    1000       38000                0 
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Table 25 Command output 

Field Description 

PROT 
Protocols enabled with L2PT, including CDP, GVRP, 
LACP, LLDP, PAGP, PVST, STP, UDLD, and VTP. 

PktsIn Number of received packets. 

BytesIn Number of received bytes. 

PktsOut Number of sent packets.  

BytesOut Number of sent bytes. 

PktsDropped Number of dropped packets.  
 

l2protocol-tunnel mac-address 

Use l2protocol-tunnel mac-address to configure the multicast destination MAC address for L2PT.  

Use undo l2protocol-tunnel mac-address to restore the default.  

Syntax 

l2protocol-tunnel mac-address mac-address 

undo l2protocol-tunnel mac-address 

Default 

The multicast destination MAC address for L2PT is 010F-E200-0003. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

mac-address: Specifies the multicast destination MAC address for L2PT, in the format H-H-H. 

Usage guidelines 

The multicast destination MAC address for L2PT must not be the destination MAC address of any 
Layer 2 protocol running on the backbone to avoid impacting the Layer 2 protocol on the backbone.  

If you configure l2protocol-tunnel on the two PEs at the tunnel ends to use tunnel mode or 
tunnel+exp mode to process Layer 2 protocol frames from customer networks, you must configure 
the same multicast destination MAC address for L2PT on the two PEs to avoid impacting Layer 2 
protocol frames from customer networks.  

Examples 

# Configure the multicast destination MAC address 0010-cd10-10ac for L2PT 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] l2protocol-tunnel mac-address 0010-cd10-10ac 

Related commands 

l2protocol-tunnel 
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l2protocol-tunnel 

Use l2protocol-tunnel to enable L2PT for a protocol. 

Use undo l2protocol-tunnel to disable L2PT for a protocol.  

Syntax 

l2protocol-tunnel { cdp | gvrp | lacp | lldp | pagp | pvst | stp | udld | vtp } { drop | tunnel 
[ experimental mpls-exp-value ] | experimental mpls-exp-value } 

undo l2protocol-tunnel { cdp | gvrp | lacp | lldp | pagp | pvst | stp | udld | vtp } 

Default 

L2PT is not enabled for any protocol.  

Views 

Interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

cdp: Enables L2PT for CDP. 

gvrp: Enables L2PT for GVRP. 

lacp: Enables L2PT for LACP. 

lldp: Enables L2PT for LLDP. 

pagp: Enables L2PT for PAGP. 

pvst: Enables L2PT for PVST. 

stp: Enables L2PT for all spanning tree protocols such as MSTP and RSTP. 

udld: Enables L2PT for UDLD. 

vtp: Enables L2PT for VTPs. 

drop: Discards the packets of the specified protocols, which will not be sent through the PW.  

tunnel: For the packets of the specified protocol received on the interface, this keyword replaces 
their destination MAC address with the L2PT multicast destination MAC address. For the packets of 
the specified protocol sent on the interface, if their destination MAC address is the L2PT multicast 
destination MAC address, this keyword replaces their destination MAC address with the destination 
MAC address of the specified protocol. 

experimental mpls-exp-value: Sets the specified EXP value into the EXP field of the VC label added 
to the packets of the specified protocol. The mpls-exp-value is in the range of 0 to 7. 

Usage guidelines 

To enable L2PT on an interface, the interface must have been configured with L2VPN settings 
including remote CCC, SVC, Martini, or Kampella MPLS L2VPN connections (CCC local 
connections are not included). 

Examples 

# Enable L2PT for CDP on Ethernet1/1, and set the EXP value in the VC label of CDP frames to 3. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] l2protocol-tunnel cdp experimental 3 
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Related commands 

l2protocol-tunnel mac-address 

mpls l2vpn soft-gre 

Use mpls l2vpn soft-gre to enable soft GRE. 

Use undo mpls l2vpn soft-gre to restore the default. 

Syntax 

mpls l2vpn soft-gre 

undo mpls l2vpn soft-gre 

Default 

Soft GRE is disabled.  

Views 

L2VPN view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

To simplify public tunnel configurations, you can use soft GRE to replace public tunnels such as 
MPLS LDP, MPLS TE, and GRE tunnels.  

After soft GRE is enabled on a PE where no public tunnel is configured or the configured pubic tunnel 
does not match the tunnel policy, the PE uses soft GRE to encapsulate Layer 2 data that has a VC 
label by adding a GRE header and an IP header in which the source IP address is the local LSR ID 
and the destination IP address is the address of the remote PE.   

If the soft GRE-enabled PE has an available public tunnel to the remote PE, it uses the public tunnel 
instead of soft GRE.  

Only SVC MPLS L2VPNs using ordinary SVCs or primary/backup SVCs support soft GRE. 

You must first enable MPLS L2VPN with the mpls l2vpn command before enabling soft GRE with 
the  mpls l2vpn soft-gre command. 

Examples 

# Enable soft GRE. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] l2vpn 

[Sysname-l2vpn] mpls l2vpn soft-gre 

 

Release CMW520-R2312P15 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Jitter buffer 

New feature: Different authentication keys for TACACS servers 

New feature: Destination MAC check on VE interfaces 

New feature: Support for FIPS and CC certification 
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New feature: Disabling password recovery capability 

New feature: Jitter buffer 

Configuring jitter buffer 

Jitter buffer provides a mechanism to receive, buffer, and send (to DSPs) VoIP packets for handling 
jitter, packet loss, and out of sequence problems during VoIP transmission, and provides delay 
indexes, PESQ indexes, and relevant maintenance and performance indexes.  

Command reference 

jitter-buffer mode 

Use jitter-buffer mode to enable jitter buffer.  

Use undo jitter-buffer mode to restore the default.  

Syntax 

jitter-buffer mode adaptive  

undo jitter-buffer mode 

Default 

Jitter buffer is disabled.  

Views 

POTS voice entity view, VoIP voice entity view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Examples 

# Enable jitter buffer for voice entity 100. 

[MSR -voice-dial-entity100] jitter-buffer mode adaptive 

jitter-buffer delay 

Use jitter-buffer delay to configure jitter buffer parameters. 

Use undo jitter-buffer delay to restore the default.  

Syntax 

jitter-buffer delay {initial milliseconds | maximum milliseconds} 

undo jitter-buffer delay { initial | maximum } 

Default 

The initial buffer time is 30 ms, and the maximum buffer time is 160 ms. 

Views 

Voice entity view  
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Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

initial milliseconds: Specifies the initial buffer time in the range of 5 to 60 milliseconds.  

maximum milliseconds: Specifies the maximum buffer time in the range of 60 to 480 milliseconds. 

display voice jitter-buffer subscriber-line 

Use display voice jitter-buffer subscriber-line to display jitter buffer statistics for the last call.  

Syntax 

display voice jitter-buffer subscriber-line line-number 

Views 

Any view 

Default command level 

1: Monitor level 

Parameters 

line-number: Specifies a subscriber line by its number.  

New feature: Different authentication keys 
for TACACS servers 

Configuring different authentication keys for 
TACACS servers 

This new feature allows you to configure different authentication keys for TACACS servers. 

Command reference 

primary accounting (HWTACACS scheme view) 

Old command 

primary accounting ip-address [ port-number | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name]* 

undo primary accounting 

New command 

primary accounting ip-address [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name]* 

undo primary accounting 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 
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Change description 

Added the key keyword.  

primary authentication (HWTACACS scheme view) 

Old command 

primary authentication ip-address [ port-number | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name]* 

undo primary authentication 

New command 

primary authentication ip-address [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name]* 

undo primary authentication 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 

Change description 

Added the key keyword.  

primary authorization (HWTACACS scheme view) 

Old command 

primary authorization ip-address [ port-number | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name]* 

undo primary authorization 

New command 

primary authorization ip-address [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name]* 

undo primary authorization 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 

Change description 

Added the key keyword.  

secondary accounting (HWTACACS scheme view) 

Old command 

secondary accounting ip-address [ port-number | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name]* 

undo secondary accounting 

New command 

secondary accounting ip-address [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name]* 

undo secondary accounting 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 
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Change description 

Added the key keyword.  

secondary authentication (HWTACACS scheme view) 

Old command 

secondary authentication ip-address [ port-number | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name]* 

undo secondary authentication 

New command 

secondary authentication ip-address [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name]* 

undo secondary authentication 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 

Change description 

Added the key keyword.  

secondary authorization (HWTACACS scheme view) 

Old command 

secondary authorization ip-address [ port-number | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name]* 

undo secondary authorization 

New command 

secondary authorization ip-address [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key | vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name]* 

undo secondary authorization 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 

Change description 

Added the key keyword.  

New feature: Destination MAC check on 
VE interfaces 

Configuring destination MAC check on VE 
interfaces 

Use the mac-address valid-check enable command to enable destination MAC check on VE 
interfaces. 
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Command reference 

mac-address valid-check enable 

Use the mac-address valid-check enable command to enable a Layer 3 VE interface to check the 
destination MAC address of each received IP packet. If the destination MAC address of a packet is a 
unicast MAC address but is not the MAC address of the receiving VE interface, the packet is 
discarded. IP packets destined for a broadcast or multicast MAC address are not checked.  

Use the undo mac-address valid-check enable command to disable destination MAC check on a 

Layer 3 VE interface. 

Syntax 

mac-address valid-check enable 

undo mac-address valid-check enable 

Default 

Destination MAC check is disabled on a Layer 3 VE interface. 

Views 

Layer 3 VE interface view  

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

This command might discard packets that should be delivered to upper layer protocols. Therefore, 
use this command only in specific scenarios.  

Examples 

# Enable destination MAC check on a Layer 3 VE interface. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface Virtual-Ethernet 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Ethernet1] mac-address valid-check enable 

New feature: Support for FIPS and CC 
certification 

Configuring support for FIPS and CC certification 

Added support for FIPS and CC certification. The supported devices include: 

MSR 20-20/MSR 20-21/MSR 20-40 

MSR 30-20/MSR 30-40/MSR 30-60 

MSR 50-40/MSR 50-60 

MSR 30-10/MSR 30-11E/MSR 30-11F 
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Command reference 

See command reference manuals. 

New feature: Disabling password recovery 
capability 

Configuring Disabling password recovery 
capability 

Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and NVRAM 
from BootWare menus. 

If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration 
without authentication to reconfigure new passwords. 

If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user must restore the factory-default 
configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration deletes 
the main and backup next-startup configuration files. 

To enhance system security: 

Step Command Remarks 

Enter system view. system-view N/A 

Disable password recovery 
capability. 

undo password-recovery 
enable 

By default, password recovery capability 
is enabled. 

Command reference 

password-recovery enable 

Use password-recovery enable to enable password recovery capability. 

Use undo password-recovery enable to disable password recovery capability. 

Syntax 

password-recovery enable 

undo password-recovery enable 

Default 

Password recovery capability is enabled. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

3: Manage level 
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Usage guidelines 

Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and NVRAM 
from BootWare menus. 

If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration 
without authentication to reconfigure new passwords.  

If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user must restore the factory-default 
configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration deletes 
the main and backup next-startup configuration files. 

To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 

Examples 

# Disable password recovery capability. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] undo password-recovery enable 

Release CMW520-R2312 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: CAR support percent configuration 

New feature: LYNC gateway authentication test 

New feature: IMC SMS-based configuration deployment 

New feature: NAT traversal for main-mode PSK 

New feature: CAR support percent 
configuration 

CAR support percent configuration 

Added a percent keyword to the car cir command to configure CAR percentage.  

Modified command 

Old syntax 

car cir { committed-information-rate [ cbs committed-burst-size [ ebs excess-burst-size ] ] [ pir 
peak-information-rate ] } [ green action ] [ yellow action ] [ red action ] [ hierarchy-car 
hierarchy-car-name [ mode { and | or } ] ] 

undo car 

New syntax 

car cir { committed-information-rate [ cbs committed-burst-size [ ebs excess-burst-size ] ] [ pir 
peak-information-rate ] | percent percentage [ cbs committed-burst-size-ms [ ebs 
excess-burst-size-ms ] ] } [ green action ] [ yellow action ] [ red action ] [ hierarchy-car 
hierarchy-car-name [ mode { and | or } ] ] 

undo car 
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Views 

Traffic behavior view  

Change description 

Added the percent keyword.  

New feature: LYNC gateway 
authentication test  

Configuring LYNC gateway authentication test 

LYNC gateway authentication test implements the following functions: 

 DNS poll—Contacts DNS servers in the same domain in turn.  

 Keepalive—Sends keepalives for entities. If the destination address (domain name or IP 
address) configured on an entity is reachable, the entity is available. Otherwise, the entity is 
unavailable.  

 Trusted nodes—Only SIP calls from trusted nodes are accepted.  

 SIP early media negotiation. 

Command reference 

Use keepalive to enable keepalive function for a VoIP voice entity.  

Use undo keepalive to disable keepalive function for a VoIP voice entity.  

keepalive 

Syntax 

keepalive  [ interval second] 

undo keepalive 

Default 

The keepalive function is disabled for a VoIP voice entity.  

Views 

VoIP voice entity view  

Default command level 

2: System level  

Parameters 

interval seconds: Specifies the interval for sending OPTIONS keepalive packets, in the range of 5 to 
65535 seconds. The default interval is 60 seconds.  

Usage guidelines 

When keepalive function is enabled, if the destination address on an entity is reachable, the entity is 
available; otherwise, the entity is unavailable. When keepalive function is disabled, the entity is 
always available.  
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To enable keepalive function for an entity, the destination address configured on the entity must be a 
domain name or IP address.  

Examples 

# Enable keepalive function for VoIP entity 230 and specify the keepalive interval as 180 seconds.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[H3C_Up-voice-dial]entity 230 voip           

[H3C_Up-voice-dial-entity230]keepalive interval 180 

trusted-point 

Use trusted-point to configure a trusted node.  

Use undo trusted-point to remove a trusted node or all trusted nodes.  

Syntax 

trusted-point ipv4 ipv4-address 

undo trusted-point { ipv4 ipv4-address | all } 

Default 

The keepalive function is disabled for a VoIP voice entity.  

Views 

No trusted node is configured.  

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

ipv4 ipv4-address: Specifies a trusted node by its IP address.  

all: Deletes all trusted nodes.  

Usage guidelines 

A maximum of 100 trusted nodes can be configured.  

Examples 

# Configure the node at 192.168.0.10 as a trusted node. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[H3C_Up-voice-sip] trusted-point ipv4 192.168.0.10 

Modified command: sip-comp 

Old syntax 

sip-comp { callee | dt | from | substitute | t38 | x-parameter } * 

undo sip-comp { callee | dt | from | substitute | t38 | x-parameter } * 

New syntax 

sip-comp { callee | dt | from | substitute | t38 | x-parameter | ms } * 
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undo sip-comp { callee | dt | from | substitute | t38 | x-parameter | ms } * 

Views 

SIP client view 

Change description 

Added the ms keyword.  

New feature: IMC SMS-based 
configuration deployment 

Configuring IMC SMS 

IMC Short Message Service (SMS) based configuration deployment includes the following functions: 

 IMC sends short messages to a router for configuration deployment.  

 The router reads configuration deployment messages to get configurations. 

 The router sends traps to report the content of received short messages.  

Command reference 

Use sms sending-enable to enable the router to actively send short messages.  

Use undo sms sending-enable to disable the router from actively sending short messages, but the 
router can still forward short messages and respond to configuration assignment short messages. 

sms sending-enable 

Syntax 

sms sending-enable 

undo sms sending-enable 

Default 

The router cannot actively send short messages.  

Views 

Cellular interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Usage guidelines 

The USB 3G Modem does not support sending short messages.  

Examples 

# Disable the router from actively sending short messages.  

 [H3C-Cellular0/0] undo sms sending-enable 
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snmp-agent trap enable sms 

Use snmp trap enable sms to enable the router to send traps after receiving short messages to 
report the content of the received short messages. 

Use undo snmp trap enable sms to disable the router from sending traps after receiving short 
messages. 

Syntax 

snmp-agent trap enable sms 

undo snmp-agent trap enable sms 

Default 

The router sends traps after receiving short messages to report the content of the received short 
messages. 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Examples 

# Disable the router from sending traps after receiving short messages. 

[H3C] undo snmp trap enable sms 

autodeploy sms enable 

Use autodeploy sms enable to enable SMS-based configuration deployment.  

Use undo autodeploy sms enable to disable SMS-based configuration deployment.  

Syntax 

autodeploy sms enable 

undo autodeploy sms enable 

Views 

System view 

Default command level 

2: System level  

Examples 

# Enable SMS-based configuration deployment. 

[H3C] undo autodeploy sms enable 
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New feature: NAT traversal for main-mode 
PSK 

Configuring NAT traversal for main-mode PSK 

An MSR router that acts a DVPN hub supports NAT traversal for main-mode PSK.  

Command reference  

None. 

Release CMW520-R2311 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Advanced ASPF  

New feature: Advanced ASPF  

Configuring Advanced ASPF 

Support ESP, IPsec, IKE, https, ssl, bootpc, bootps, VAM, SSH, SCP for ASPF. 

Command Reference 

None. 

Release CMW520-E2310 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: DVPN support for VPN instances 

New feature: Configuring the FXS interfaces to use DTMF-based CID 

New feature: IPsec support for IPv6 

New feature: Configuring call forwarding authority control 

New feature: Configuring analog E&M line failure tone 

New feature: Supporting the Sierra 313U, 320U, and 312U 3G modems 

New feature: Bulk configuring interfaces 

New feature: Configuring enhanced SIP trunk features 

New feature: Enabling the number substitution function 

New feature: Sending both the access number and called number to the softswitch 
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New feature: The QoS policy applied to a main interface taking effect on subinterfaces 

New feature: Configuring call transfer authority control 

New feature: Supporting the maddr parameter 

New feature: Configuring dynamic BGP peers 

New feature: MPLS VRF MIB support 

New feature: GET VPN 

New feature: Supporting unicast/broadcast-to-multicast and multicast-to-unicast/broadcast 
conversions 

New feature: Adding MIB files for 3G modems 

New feature: Assign the private network in next-hop for policy-based routing 

Modified feature: IP source guard 

Modified feature: IPsec 

New feature: DVPN support for VPN 
instances 

Configuring DVPN support for VPN instances 

With this feature, you can bind the tunnel source interface to a VPN instance. The same IPv4 
addresses can be used in different VPN instances. DVPN tunnels can be connected to different 
networks to back up each other, improving DVPN reliability. 

Command reference 

New command: tunnel vpn-instance. 

New feature: Configuring the FXS 
interfaces to use DTMF-based CID 

Configuring the FXS interfaces to use 
DTMF-based CID 

Brazilian telephones do not support FSK-based CID. The FXS interfaces on MSR routers are 
required to use DTMF-based CID, which is supported by Brazilian telephones. 

Command reference 

New command: cid standard-type. 
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New feature: IPsec support for IPv6 

Configuring IPsec support for IPv6 

You can configure IPsec to encrypt and decrypt IPv6 packets. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Configuring call forwarding 
authority control 

Configuring call forwarding authority control 

When performing call forwarding, the system checks both the calling number and the original called 
number. If either of them is authorized to call the forwarded-to number, the call can be forwarded. 

The forwarding originator's number (the original called number) is used only for authority control, and 
the forwarding originator's number cannot be displayed as the calling number on the forwarded-to 
telephone. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Configuring analog E&M line 
failure tone 

Configuring analog E&M failure tone 

In E&M virtual private line mode (both the E&M non-signaling mode and the E&M analog control 
signals pass-through are enabled for the E&M line), if an IP network failure or a peer failure occurs, 
the E&M interface plays the busy tones five times (busytone mode) or plays nothing (silence mode) 
to notify the peer device. 

Command reference 

New commands: em-failure and rtp-detect timeout. 
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New feature: DLSw+ 

Configuring DLSw+ 

The following functions were added in DLSw+: 

 DLSw load balancing—Establishes circuits with different remote peers according to existing 

network loads and the weights of reachable remote peers. 

 DLSw SAP address filtering—Determines the remote peers with which the router can establish 

connections according to the configured SAP address filtering rules. 

 DLSw Ethernet redundancy—Solves the problems encountered when two or more DLSw 

routers are connected to the same Ethernet: confusing reachability information, flapping 
explorer frames, and circuit disconnections caused by the Ethernet switch forwarding 
mechanism. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Supporting the Sierra 313U, 
320U, and 312U 3G modems 

Supporting the Sierra 313U, 320U, and 312U 3G 
modems 

All routers support the Sierra 313U, 320U, and 312U 3G modems. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Bulk configuring interfaces 

Bulk configuring interfaces 

The interface-range command allows you to bulk configure interfaces. This feature includes all 
interfaces in the system, including subinterfaces and subchannels but excluding controller 
interfaces. When you want to execute the same command for multiple interfaces, you can use the 
interface-range command bulk configure these interfaces. This improves the efficiency.  

Command reference 

New command: interface range. 
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New command: interface range name. 

New feature: Configuring enhanced SIP 
trunk features 

Configuring enhanced SIP trunk features 

This release added the following enhanced SIP trunk features: 

 Enabling address hiding 

If address hiding is enabled, the TG replaces the endpoint's addresses carried in SIP messages 
with the addresses of the corresponding egress interfaces. Therefore, the addresses of the 
endpoints are always hidden to the peers. 

 Processing subscriptions 

Roaming users and non-roaming users can send subscription requests to the message servers 
inside enterprises and receive subsequent notification messages through TGs. 

 Processing registration requests 

Processing registration requests in the following two modes: 

 In address hiding mode (user roaming is supported): 

If address hiding is enabled, when an internal IP telephone user of the enterprise moves out 
of the internal network, the user becomes a roaming user. A roaming user cannot directly 
register with the internal registration server and cannot call other internal IP telephones 
through the proxy server of the enterprise internal network. In this case, a TG (acting as the 
border gateway) that converses between internal and external network addresses must be 
used to enable the roaming user to communicate with the internal users. 

 In non-address hiding mode: 

If address hiding is not enabled, the TG receives registration requests, finds out their 
destination routers, and forwards them without hiding the endpoint's addresses carried in 
Contact header fields in the registration requests.  

 Transparently transferring VCX private Feature requests  

VCX devices do not support the SIP trunk function. When the MSR routers and VCX devices 
form a network, the roaming IP telephones managed by the VCX devices trigger some VCX 
supplementary services through private Feature requests. Therefore, the TG is required to 
support the Feature requests sent by the IP telephones or VCX devices, converse the 
addresses carried in the requests, and send the Feature requests to the peer end. 

 Transparently transferring media capability set in the SDP field (transparent transfer is adopted 
by default) 

If the SDP capability transparent transfer is supported, instead of filtering the media capability 
set carried in the SDP field, the TG transparently transfers the media capability set to the 
endpoints. The media capability negotiation is completed between endpoints. 

SDP capability negotiation provides two media transportation modes: 

 Relay mode—No media negotiation between the TG and endpoints. All media packets flow 
through the TG. 

 Bypass mode—No media negotiation between the TG and endpoints. The media packets 
flow around the TG directly between endpoints. 

 Supporting codec transcoding 
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When the TG individually negotiates the SDP capability with both the calling and called parties, 
the SDP is required to support codec transcoding to make sure a successful conversation 
between the endpoints when the TG cannot find a common codec for the two parties. 

 Supporting two media transportation modes in SDP capability negotiation 

The TG supports two media transportation modes: relay and bypass modes. 

 Supporting delayed offer to early offer conversion 

An INVITE message sent with SDP in the message body defines an early offer, and an INVITE 
message sent without SDP in the message body defines a delayed offer. Some carriers 
mandate early offer calls for charge security. To meet this requirement, enable delayed offer to 
early offer (DO-EO) conversion on the TG. 

 Supporting destination address-specific source address binding 

With the SIP trunk function enabled, application scenarios of different SIP trunk carriers may be 
configured on the same device, and you may need to specify different source addresses for SIP 
signaling or media flows to each carrier. In this case, you need to configure destination 
address-specific source address binding in the VoIP voice entity corresponded SIP server 
group rather than configuring a global source address binding policy.  

 Supporting DTMF interworking 

The TG is capable of switching the DTMF transmission mode between the in-band mode and 
the out-of-band mode. 

For example, when the TG receives DTMF digits in in-band transmission mode, it transports the 
DTMF digits in out-of-band transmission mode through the INFO messages to the other side. 

 Transparently transferring 3xx response messages 

 Transparently transferring REFER requests 

 Transparently transferring INVITE requests with Replaces header fields 

 Changing from silent music on hold to MoH 

 Switching between directly processing and transparently transferring of the re-INVITE or 
UPDATE requests for SIP session refresh 

 Switching between directly processing and transparently transferring of the re-INVITE or 
UPDATE requests for re-negotiation 

 Supporting the bidirectional switching from 183 session progress responses to 180 ringing 
responses 

 Supporting translation between SRTP and RTP media streams 

Command reference 

For information about the enhanced SIP trunk commands, see H3C MSR Series Routers Voice 
Command Reference. 

New feature: Enabling the number 
substitution function 

Enabling the number substitution function 

To communicate with such devices, enable the number substitution function so that the device 
replaces the pound sign in called numbers with the ASCII code %23 for outgoing calls, and replaces 
the ASCII code %23 in called numbers with a pound sign for incoming calls. Moreover, the device 
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replaces the pound sign in the called number with the ASCII code %23 in the Contact header field of 
any subsequent request and response. 

Command reference 

Modified command: sip-comp 

Old syntax 

sip-comp { callee | dt | from | t38 | x-parameter } * 

undo sip-comp { callee | dt | from | t38 | x-parameter } * 

New syntax 

sip-comp { callee | dt | from | substitute | t38 | x-parameter } * 

undo sip-comp { callee | dt | from | substitute | t38 | x-parameter } * 

Views 

SIP client view 

Change description 

Added the substitute keyword to the sip-com command. 

New feature: Sending both the access 
number and called number to the 
softswitch 

Sending both the access number and the called 
number to the softswitch 

If a user dials the IVR access number *21, the AR plays the dial tone, and then the user dials the 
called number and requires the AR to send both the access number and the called number to the 
softswitch. 

Command reference 

New command: dial-prefix. 

The following takes *21 service as an example, which assumes that the user always follow this order 
when dialing numbers: 

1. The user dials *21, and the IVR system plays the voice prompts to ask the user to dial the 
called-number to be forwarded and end the number with a pound sign (#). 

2. The user dials 88888888#. 

3. The AR sends *21#88888888# to the softswitch. 

The configuration procedures are as follows: 
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Creating an IVR voice entity 

Entity 21 IVR 

Root 21 

Match-template *21 

Creating an IVR voice entity node, specifying the node to play the audio file, and configuring 
the normal secondary-call match mode 

Node 21 call 

Media-play 21 

Call-normal matching 

dial-prefix *21# 

Creating a VoIP voice entity and using SIP proxy server to route outbound calls 

Entity 210 Voip 

Address sip proxy 

Match-template   ^(*21#).%# 

New feature: The QoS policy applied to a 
main interface taking effect on 
subinterfaces 

Configuring the QoS policy applied to a main 
interface to take effect on subinterfaces 

The filter, remark, and CAR features in a QoS policy applied to a main interface can take effect on 
subinterfaces. However, the features configured on a subinterface take priority over the main 
interface QoS policy.  

 filter—The action is processed for multiple times in the order of subinterface parent policy, 
subinterface child policy, main interface parent policy, and main interface child policy.  

 remark—The action is processed multiple times. The processing order is the same as filter.  

 CAR—The CAR processing varies. If the subinterface policy contains a CAR action in the 
parent policy, a CAR action in the child policy, or an interface CAR, only the CAR action in the 
subinterface policy is processed (this processing does not require that the behavior associated 
with matched class has CAR configuration, and requires only CAR configuration in the policy). If 
no CAR action exists in the subinterface policy, the CAR in the main interface policy is 
processed (the interface CAR on the main interface is not processed).   

 GTS—The GTS processing is not changed.  

Command reference 

None 
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New feature: Configuring call transfer 
authority control 

Configuring call transfer authority control 

When performing call transferring, the system checks both the calling number and the number of the 
transfer originator. If either of them is authorized to call the transferred-to number, the call can be 
transferred. 

The number of the transfer originator (the original called party) is used only for authority control, and 
the transfer originator's number cannot be displayed as the calling number on the transferred-to 
telephone. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Supporting the maddr 
parameter 

Supporting the maddr parameter 

If the MSR device receives an INVITE message carrying the maddr parameter in its Contact header 
field when it communicates with a device from other vendors, it must send requests to the address 
specified by maddr according to RFC3261. If the received message does not contain the maddr 
parameter in its header field, the MSR sends requests to the address contained in the URI in the 
Contact header field. 

Command references 

None 

New feature: Supporting a subnet mask of 
31 bits long 

Supporting a subnet mask of 31 bits long 

You can configure a 31 bit-long subnet mask. 

Command reference 

None 
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New feature: Supporting 300 DLSw peers 

Configuring DLSw to support 300 peers 

DLSw was extended to support 300 peers. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Configuring dynamic BGP 

peers 

Configuring dynamic BGP peers 

The dynamic BGP peers feature supports BGP peering to neighbors specified by an IP address 
range. With a dynamic BGP peer range configured, a device establishes peer relationships with any 
neighbors from that peer range after receiving their connection requests. The device maintains the 
peer relationships for only the neighbors that have initiated connection requests. 

Implementing dynamic BGP peers can reduce the amount and complexity of CLI configuration and 
save the maintenance and upgrade costs especially in larger networks. 

Because a device can receive connection requests from all neighbors in a specific dynamic BGP 
peer range, H3C recommends that you enable MD5 authentication for the peer group to prevent 
attacks from illegal neighbors. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: MPLS VRF MIB support 

Configuring MPLS VRF MIB support 

MPLS VRF related MIBs were supported. 

Command reference 

None 
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New feature: GET VPN 

Configuring GET VPN 

Conventional IPsec VPN is a point-to-point tunnel connection. Group Encrypted Transport Virtual 
Private Network (GRE VPN) provides a point-to-multipoint tunnel-less VPN solution. It is mainly used 
to protect multicast traffic, such as audio and video broadcast, and multicast file transmission. 

GET VPN uses a group-based IPsec model, which implements centralized management of keys and 
IPsec policies. Members in a group use a common IPsec policy, which comprises many security 
settings, such as the security protocols, algorithms, and keys. A typical GET VPN comprises a key 
server (KS) and group members (GM). The KS maintains security policies for groups, and creates 
and maintains key information. A GM joints to a group and obtains the IPsec policy and keys from the 
KS to encrypt and decrypt data. 

Command reference 

For more information about Group Encrypted Transport VPN commands, see H3C MSR Series 
Routers Security Command Reference. 

New feature: Support of LNS for IMSI, SN, 
or both in PPP LCP negotiation 

Configuring LNS to support IMSI, SN, or both in 
PPP LCP negotiation 

Enable LCP to negotiate the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), serial number (SN), or 
both by configuring the L2TP client and LNS. 

Command reference 

ppp lcp imsi request 

Use ppp lcp imsi request to configure the LNS side to initiate a request to negotiate the IMSI. 

Use undo ppp lcp imsi request to configure the LNS side not to initiate a request to negotiate the 
IMSI. 

Syntax 

ppp lcp imsi request 

undo ppp lcp imsi request 

Default 

The LNS side does not initiate a request to negotiate the IMSI. 

Views 

VT interface view 
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Default command level 

2: System level 

Examples 

# Configure the LNS side to initiate a request to negotiate the IMSI. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp imsi request 

ppp lcp imsi string 

Use ppp lcp imsi string to configure IMSI information for the client. 

Use undo ppp lcp imsi string to remove IMSI information from the client. 

Syntax 

ppp lcp imsi string imsi-info 

undo ppp lcp imsi string 

Default 

IMSI information is automatically obtained from the client. 

Views 

VT interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

string imsi-info: Configures IMSI information for the client, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 
characters. 

Examples 

# Configure IMSI information as imsi1 for the client. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1]ppp lcp imsi string imsi1 

ppp lcp sn accept 

Use ppp lcp sn accept to configure the client side to accept LNS-initiated requests to negotiate the 
SN. 

Use undo ppp lcp sn accept to configure the client side to reject LNS-initiated requests to negotiate 
the SN. 

Syntax 

ppp lcp sn accept 

undo ppp lcp sn accept 

Default 

The client side rejects LNS-initiated requests to negotiate the SN. 
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Views 

VT interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Examples 

# Configure the client side to accept LNS-initiated requests to negotiate the SN. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp sn accept 

ppp lcp sn request 

Use ppp lcp sn request to configure the LNS side to initiate a request to negotiate the SN. 

Use undo ppp lcp sn request to configure the LNS side not to initiate a request to negotiate the SN. 

Syntax 

ppp lcp imsi request 

undo ppp lcp imsi request 

Default 

The LNS side does not initiate a request to negotiate the SN. 

Views 

VT interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Examples 

# Configure the LNS side to initiate a request to negotiate the SN. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp sn request 

ppp lcp sn string 

Use ppp lcp sn string to configure SN information for the client. 

Use undo ppp lcp sn string to remove SN information from the client. 

Syntax 

ppp lcp sn string sn-info 

undo ppp lcp sn string 

Default 

SN information is automatically obtained from the client. 

Views 

VT interface view 
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Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

string sn-info: Configures SN information for the client, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 

Examples 

# Configure SN information as sn1 for the client. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1]ppp lcp sn string sn1 

ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split 

Use ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split to configure a format for the username sent for 
authentication during negotiation. 

Use undo ppp user attach-format to remove the configured format. 

Syntax 

ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split splitchart 

undo ppp user attach-format 

Default 

No format is configured. 

Views 

VT interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Parameters 

split splitchart: Specifies a separator for the username sent for authentication during negotiation. 
The separator is one character in length and can be a letter, number, or signs such as percent sign 
(%), pound sign (#), and at sign (@). For example, if you set splitchart to @, the username is sent in 
imsiinfo@sninfo@username format. 

Examples 

# Configure the format for the username as imsiinfo#sninfo#username. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1]ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split # 

ppp user replace 

Use ppp user replace to replace the username with IMSI or SN information or information about 
both for authentication during negotiation. 

Use undo ppp user replace imsi to remove the replacement. 

Syntax 

ppp user replace { imsi | sn } 
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undo ppp user replace imsi 

Default 

The username is used for authentication. 

Views 

VT interface view 

Default command level 

2: System level 

Examples 

# Replace the username with IMSI or SN information or information about both for authentication 
during negotiation. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 

[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp user replace imsi 

New feature: Supporting 
unicast/broadcast-to-multicast and 
multicast-to-unicast/broadcast 
conversions  

Configuring unicast/broadcast-to-multicast and 
multicast-to-unicast/broadcast conversions 

This feature supports the unicast/broadcast-to-multicast and multicast-to-unicast/broadcast 
conversions. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Adding MIB files for 3G 
modems 

Adding MIB files for 3G modems 

For information about added MIB files, see MSR Series MIB Companion. 
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Command reference 

None 

New feature: Assign the private network in 
next-hop for policy-based routing 

Configure to assign the private network in 
next-hop for policy-based routing 

Add the parameter of “vpn-instance” in the command “apply ip-address next-hop” and “apply 
ip-address default next-hop” 

Command Reference 

Modified command: apply ip-address next-hop 

Old syntax 

apply ip-address next-hop ip-address [ direct ] [ track track-entry-number ] [ ip-address [ direct ] 
[ track track-entry-number ] ] 

undo apply ip-address next-hop 

New syntax 

apply ip-address next-hop [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] ip-address [ direct ] [ track 
track-entry-number ] [ ip-address [ direct ] [ track track-entry-number ] ] 

undo apply ip-address next-hop [ [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] ip-address [ ip-address ] ] 

Views 

Policy node view 

Change description 

Add keyword of vpn-instance. 

Modified command: apply ip-address default next-hop 

Old syntax 

apply ip-address default next-hop  ip-address [ track track-entry-number ] [ ip-address [ track 
track-entry-number ] ] 

undo apply ip-address default next-hop [ip-address [ ip-address ] ] 

New syntax 

apply ip-address default next-hop [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] ip-address [ track 
track-entry-number ] [ ip-address [ track track-entry-number ] ] 

undo apply ip-address default next-hop [ [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] ip-address 
[ ip-address ] ] 
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Views 

Policy node view 

Change description 

Add keyword of vpn-instance. 

Modified feature: IP source guard 

The user-bind keyword in IP source guard commands was changed to ip source binding. 

Feature change description 

The user-bind keyword in IP source guard commands was changed to ip source binding. 

Command changes 

Modified command: user-bind 

Old syntax 

user-bind{ ip-address ip-address | ip-address ip-address mac-address mac-address | 
mac-address mac-address } [ vlan vlan-id ] 

undo user-bind{ ip-address ip-address | ip-address ip-address mac-address mac-address | 
mac-address mac-address } [ vlan vlan-id ] 

New syntax 

ip source binding { ip-address ip-address | ip-address ip-address mac-address mac-address | 
mac-address mac-address } [ vlan vlan-id ] 

undo ip source binding { ip-address ip-address | ip-address ip-address mac-address 
mac-address | mac-address mac-address } [ vlan vlan-id ] 

Views 

Interface view 

Change description 

The user-bind keyword was changed to ip source binding. 

Modified command: display ip check source 

Old syntax 

display ip check source [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip-address ip-address | 
mac-address mac-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display ip source binding [ static ] [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip-address 
ip-address | mac-address mac-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 
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Change description 

The user-bind keyword was changed to ip source binding. 

Modified command: user-bind 

Old syntax 

ip check source max-entries number 

undo ip check source max-entries 

New syntax 

ip verify source max-entries number 

undo ip verify source max-entries 

Views 

Layer 2 Ethernet port view 

Change description 

The keyword was changed. 

Removed command: display user-bind 

Syntax 

display user-bind [ ipv6 ] [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip-address ip-address | 
mac-address mac-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Modified feature: IPsec 

The proposal keyword in IPsec commands was changed to transform-set. 

Feature change description 

The proposal keyword in IPsec commands was changed to transform-set. 

Command changes 

Modified command: display ipsec proposal 

Old syntax 

display ipsec proposal [ proposal-name ] 

New syntax 

display ipsec transform-set [ transform-set-name ] 

Views 

Any view 
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Change description 

The proposal keyword was changed to transform-set. 

Modified command: ipsec proposal 

Old syntax 

ipsec proposal proposal-name 

undo proposal proposal-name 

New syntax 

ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 

undo ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

The proposal keyword was changed to transform-set. 

Modified command: proposal 

Old syntax 

proposal proposal-name&<1-6> 

undo proposal [ proposal-name ] 

New syntax 

ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 

undo ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 

Views 

IPsec policy view, IPsec policy template view, IPsec profile view 

Change description 

The proposal keyword was changed to transform-set. 

Release R2209P21 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support map a nonstandard port to an application layer protocol for NAT ALG 

New feature: The console interface of MSR900 and MSR920 support the function of the auxiliary 
interface 

Modified feature: PPPoE dial through external 3G modem 

Modified feature: Change the default transmitter power attenuation of ATM and DSL interface 
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New feature: Support map a nonstandard 
port to an application layer protocol for 
NAT ALG 

Configuring mapping a nonstandard port to an 
application layer protocol for NAT ALG. 

Support map a nonstandard port to an application layer protocol for NAT ALG. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: The console interface of 
MSR900 and MSR920 support the function 
of the auxiliary interface 

Configuring the console interface of MSR9XX to 
auxiliary interface 

The console interface of MSR900 and MSR920 support the function of the auxiliary interface, and 
Only the MSR900 and MSR920 which's PCB versions are 3.0 or higher can support this function. 

Command reference 

None. 

Modified feature: PPPoE dial through 
external 3G modem 

Feature change description 

MSR device is connected with external 3G modem and the router is PPPoE client. Because the 
negotiation time which the 3G modem and the network is so long that PPPoE client is timeout, then 
complete the negotiation. Added new command is to configure the global timeout time for PPP link 
negotiation. 
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Command changes 

New command: pppoe-client timer negotiation 

Syntax 

pppoe-client timer negotiation seconds 

undo pppoe-client timer negotiation 

Default 

10 seconds 

Views 

System view 

Parameters 

seconds: Specifies the global timeout time for PPP link negotiation, in the range of 10 to 600 
seconds. 

Usage guidelines 

Use pppoe-client timer negotiation to configure the global timeout time for PPP link negotiation. 

Use undo pppoe-client timer negotiation to restore the default. 

By default, the global timeout time for PPP link negotiation is 10 seconds. 

If PPP negotiation is not complete within the global timeout time (10 seconds by default) after 
entering the PPP negotiation phase, the session is disconnected. Some types of links (such as 3G 
links) might need more than 10 seconds to complete PPP negotiation. In this case, to ensure 
completion of PPP negotiation, set the global timeout time to a value larger than the default as 
appropriate. 

Examples 

# Configure the global timeout time for PPP link negotiation as 20 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] pppoe-client timer negotiation 20 

Modified feature: Change the default 
transmitter power attenuation of ATM and 
DSL interface 

The default transmit power attenuation of ATM and DSL interface changes from 0 to 1. 

Feature change description 

The default transmit power attenuation of ATM and DSL interface changes from 0 to 1. 
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Command changes 

Modified command: adsl tx-attenuation 

Old syntax 

adsl tx-attenuation attenuation 

undo adsl tx-attenuation 

New syntax 

adsl tx-attenuation attenuation 

undo adsl tx-attenuation 

Views 

Interface view 

Change description 

Module of the command: ATM and DSL interface 

The default transmit power attenuation changes from 0 to 1. 

 

Release 2209P15 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Extend MSR50 OSPF maximum area amount to 200 

New feature: Support Sierra 313U modem 

New feature: Support the auto-configure the router by USB disk 

New feature: Extend MSR50 OSPF maximum area amount to 200 

New feature: Support Sierra 313U modem 

Configuring  

Support Sierra 313U modem. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: Support the auto-configure 
the router by USB disk 

Configuring auto-configure the router by USB disk 

The device supports automatic configuration from a USB disk. When automatic configuration from a 
USB disk is enabled, after you insert a UBS disk to the device's first USB interface and power on the 
device, the device tries to locate and load the configuration file on the USB disk at startup. 

Automatic configuration procedure: 

1) After the device loads its software images, it searches the root directory of its first UBS disk for 
the configuration file autodeploy.cfg. If the file does not exist, the automatic configuration fails. 

2) If the device finds the file, it compares the file with the current main startup configuration file of 
the device. If the two files have the same configuration, the device executes the current main 
startup configuration file and the automatic configuration process ends successfully. 

3) If the current main startup configuration file is not available or the two files have different 
configurations, the device copies the autodeploy.cfg file to the device, specifies it as the main 
startup configuration file, and reboots to complete automatic configuration. 

For automatic configuration, the device examines only usba0, the USB disk that is inserted in the first 
USB interface. 

Description: 

The USB disk for automatic configuration must be inserted to the device before the device starts up. 
Otherwise, the device locates and loads its main or backup startup configuration file at startup. 

The configuration file for automatic configuration must use the name autodeploy.cfg and be saved 
under the root directory of the USB disk that is inserted in the first USB interface. 

If the automatic configuration procedure is successfully completed, the device SYS LED flashes 
green quickly for five seconds. If the automatic configuration fails, the device SYS LED flashes 
yellow quickly for 10 seconds. 

Command reference 

New command: autodeploy udisk enable 

Syntax 

autodeploy udisk enable 

undo autodeploy udisk enable 

Default 

Automatic configuration from a USB disk is enabled. 

Views 

System view 

Parameters 

None 
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Examples 

# Disable automatic configuration from a USB disk. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] undo autodeploy udisk enable 

New feature: Extend MSR50 OSPF 
maximum area amount to 200 

Configuring OSPF maximum area number 

Extend MSR50 OSPF maximum area amount to 200. 

Command reference 

None. 

Release 2209P13 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support to set the OEM flag of MSR router from HPE to 3COM or H3C 

New feature: Support to disable the USB port 

New feature: Support to set the OEM flag 
of MSR router from HPE to 3COM or H3C 

Configuring the OEM flag of MSR router 

Support to set the OEM flag of MSR router from HPE to 3COM or H3C using the command. 

Command reference 

Modified command: brand 

Old syntax 

brand 

New syntax 

brand 

Views 

System view. 
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Change description 

Add a new parameter of brand: h3c. But this new parameter is only available on MSR 50-40 
MPU-G2, MSR 50-60 MPU-G2, MSR 2010, MSR 30-1X series and MSR 9XX series routers. 

There is no change on MSR 20 series, MSR 30 series, MSR 30-16, MSR 50-40, MSR 50-60, 
MSR20-11, MSR 20-12 and MSR 20-13. 

New feature: Support to disable the USB 
port 

Configuring to disable the USB port 

Support to disable the USB port by command. 

Command reference 

New command: usb disable 

Syntax 

usb disable 

undo usb disable 

Default 

By default, the USB ports on a device are enabled. 

Views 

System view 

Parameters 

None. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the usb disable command to disable the USB ports on the device.  

Use the undo usb disable command to enable the USB ports on the device.  

By default, the USB ports on a device are enabled. 

Examples 

# Disable the USB ports on the device.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] usb disable 

 

Release 2209P01 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support to set the OEM flag of MSR router from HPE to 3COM 

New feature: Support to filter packets based on MAC Addresses 
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New feature: Support to assign IPv6 address of /127 prefix 

New feature: Judge whether the software version can support this hardware before updating the 
software version 

New feature: Support to set the OEM flag 
of MSR router from HPE to 3COM 

Configuring the OEM flag of MSR router 

Support to set the OEM flag of MSR router from HPE to 3COM using the command (can't be 
supported at MSR3010/3011E/ 3011F and MPU-G2). 

Command reference 

New command: brand 3com 

Syntax 

brand 3com 

Default 

None 

Views 

User view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the brand command to change the brand name of the device to 3Com.  

After you execute this command, reboot the device to make your change take effect.  

Examples 

# Change the brand name of the device to 3Com. 

<Sysname> brand 3com 

Configuration will take effect after next reboot. 

 Do you want to continue? [Y/N]:y 

 Configuration is successful. 
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New feature: Support to filter packets 
based on MAC Addresses  

Configuring to filter packets based on MAC 
address 

Support to filter packets based on MAC Addresses, and any attempt to break this rule must to be 
logged and to send a SNMP trap. 

Command reference 

Modified command: rule 

Old syntax 

rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ cos vlan-pri | counting | dest-mac dest-addr dest-mask | { lsap 
lsap-type lsap-type-mask | type protocol-type protocol-type-mask } | source-mac sour-addr 
source-mask | time-range time-range-name ] * 

undo rule rule-id [ counting | time-range ] * 

New syntax 

rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ cos vlan-pri | counting | dest-mac dest-addr dest-mask | logging 
{ lsap lsap-type lsap-type-mask | type protocol-type protocol-type-mask } | source-mac sour-addr 
source-mask | time-range time-range-name ] * 

undo rule rule-id [ counting | time-range ] * 

Views 

ACL view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of logging. 

logging: Logs matching packets. This function is available only when the application module (such as 
the firewall) that uses the ACL supports the logging function. 

Modified command: firewall packet-filter 

Old syntax 

firewall packet-filter { acl-number | name acl-name } { inbound | outbound } [ match-fragments 
{ exactly | normally } ] 

undo firewall packet-filter { acl-number | name acl-name } { inbound | outbound } 

New syntax 

firewall packet-filter { acl-number | name acl-name } { inbound | outbound } [ match-fragments 
{ exactly | normally } ] 

undo firewall packet-filter { acl-number | name acl-name } { inbound | outbound } 
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Views 

Interface view. 

Change description 

Add an Ethernet frame header ACL to acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 ACL by its number, which is in 
the range of 2000 to 2999 for an IPv4 basic ACL, 3000 to 3999 for an IPv4 advanced ACL, or 4000 to 
4999 for an Ethernet frame header ACL. 

name acl-name: Specifies an IPv4 basic ACL, an Ethernet frame header ACL, or an IPv4 advanced 
ACL by its name. The acl-name argument takes a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. It 
must start with an English letter and to avoid confusion, it cannot be all. 

New feature: Support to assign IPv6 
address of /127 prefix 

Configuring to assign IPv6 address of /127 prefix 

Support to assign IPv6 address of /127 prefix on link interfaces. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Judge whether the software 
version can support this hardware before 
updating the software version 

Configuring  

Judge whether the software version can support this hardware before updating the software version. 

Command reference 

None. 

Release 2209 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: CWMP support for configuring multiple ACS servers 

New feature: Support multicast UDPH function 

New feature: Support to use the sub-address of the interface sending and receiving RIP routes 

New feature: Support to select the negotiation parameter groups automatically for E1Pos 
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Modified feature: rta terminal backup 

Modified feature: Support Ethernet frame header ACL to acl6-number 

New feature: CWMP support for 
configuring multiple ACS servers 

Configuring multiple ACS servers for CWMP 

CWMP support for configuring multiple ACS servers. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support multicast UDPH 
function 

Configuring multicast UDPH function 

At the last hop of multicast transmitting, the multicast UDPH function can transfer multicast packets 
to broadcast packets. 

Command reference 

New command: udp-helper multicast-map 

Syntax 

udp-helper multicast-map multicast-address broadcast-address [ acl acl-number ] 

undo udp-helper multicast-map multicast-address broadcast-address 

Views 

Interface view 

Parameters 

multicast-address: Specifies the destination multicast address of the UDP multicast packets to be 
forwarded by UDP helper. 

broadcast-address: Specifies the subnet broadcast address. 

acl acl-number: Specifies an ACL for identifying UDP multicast packets. UDP helper processes the 
packets matching the permit rule in the ACL. The acl-number argument is in the range of 2000 to 
2999 for a basic ACL, or 3000 to 3999 for an advanced ACL. 
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Usage guidelines 

Use udp-helper multicast-map to configure the mapping between a multicast address and a subnet 
broadcast address. Upon receiving a matching UDP multicast packet, UDP helper converts its 
destination multicast address into the specified subnet broadcast address. 

Use undo udp-helper multicast-map to remove the mapping between a multicast address and a 
subnet broadcast address. 

Configure multicast address-to-subnet broadcast address mapping on the interface that receives 
UDP multicast packets. 

You can configure up to 50 multicast address-to-subnet broadcast address mappings on an 
interface. 

Examples 

# Configure a mapping between a multicast address and a subnet broadcast address on Ethernet 
1/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] udp-helper multicast-map 224.1.1.1 192.168.3.255 

New feature: Support to use the 
sub-address of the interface sending and 
receiving RIP routes 

Configuring to use the sub-address of the 
interface sending and receiving RIP routes 

Support to use the sub-address of the interface sending and receiving RIP routes. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support to select the 
negotiation parameter groups 
automatically for E1Pos 

Configuring to select the negotiation parameter 
groups automatically for E1Pos 

Support to enable or disable selecting the negotiation parameter groups automatically for E1Pos. 
Support to save the automatically selected parameter groups to a file named e1pos_para.rec. And 
support to read the parameter groups from the file into the router memory. 
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Command reference 

New command: parameter auto-select enable 

Syntax 

parameter auto-select enable 

undo parameter auto-select enable 

Default 

By default, automatic selection of negotiation parameter groups is enabled. 

Views 

e1pos-adaptor view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use parameter auto-select enable to enable automatic selection of negotiation parameter groups. 

Use undo parameter auto-select enable to restore the default. 

Examples 

# Enable automatic selection of negotiation parameter groups. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 

[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] parameter auto-select enable 

New command: parameter auto-select 

Syntax 

parameter auto-select { save | load | remove calling-number } 

Default 

None 

Views 

e1pos-adaptor view 

Parameters 

save: Saves the automatically selected parameter groups to a file named e1pos_para.rec. 

load: Reads the parameter groups from the file into the router memory. 

remove calling-number: Removes the previous selection for a calling number to reselect a parameter 
group for the next call. 

Usage guidelines 

Use parameter auto-select to save, read, or delete automatically selected parameter groups. 

Examples 

# Save automatically selected parameter groups. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 
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[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] parameter auto-select save 

parameter auto-select enable 

Modified command: parameter-group 

Old syntax 

parameter-group group-number 

undo parameter-group { group-number | all } 

New syntax 

parameter-group group-number 

undo parameter-group { group-number | all } 

Views 

e1pos-adaptor view 

Change description 

Add automatic selection to group-number: Specifies a group number, in the range of 1 to 128 for 
manual configuration and 129 to 144 for automatic selection. 

Modified feature: rta terminal backup 

Feature change description 

Support rta terminal backup. 

An interface can use only one template, but a template can be applied to multiple interfaces. If 
multiple interfaces use one template, the interface not configured with the backup keyword serves as 
the primary interface, and the interface configured with the backup keyword serves as the backup 
interface. 

Command changes 

Modified command: rta terminal 

Old syntax 

rta terminal template-name terminal-number 

undo rta terminal 

New syntax 

rta terminal template-name terminal-number [backup] 

undo rta terminal 

Views 

Interface view. 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of  [ backup ]. 

backup: Specifies the interface as a backup interface. 
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Use the rta terminal command to apply a template on the interface.  

Use the undo rta terminal command to cancel the template application.  

By default, no template is applied on the interface. 

An interface can use only one template, but a template can be applied to multiple interfaces. If 
multiple interfaces use one template, the interface not configured with the backup keyword serves as 
the primary interface, and the interface configured with the backup keyword serves as the backup 
interface. 

The system detects the primary interface every five seconds. If one of the following situations occurs, 
the system changes the backup interface to the primary interface, and the original primary interface 
becomes a backup interface. The system detects the new primary interface in the same way.  

The primary interface does not receive data within five seconds. 

The primary interface receives five or more CRC error packets within five seconds. 

The primary interface goes down. 

NOTE: Data loss might occur during a primary/backup switchover. 

A terminal can be created only after the configured template is applied on the corresponding 
interface. Use the terminal-number argument to specify the terminal number. An interface can be 
connected to only one physical terminal. The router identifies physical terminals by terminal number. 

At least one VTY should be configured in the terminal template for the template to be applied on the 
interface. This command supports asynchronous serial interfaces, synchronous/asynchronous serial 
interfaces, and AUX interfaces. When a synchronous/asynchronous serial interface operates in the 
synchronous mode, you can configure only RTC terminal access on the interface. When a 
synchronous/asynchronous serial interface operates in the asynchronous mode, you can configure 
all access types except UDP-based RTC on the interface. 

Modified feature: Support Ethernet frame 
header ACL to acl6-number 

Feature change description 

Support Ethernet frame header ACL to acl6-number. 

Command changes 

Modified command: firewall packet-filter ipv6 

Old syntax 

firewall packet-filter ipv6 { acl6-number | name acl6-name } { inbound | outbound } 

undo firewall packet-filter ipv6 [ { acl6-number | name acl6-name } ] { inbound | outbound } 

New syntax 

firewall packet-filter ipv6 { acl6-number | name acl6-name } { inbound | outbound } 

undo firewall packet-filter ipv6 [ { acl6-number | name acl6-name } ] { inbound | outbound } 

Views 

Interface view. 
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Change description 

Add an Ethernet frame header ACL to acl6-number: acl-number: Specifies an IPv6 ACL by its 
number, which is in the range of 2000 to 2999 for an IPv6 basic ACL, 3000 to 3999 for an IPv6 
advanced ACL, or 4000 to 4999 for an Ethernet frame header ACL.  

name acl6-name: Specifies an IPv6 basic ACL, an Ethernet frame header ACL, or an IPv6 advanced 
ACL by its name. The acl6-name argument takes a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. It 
must start with an English letter and to avoid confusion, it cannot be all. 
 

Release 2207P45 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support to set the new country standard of FXO interface’s ringing impedance 

New feature: Support HUAWEI EC1261 3G modem 

New feature: Support to control the packets don’t do NAT transition before IPSEC by command line 

New feature: Support of CWMP over AES-256 SSL tunnel 

New feature: Support of CWMP (TR-069) over SSL for BIMS and the router 

Modified feature: QOS  

New feature: Support to set the new 
country standard of FXO interface’s 
ringing impedance 

Configuring to set the FXO interface’s ringing 
impedance 

Using the command of “impedance south-africa” to set the FXO interface’s ringing impedance. 

Command reference 

Modified command: impedance 

Old syntax 

impedance { country-name | r550 | r600 | r650 | r700 | r750 | r800 | r850 | r900 | r950 } 

undo impedance 

New syntax 

impedance { country-name | r550 | r600 | r650 | r700 | r750 | r800 | r850 | r900 | r950 } 

undo impedance 

Views 

Analog FXO voice subscriber line view, analog FXS voice subscriber line view 
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Change description 

Add a new country to the new parameter of country-name: South-Africa. 

New feature: Support HUAWEI EC1261 3G 
modem 

Configuring to support HUAWEI EC1261 3G 
modem 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support to control the 
packets don’t do NAT transition before 
IPSEC by command line 

Configuring to control that packets don’t do NAT 
transition before IPSEC 

If The NAT and IPSEC functions were enabled at the same interface, the command of “ipsec 
no-nat-process enable” can control that packets don’t do NAT transition before IPSEC 

Command reference 

New command: ipsec no-nat-process enable 

Syntax 

ipsec no-nat-process enable 

undo ipsec no-nat-process enable 

Default 

By default, if both NAT and IPsec are configured on an interface, outgoing packets on the interface 
will be processed by NAT and then by IPsec. 

Views 

Interface view 
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Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the “ipsec no-nat-process enable” command to configure the interface to forward packets to 
IPsec transparently without performing address translation. 

Use the “undo ipsec no-nat-process enable” command to restore the default. 

By default, if both NAT and IPsec are configured on an interface, outgoing packets on the interface 
will be processed by NAT and then by IPsec. 

Configure this command if you require that packets to be protected by IPsec not to be NATed. 

Examples 

# Configure interface Ethernet 0/0 to forward packets to IPsec transparently without performing 
address translation. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 0/0 

[Sysname-Ethernet0/0] ipsec no-nat-process enable 

New feature: Support of CWMP over 
AES-256 SSL tunnel 

Configuring CWMP over AES-256 SSL tunnel 

Support of CWMP over AES-256 SSL tunnel. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support of CWMP (TR-069) 
over SSL for BIMS and the router 

Configuring CWMP (TR-069) over SSL for BIMS 
and the router 

Command reference 

None. 
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Modified feature: Extend the periodic 
re-authentication timer of dot1x 

Chang the range of reauth-period-value from 60～7200 to 60～86400. 

Feature change description 

Command changes 

Modified command: dot1x timer 

Old syntax 

dot1x timer { handshake-period handshake-period-value | quiet-period quiet-period-value | 
reauth-period reauth-period-value | server-timeout server-timeout-value | supp-timeout 
supp-timeout-value | tx-period tx-period-value } 

New syntax 

dot1x timer { handshake-period handshake-period-value | quiet-period quiet-period-value | 
reauth-period reauth-period-value | server-timeout server-timeout-value | supp-timeout 
supp-timeout-value | tx-period tx-period-value } 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

Chang the range of reauth-period-value from 60～7200 to 60～86400. 

 

Release 2207P38 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support the Whip function of the MIM-G.SHDSL and FIC-G.SHDSL card 

New feature: Support to set the cable length of IMA T1 card 

Modified feature: QOS  

New feature: Support the Whip function of 
the MIM-G.SHDSL and FIC-G.SHDSL card 

Configuring the Whip function of the 
MIM-G.SHDSL and FIC-G.SHDSL card 

Support the Whip function of the MIM-G.SHDSL and FIC-G.SHDSL card. 
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Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support to set the cable 
length of IMA T1 card 

Configuring to set the cable length of IMA T1 

Support to set the cable length of IMA T1 card. 

Command reference 

New command: Set the cable length of IMA T1 card 

Syntax 

cable { long { 0db | -7.5db | -15db | -22.5db } | short { 133ft | 266ft | 399ft | 533ft | 655ft } } 

undo cable 

Default 

The cable length is long 0db. 

Views 

ATM T1 interface view 

Parameters 

long: Matches 199.6-meter (655-feet) and longer cable length. The options for this parameter 
include 0db, -7.5db, -15db and -22.5db. The attenuation parameter is selected depending on the 
signal quality received at the receiving end. No external CSU is needed. 

short: Matches a cable length shorter than 199.6 meters (655 feet). The options for this parameter 
include 133ft, 266ft, 399ft, 533ft and 655ft. The length parameter is selected depending on the 
actual transmission distance. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the cable command to set the cable attenuation and length on the ATM T1 interface.  

Use the undo cable command to restore the default, long 0db. 

You may use this command to adapt signal waveform to different transmission conditions such as 
the quality of the signal received by the receiver. If the signal quality is good, you can use the default 
setting. The ATM T1 interface does not need an external CSU device. 

Examples 

# Set the cable length to 40.5 meter (133 feet) on ATM T1 interface 1/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface atm 1/0 

[Sysname-Atm1/0] cable short 133ft 
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Modified feature: Add new output 
information for transceiver 

Feature change description 

Add the new output information for this command: display transceiver. 

Command changes 

Modified command: display transceiver 

Old syntax 

display transceiver { controller [ controller-type controller-number ] | interface [ interface-type 
interface-number ] } [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display transceiver { controller [ controller-type controller-number ] | interface [ interface-type 
interface-number ] } [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Add the new output information for this command: 

Info: This is not a supported transceiver for this platform.  HPE does not guarantee the normal 
operation or maintenance of unsupported transceivers.  Please review the platform datasheet on the 
HPE web site or contact your HPE sales rep for a list of supported transceivers. 

 

Release 2207P34  

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support Huawei E261 3G modem and ZTE MF190 3G modem 

New feature: Support the function of link check of rip BFD 

New feature: Support Huawei E261 3G 
modem and ZTE MF190 3G modem 

Configuring to Support Huawei E261 3G modem 
and ZTE MF190 3G modem 

Support Huawei E261 3G modem and ZTE MF190 3G modem. 
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Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support the function of link 
check of rip BFD  

Configuring the function of link check of rip BFD 

Use the rip bfd enable destination command to enable BFD for a directly connected neighbor. 

Command reference 

New command: link check of rip BFD 

Syntax 

rip bfd enable destination ip-address 

undo rip bfd enable 

Default 

By default, BFD is not enabled for any neighbor. 

Views 

Interface view 

Parameters 

ip-address: IP address of a neighbor. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the rip bfd enable destination command to enable BFD for a directly connected neighbor. 

Use the command to restore the default and remove the BFD session to the neighbor. Use the undo 
rip bfd enable destination command to resteore the default. 

By default, BFD is not enabled for any neighbor. 

When the link to the specified neighbor fails, the interface connected to the neighbor stops 
advertising RIP messages. When the link recovers, the interface starts to advertise RIP messages. 

Note: This command cannot be used together with the rip bfd enable command. 

Examples 

# Enable BFD for the neighbor 202.38.165.1 on Ethernet1/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] rip bfd enable destination 202.38.165.1 

Release 2207P23 
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This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support to delay to notify the status change of interface 

New feature: Support to encrypt HWTACAS Key 

New feature: The Statistic information of the MFR main interface included the input and output 
packets from sub-interface 

New feature: Support to delay to notify the 
status change of interface 

Configuring the delaying to notify the status 
change of interface 

Support to delay to notify the status change of interface. 

Command reference 

New command: link-delay 

Syntax 

link-delay delay-time 

undo link-delay 

Default 

By default, physical state change suppression is disabled on a WAN interface. The system detects 
the physical state changes of interfaces every 5 seconds. When a physical state change occurs, the 
system will detect the change within 5 seconds and immediately report the detected change. 

Views 

E1-F interface view, T1-F interface view, CE3 interface view, CT3 interface view, CE1/PRI interface 
view, CT1/PRI interface view 

Parameters 

delay-time: Sets the physical state change suppression interval (in seconds), which ranges from 0 to 
10. The value of 0 disables physical state change suppression (which can also be disabled by using 
the undo link-delay command) on a WAN interface. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the link-delay command to set the physical state change suppression interval on a WAN 
interface.  

Use the undo link-delay command to restore the default. 

By default, physical state change suppression is disabled on a WAN interface. The system detects 
the physical state changes of interfaces every 5 seconds. When a physical state change occurs, the 
system will detect the change within 5 seconds and immediately report the detected change. 

Suppose you set the delay-time argument to a value ranging from 1 to 10, for example, 2, for an 
interface. When a physical state change occurs to the interface, the system will detect the change 
within 5 seconds after the change and report the change 2 seconds after detecting the change, in 
other words, the system will report the change 2 to 7 seconds after the change.  
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For a CE3, CT3, CE1/PRI, or CT1/PRI interface, you must execute this command in controller view. 
For an E1-F or a T1-F interface, you must execute this command in the view of the corresponding 
serial interface. In the view of a serial interface corresponding to any other 
synchronous/asynchronous interface, this command is not available.  

Note: This command does not apply to ports administratively shut down (with the shutdown 
command). 

Examples 

# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 2 seconds on CE1/PRI interface E1 2/0, so 
that the system will detect a physical state change on the interface and report the change 2 to 7 
seconds after the change. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] controller e1 2/0 

[Sysname-E1 2/0] link-delay 2 

New command: link-delay 

Syntax 

link-delay delay-time 

undo link-delay 

Default 

By default, physical state change suppression is disabled on a VE1/VT1 interface. The system 
detects the physical state changes of interfaces every 5 seconds. When a physical state change 
occurs, the system will detect the change within 5 seconds after the change and immediately report 
the detected change. 

Views 

VE1/VT1 interface view 

Parameters 

delay-time: Sets the physical state change suppression interval (in seconds), which ranges from 0 to 
10. The value of 0 disables physical state change suppression (which can also be disabled by using 
the undo link-delay command) on a VE1/VT1 interface. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the link-delay command to set the physical state change suppression interval on a VE1/VT1 
interface.  

Use the undo link-delay command to restore the default. 

By default, physical state change suppression is disabled on a VE1/VT1 interface. The system 
detects the physical state changes of interfaces every 5 seconds. When a physical state change 
occurs, the system will detect the change within 5 seconds after the change and immediately report 
the detected change. 

Suppose you set the delay-time argument to a value ranging from 1 to 10, for example, 2, for an 
interface. When a physical state change occurs to the interface, the system will detect the change 
within 5 seconds after the change and report the change 2 seconds after detecting the change, in 
other words, the system will report the change 2 to 7 seconds after the change.  

You must execute this command in controller view.  

Note: This command does not apply to ports administratively shut down (with the shutdown 
command). 
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Examples 

# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 2 seconds on VE1/VT1 interface E1 2/0, so 
that the system will detect a physical state change on the interface and report the change 2 to 7 
seconds after the change. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] controller e1 2/0 

[Sysname-E1 2/0] link-delay 2 

New feature: Support to encrypt 
HWTACAS Key 

Configuring to encrypt HWTACAS Key 

Support to encrypt HWTACAS Key. 

Command reference 

Modified command: key  

Old syntax 

key { accounting | authentication | authorization } key 

undo key { accounting | authentication | authorization } 

New syntax 

key { accounting | authentication | authorization } [ cipher | simple ] key 

undo key { accounting | authentication | authorization } 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 

Change description 

Add the new parameters of [ cipher | simple ] and change the description of key: 

key: Shared key, case sensitive. Follow these guidelines: 

With the cipher keyword specified, the key must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 352 characters, such as 
_(TT8F]Y\5SQ=^Q`MAF4<1!!.  

With the simple keyword specified, the key must be a plaintext string of 1 to 255 characters, such as 
aabbcc.  

With neither the cipher keyword nor the simple keyword specified, the key must be a plaintext string, 
and the key will be displayed in cipher text. 
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New feature: The Statistic information of 
the MFR main interface included the input 
and output packets from sub-interface 

Configuring the Statistic information of the MFR 
main interface included the input and output 
packets from sub-interface. 

The Statistic information of the MFR main interface included the input and output packets from 
sub-interface. 

Command reference 

None. 

Release 2207P14 

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: QOS  

New feature: Support Sierra 250U and 308U 3G modem at the MSR20/MSR30/MSR9XX router 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E173 WCDMA modem 

New feature: Support to Configure TPID on a Layer 3 Ethernet or VE interface 

New feature: Support to transit the extendedVideoCapability field of H245 packets in the NAT ALG 

New feature: Support the DVPN instance 

New feature: The QoS policy of main interface can apply to sub-interface 

New feature: Support the Refer-by field of the SIP packets 

New feature: Enhanced POS Application 

New feature: Support the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function for FR interface 

New feature: Support the auto recovery of 3G modem 

New feature: MSR201X support the record of logfile 

Modified feature: Extend the length of shared key in AAA 

Modified feature: Add the value range of the sendat command 
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New feature: Extend the number of NAT 
address pool from 32 to 64 

Configuring the number of NAT address pool 

The number of NAT address pool was extended to 64 from 32. 

Command reference 

None 

New feature: Support Sierra 250U and 
308U 3G modem at the 
MSR20/MSR30/MSR9XX router 

Configuring to support Sierra 250U and 308U 3G 
modem 

Support Sierra 250U and 308U 3G modem at the MSR20/MSR30/MSR9XX router. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E173 
WCDMA modem 

Configuring to support HUAWEI E173 WCDMA 
modem 

Support HUAWEI E173 WCDMA modem. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: Support to Configure TPID 
on a Layer 3 Ethernet or VE interface 

Configuring TPID on a layer 3 Ethernet or VE 
interface 

Support to Configure TPID on a Layer 3 Ethernet or VE interface, and to implement VLAN 
termination. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support to transit the 
extendedVideoCapability field of H245 
packets in the NAT ALG 

Configuring to transit the 
extendedVideoCapability field of H245 packets in 
the NAT ALG 

Support to transit the extendedVideoCapability field of H245 packets in the NAT ALG. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support the DVPN instance 

Configuring to support the DVPN instance 

Support the DVPN instance. 
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Command reference 

New command: tunnel vpn-instance 

Syntax 

tunnel vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 

undo tunnel vpn-instance 

Default 

By default, a DVPN tunnel destination address belongs to the public network. 

Views 

Tunnel interface view 

Parameters 

vpn-instance-name: Name of an MPLS L3VPN instance, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the tunnel vpn-instance command to specify the VPN to which the tunnel destination address 
belongs. 

Use the undo tunnel vpn-instance command to restore the default. 

By default, a DVPN tunnel destination address belongs to the public network. 

After you specify the VPN to which the tunnel destination address belongs by using the tunnel 
vpn-instance command, the device searches the routing table of the specified VPN instance to 
forward tunneled packets. 

You can use the ip binding vpn-instance command on the tunnel’s source interface to specify the 
VPN to which the tunnel source address belongs. The tunnel source address and the tunnel 
destination address must belong to the same VPN or both belong to the public network. 

For more information about the ip binding vpn-instance command, see the MPLS Command 
Reference. 

Examples 

# On interface Tunnel 0, specify the tunneled packets to belong to the VPN vpn10. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn10 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn10] route-distinguisher 1:1 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn10] vpn-target 1:1 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn10] quit 

[Sysname] int ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] ip binding vpn-instance vpn10 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] ip address 1.1.1.1 24 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] quit 

[Sysname] interface tunnel 0 

[Sysname-Tunnel0] tunnel-protocol dvpn udp 

[Sysname-Tunnel0] source ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Tunnel0] tunnel vpn-instance vpn10 
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New feature: The QoS policy of main 
interface can apply to sub-interface 

Configuring the QoS policy of main interface 
which can be applied to sub-interface 

If there wasn’t QoS policy at the sub-interface, the QoS policy of main interface could apply to 
sub-interface. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support the Refer-by field of 
the SIP packets 

Configuring to support the Refer-by field of the 
SIP packets 

Support the Refer-by field of the SIP packets. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Enhanced POS Application 

Configuring enhanced POS application 

1) Support mirror RTP data of Analog subscriber line 

2) Support mirror PCM data of FCM interface and E1Pos interface 

3) Support E1POS interface maintenance and configure the negotiation parameter 
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Command reference 

New command: mirror number 

Syntax 

mirror number number { pcm | { in | out | all } { command | data } } to { local-interface 
interface-type interface-number [ mac H-H-H ] | remote-ip ip-address [ port port ] } 

undo mirror [number number] 

Default 

By default, no traffic is mirrored. 

Views 

Analog subscriber line view 

Parameters 

number number: Mirror entry number, in the range of 1 to 64. 

pcm: Mirrors PCM data. 

in: Mirrors inbound RTP or command data.  

out: Mirrors outbound RTP or command data.  

all: Mirrors bidirectional RTP or command data. 

data: Mirrors RTP data. 

command: Mirrors command data.  

to: Specifies an output interface or destination IP address for mirrored traffic.  

local-interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an output interface, which must be a 
Layer-2 or Layer-3 Ethernet port.  

mac: Specifies the destination MAC address for mirrored traffic, in the format H-H-H. You can 
remove the leading 0s in Hs from the MAC address. For example, f-e2-1 represents 000f-00e2-0001. 

remote-ip ip-address: Specifies the destination IP address  

port port: Specifies a destination port for mirrored traffic. The default port is 60000. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the mirror command to mirror the PCM, RTP, or voice command data on the subscriber line to a 
specified interface or destination.  

Use the undo mirror command to remove a mirror entry or all mirror entries. 

By default, no traffic is mirrored.  

The router allows only one PCM data mirror entry to exist.  

This command is only applicable to FXS, FXO, and E&M analog subscriber lines. 

Examples 

# Mirror PCM data on the interface FXS 1/0 to the interface Ethernet1/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] subscriber-line 1/0 

[Sysname-subscriber-line1/0] mirror number 1 pcm to local-interface ethernet 1/1 
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New command: mirror number 

Syntax 

To mirror PCM or RTP data based on a calling number, use the command: 

mirror number number { pcm | { in | out | all } data } calling calling-number to { local-interface 
interface-type interface-number [ mac H-H-H ] | remote-ip ip-address [ port port ] } 

undo mirror [number number] 

To mirror PCM data based on a time slot, use the command: 

mirror number number pcm { bdsp | fdsp } channel-number to { local-interface interface-type 
interface-number [ mac H-H-H ] | remote-ip ip-address [ port port ] } 

undo mirror [number number] 

To mirror RTP or command data on all time slots, use the command: 

mirror number number { in | out | all } { command | data } to { local-interface interface-type 
interface-number [ mac H-H-H ] | remote-ip ip-address [ port port ] } 

undo mirror [number number] 

Default 

By default, no traffic is mirrored. 

Views 

Digital subscriber line view 

Parameters 

number number: Mirror entry number, in the range of 1 to 64. 

pcm: Mirrors PCM data. 

in: Mirrors inbound RTP or command data.  

out: Mirrors outbound RTP or command data.  

all: Mirrors bidirectional RTP or command data. 

data: Mirrors RTP data. 

command: Mirrors command data.  

calling calling-number: Specifies a calling number, a string of up to 31 characters that can only 
contain 0 through 9. Traffic matching the specified calling number will be mirrored.  

bdsp: Mirrors the PCM data of the back-end DSP of the specified time slot. 

fdsp: Mirrors the PCM data of front-end DSP of the specified time slot. 

command: Mirrors command data.  

channel-number: Specifies a time slot in the range of 0 to 29. The data on the specified time slot will 
be mirrored.  

to: Specifies an output interface or destination IP address for mirrored traffic. 

local-interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an output interface, which must be a 
Layer-2 or Layer-3 Ethernet port. 

mac: Specifies the destination MAC address for mirrored traffic, in the format H-H-H. You can 
remove the leading 0s in Hs from the MAC address. For example, f-e2-1 represents 000f-00e2-0001. 

remote-ip ip-address: Specifies the destination IP address for mirrored traffic.  

port port: Specifies a destination port for mirrored traffic. The default port is 60000. 
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Usage guidelines 

Use the mirror command to mirror the data of a calling number to a specified interface or destination.  

Use the undo mirror command to remove a mirror entry or all mirror entries. 

By default, no traffic is mirrored.  

The router allows only one PCM data mirror entry to exist.  

This command is only applicable to the digital subscriber lines generated on VE1, VT1, and BSV 
interfaces. 

Examples 

# Mirror the PCM data of the calling number 55501234 to the interface Ethernet1/1 on subscriber-line 
1/0:0 generated on the VE1 interface.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] subscriber-line 1/0:0 

[Sysname-subscriber-line1/0:0] mirror number 1 pcm calling 55501234 to local-interface 

ethernet 1/1 

New command: e1pos-adaptor 

Syntax 

e1pos-adaptor 

undo e1pos-adaptor 

Default 

By default, no E1POS interface maintenance service is configured. 

Views 

System view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the e1pos-adaptor command to create the E1POS interface maintenance service and enter its 
view.  

Use the undo e1pos-adaptor command to delete the E1POS interface maintenance service.  

By default, no E1POS interface maintenance service is configured. 

Examples 

# Create the E1POS interface maintenance service and enter its view.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 

[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] 

New command: parameter enable 

Syntax 

parameter enable 

undo parameter enable 
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Default 

By default, negotiation parameter selection as per calling number is enabled. 

Views 

E1POS interface maintenance service view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the parameter enable command to enable negotiation parameter selection as per calling 
number.  

Use the undo parameter enable command to disable negotiation parameter selection as per calling 
number.  

By default, negotiation parameter selection as per calling number is enabled. 

Examples 

# Enable negotiation parameter selection as per calling number.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 

[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] parameter enable 

New command: parameter-group 

Syntax 

parameter-group group-number 

undo parameter-group { group-number | all } 

Default 

By default, no calling number negotiation parameter group is configured. 

Views 

E1POS interface maintenance service view 

Parameters 

group-number: Calling number negotiation parameter group number, which ranges from 1 to 128. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the parameter-group command to create a calling number negotiation parameter group and 
enter its view.  

Use the undo parameter-group command to delete the specified or all calling number negotiation 
parameter groups.  

In calling number negotiation parameter view, you can use the negotiation and threshold commands 
to configure negotiation parameters. 

Examples 

# Create calling number negotiation parameter group 1 and enter its view.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 

[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] parameter-group 1 
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New command: calling-number apply 

Syntax 

calling-number calling-number apply group-number 

undo calling-number { calling-number | all } 

Default 

By default, no negotiation parameter group is specified to match a calling number. 

Views 

E1POS interface maintenance service view 

Parameters 

calling-number: Calling number matching a negotiation parameter group. The calling number is a 
string of up to 31 characters, which can be 0 to 9, period (.), and T.  

0 to 9 represent the numbers between 0 and 9. One number is a digit.  

A period (.) is a wildcard and can match one effective digit. For example, 555. . . . matches any 
number string that starts with 555 and has four digits followed.  

T indicates the timer, and means that the user can dial any number until the number is too long, the 
number end is dialed, or the timer expires. T is used to match a number which is of any length and 
starts with the string before T. For example, 555T matches any number string that starts with 555.  

group-number: Calling number negotiation parameter group number, which ranges from 1 to 128. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the calling-number command to specify a negotiation parameter group to match a calling 
number.  

Use the undo calling-number command to delete the specified or all calling numbers.  

You can specify a negotiation parameter group to match up to 512 calling numbers.  

By default, no negotiation parameter group is specified to match a calling number.  

In negotiation parameter group view, you can use the negotiation and threshold commands to 
configure negotiation parameters. 

Examples 

# Configure negotiation parameter group 1 to match the calling numbers starting with 555.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 

[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] calling-number 555T apply 1 

New command: mirror number 

Syntax 

mirror number number pcm calling calling-number to { local-interface interface-type 
interface-number [ mac H-H-H ] | remote-ip ip-address [ port port ] }  

undo mirror [ number number ] 

Default 

By default, no data is mirrored. 

Views 

E1POS interface maintenance service view 
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Parameters 

number number: Specifies a mirror entry number, which ranges from 1 to 64.  

pcm: Mirrors the PCM data.  

calling calling-number: Specifies the calling number whose PCM data is to be mirrored. The calling 
number must be exactly matched, and is a string of up to 31 characters, which must be numbers 0 
through 9.  

to: Mirrors the packets to the specified interface or IP address.  

local-interface interface-type interface-number: Mirrors the PCM data of the specified calling number 
to an interface specified its type and number. The interface must be a Layer 2 or Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface.  

mac: Specifies the destination MAC address of the mirrored packets.  

remote-ip ip-address: Mirrors the PCM data of the specified calling number to the specified IP 
address.  

port port: Mirrors the PCM data to the specified port number, which is 60000 by default. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the mirror command to mirror the PCM data of the specified calling number.  

Use the undo mirror command to delete the specified or all mirror entries.  

By default, no data is mirrored.  

Only one PCM data mirror entry can exist on a router. 

Examples 

# Mirror the PCM data of calling number 55501234 to interface Ethernet 1/1.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] e1pos-adaptor 

[Sysname-e1pos-adaptor] mirror number 1 pcm calling 55501234 to local-interface ethernet 

1/1 

New command: mirror number 

Syntax 

mirror number number pcm channel-number to { local-interface interface-type interface-number 
[ mac H-H-H ] | remote-ip ip-address [ port port ] }  

undo mirror [ number number ] 

Default 

By default, no data is mirrored. 

Views 

FCM interface view 

Parameters 

number number: Specifies a mirror entry number, which ranges from 1 to 64.  

pcm: Mirrors the PCM data.  

channel-number: Number of the E1POS interface channel whose PCM data is to be mirrored. This 
argument ranges from 0 to 29.  

to: Mirrors the packets to the specified interface or IP address.  
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local-interface interface-type interface-number: Mirrors the PCM data of the specified E1POS 
interface channel to an interface specified its type and number. The interface must be a Layer 2 or 
Layer 3 Ethernet interface.  

mac: Specifies the destination MAC address (in the format of H-H-H-H) of the mirrored packets. 
When inputting an MAC address, you can omit the starting zeros in each section. For example, you 
can simply input f-e2-1 for 000f-00e2-0001.  

remote-ip ip-address: Mirrors the PCM data of the specified E1POS interface channel to the 
specified IP address.  

port port: Mirrors the PCM data to the specified port number, which is 60000 by default. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the mirror command to mirror the PCM data of the specified E1POS interface channel.  

Use the undo mirror command to delete the specified or all mirror entries.  

By default, no data is mirrored.  

Only one PCM data mirror entry can exist on a router. 

Examples 

# Mirror the PCM data of channel 2 on interface FCM 1/0:15 to interface Ethernet 1/1.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface fcm 1/0:15 

[Sysname-fcm1/0:15] mirror number 1 pcm 2 to local-interface ethernet 1/1 

New feature: Support the FRF.12 packet 
fragmentation function for FR interface 

Configuring the FRF.12 packet fragmentation 
function for FR interface 

Use the fr fragment command to enable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function for FR interface. 

Command reference 

New command: fr fragment end-to-end 

Syntax 

fr fragment [ fragment-size ] end-to-end 

undo fr fragment 

Default 

By default, the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function is disabled for FR interface. 

Views 

FR interface view 
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Parameters 

fragment-size: Fragment size, which ranges from 16 bytes to 1600 bytes. This argument is 45 bytes 
by default. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the fr fragment command to enable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function for FR interface. 

Use the undo fragment command to disable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function. 

By default, the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function is disabled for FR interface. 

You cannot configure this command together with the fr traffic-sharping command. 

Examples 

# Enable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function with default fragment size of 45 bytes for the 
interface Serial2/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-serial2/0] link-protocol fr 

[Sysname-serial2/0] fr fragment end-to-end 

# Enable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function with fragment size of 300 bytes for the interface 
Serial2/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/1 

[Sysname-serial2/1] link-protocol fr 

[Sysname-serial2/1] fr fragment 300 end-to-end 

New feature: Support the auto recovery of 
3G modem 

Configuring the auto-recovery of 3G modem 

Use the modem auto-recovery enable command to enable forced auto recovery. 

Command reference 

New command: modem auto-recovery enable 

Syntax 

modem auto-recovery enable 

undo modem auto-recovery enable 

Default 

By default, forced auto recovery is disabled. 

Views 

Cellular interface view 
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Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the modem auto-recovery enable command to enable forced auto recovery.  

Use the undo modem auto-recovery enable command to restore the default.  

By default, forced auto recovery is disabled. 

With this function enabled, if the dialup fails continuously for multiple times, the system automatically 
resets the modem.  

With this function disabled, the system automatically resets the modem only when the 3G modem 
has a successful dialup record after the last modem reset and the 3G modem fails to dial up 
continuously for multiple times.  

To set the dialup failure times after which the 3G modem is reset, use the auto-recovery keyword in 
the modem response command.  

This function avoids the failures to restore links caused by an abnormal 3G network.  

When you enable this function, make sure that the other configurations are correct. Incorrect 
configurations may reset the modem.  

Related commands: modem response. 

Examples 

# Enable forced auto recovery for interface Cellular 1/0.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname]interface cellular 1/0 

[Sysname-Cellular0/0] modem auto-recovery enable 

New feature: MSR201X support the record 
of logfile 

Configuring the record of logfile in MSR201X 

Use the logfile enable command to enable the output of system information to the log file on MSR 
20-1X. 

Use the display logfile status command to display the state of output of system information to the log 
file function on MSR 20-1X. 

Command reference 

New command:  

Syntax 

logfile { enable | disable } 

Default 

By default, output of system information to the log file is enabled. 
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Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

enable: Enable the output of system information to the log file. 

disable: Disable the output of system information to the log file. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the logfile enable command to enable the output of system information to the log file on MSR 
20-1X. 

Use the logfile disable command to disable the output of system information to the log file on MSR 
20-1X. 

Enable or disable this feature, you need to restart the router to take effect. 

By default, output of system information to the log file is enabled. 

This command only supported on MSR 20-1X routers. 

Examples 

# Enable the output of system information to the log file on MSR 20-1X. 

<Sysname> logfile enable 

New command: display logfile status 

Syntax 

display logfile status 

Default 

None 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the display logfile status command to display the state of output of system information to the log 
file function on MSR 20-1X. 

This command only supported on MSR 20-1X routers. 

Examples 

# Display the state of output of system information to the log file function.  

<Sysname> display logfile status 

 Current Log File Status: disable 

 Next reboot Log File Status: enable 

Modified feature: Extend the length of 
shared key in AAA 

Extend the length of shared key in AAA from 1~64 characters to 1~255 characters. 
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Feature change description 

Command changes 

Modified command: key  

Old syntax 

key { accounting | authentication | authorization } key 

undo key { accounting | authentication | authorization } 

New syntax 

key { accounting | authentication | authorization }  key 

undo key { accounting | authentication | authorization } 

Views 

HWTACACS scheme view 

Change description 

key: Shared key, a case-sensitive string whose value range changes from 1~64 characters to 1~255 
characters. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: key: Shared key, a case-sensitive string whose value range changes from 
1~64 characters to 1~255 characters. 

Modified feature: Add the value range of 
the sendat command 

Add the value range of the sendat command to 256 characters. 

Feature change description 

Add the value range of the sendat command to 256 characters. 

Command changes 

Modified command: sendat 

Old syntax 

sendat at-string 

New syntax 

sendat at-string 

Views 

Interface view 
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Change description 

at-string: Add the value ranges: A string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: at-string: Add the value ranges: A string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Release 2207P02  

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: QOS  

Modified feature: Ethernet 

Modified feature: QOS  

Feature change description 

Support the statistics per classifier of nested QoS. 

Command changes 

None. 

Modified feature: Ethernet  

Feature change description 

Add new command of eoapad enable. 

Command changes 

New command:  

eoapad enable 

undo eoapad enable 

View 

ATM interface view 

Parameters 

None 

Description 

Use the eoapad enable command to enable padding for Ethernet packets smaller than 60 bytes. 

Use the undo eoa pad enable command to restore the default.  
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By default, the padding for Ethernet packets smaller than 60 bytes is disabled. 

This command enables the PVC to pad Ethernet packets smaller than 60 bytes on the PVC to 
prevent the packets from being discarded. 

Examples 

# Enable padding for Ethernet packets on interface ATM 1/0/1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface atm 1/0/1 

[Sysname-Atm1/0/1] eoapad enable 

Release 2207  

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Call forwarding authority control 

New feature: DAR MIB 

New feature: Authorization again for AAA 

New feature: The feature supports the VPN could visit the other VPN by NAT 

New feature: Support OSPF and NAT in bridge-template interface 

New feature: WCDMA 3G Modem 

New feature: CDMA2000 3G Modem 

New feature: TD-SCDMA 3G Modem 

New feature: SIP TRUNKING 

New feature: SRTP 

New feature: L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

New feature: NAT DMZ host and related features 

New feature: SIP support for non early media negotiation 

New feature: IPsec RRI 

New feature: Allows you to configure NAT address groups, NAT server, and attack protection through 
TR069 

New feature: Support of routing protocols for 6VPE 

New feature: BIDIR-PIM 

New feature: OSPFv3 support for MCE 

New feature: Voice support for TR104 

New feature: BGP, OSPFv3 and ISISv6 support for IPv6 VPN BFD 

New feature: Set a BGP update interval of 0 

New feature: Use domain names to specify SNMP trap and log hosts 

New feature: TR069 supports the following memory and CPU utilization nodes 

New feature: ACL configuration information display filtering 

New feature: A routing policy name can contain up to 64 characters 

New feature: Allow you to use names as BGP community attributes 

New feature: Permanent attribute for static routes 
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New feature: Continue feature for routing policy 

New feature: E1POS and AM ports can send calling numbers 

New feature: POS terminal access can use the source address in the TPDU header to map POS 
packets to specific POS applications 

New feature: POS terminal access allows you to specify TCP source port numbers for POS 
applications 

New feature: Bloomberg MSR Source NAT 

New feature: NAT support for discontinuous address pools 

New feature: ISDN support for sending the progress-indicator unit 

New feature: An ACL name can contain up to 63 characters 

New feature: POS MIB and E1 POS MIB 

New feature: SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

New feature: TR098 

Modified feature: Attack defense 

Modified feature: Voice 

Modified feature: Broadcast 

New feature: Call forwarding authority 
control 

Configuring Call forwarding authority control  

When performing call forwarding, the system checks both the calling number and the called number. 
If either of them is authorized to call the forwarded-to number, the call can be forwarded. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: DAR MIB 

Configuring DAR MIB 

The statistics of the packets for the DAR can be acquired by the MIB. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: Authorization again for AAA 

Configuring Authorization again for AAA 

For AAA scheme, if the device prompts you to enter another password of the specified type after you 
entering the correct username and password, you will be authenticated for the second time. In other 
words, to pass authentication, you must enter a correct password as prompted. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: The feature supports the 
VPN could visit the other VPN by NAT 

Configuring The feature supports the VPN could 
visit the other VPN by NAT 

None. 

Command reference 

Modified command: The feature supports the VPN could visit 
the other VPN by NAT 

Old syntax 

nat outbound [ acl-number ] [ address-group group-number  [ no-pat [ reversible ] ] ] [ track vrrp 
virtual-router-id ] 

undo nat outbound [ acl-number ] [ address-group group-number  [ no-pat [ reversible ] ] ] [ track 
vrrp virtual-router-id ] 

New syntax 

nat outbound [ acl-number ] [ address-group group-number [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
[ no-pat [ reversible ] ] ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 

undo nat outbound [ acl-number ] [ address-group group-number [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] [ no-pat [ reversible ] ] ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 

Views 

Interface view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of vpn-instance vpn-instance-name. vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: 
Specifies the MPLS L3VPN to which the addresses of the address pool belong. The 
vpn-instance-name argument is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. With this keyword and 
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argument combination, inter-VPN access through NAT is supported. Without this keyword and 
argument combination, the addresses in the address pool do not belong to any VPN. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: The feature supports the VPN could visit 
the other VPN by NAT 

Old syntax 

nat static [ acl-number ] local-ip [ vpn-instance local-name ] global-ip 

undo nat static [ acl-number ] local-ip [ vpn-instance local-name ] global-ip 

New syntax 

nat static [ acl-number ] local-ip [ vpn-instance local-name ] global-ip [ vpn-instance global-name ] 

undo nat static [ acl-number ] local-ip [ vpn-instance local-name ] global-ip [ vpn-instance 
global-name ]  

Views 

System view, NAT service interface view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of vpn-instance global-name. vpn-instance global-name: case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. Without this keyword and argument combination, the external IP address does 
not belong to any VPN. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: The feature supports the VPN could visit 
the other VPN by NAT 

Old syntax 

nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type interface-number | 
current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 inside local-address1 local-address2 local-port 
[ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 

undo nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type 
interface-number | current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 inside local-address1 
local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 

nat server index protocol pro-type global { global-address global-port1 global-port2 inside 
local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] | 
current-interface [ global-port ] inside local-address [ local-port ] [ vpn-instance local-name ] 
[ remote-host host-address ] [ lease-duration lease-time ] [ description string ] } 

undo nat server index protocol pro-type global { global-address global-port1 global-port2 inside 
local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] | 
current-interface [ global-port ] inside local-address [ local-port ] [ vpn-instance local-name ] 
[ remote-host host-address ] [ lease-duration lease-time ] [ description string ] } 
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New syntax 

nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type interface-number | 
current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside local-address1 
local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 

undo nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type 
interface-number | current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 [ vpn-instance global-name ] 
inside local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp 
virtual-router-id ] 

nat server index protocol pro-type global { global-address global-port1 global-port2 inside 
local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] | 
current-interface [ global-port ] inside local-address [ local-port ] [ vpn-instance local-name ] 
[ remote-host host-address ] [ lease-duration lease-time ] [ description string ] } 

undo nat server index protocol pro-type global { global-address global-port1 global-port2 inside 
local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] | 
current-interface [ global-port ] inside local-address [ local-port ] [ vpn-instance local-name ] 
[ remote-host host-address ] [ lease-duration lease-time ] [ description string ] }  

Views 

Interface view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of vpn-instance global-name. vpn-instance global-name: Specifies the 
MPLS L3VPN to which the advertised external network address belongs. The global-name argument 
is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Without this keyword and argument combination, the 
advertised external IP address does not belong to any VPN. Support for this keyword and argument 
combination depends on the device model. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

New feature: Support OSPF and NAT in 
bridge-template interface 

Configuring Support OSPF and NAT in 
bridge-template interface 

None. 

Command reference 

None . 
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New feature: WCDMA 3G Modem 

Configuring WCDMA 3G Modem 

Huawei  E170/E172/E226/E160/E169/E176/E156/E180/E1750/E176G/E1756/E1556/K3765/ 
K4505/E1820/E367/E1553 (E226 is only supported on MSR30/MSR50 routers 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: CDMA2000 3G Modem 

Configuring CDMA2000 3G Modem 

Huawei  EC226/EC169/EC1260/EC1261; ZTE AC2726; VTION E1916. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: TD-SCDMA 3G Modem 

Configuring TD-SCDMA 3G Modem 

Huawei  ET128/ET188/ET127. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: SIP TRUNKING 

Configuring SIP TRUNKING 

As more enterprise IP-PBX networks run SIP and more Internet Telephone Service Providers 
(ITSPs) use SIP to provide basic voice communication structures, enterprises urgently need a 
technology that can connect the enterprise IP-PBX network to the ITSP over SIP. This technology is 
called SIP trunk. The SIP trunk function can be embedded into the voice gateway or the firewall 
deployed at the network edge. The device providing the SIP trunk function is called the SIP trunk 
device, or the SIP trunk gateway (TG). 
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Command reference 

address sip server-group 

Syntax 

address sip server-group group-number 

undo address sip server-group 

Views 

VoIP voice entity view 

Parameters 

group-number: Specifies the index of a SIP server group, in the range 1 to 10. 

Usage guidelines 

A VoIP voice entity can have only one existing SIP server group bound to it. 

Examples 

# Bind SIP server group 1 to VoIP voice entity 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[Sysname-voice-dial] entity 1 voip 

[Sysname-voice-dial-entity1] address sip server-group 1 

address 

Syntax 

address index-number { ipv4 ip-address | dns dns-name } [ port port-number ] [ transport { udp | 
tcp | tls } ] [ url { sip | sips } ] 

undo address index-number 

Views 

Server group view 

Parameters 

index-number: Index, in the range 1 to 5. 

ipv4 ip-address: IPv4 address of the SIP server. 

dns dns-name: Domain name of the SIP server. A domain name can include case-insensitive letters, 
digits, hyphens (-), underscores (_), and dots (.), with a maximum length of 255 characters. 

port port-number: Specifies a port number for the SIP server, in the range of 1 to 65535. Without this 
keyword, the port used depends on the transport layer protocol. In other words, if UDP or TCP is 
specified as the transport layer protocol, port 5060 is used; if TLS is specified as the transport layer 
protocol, port 5061 is used. 

transport: Specifies the transport layer protocol used for the connection between the SIP trunk 
device and the SIP server. 

udp: Specifies UDP as the transport layer protocol for the connection between the SIP trunk device 
and the SIP server. By default, the UDP protocol is adopted.tcp: Specifies TCP as the transport layer 
protocol for the connection between the SIP trunk device and the SIP server. 
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tls: Specifies TLS as the transport layer protocol for the connection between the SIP trunk device 
and the SIP server. 

url: Specifies the URL scheme for the connection between the SIP trunk device and the SIP server. 

sip: Specifies the SIP scheme as the URL scheme. By default, the SIP URL scheme is adopted.sips: 
Specifies the SIPS scheme as the URL scheme. 

Usage guidelines 

An index represents the priority of a member server in the SIP server group. The smaller the index 
value, the higher the priority. You can add at most five member severs to a SIP server group. If an 
index already exists, the new configuration overwrites the existing one. 

Examples 

# Add member server 1 to SIP server group 1, and configure the server information: set the IPv4 
address of the SIP server to 192.168.1.1, port number to 20000, and the specify TCP as the 
transport layer protocol for the connection between the SIP trunk device and the SIP server. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] server-group 1 

[Sysname-voice-group1] address 1 ipv4 192.168.1.1 port 20000 transport tcp 

account enable 

Syntax 

account enable 

undo account enable 

Views 

Account view 

Usage guidelines 

Disabling a SIP trunk account that is already involved in a connection does not delete the connection. 
In other words, execution of this command takes effect on the next calling of this account. 

Examples 

# Disable SIP trunk account 2. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 2 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] undo account enable 

description 

Syntax 

description text 

undo description 

Views 

Server group view 

Parameters 

text: Description of a SIP server group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters. 
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Examples 

# Configure the description for SIP server group 1 as ITSPA. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] server-group 1 

[Sysname-voice-group-1] description ITSPA 

display voice sip-trunk account 

Syntax 

display voice sip-trunk account [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Examples 

# Display SIP trunk account information. 

<Sysname> display voice sip-trunk account 

ID         User          Group        Server                 Exp                Status 

1          1000          1            202.10.22.188:5060    120                Online 

2          2000          1            abc.com:5060           400                Online 

display voice server-group 

Syntax 

display voice server-group [ group-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

group-number: SIP group server index, in the range 1 to 10. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 
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Examples 

# Display the details of SIP server group 1. 

<Sysname> display voice server-group 1 

The information of server group 1 

Group name: ITSPA 

  Description: ITSP A’s Proxy Server list 

  Server list: 

    Index 1: sip:192.169.0.1:5060;transport=udp 

    Index 2: sips:abc.com:5061;transport=tls 

  Current server index: 1 

  Keepalive mode: Disabled 

  Hot swap mode: Disabled 

group-name 

Syntax 

group-name group-name 

undo group-name 

Views 

Server group view 

Parameters 

group-name: Name of a SIP server group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters, which can 
include letters, digits, hyphens (-), underscores (_), and dots (.) 

Usage guidelines 

The name of a SIP server group identifies the SIP server group. The domain name of the carrier 
server is usually used as the name of a SIP server group. If the name of a SIP server group is not 
configured, the host name specified in the assign command is used to identify the group, if any; 
otherwise, the IP address or domain name of the current server in the SIP server group is used to 
identify the group. 

Examples 

# Specify ITSP-A as the name for SIP server group 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] server-group 1 

[Sysname-voice-group-1] group-name ITSP-A 

assign 

Syntax 

assign { contact-user user-name | host-name host-name } 

undo assign { contact-user | host-name } 

Views 

Account view 
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Parameters 

contact-user user-name: Host username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters excluding  
double quotation marks ("), backslash (\), or space. 

host-name host-name: Host name, a string of 1 to 255 characters, which are not case-sensitive. A 
host name can include letters, digits, hyphens (-), and underscores (_), and cannot include any 
space. 

Usage guidelines 

You cannot modify or delete the host username of a SIP trunk account when the account is enabled.  

You cannot enable the registration function for a SIP trunk account before assigning a host 
username to the account. 

Examples 

# Assign news.com.cn as the host name to SIP trunk account 2. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 2 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] assign host-name news.com.cn 

# Assign 123 as the host username to SIP trunk account 2. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 2 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] assign contact-user 123 

bind sip-trunk account 

Syntax 

bind sip-trunk account account-index 

undo bind sip-trunk account 

Views 

VoIP voice entity view 

Parameters 

account-index: Index of the SIP trunk account to be bound to a VoIP voice entity, in the range 1 to 16. 

Usage guidelines 

Only an existing SIP trunk account can be bound to a VoIP voice entity. 

Canceling the binding between a VoIP voice entity and a SIP trunk account that is already involved in 
a connection does not delete the connection. In other words, execution of this command takes effect 
on the next calling of this account. 

Examples 

# Bind SIP trunk account 1 to VoIP voice entity 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[Sysname-voice-dial] entity 1 voip 

[Sysname-voice-dial-entity1] bind sip-trunk account 1 
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hot-swap enable 

Syntax 

hot-swap enable 

undo hot-swap enable 

Views 

Server group view 

Examples 

# Enable the real-time switching function in SIP server group 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] server-group 1 

[Sysname-voice-group-1] hot-swap enable 

keepalive 

Syntax 

keepalive { options [ interval seconds ] | register } 

undo keepalive 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

options: Sets the keepalive mode to options. 

interval seconds: Sets the interval for sending options packets in seconds. It ranges from 5 to 65535 
and defaults to 60. 

register: Sets the keepalive mode to register. 

Examples 

# Set the keepalive mode to options and set the interval for sending options packets to 30 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] keepalive options interval 30 

registrar server-group 

Syntax 

registrar server-group group-number [ expires seconds ] 

undo registrar server-group 

Views 

Account view 

Parameters 

group-number: Index of the registrar bound to the SIP trunk account, in the range 1 to 10. 
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expires seconds: Registration expiration interval of a SIP trunk account, in the range 60 to 3600, in 
seconds. If this parameter is not configured, the system applies the global registration expiration 
interval configured with the timer registration expires command in SIP client view. 

Usage guidelines 

The specified SIP server group must exist. One SIP trunk account can be associated with only one 
SIP server group. 

A SIP trunk account registration cannot be enabled if the account is not associated with any SIP 
server group. 

Examples 

# Associate SIP trunk account 1 with SIP server group 2 for registration, and set the registration 
expiration interval to 300 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 1 

[Sysname-voice-account-1] registrar server-group 2 expires 300 

register enable 

Syntax 

register enable 

undo register enable 

Views 

Account view 

Usage guidelines 

To enable the registration function for a SIP trunk account, you need to assign it with a host 
username or associate it with a SIP server group. 

When the registration function for a SIP trunk account is enabled, you cannot change its host 
username or associated SIP server group. 

Examples 

# Assign 123 as the host name to SIP trunk account 2, and associate SIP trunk account 2 with SIP 
server group 2. Then, enable the registration function for the SIP trunk account. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 2 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] assign contact-user 123 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] registrar server-group 2 expires 300 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] register enable 

server-group 

Syntax 

server-group group-number 

undo server-group { group-number | all } 

Views 

Voice view 
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Parameters 

group-number: SIP server group index, in the range 1 to 10. 

all: Specifies all SIP server groups. 

Usage guidelines 

A SIP server group that is bound to a SIP trunk account or a VoIP voice entity cannot be deleted. 

The undo server-group all command can be executed successfully only when all SIP server groups 
are not bound to any SIP trunk account or a VoIP voice entity. 

Examples 

# Create SIP server group 1 and enter its view. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] server-group 1 

[Sysname-voice-group-1] 

sip-trunk account 

Syntax 

sip-trunk account account-index 

undo sip-trunk account { account-index | all } 

Views 

Voice view 

Parameters 

account account-index: SIP trunk account index, in the range 1 to 16. 

all: Specifies all SIP trunk accounts. 

Usage guidelines 

A SIP trunk account that is bound to a SIP server group or a VoIP voice entity cannot be deleted. 

The undo sip-trunk account all command can be executed successfully only when all SIP trunk 
accounts are not bound to any SIP server group or a VoIP voice entity. 

Examples 

# Create SIP trunk account 2 and enter its view. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 2 

[Sysname-voice-account-2] 

sip-trunk enable 

Syntax 

sip-trunk enable 

undo sip-trunk enable 

Views 

Voice view 
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Usage guidelines 

H3C does not recommend using a device enabled with the SIP trunk function as a SIP UA. 

Examples 

# Enable the SIP trunk account. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk enable 

match source host-prefix 

Syntax 

match source host-prefix host-prefix 

undo match source host-prefix 

Views 

VoIP voice entity view 

Parameters 

host-prefix: Source host name prefix. The value consists of 1 to 31 characters, which are not 
case-sensitive and can include letters, digits, underlines (_), hyphens (-), asterisk (*), and dots (.). An 
asterisk represents a character string of any length, for example, t*m can match the source host 
names tom, tim, and so on. 

Usage guidelines 

The specified prefix of source host name is used to match against the source host names of calls. If 
the INVITE message received by the SIP trunk device carries the Remote-Party-ID header, the 
calling information is abstracted from this header field; if the INVITE message received by the SIP 
trunk device carries the Privacy header, the source host name is abstracted from the 
P-Asserted-Identity or P-Preferred-Identity header field; if the INVITE message received by the SIP 
trunk device does not carry any of the above mentioned three header fields, the host name in the 
From header field of the INVITE message is used as the source host name. 

You can specify only one source host name prefix based match rule for a VoIP voice entity. If you 
execute match source host-prefix command multiple times, the new configuration overwrites the 
existing one. 

Examples 

# Specify that calls with a source host name starting with Bil are permitted on VoIP voice entity 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[Sysname-voice-dial] entity 1 voip 

[Sysname-voice-dial-entity1] match source host-prefix bil 

match destination host-prefix 

Syntax 

match destination host-prefix host-prefix 

undo match destination host-prefix 

Views 

VoIP voice entity view 
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Parameters 

host-prefix: Destination host name prefix. The value consists of 1 to 31 characters, which are not 
case-sensitive and can include letters, digits, underlines (_), hyphens (-), asterisk (*), and dots (.). An 
asterisk represents a character string of any length, for example, b*y can match the destination host 
names boy, boundary, and so on. 

Usage guidelines 

The specified prefix of destination host name is used to match against the destination host names of 
calls. The host name in the To header field of an INVITE message received by the SIP trunk device 
is used as the destination host name. 

You can specify only one destination host name prefix based match rule for a VoIP voice entity. If 
you execute match destination host-prefix command multiple times, the new configuration overwrites 
the existing one. 

Examples 

# Specify that calls with a destination host name starting with ali are permitted on VoIP voice entity 1. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[Sysname-voice-dial] entity 3 voip 

[Sysname-voice-dial-entity3] match destination host-prefix ali 

match source address 

Syntax 

match source address { ipv4 ip-address | dns dns-name | server-group group-number } 

undo match source address 

Views 

VoIP voice entity view 

Parameters 

ipv4 ip-address: Source IP address. The value must be dotted and can include dots (.), multiplication 
signs (x), asterisks (*), and digits, where x represents any number between 0 and 9, * represents any 
number between 0 and 255, and x and * can appear multiple times in one source IP address. Fuzzy 
matching is supported. For example, 100.1.x.3 indicates any IP address between 100.1.0.3 and 
100.1.9.3, and 192.*.*.* indicates any IP address between 192.0.0.1 and 192.255.255.255. 

dns dns-name: Domain name. A domain name is not case-insensitive and can include letters, digits, 
hyphens (-), underscores (_), asterisk (*), and dots (.), with a maximum length of 255 characters. If 
you provide this parameter, the specified domain name is used to match against the source 
addresses of calls, and a whole-word match is considered a match. For example, if the domain name 
is configured as sohu, sohu.com is not a match. However, fuzzy matching is supported. An asterisk 
represents a character string of any length, for example, i*n can match the source addresses ilison, 
iverson, inn, and so on. 

server-group group-number: SIP server group index, in the range 1 to 10. 

Usage guidelines 

The specified source address is used to match against the source addresses of calls. 

You can specify only one source address based match rule for a VoIP voice entity. If you execute 
match source address command multiple times, the new configuration overwrites the existing one. 
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Examples 

# Specify that calls with a source IP address in the range 100.1.1.1 to 100.1.1.255 are permitted on 
VoIP voice entity 3. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[Sysname-voice-dial] entity 3 voip 

[Sysname-voice-dial-entity3] match source address ipv4 100.1.1.* 

proxy server-group 

Syntax 

proxy server-group group-number 

undo proxy server-group 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

group-number: SIP server group index, in the range 1 to 10. 

Examples 

#Specify SIP server group 5 to be used as the proxy server. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] proxy server-group 5 

redundancy mode 

Syntax 

redundancy mode { homing | parking } 

undo redundancy mode 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

homing: Sets the backup mode to homing. 

parking: Sets the backup mode to parking. 

Examples 

# Set the backup mode to homing. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] redundancy mode homing 
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timer registration retry 

Syntax 

timer registration retry seconds 

undo timer registration retry 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

seconds: Interval (in seconds) for a voice entity or SIP trunk account to re-register with the registrar 
after a registration failure, in the range 10 to 3600. 

Examples 

# Set the interval for the voice entity or SIP trunk account to re-register with the registrar after a 
registration failure to 300 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] timer registration retry 300 

timer registration expires 

Syntax 

timer registration expires seconds 

undo timer registration expires 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

seconds: Registration expiration time in seconds, in the range 60 to 3600. 

Examples 

# Set the registration expiration time to 600 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] timer registration expires 600 

timer registration divider 

Syntax 

timer registration divider percentage 

undo timer registration divider 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

percentage: Registration percentage, in the range 50% to 100%. 
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Examples 

# Set the registration percentage to 50%. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] timer registration divider 50 

timer registration threshold 

Syntax 

timer registration threshold seconds 

undo timer registration threshold 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

seconds: Lead time (in seconds) before registration, in the range 0 to 3600. 

Examples 

# Set the lead time before registration to 100 seconds. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] timer registration threshold 100 

user 

Syntax 

user username password { cipher | simple } password 

undo user 

Views 

Account view 

Parameters 

username: SIP trunk account username used for registration authentication, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 63 characters. The characters double quotation mark (") and backward slash (\) are invalid. 

cipher: Specifies a ciphertext password. 

simple: Specifies a plaintext password. 

password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case-sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a string of 1 to 53 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

The password is always saved to the configuration file in cipher text, whether you specify the cipher 
or simple keyword. 

Examples 

# Configure the authentication username and password for SIP trunk account 2. 

<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip-trunk account 2 

[Sysname-voice-account2] user telA password simple 12345 

New feature: SRTP 

Configuring SRTP 

As an enhancement of RTP, SRTP secures RTP packets through authentication, encryption, and 
integrity check. It can encrypt media packets between two SIP terminals. SIP TLS is used to encrypt 
audio and video signaling streams. 

Command reference 

SRTP 

Syntax 

media-protocol { rtp | srtp } * 

undo media-protocol 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

rtp: Specifies the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) as the media flow protocol for SIP calls. 

srtp: Specifies the Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP) as the media flow protocol for SIP 
calls. 

Usage guidelines 

When both the RTP and SRTP protocols are specified as the media flow protocols for SIP calls:  

If the device is the call initiator, both two media flow protocols are carried in the INVITE message for 
the receiver to select.  

If the device is the call receiver, the SRTP protocol is first used for media flow negotiation. If the 
negotiation fails, the RTP protocol is used. 

Examples 

# Specify SRTP as the media flow protocol for SIP calls. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] media-protocol srtp 
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New feature: L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

Configuring L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

An MPLS L2VPN can be used as an access network to connect users to an MPLS L3VPN or IP 
backbone. The conventional solution needs two devices to complete this task. This feature enables a 
single device to implement this function to reduce networking costs and complexity. 

Command reference 

L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

Syntax 

display ve-group [ ve-group-id ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

ve-group-id: Displays information about the specified virtual Ethernet (VE) group. The ve-group-id 
argument is in the range of 1 to 8192. If you do not specify a VE group, the command displays 
information about all VE groups. 

Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Examples 

# Display information about all VE groups. 

<Sysname> display ve-group 

Total number of VE groups: 2 

ID    Terminate-VE                    Access-VE 

1     VE-L2VPN-Terminate1            VE-L3VPN-Access1 

2     VE-L2VPN-Terminate2            VE-L3VPN-Access2 

# Display information about VE group 1. 

<Sysname> display ve-group 1 

ID    Terminate-VE                    Access-VE 

1     VE-L2VPN-Terminate1            VE-L3VPN-Access1 

L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

Syntax 

ve-group ve-group-id 

undo ve-group 
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Views 

VE-L2VPN-Terminate interface view, VE-L3VPN-Access interface view 

Parameters 

ve-group-id: Specifies the ID of a VE group, in the range of 1 to 8192. 

Usage guidelines 

One VE group can contain only one terminating VE interface and one access VE interface. The 
terminating VE interface is used to terminate the MPLS L2VPN and the access VE interface is used 
to access the MPLS L3VPN or IP backbone. 

On some devices, a VE group must have the same number as the VE interfaces it comprises. For 
example, you can add the interface VE-L2VPN-Terminate 100 only to VE group 100. 

Examples 

# Add interface VE-L2VPN-Terminate 100 to VE group 100 to terminate MPLS L2VPN. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ve-l2vpn-terminate 100 

[Sysname-VE-L2VPN-Terminate100] ve-group 100 

# Add interface VE-L3VPN-Access 100 to VE group 100 to access the MPLS L3VPN or IP 
backbone. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ve-l3vpn-access 100 

[Sysname-VE-L3VPN-Access100] ve-group 100 

Modified command: L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

Old syntax 

mpls l2vc destination vcid [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] [ control-word | no-control-word ] 

undo mpls l2vc 

New syntax 

mpls l2vc destination vcid [ { control-word | ethernet | ip-interworking | no-control-word | vlan } 
| [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] [ backup-peer ip-address vcid [ backup-tunnel-policy 
tunnel-policy-name | revertive [ wtr-time wtr-time ] ] * ] ] * 

undo mpls l2vc 

 Views 

Interface view 

Change description 

Change this command from [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] [ control-word | 
no-control-word ] to [ { control-word | ethernet | ip-interworking | no-control-word | vlan } | 
[ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] [ backup-peer ip-address vcid [ backup-tunnel-policy 
tunnel-policy-name | revertive [ wtr-time wtr-time ] ] * ] ] *. 

Use the mpls l2vc command to create a Martini L2VPN connection.  

Use the undo mpls l2vc command to delete the Martini connection on the CE interface. 

If you do not specify the tunneling policy, or if you specify the tunneling policy name but do not 
configure the policy, the default policy is used for the VC. The default tunneling policy selects only 
one tunnel in this order: LSP tunnel, GRE tunnel, CR-LSP tunnel. 

Only L2VPNs that use ATM, PPP, FR, or HDLC encapsulation support the control word option. 
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The PW encapsulation type can be Ethernet or VLAN. The device allows you to specify the PW 
encapsulation type for only Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and subinterfaces, Layer 3 virtual Ethernet 
interfaces and subinterfaces, and VLAN interfaces. When not specified, the PW encapsulation type 
depends on the interface type: it is Ethernet on Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 3 virtual 
Ethernet interfaces, and VLAN on Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces, Layer 3 virtual Ethernet 
subinterfaces, and VLAN interfaces. 

Parameters: 

destination: IP address of the peer PE. 

vc-id: VC ID of the L2VPN connection, in the range 1 to 4294967295. 

control-word: Enables the control word option. Support for this keyword depends on the device 
model. 

no-control-word: Disables the control word option. Support for this keyword depends on the device 
model. 

ethernet: Specifies the PW encapsulation type of Ethernet. In Ethernet mode, P-Tag is not 
transferred on the PW. If a packet from a CE contains the service delimiter, the PE removes the 
service delimiter and adds a PW label and tunnel label into the packet before sending the packet out. 
If a packet from a CE contains no delimiter, the PE directly adds a PW label and a tunnel label into 
the packet and then sends the packet out. For a packet to be sent downstream, you can configure 
the PE to add or not add the service delimiter into the packet, but rewriting and removing of existing 
tags are not allowed. Support for this keyword depends on the device model. 

ip-interworking: Enables support for the MPLS L2VPN interworking feature. Support for this 
keyword depends on the device model. 

vlan: Specifies the PW encapsulation type of VLAN. In VLAN mode, packets transmitted over the 
PW must carry a P-Tag. For a packet from a CE, if it contains the service delimiter, the PE keeps the 
P-TAG unchanged or changes the P-tag to the VLAN tag expected by the peer PE or to a null tag 
(the tag value is 0), and then adds a PW label and a tunnel label into the packet before sending the 
packet out. If the packet contains no service delimiter, the PE adds the VLAN tag expected by the 
peer PE or a null tag, and then a PW label and a tunnel label into the packet before sending the 
packet out. For a packet to be sent downstream, the PE rewrites, removes, or retains the service 
delimiter depending on your configuration. Support for this keyword depends on the device model. 

tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name: Specifies the tunneling policy for the VC. The tunneling policy 
name is a case insensitive string of 1 to 19 characters. 

backup-peer ip-address vcid: Specifies the IP address of the backup link’s peer PE and the VC ID of 
the backup link. The VC ID ranges from 1 to 4294967295. Support for this keyword and argument 
combination depends on the device model. 

backup-tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name: Specifies the tunneling policy for the backup link. The 
tunneling policy name is a case insensitive string of 1 to 19 characters. Support for this keyword and 
argument combination depends on the device model. 

revertive: Enables support for switchback. With this keyword specified, when the main link recovers, 
traffic is switched from the backup link back to the main link automatically. Traffic will not be switched 
back automatically if you do not specify this keyword. Support for this keyword depends on the 
device model. 

wtr-time wtr-time: Specifies switchback delay time. After the main link recovers, the device waits for 
a period of time dictated by the switchback delay time before switching the traffic from the backup 
link back to the main link. The wtr-time argument ranges from 1 to 720 and defaults to 30, in minutes. 
Support for this keyword and argument combination depends on the device model. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 
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Modified command: L2VPN connected to L3VPN 

Old syntax 

mpls static-l2vc destination destination-router-id transmit-vpn-label transmit-label-value 
receive-vpn-label receive-label-value [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] [ control-word | 
no-control-word ]  

undo mpls static-l2vc 

New syntax 

mpls static-l2vc destination destination-router-id transmit-vpn-label transmit-label-value 
receive-vpn-label receive-label-value [ { control-word | ethernet | ip-interworking | 
no-control-word | vlan } | tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] * 

undo mpls static-l2vc 

Views 

Interface view 

Change description 

Change this command from [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] [ control-word | 
no-control-word ] to [ { control-word | ethernet | ip-interworking | no-control-word | vlan } | 
tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] *. 

Use the mpls static-l2vc command to create a static VC between CEs connected to different PEs.  

Use the undo mpls static-l2vc command to delete the static VC. 

You must configure the command on both PEs. The destination address is the IP address of the peer 
PE. The outgoing label and incoming label are, respectively, the incoming label and outgoing label of 
the peer. 

If you do not specify the tunneling policy, or if you specify the tunneling policy name but do not 
configure the policy, the default policy is used for the VC. The default tunneling policy selects only 
one tunnel in this order: LSP tunnel, GRE tunnel, CR-LSP tunnel. 

Only L2VPNs using ATM, PPP, FR, or HDLC encapsulation supports the control word option. 

The PW encapsulation type can be Ethernet or VLAN. The device allows you to specify the PW 
encapsulation type for only Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and subinterfaces, Layer 3 virtual Ethernet 
interfaces and subinterfaces, and VLAN interfaces. When not specified, the PW encapsulation type 
depends on the interface type: it is Ethernet on Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 3 virtual 
Ethernet interfaces, and VLAN on Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces, Layer 3 virtual Ethernet 
subinterfaces, and VLAN interfaces. 

Parameters: 

destination dest-router-id: Specifies a destination router ID. 

transmit-vpn-label transmit-label-value: Specifies an outgoing label for the VPN, or, the outgoing 
label for the static level 2 VC. The value ranges from 16 to 1023. 

receive-vpn-label receive-label-value: Specifies an incoming label for the VPN, or, the incoming 
label for the static level 2 VC. The value ranges from 16 to 1023. 

control-word: Enables the control word option. Support for this keyword depends on the device 
model. 

ethernet: Specifies the PW encapsulation type of Ethernet. In Ethernet mode, P-Tag is not 
transferred on the PW. If a packet from a CE contains the service delimiter, the PE removes the 
service delimiter and adds a PW label and tunnel label into the packet before sending the packet out. 
If a packet from a CE contains no delimiter, the PE directly adds a PW label and a tunnel label into 
the packet and then sends the packet out. For a packet to be sent downstream, you can configure 
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the PE to add or not add the service delimiter into the packet, but rewriting and removing of existing 
tags are not allowed. Support for this keyword depends on the device model. 

ip-interworking: Enables support for the MPLS L2VPN interworking feature. Support for this 
keyword depends on the device model. 

no-control-word: Disables the control word option. Support for this keyword depends on the device 
model. 

vlan: Specifies the PW encapsulation type of VLAN. In VLAN mode, packets transmitted over the 
PW must carry a P-Tag. For a packet from a CE, if it contains the service delimiter, the PE keeps the 
P-TAG unchanged or changes the P-tag to the VLAN tag expected by the peer PE or to a null tag 
(the tag value is 0), and then adds a PW label and a tunnel label into the packet before sending the 
packet out. If the packet contains no service delimiter, the PE adds the VLAN tag expected by the 
peer PE or a null tag, and then a PW label and a tunnel label into the packet before sending the 
packet out. For a packet to be sent downstream, the PE rewrites, removes, or retains the service 
delimiter depending on your configuration. Support for this keyword depends on the device model. 

tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name: Specifies an tunneling policy for the VC, a string of 1 to 19 
characters. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

New feature: NAT DMZ host and related 
features 

Configuring NAT DMZ host and related features 

1. After you configure an internal server, NAT gives precedence to the service provided by the 
internal server.  

2. Allow LAN users to access the internal server by using a public network destination address and a 
port number.  

3. Allow you to configure the NAT DMZ host through web.. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: SIP support for non early 
media negotiation 

Configuring SIP support for non early media 
negotiation 

With this feature, a router that acts as the called party can send a 180 ringing response without 
media information to the calling party so that the calling party receives only tones played by the 
server. 
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Command reference 

SIP support for non early media negotiation 

Syntax 

early-media enable 

undo early-media enable 

Views 

SIP client view 

Examples 

# Disable early media negotiation on the device. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] undo early-media enable 

New feature: IPsec RRI 

Configuring IPsec RRI 

IPsec Reverse Route Inject (RRI) enables an IPsec tunnel gateway to automatically add static routes 
destined for protected private networks or peer IPsec tunnel gateways to a routing table.  

The next hop of the static routes specifies the IPsec tunnel peer. If it specifies the peer IPsec VPN 
gateway, traffic sent to the gateway is protected by IPsec. 

Command reference 

IPsec RRI 

Syntax 

reverse-route tag tag-value 

undo reverse-route tag 

Views 

IPsec policy view 

Parameters 

tag-value: Sets a route tag for the static routes. The value range is 1 to 4294967295. 

Usage guidelines 

This command makes sense only when used together with the reverse-route command. 

When you change the route tag, static IPsec RRI deletes all static routes it has created and creates 
new static routes. In contrast, dynamic IPsec RRI applies the new route tag only to subsequent static 
routes. It does not delete or modify static routes it has created. 

For information about routing policies, see Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide. 
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Examples 

# Set the tag value to 50 for the static routes created by IPsec RRI. 

<Sysname>system-view 

[Sysname] ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route tag 50 

IPsec RRI 

Syntax 

reverse-route preference preference-value 

undo reverse-route preference 

Views 

IPsec policy view 

Parameters 

preference-value: Sets a preference value for the static routes created by IPsec RRI. The value 
range is 1 to 255. A smaller value represents a higher preference. 

Usage guidelines 

The default preference for the static routes created by IPsec RRI is 60. 

When you change the route preference, static IPsec RRI deletes all static routes it has created and 
creates new static routes. In contrast, dynamic IPsec RRI applies the new preference only to 
subsequent static routes. It does not delete or modify static routes it has created. 

Examples 

# Set the preference to 100 for static routes populated by IPsec RRI. 

<Sysname>system-view 

[Sysname] ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route preference 100 

IPsec RRI 

Syntax 

reverse-route [ remote-peer ip-address [ gateway | static ] | static ] 

undo reverse-route 

Views 

IPsec policy view, IPsec policy template view 

Parameters 

static: Enables static IPsec Reverse Route Inject (RRI). Static IPsec RRI creates static routes based 
on the ACL that the IPsec policy references. This keyword is available only in IPsec policy view. If this 
keyword is not specified, you enable dynamic IPsec RRI, which creates static routes based on IPsec 
SAs. 

remote-peer ip-address: Specifies a next hop for the static routes. To use the static routes for route 
backup and load balancing, specify this option. 

gateway: Creates two recursive routes: one to the remote tunnel endpoint and the other to the 
protected remote private network. Use the gateway keyword in an IKE-enabled IPsec policy to define 
an explicit default forwarding path for IPsec traffic. 
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Usage guidelines 

IPsec RRI operates in static mode or dynamic mode: 

Static IPsec RRI creates one static route for each destination address permitted by the ACL that the 
IPsec policy references. Static IPsec RRI creates static routes immediately after you configure IPsec 
RRI for an IPsec policy and apply the IPsec policy. When you disable RRI, or remove the ACL or the 
peer gateway IP address from the policy, IPsec RRI deletes all static routes it has created. The static 
mode applies to scenarios where the topologies of branch networks seldom change.  

Dynamic IPsec RRI dynamically creates static routes based on IPsec SAs. Dynamic IPsec RRI 
creates static routes when the IPsec SAs are established, and deletes the static routes when the 
IPsec SAs are deleted. The dynamic mode applies to scenarios where the topologies of branch 
networks change frequently. 

Enabling, disabling, or changing RRI settings in an IPsec policy deletes all IPsec SAs created or 
negotiated by the policy. 

To view static routes created by RRI, use the display ip routing-table command. For information 
about the routing table, see Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide. 

If you configure an address range in IKE peer view, static IPsec RRI does not take effect. 

Examples 

# Configure static IPsec RRI to create static routes based on ACL 3000. Take the peer private 
network 3.0.0.0/24 as the destination and the remote gateway 1.1.1.2 as the next hop. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ike peer 1 

[Sysname-ike-peer-1] remote-address 1.1.1.2 

[Sysname-ike-peer-1] quit 

[Sysname] acl number 3000 

[Sysname-acl-adv-3000] rule 0 permit ip source 2.0.0.0 0.0.0.255 destination 3.0.0.0 

0.0.0.255 

[Sysname-acl-adv-3000] quit 

[Sysname] ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] security acl 3000 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] transform-set tran1 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] ike-peer 1 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route static 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] quit 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 1/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1] ipsec policy 1 

[Sysname-Ethernet1/1]quit 

# Display the routing table. You can see that IPsec RRI has created the static route. (Other routes are 
not shown.) 

[Sysname] display ip routing-table 

... 

Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 

3.0.0.0/24          Static 60   0            1.1.1.2         Eth1/1 

# Configure static IPsec RRI to create static routes based on ACL 3000. Take the peer private 
network as the destination and 1.1.1.3 as the next hop. 

[Sysname] ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route remote-peer 1.1.1.3 static 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] quit 
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# Display the routing table. You can see that IPsec RRI has created the static route. (Other routes are 
not shown.) 

[Sysname] display ip routing-table 

... 

Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 

3.0.0.0/24          Static 60   0            1.1.1.3         Eth1/1 

# Configure dynamic IPsec RRI to create static routes based on IPsec SAs. Take the peer private 
network as the destination and the remote tunnel endpoint 1.1.1.2 as the next hop. 

[Sysname] ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] quit 

# Display the routing table. The expected route appears in the table after the IPsec SA negotiation 
succeeds. (Other routes are not shown.) 

[Sysname] display ip routing-table 

... 

Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 

3.0.0.0/24          Static 60   0            1.1.1.2         Eth1/1 

# Configure dynamic IPsec RRI to create static routes based on IPsec SAs. Take 1.1.1.3 as the next 
hop. 

[Sysname] ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route remote-peer 1.1.1.3 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] quit 

# Display the routing table. The expected route appears in the routing table after the IPsec SA 
negotiation succeeds. (Other routes are not shown.) 

[Sysname] display ip routing-table 

... 

Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 

3.0.0.0/24          Static 60   0            1.1.1.3         Eth1/1 

# Configure dynamic IPsec RRI to create two static routes based on an IPsec SA: one to the peer 
private network 3.0.0.0/24 via the remote tunnel endpoint 1.1.1.2, and the other to the remote tunnel 
endpoint via 1.1.1.3. 

[Sysname]ipsec policy 1 1 isakmp 

[Sysname-ipsec-policy-isakmp-1-1] reverse-route remote-peer 1.1.1.3 gateway 

# Display the routing table. The expected routes appear in the routing table after the IPsec SA 
negotiation succeeds. (Other routes are not shown.) 

[Sysname] display ip routing-table 

... 

Destination/Mask    Proto  Pre  Cost         NextHop         Interface 

1.1.1.2/32          Static 60   0            1.1.1.3         Eth1/1 

3.0.0.0/24          Static 60   0            1.1.1.2         Eth1/1 
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New feature: Allows you to configure NAT 
address groups, NAT server, and attack 
protection through TR069 

Configuring Allows you to configure NAT address 
groups, NAT server, and attack protection through 
TR069 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support of routing protocols 
for 6VPE 

Configuring Support of routing protocols for 6VPE 

Add the IPv6 VPN feature and enable BGP, ISIS, and RIPng to support IPv6 VPN. 

Command reference 

New commands of 6VPE Please refer to 6VPE feature.zip. 

Deleted commands of 6VPE Please refer to 6VPE feature.zip. 

Modified commands of 6VPE Please refer to 6VPE feature.zip. 

New feature: BIDIR-PIM 

Configuring BIDIR-PIM 

In some many-to-many applications, such as multi-side video conference, there might be multiple 
receivers interested in multiple multicast sources simultaneously. With PIM-DM or PIM-SM, each 
router along the SPT must create an (S, G) entry for each multicast source, consuming a lot of 
system resources.  

BIDIR-PIM addresses the problem. Derived from PIM-SM, BIDIR-PIM builds and maintains 
bidirectional RPTs, each of which is rooted at an RP and connects multiple multicast sources with 
multiple receivers. Traffic from the multicast sources is forwarded through the RPs to the receivers 
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along the bidirectional RPTs. Each router needs to maintain only one (*, G) multicast routing entry, 
saving system resources. 

BIDIR-PIM is suitable for networks with dense multicast sources and dense receivers. 

Command reference 

BIDIR-PIM 

Syntax 

bidir-pim enable 

undo bidir-pim enable 

Views 

Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 

Usage guidelines 

This command is effective only after multicast routing is enabled.  

Examples 

# Enable multicast routing on the public network, enter PIM view, and enable BIDIR-PIM.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] multicast routing-enable 

[Sysname] pim 

[Sysname-pim] bidir-pim enable 

# Enable multicast routing in VPN instance mvpn, enter VPN instance PIM view, and enable 
BIDIR-PIM. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip vpn-instance mvpn 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] route-distinguisher 100:1 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] multicast routing-enable 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] quit 

[Sysname] pim vpn-instance mvpn 

[Sysname-pim-mvpn] bidir-pim enable 

BIDIR-PIM 

Syntax 

display pim ipv6 df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

rp-address: Specifies the RP address of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  

Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 
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include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 

<Sysname> display pim ipv6 df-info 

 RP Address: 2010::1 

  Interface           State   DF-Pref    DF-Metric  DF-Uptime DF-Address 

  Eth1/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  FE80::20F:E2FF: 

                                                              FE38:4E01 (local) 

  Ser2/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  FE80::200:5EFF: 

                                                              FE71:2801 (local) 

  Ser2/2              Lose    0          0          01:23:12  FE80::20F:E2FF: 

                                                              FE15:5601 

Modified command: BIDIR-PIM 

Old syntax 

static-rp rp-address [ acl-number ]  [ preferred ] 

New syntax 

static-rp rp-address [ acl-number ] [ preferred ] [ bidir ] 

Views 

Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of bidir. 

bidir: Configures the static RP to serve multicast groups in BIDIR-PIM. Without this argument, the 
static RP serves groups in PIM-SM. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: BIDIR-PIM 

Old syntax 

static-rp ipv6-rp-address [ acl6-number ] [ preferred ] 

New syntax 

static-rp ipv6-rp-address [ acl6-number ] [ preferred ] [ bidir ] 

Views 

IPv6 PIM view 

Change description. 

Add a new parameter of bidir. 

bidir: Configures the static RP to serve multicast groups in IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. Without this argument, 
the static RP serves groups in IPv6 PIM-SM. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 
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New feature: OSPFv3 support for MCE 

Configuring OSPFv3 support for MCE 

With MCE, you can bind each VPN to a VLAN interface on a CE device. The CE creates and 
maintains a separate routing table (multi-VRF) for each VPN. This separates the forwarding paths of 
packets of different VPNs and, in conjunction with the PE, can correctly advertise the routes of each 
VPN to the peer PE, ensuring the normal transmission of VPN packets over the public network. 

Command reference 

Modified command: IPsec OSPFv3 support for MCE 

Old syntax 

ospfv3 [ process-id ] 

New syntax 

ospfv3 [ process-id ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

Add the new parameter of [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ]. 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN. vpn-instance-name is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If no VPN is specified, the OSPFv3 process belongs to 
the public network. Support for this keyword and argument combination depends on the device 
model. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

New feature: Voice support for TR104 

Configuring Voice support for TR104 

TR104 specifies a list of objects and nodes a CPE device that acts as a VoIP endpoint should have 
and support. This feature supports some nodes in the list. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: BGP, OSPFv3 and ISISv6 
support for IPv6 VPN BFD 

Configuring BGP, OSPFv3 and ISISv6 support for 
IPv6 VPN BFD 

Use BFD to detect links between IPv6 routing protocol neighbors to speed up network convergence. 

Command reference 

Syntax 

ipv6 neighbor stale-aging aging-time 

undo ipv6 neighbor stale-aging 

Views 

System view 

Parameters 

aging-time: Age timer for ND entries in stale state, ranging from 1 to 24 hours. 

Examples 

# Set the age timer for ND entries in stale state to two hours.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ipv6 neighbor stale-aging 2 

New feature: Set a BGP update interval of 
0 

Configuring Set a BGP update interval of 0 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: Use domain names to 
specify SNMP trap and log hosts 

Configuring Use domain names to specify SNMP 
trap and log hosts 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: TR069 supports the 
following memory and CPU utilization 
nodes 

Configuring TR069 supports the following 
memory and CPU utilization nodes 

InternetGatewayDevice.DeviceInfo.X_CT-COM_LoadInfo.ProcessorLoad; 

InternetGatewayDevice.DeviceInfo.X_CT-COM_LoadInfo.MemoryLoad. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: ACL configuration 
information display filtering 

Configuring ACL configuration information display 
filtering 

Allow you to use command parameters to filter specific ACL configuration information in the display 
command output. 
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Command reference 

None. 

New feature: A routing policy name can 
contain up to 64 characters 

Configuring A routing policy name can contain up 
to 64 characters 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Allow you to use names as 
BGP community attributes 

Configuring Allow you to use names as BGP 
community attributes 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Permanent attribute for static 
routes 

Configuring Permanent attribute for static routes 

Allow you to set a static route as a permanent static route. A permanent static route is active even 
when its output interface is down. 
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Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Continue feature for routing 
policy 

Configuring Continue feature for routing policy 

With this feature, a route that has matched the current policy node is matched against the next policy 
node. This feature enables you combine the if-match and apply clauses of policy nodes as needed to 
increase routing policy flexibility. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: E1POS and AM ports can 
send calling numbers 

Configuring E1POS and AM ports can send 
calling numbers 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: POS terminal access can use 
the source address in the TPDU header to 
map POS packets to specific POS 
applications 

Configuring POS terminal access can use the 
source address in the TPDU header to map POS 
packets to specific POS applications 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: POS terminal access allows 
you to specify TCP source port numbers 
for POS applications 

Configuring POS terminal access allows you to 
specify TCP source port numbers for POS 
applications 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: Bloomberg MSR Source NAT 

Configuring Bloomberg MSR Source NAT 

In NAT NOPAT mode (NOPAT dynamic entries exist), this feature provides ACL-based filtering for 
connections initiated from the external network to the internal network and for statically NATed 
connections. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: NAT support for 
discontinuous address pools 

Configuring NAT support for discontinuous 
address pools 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: ISDN support for sending the 
progress-indicator unit 

Configuring ISDN support for sending the 
progress-indicator unit 

You can use the isdn progress-indicator command to configure the ISDN signaling packets to carry 
the progress indicator unit and set the value of the unit. 

Command reference 

ISDN support for sending the progress-indicator unit 

Syntax 

isdn progress-indicator indicator 
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undo isdn progress-indicator [ indicator ] 

Views 

ISDN interface view 

indicator: Specifies one of the progress indicators: 

Value     Description 

 1        Call is not end-to-end ISDN; further call progress information may be available  

in-band.  

2        Destination address is non-ISDN.  

3        Origination address is non-ISDN.  

4        Call has returned to the ISDN.  

5        Interworking has occurred and has resulted in a telecommunication service change.  

8        In-band information or an appropriate pattern is now available. 

Examples 

# Configure the progress indicator value as 8 for the ISDN signaling messages sent by interface BRI 
2/0. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface bri 2/0 

[Sysname-Bri2/0] isdn progress-indicator 8 

New feature: An ACL name can contain up 
to 63 characters 

Configuring An ACL name can contain up to 63 
characters 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: POS MIB and E1 POS MIB 

Configuring POS MIB and E1 POS MIB 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: SIP support for SRV and 
NAPTR 

Configuring SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

Enable the router to use SRV and NAPTR to perform domain name resolution during SIP calls and 
registrations. This feature also supports call failure triggered registrations and server keep-alive 
function. 

Command reference 

None. 

SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

Syntax 

outbound-proxy { dns domain-name | ipv4 ip-address } [ port port-number ] 

undo outbound-proxy { dns | ipv4 } 

Views 

SIP client view 

Parameters 

dns domain-name: Domain name of the outbound proxy server, which consists of character strings 
separated by a dot, for example, aabbcc.com. Each separated string contains no more than 63 
characters. A domain name can include case-insensitive letters, digits, hyphens (-), underscores (_), 
and dots (.), with a maximum length of 255 characters. 

ipv4 ip-address: IPv4 address of the outbound proxy server. 

port port-number: Port number of the outbound proxy server, in the range 1 to 65535. 

Examples 

# Configure IP address 169.54.5.10 and port number 1120 of the outbound proxy server for the SIP 
UA. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] outbound-proxy ipv4 169.54.5.10 port 1120 

# Configure domain name abc.com and port number 1100 of the outbound proxy server for the 

SIP UA. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] sip 

[Sysname-voice-sip] outbound-proxy dns abc.com port 1100 
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SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

Syntax 

uri user-info [ domain domain-name ] 

undo uri 

Views 

POTS voice entity view 

Parameters 

user-info: Specifies a username. A username contains no more than 31 characters, and can include 
case-insensitive letters, digits, hyphens (-), underscores (_), and dots (.). The total length of the 
username and the domain name cannot exceed 255 characters. 

domain domain-name: Specify the domain name. The domain name consists of character strings 
separated by a dot, for example, aabbcc.com. Each separated string contains no more than 63 
characters. A domain name can include case-insensitive letters, digits, hyphens (-), underscores (_), 
and dots (.).The total length of the username and the domain name cannot exceed 255 characters. If 
you do not provide the domain name, the domain name configured with the sip-domain command is 
used. If the sip-domain command is not configured, the IP address of the interface is used. 

Examples 

# Configure user information hello@voice.com on a POTS voice entity. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] voice-setup 

[Sysname-voice] dial-program 

[Sysname-voice-dial] entity 10 pots 

[Sysname-voice-dial-entity10] uri user-info hello domain voice.com 

Modified command: SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

Old syntax 

display dns dynamic-host 

display dns ipv6 dynamic-host 

New syntax 

display dns host [ ip | ipv6 | naptr | srv ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Delete the commands of display dns dynamic-host and display dns ipv6 dynamic-host. Add a new 
command of display dns host [ ip | ipv6 | naptr | srv ] instead. 

View: 

Any view 

Parameters: 

ip: Displays the dynamic cache information of type A queries. A type A query resolves a domain 
name to the mapped IPv4 address. 
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ipv6: Displays the dynamic cache information of type AAAA queries. A type AAAA query resolves a 
domain name to the mapped IPv6 address. For more information, see the Layer 3—IP Services 
Configuration Guide. 

naptr: Displays the dynamic cache information of NAPTR queries. A NAPTR query offers the 
replacement rule of a character string to convert the character string to a domain name. For more 
information, see the Voice Configuration Guide. 

srv: Displays the dynamic cache information of SRV queries. An SRV query offers the domain name 
of a certain service site. For more information, see the Voice Configuration Guide. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see CLI configuration in the Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, which is a case sensitive string of 1 to 256 
characters. 

Description: 

Use the display dns host command to display the dynamic DNS cache information. 

Without any keyword specified, the dynamic DNS cache information of all query types will be 
displayed. 

Related commands: reset dns host. 

Examples: 

# Display the dynamic DNS cache information of all query types. 

<Sysname> display dns host 

No.  Host                             TTL  Type  Reply Data 

1    sample.com                 3132 IP    192.168.10.1 

2    sample.net                   2925 IPv6  FE80::4904:4448 

3    sip.sample.com           3122 NAPTR 100 10 u sip+E2U !^.*$!sip:info.se!i 

4    website.tcp.sample.com     3029 SRV   10 10 8080 iis.sample.com 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: SIP support for SRV and NAPTR 

Old syntax 

reset dns dynamic-host 

reset dns ipv6 dynamic-host 

New syntax 

reset dns host [ ip | ipv6 | naptr | srv ] 

Views 

User view 

Change description 

Delete the commands of reset dns dynamic-host and reset dns ipv6 dynamic-host. Add a new 
command of reset dns host [ ip | ipv6 | naptr | srv ] instead. 
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View: 

User view 

Parameters: 

ip: Clears the dynamic cache information of type A queries. A type A query resolves a domain name 
to the mapped IPv4 address. 

ipv6: Clears the dynamic cache information of type AAAA queries. A type AAAA query resolves a 
domain name to the mapped IPv6 address. For more information, see the Layer 3—IP Services 
Configuration Guide. 

naptr: Clears the dynamic cache information of NAPTR queries. A NAPTR query offers the 
replacement rule of a character string to convert the character string to a domain name. For more 
information, see the Voice Configuration Guide. 

srv: Clears the dynamic cache information of SRV queries. An SRV query offers the domain name of 
a certain service site. For more information, see the Voice Configuration Guide. 

Description: 

Use the reset dns host command to clear information of the dynamic DNS cache. 

Without any keyword specified, this command clears the dynamic DNS cache information of all 
query types. 

Related commands: display dns host. 

Examples: 

# Clear the dynamic DNS cache information of all query types. 

<Sysname> reset dns host 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

New feature: TR098 

Configuring TR098 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

Modified feature: Attack defense  

Feature change description 

Many commands changed in attack defense model. 
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Command changes 

Modified command: attack defense 

Old syntax 

defense icmp-flood ip ip-address [ max-rate rate-number ] 

undo defense icmp-flood ip ip-address [ max-rate ] 

New syntax 

defense icmp-flood ip ip-address rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ] 

undo defense icmp-flood ip ip-address [ rate-threshold ] 

Views 

Attack protection policy view  

Change description 

Change the parameter of defense icmp-flood ip from [ max-rate rate-number ] to rate-threshold 
high rate-number [ low rate-number ]. And change the command of undo defense icmp-flood ip 
from  [ max-rate ] to  [ rate-threshold ]. 

Parameters: 

high rate-number: Sets the action threshold for ICMP flood attack protection of the specified IP 
address. rate-number indicates the number of ICMP packets sent to the specified IP address per 
second, and is in the range from 1 to 64000. With the ICMP flood attack protection enabled, the 
device enters the attack detection state. When the device detects that the sending rate of ICMP 
packets destined for the specified IP address constantly reaches or exceeds the specified action 
threshold, the device considers the IP address is under attack, enters the attack protection state, and 
takes protection actions as configured. 

low rate-number: Sets the silence threshold for ICMP flood attack protection of the specified IP 
address. rate-number indicates the number of ICMP packets sent to the specified IP address per 
second, and is in the range from 1 to 64000. The default value of the silence threshold is 3/4 of the 
action threshold. If the device, when in the attack protection state, detects that the sending rate of 
ICMP packets destined for the specified IP address drops below the silence threshold, it considers 
that the attack is over, returns to the attack detection state, and stops the protection actions. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: attack defense 

Old syntax 

defense icmp-flood max-rate rate-number 

undo defense icmp-flood max-rate 

New syntax 

defense icmp-flood rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ] 

undo defense icmp-flood rate-threshold 

Views 

Attack protection policy view 
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Change description 

Change the parameter of defense icmp-flood from max-rate rate-number  to rate-threshold high 
rate-number [ low rate-number ]. Change the command of undo defense icmp-flood from 
max-rate to rate-threshold. 

Parameters: 

high rate-number: Sets the global action threshold for ICMP flood attack protection. rate-number 
indicates the number of ICMP packets sent to an IP address per second, and is in the range from 1 to 
64000. With ICMP flood attack enabled, the device enters the attack detection state. When the 
device detects that the sending rate of ICMP packets destined for an IP address constantly reaches 
or exceeds the specified action threshold, the device considers the IP address is under attack, enters 
the attack protection state, and takes protection actions as configured. 

low rate-number: Sets the global silence threshold for ICMP flood attack protection. rate-number 
indicates the number of ICMP packets sent to an IP address per second, and is in the range from 1 to 
64000. If the device, when in the attack protection state, detects that the sending rate of ICMP 
packets destined for an IP address drops below the silence threshold, it considers that the attack to 
the IP address is over, returns to the attack detection state, and stops the protection actions. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: attack defense 

Old syntax 

defense syn-flood ip ip-address [ max-half-connections half-connections | max-rate 
rate-number ] 

undo defense syn-flood ip ip-address [ max-half-connections | max-rate ] 

New syntax 

defense syn-flood ip ip-address rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ] 
undo defense syn-flood ip ip-address [ rate-threshold ] 

Views 

Attack protection policy view  

Change description 

Change the parameter of defense syn-flood ip from [ max-half-connections half-connections | 
max-rate rate-number ] to rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ]. Change the 
command of undo defense syn-flood from [ max-half-connections | max-rate ] to 
[ rate-threshold ]. 

Parameters: 

ip-address: IP address to be protected. This IP address cannot be a broadcast address, 127.0.0.0/8, 
a class D address, or a class E address.  

high rate-number: Sets the action threshold for SYN flood attack protection of the specified IP 
address. rate-number indicates the number of SYN packets sent to the specified IP address per 
second, and is in the range 1 to 64000. With SYN flood attack protection enabled, the device enters 
the attack detection state. When the device detects that the sending rate of SYN packets destined for 
the specified IP address constantly reaches or exceeds the specified action threshold, the device 
considers the IP address is under attack, enters the attack protection state, and takes protection 
actions as configured. 

low rate-number: Sets the silence threshold for SYN flood attack protection of the specified IP 
address. rate-number indicates the number of SYN packets sent to the specified IP address per 
second, and is in the range 1 to 64000. The default value of the silence threshold is 3/4 of the action 
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threshold. If the device, when in the attack protection state, detects that the sending rate of SYN 
packets destined for the specified IP address drops below the silence threshold, it considers that the 
attack is over, returns to the attack detection state and stops taking the protection measures. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: attack defense 

Old syntax 

defense syn-flood { max-half-connections half-connections | max-rate rate-number } * 
undo defense syn-flood { max-half-connections | max-rate } 

New syntax 

defense syn-flood rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ] 

undo defense syn-flood rate-threshold 

Views 

Attack protection policy view 

Change description 

Change the parameter of defense syn-flood from { max-half-connections half-connections | 
max-rate rate-number } * to rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ]. Change the 
command of undo defense syn-flood from { max-half-connections | max-rate } to 
rate-threshold. 

Parameters: 

high rate-number: Sets the global action threshold for SYN flood attack protection. rate-number 
indicates the number of SYN packets sent to an IP address per second, and is in the range 1 to 
64000. With the SYN flood attack protection enabled, the device enters the attack detection state. 
When the device detects that the sending rate of SYN packets destined for an IP address constantly 
reaches or exceeds the specified action threshold, the device considers the IP address is under 
attack, enters the attack protection state, and takes protection actions as configured. 

low rate-number: Sets the global silence threshold for SYN flood attack protection. rate-number 
indicates the number of SYN packets sent to an IP address per second, and is in the range 1 to 
64000. If the device, when in the attack protection state, detects that the sending rate of SYN 
packets destined for an IP address drops below the silence threshold, it considers that the attack to 
the IP address is over, returns to the attack detection state and stops the protection actions. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: attack defense 

Old syntax 

defense udp-flood ip ip-address [ max-rate rate-number ] 

undo defense udp-flood ip ip-address [ max-rate ] 

New syntax 

defense udp-flood ip ip-address rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ] 

undo defense udp-flood ip ip-address [ rate-threshold ] 
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Views 

Attack protection policy view  

Change description 

Change the parameter of defense udp-flood ip from [ max-rate rate-number ] to rate-threshold 
high rate-number [ low rate-number ].  Change the command of undo defense udp-flood ip from  
[ max-rate ] to [ rate-threshold ]. 

Parameters: 

high rate-number: Sets the action threshold for UDP flood attack protection of the specified IP 
address. rate-number indicates the number of UDP packets sent to the specified IP address per 
second, and is in the range 1 to 64000. With the UDP flood attack protection enabled, the device 
enters the attack detection state. When the device detects that the sending rate of UDP packets 
destined for the specified IP address constantly reaches or exceeds the specified action threshold, 
the device considers the IP address is under attack, enters the attack protection state, and takes 
protection actions as configured. 

low rate-number: Sets the silence threshold for UDP flood attack protection of the specified IP 
address. rate-number indicates the number of UDP packets sent to the specified IP address per 
second, and is in the range 1 to 64000. The default value of the silence threshold is 3/4 of the action 
threshold. If the device, when in the attack protection state, detects that the sending rate of UDP 
packets destined for the specified IP address drops below the silence threshold, it considers that the 
attack is over, returns to the attack detection state, and stops the protection measures. 

Changes in default values:  None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified command: attack defense 

Old syntax 

defense udp-flood max-rate rate-number 

undo defense udp-flood max-rate 

New syntax 

defense udp-flood rate-threshold high rate-number [ low rate-number ] 

undo defense udp-flood rate-threshold 

Views 

Attack protection policy view  

Change description 

Change the parameter of defense udp-flood from Change the parameter of to rate-threshold high 
rate-number [ low rate-number ].  Change the command of undo defense udp-flood from max-rate 
to rate-threshold. 

Parameters: 

high rate-number: Sets the global action threshold for UDP flood attack protection. rate-number 
indicates the number of UDP packets sent to an IP address per second, and is in the range 1 to 
64000. With the UDP flood attack protection enabled, the device enters the attack detection state. 
When the device detects that the sending rate of UDP packets destined for an IP address constantly 
reaches or exceeds the specified action threshold, the device considers the IP address is under 
attack, enters the attack protection state, and takes protection actions as configured. 

low rate-number: Sets the global silence threshold for UDP flood attack protection. rate-number 
indicates the number of UDP packets sent to an IP address per second, and is in the range 1 to 
64000. If the device, when in the attack protection state, detects that the sending rate of UDP 
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packets destined for an IP address drops below the silence threshold, it considers that the attack to 
the IP address is over, returns to the attack detection state, and stops the protection actions. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

Modified feature: Voice  

Feature change description 

A command changed in voice model. 

Command changes 

Modified command: Voice 

Old syntax 

vad-on 
undo vad-on 

New syntax 

vad-on [ g723r53 | g723r63 | g729a | g729r8 ] * 

undo vad-on [ g723r53 | g723r63 | g729a | g729r8 ] * 

Views 

POTS voice entity view, VoIP voice entity view, VoFR entity view 

 Change description 

Add the new parameters of [ g723r53 | g723r63 | g729a | g729r8 ] *. 

g723r53: Specifies the g723r53 codec. 

g723r63: Specifies the g723r63 codec. 

g729a: Specifies the g729a codec. 

g729r8: Specifies the g729r8 codec. 

Use the vad-on command to enable VAD.Use the undo vad-on command to disable VAD. 

By default, VAD is disabled.If you execute the vad-on or undo vad-on command without specifying a 
codec, VAD for all codecs is enabled or disabled.The G.711 and G.726 codecs do not support 
VAD.The G.729br8 codec always supports VAD. 

The VAD discriminates between silence and speech on a voice connection according to signal 
energies. VAD reduces the bandwidth requirements of a voice connection by not generating traffic 
during periods of silence in an active voice connection. Speech signals are generated and 
transmitted only when an active voice segment is detected. Researches show that VAD can save the 
transmission bandwidth by 50%.Related commands: cng-on. 

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 
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Modified feature: Broadcast  

Feature change description 

Add many new commands in Broadcast model. 

Command changes 

New command: Broadcast 

Syntax 

display multicast [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] forwarding-table df-info 
[ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

all-instance: Specifies all MPLS L3VPN instances. 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN by its name, a case-sensitive string of 
1 to 31 characters. 

rp-address: RP address of BIDIR-PIM. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

If neither all-instance nor vpn-instance is specified, this command displays the DF information for the 
public network. 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of the multicast forwarding table for the public network. 

<Sysname> display multicast forwarding-table df-info 

Multicast DF information of VPN-Instance: public net 

Total 1 RP 

 Total 1 RP matched 

 00001. RP Address: 1.1.1.1 

     MID: 0, Flags: 0x2100000:0 

     Uptime: 00:08:32 

     RPF interface: Ethernet1/1 

     List of 1 DF interfaces: 

       1: Ethernet1/2 
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New command: Broadcast 

Syntax 

display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

rp-address: Specifies the RP address of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

None 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of the IPv6 multicast forwarding table. 

<Sysname> display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info 

IPv6 Multicast DF information 

Total 1 RP 

 Total 1 RP matched 

 00001. RP Address: 2010::1 

     MID: 0, Flags: 0x2100000:0 

     Uptime: 00:08:32 

     RPF interface: Ethernet1/1 

     List of 1 DF interfaces: 

       1: Ethernet1/2 

New command: Broadcast 

Syntax 

bidir-pim enable 

undo bidir-pim enable 

Views 

Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

This command is effective only after multicast routing is enabled. 
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Examples 

# Enable multicast routing on the public network, enter PIM view, and enable BIDIR-PIM.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] multicast routing-enable 

[Sysname] pim 

[Sysname-pim] bidir-pim enable 

# Enable multicast routing in VPN instance mvpn, enter VPN instance PIM view, and enable 
BIDIR-PIM. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] ip vpn-instance mvpn 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] route-distinguisher 100:1 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] multicast routing-enable 

[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] quit 

[Sysname] pim vpn-instance mvpn 

[Sysname-pim-mvpn] bidir-pim enable 

New command: Broadcast 

Syntax 

display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | 
exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

all-instance: Specifies all instances. 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies a VPN instance. A VPN instance name is a 
case-sensitive string of up to 31 characters and must not contain any space.  

rp-address: Specifies the RP address of BIDIR-PIM.  

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 

Usage guidelines 

If neither all-instance nor vpn-instance is specified, this command displays the DF information of 
BIDIR-PIM on the public network.  

Examples 

# Display the DF information of BIDIR-PIM on the public network. 

<Sysname> display pim df-info 

 VPN-Instance: public net 

  RP Address: 1.1.1.1 

  Interface           State   DF-Pref    DF-Metric  DF-Uptime DF-Address 

  Eth1/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  192.168.2.1 (local) 

  Ser2/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  10.110.1.2 (local) 
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  Ser2/2              Lose    0          0          01:23:12  10.110.2.2 

 

Release R2105P38  

This release has the following changes:  

New feature: Support FRF.12 fragment function based on the interface 

New feature: FIPS features appended  

New feature: Support FRF.12 fragment 
function based on the interface  

Configuring FRF.12 fragment function 

Use the fr fragment command to enable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function for FR interface. 

Use the undo fragment command to disable the FRF.12 packet fragmentation function. 

Command reference 

fr fragment 

Syntax 

fr fragment [ fragment-size ] end-to-end 

undo fr fragment 

Default 

FRF.12 fragmentation is disabled. 

Views 

Interface view 

Parameters 

fragment-size: Specifies the FRF.12 fragment size (in bytes), which ranges from 16 to 1600 and 
defaults to 45. 

Usage guidelines 

This command is mutually exclusive with the fr traffic-shaping command. For more information 

about the fr traffic-shaping command, see ACL and QoS Command Reference.  

Examples 

# Enable FRF.12 fragmentation on interface Serial 2/0, and use the default fragment size.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-serial2/0] link-protocol fr 

[Sysname-serial2/0] fr fragment end-to-end 
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# Enable FRF.12 fragmentation on interface Serial 2/1, and set the fragment size to 300 bytes.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/1 

[Sysname-serial2/1] link-protocol fr 

[Sysname-serial2/1] fr fragment 300 end-to-end 

New feature: FIPS features appended  

Configuring FIPS features appended 

Use the fips self-test command to trigger a self-test on the password algorithms. 

To verify whether the password algorithm modules operate normally, use this command to trigger a 
self-test on the password algorithms. The triggered self-test is the same as the automatic self-test 
when the device starts up. 

If the self-test fails, the device automatically reboots. 

Use the crypto-digest command to compute the digest of a specified file. 

The computed digest is used to verify the correctness and integrity of the file to prevent the file from 
being tampered with. For example, you can use the command to compute the digest of the software 
image file of a device, and compare the digest with that on the web site of the device vendor to verify 
whether the file is valid. 

Command reference 

None. 

Release R2105P35  

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support the statistics per classifier of nested QoS 

New feature: Support the statistics per 
classifier of nested QoS 

Configuring  

None 

Command reference 

None 

Release R2105P31  
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This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support the packets and the rate Statistic at the vlan-interface 

New feature: Set the number of interframe filling tag using the command 

New feature: Support to assign the IP address of next server offering service for the DHCP client 

New feature: Support the packets and the 
rate Statistic at the vlan-interface 

Configuring 

None. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Set the number of interframe 
filling tag using the command 

Configuring the number of interframe filling tag 

The default number of interframe filling tag was four, and in order to improve the utilization of the 
interface bandwidth the router added the command of “itf number” to set the number of interframe 
filling tag 

Use the itf command to set the type of and the number of interframe filling tags on the serial interface.  

Use the undo itf command to restore the default. 

Command reference 

Set the number of interframe filling tag using the command 

Use itf to set the number of interframe filling tags. 

Syntax 

itf number number 

undo itf number 

Default 

The number of interframe filling tags is four. 

Views 

Synchronous serial interface view 
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Parameters 

number number: Sets the number of interframe filling tags (an interframe filling tag is one byte in 
length). The value ranges from 0 to 14 bytes. 

Examples 

# Set the number of interframe filling tags to five. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface serial 2/0 

[Sysname-Serial2/0] itf number 5 

New feature: Support to assign the IP 
address of next server offering service for 
the DHCP client  

Configuring next server offering service for the 
DHCP client 

Use the next-server command to specify the ip address of the follow-up server for DHCP client. 

Use the undo next-server command to remove the ip address. 

Command reference 

next-server 

Use next-server to specify the IP address of a server in a DHCP address pool. 

Use undo next-server to remove the server's IP address from the DHCP address pool. 

Syntax 

next-server ip-address 

undo next-server 

Default 

No server's IP address is specified in an address pool. 

Views 

DHCP address pool view 

Parameters 

ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a server. 

Usage guidelines 

If you repeatedly execute this command, only the last configuration takes effect. 

Examples 

# Specify a server's IP address 1.1.1.1 in DHCP address pool 0. 

<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] dhcp server ip-pool 0 

[Sysname-dhcp-pool-0] next-server 1.1.1.1 

 

Release R2105P25  

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support FIPS 

New feature: Support FIPS 

Configuring fips supporting 

Use the fips mode enable command to enable the FIPS mode. 

Use the undo fips mode enable command to disable the FIPS mode. 

Use the display fips status command to display the current FIPS mode 

Command reference 

None. 

Release R2105P35  

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support the statistics per classifier of nested QoS 

New feature: Support the statistics per 
classifier of nested QoS 

Configuring Support the statistics per classifier of 
nested QoS 

Support the statistics per classifier of nested QoS. 

Command reference 

None. 

Release 2105P22 
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This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support to set virtual bandwidth using the command of “bandwidth” at the interface 

New feature: Extend the route number of every VRF at MSR50 router 

New feature: Support to set virtual 
bandwidth using the command of 
“bandwidth” at the interface 

Configuring the virtual bandwidth of the interface 

Use the bandwidth command to set the upper speed limit of an interface. 

Command reference 

None. 

New command: bandwidth 

Syntax 

bandwidth bandwidth-value 

undo bandwidth 

Views 

Interface view 

Parameters 

bandwidth-value: Upper speed limit of an interface in kbps, in the range 1 to 4294967295. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the bandwidth command to set the upper speed limit of an interface.  

Use the undo bandwidth command to restore the default. 

Examples 

# Set the upper speed limit of Ethernet 0/0 interface to 8192 kbps. 

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface ethernet 0/0 

[Sysname-Ehternet0/0] bandwidth 8192 
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New feature: Extend the route number of 
every VRF at MSR50 router 

Configuring the route number of every VRF at 
MSR50 router 

At best every VRF can support 10000 routes at the MSR50 router. 

Command reference 

None. 

Release 2105P12 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E367 models of WCDMA 3G Modems 

New feature: MSR50 MPU-G2 can support 10000 rules each ACL 

New feature: Support remarking the protocol packets from the router itself 

New feature: Support an ISDN interface to do or do not carry the Channel-ID field 

New feature: Configure the auto recovery of the 3G modem 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E367 
models of WCDMA 3G Modems 

Configuring to support HUAWEI E367 models of 
WCDMA 3G Modems 

Support HUAWEI E367 models of WCDMA 3G Modems. 

Command reference 

None. 
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New feature: MSR50 MPU-G2 can support 
10000 rules each ACL 

Configuring to support 10000 rules each ACL for 
MPUG2 

MSR50 MPU-G2 can support 10000 rules each ACL. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support remarking the 
protocol packets from the router itself 

Configuring to Support remarking the protocol 
packets from the router itself 

Support remarking the protocol packets from the router itself. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support an ISDN interface to 
do or do not carry the Channel-ID field 

Configuring to support an ISDN interface to do or 
do not carry the Channel-ID field 

Use the isdn carry channel-id once-only command to enable an ISDN interface to send out 
Alerting messages that do not carry the Channel-ID field.  

Use the undo isdn carry channel-id once-only command to configure the interface to send out all 
Alerting messages with the Channel-ID field. 
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Command reference 

New command: isdn carry channel-id once-only 

Syntax 

isdn carry channel-id once-only 

undo isdn carry channel-id once-only 

Default 

By default, all outgoing ISDN messages carry the Channel-ID field. Use the default setting if your 
PBX can recognize the Channel-ID field in Alerting messages. 

Views 

ISDN interface view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the isdn carry channel-id once-only command to enable an ISDN interface to send out 
Alerting messages that do not carry the Channel-ID field.  

Use the undo isdn carry channel-id once-only command to configure the interface to send out all 
Alerting messages with the Channel-ID field.  

The isdn carry channel-id once-only command enables the compatibility with PBXs that cannot 
recognize the Channel-ID field in Alerting messages.  

In a call process, if any message sent before the first Alerting message carries the Channel-ID field, 
the ISDN interface excludes the field from all outgoing Alerting messages. If not, the ISDN interface 
includes the Channel-ID field only in the first outgoing Alerting message.  

By default, all outgoing ISDN messages carry the Channel-ID field. Use the default setting if your 
PBX can recognize the Channel-ID field in Alerting messages. 

Examples 

Configure ISDN to carry the Channel-ID field for only once in the responses on ISDN BRI interface 
BRI 2/0.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface bri 2/0 

[Sysname-Bri2/0] isdn carry channel-id once-only 

New feature: Configure the auto recovery 
of the 3G modem 

Configuring the auto recovery of the 3G modem 

Use the modem response timer time auto-recovery threshold command to configure the timeout 
period of waiting for responses from the 3G modem after the system sending AT commands to the 
3G modem, and configure the maximum number of continuous response failures of the 3G Modem. 
After the threshold is reached, the system automatically resets the 3G modem. 
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Command reference 

New command: modem response timer 

Syntax 

modem response timer time auto-recovery threshold 

undo modem response 

Views 

Cellular interface view 

Parameters 

time: Timeout period (in seconds), which ranges from 0 to 300 and defaults to 10.  

threshold: Maximum number of continuous response failures of the 3G Modem. After the threshold is 
reached, the system automatically resets the 3G modem. This argument ranges from 0 to 10 and 
defaults to 3. When this argument is set to 0, the automatic recovery function is disabled. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the modem response timer time auto-recovery threshold command to configure the timeout 
period of waiting for responses from the 3G modem after the system sending AT commands to the 
3G modem, and configure the maximum number of continuous response failures of the 3G Modem. 
After the threshold is reached, the system automatically resets the 3G modem.  

Use the undo modem response command to restore the default. 

Examples 

# Configure the timeout period of waiting for responses from the 3G modem as 20 seconds after the 
system sends AT commands to the 3G modem, and configure the maximum number of continuous 
response failures of the 3G Modem as 4.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface cellular 0/0 

[Sysname-Cellular0/0] modem response timer 20 auto-recovery 4 

3G modems fall into the following types: USB 3G modem and SIC-3G interface module. 
 

Release 2105P06 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Support HUAWEI E1553 models of WCDMA 3G Modems 

New feature: IPv6 capabilities in VPNs 

New feature: Support LLDP in LAN 

Removed feature: Delete the command ppp ignore match-next-hop 
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New feature: Support HUAWEI E1553 
models of WCDMA 3G Modems 

Configuring to support HUAWEI E1553 models of 
WCDMA 3G Modems 

Support HUAWEI E1553 models of WCDMA 3G Modems. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: IPv6 capabilities in VPNs 

Configuring the IPv6 capabilities in VPNs 

It supports IPV6 capabilities in VPNs that run on the route protocol such as BGP, ISIS and RIPING. 

Command reference 

New commands of 6VPE Please refer to 6VPE feature.zip. 

Deleted commands of 6VPE Please refer to 6VPE feature.zip. 

Modified commands of 6VPE Please refer to 6VPE feature.zip. 

Modified command: info-center loghost 

Old syntax 

info-center loghost { ipv6 host-ipv6-address }[ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
{ host-ipv4-address} [ port port-number ] [ channel { channel-number | channel-name } | facility 
local-number ] *

 

undo info-center loghost ipv6 {host-ipv6-address | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ]  
host-ipv4-address } 

New syntax 

info-center loghost [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] { host-ipv4-address | ipv6 
host-ipv6-address } [ port port-number ] [ channel { channel-number | channel-name } | facility 
local-number ] *

 

undo info-center loghost [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] { host-ipv4-address | ipv6 
host-ipv6-address } 

Views 

System view 
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Change description 

Just the order of [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] { host-ipv4-address} and { ipv6 
host-ipv6-address }. 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies the MPLS L3VPN to which the log host belongs, where 
vpn-instance-name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If the log host is on the public 
network, do not specify this keyword and argument combination. 

Modified command: userlog nat export host 

Old syntax 

userlog nat export host { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } udp-port 

undo userlog nat exporthost { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } udp-port 

New syntax 

userlog nat export [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] host { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } 
udp-port 

undo userlog nat export [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] host { ipv4-address | ipv6 
ipv6-address } udp-port 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ]. vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: 
Specifies the MPLS L3 VPN that the NAT log server  belongs to. The vpn-instance-name argument is 
a case sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If the NAT log server is on the public network, do not 
specify this keyword and argument combination.  

Changes in default values: None.  

Changes in value ranges: None. 

New feature: Support LLDP in LAN 

Configuring to support LLDP in LAN 

It supports LLDP protocol (Link Layer Discovery Protocol) in LAN interface. 

Command reference 

None. 
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Removed feature: Delete the command 
ppp ignore match-next-hop 

Feature change description 

Delete the command ppp ignore match-next-hop. 

Removed commands 

Delete the command ppp ignore match-next-hop. This command is no more applicable to the new 
forward flow. 

ppp ignore match-next-hop 

Syntax 

ppp ignore match-next-hop 

undo ppp ignore match-next-hop 

 

Release 2105P02 

This release has the following changes: 

New feature: Excluding the ACL information when displaying current configuration 

New feature: Enlarge the length of the route-policy name to 64 characters 

New feature: Support to put a name to describe the BGP community lists 

New feature: Support the permanent Static Route 

New feature: Support to configure the NAT aging time for No-PAT 

New feature: Configure the service type in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility Capability signalling 
messages 

New feature: Excluding the ACL 
information when displaying current 
configuration 

Configuring to excluding the ACL information 
when displaying current configuration 

When displaying the current configuration the feature supports to move the Acl information by adding 
the “exclude” parameter. 
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Command reference 

Add new parameter of exclude modules in the command of “display current-configuration” 

Modified command: display current-configuration 

Old syntax 

display current-configuration [ [ configuration [ configuration ] | controller | interface 
[ interface-type ] [ interface-number ] ] [ by-linenum ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] ] 

New syntax 

display current-configuration [ [ configuration [ configuration ] | controller | interface 
[ interface-type ] [ interface-number ] | exclude modules ] [ by-linenum ] [ | { begin | exclude | 
include } regular-expression ] ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of exclude modules: Displays the configuration information of the modules 
other than the specified modules. You can specify multiple modules at one time, with spaces to 
separate them. For example, the display current-configuration exclude a b command displays 
the configuration information of the modules other than modules a and b.  Currently, the modules 
argument can be acl and acl6. You can specify either or both of them to display the configuration 
information of modules other than the ACL module, the IPv6 ACL module, or both of them. 

New feature: Enlarge the length of the 
route-policy name to 64 characters  

Configuring 

It can be enlarged to 64 characters for the route-policy name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support to put a name to 
describe the BGP community lists 

Configuring the name of BGP community list 

It can put a name to describe the BGP community lists, a string of 1 to 31 characters (not all are 
numbers). 
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Command reference 

Modified command: if-match community 

Old syntax 

if-match community { { basic-community-list-number } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> 

undo if-match community [ basic-community-list-number } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number ]&<1-16> 

New syntax 

if-match community { { basic-community-list-number | comm-list-name } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> 

undo if-match community [ basic-community-list-number | comm-list-name } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number ]&<1-16> 

Views 

Routing policy view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of comm-list-name: Community list name, a string of 1 to 31 characters, which 
can contain letters, numbers, and signs. 

Modified command: display bgp routing-table community-list 

Old syntax 

display bgp routing-table community-list { { basic-community-list-number } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display bgp routing-table community-list { { basic-community-list-number | comm-list-name } 
[ whole-match ] | adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of comm-list-name: Community list name, a string of 1 to 31 characters (not all 
are numbers). 

New feature: Support the permanent 
Static Route 

Configuring the permanent static route 

It will keep activation even if the outbound interface becomes down when configuring the permanent 
static route. 
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Command reference 

Add new parameter of permanent in the command of ip route-static. 

Modified command: ip route-static 

Old syntax 

ip route-static dest-address { mask | mask-length } { next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] 
| interface-type interface-number [ next-hop-address ] [ bfd { control-packet | echo-packet } ] | 
vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] } [ preference 
preference-value ] [ tag tag-value ] [ description description-text ] 

undo ip route-static dest-address { mask | mask-length } [ next-hop-address | interface-type 
interface-number [ next-hop-address ] | vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address ] 
[ preference preference-value ] 

ip route-static vpn-instance s-vpn-instance-name&<1-6> dest-address { mask | mask-length } 
{ next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] [ public ] | interface-type interface-number 
[ next-hop-address ] [ bfd { control-packet | echo-packet } ] | vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name 
next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] } [ preference preference-value ] [ tag tag-value ] 
[ description description-text ] 

undo ip route-static vpn-instance s-vpn-instance-name&<1-6> dest-address { mask | 
mask-length } [ next-hop-address [ public ] | interface-type interface-number [ next-hop-address ] | 
vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address ] [ preference preference-value ] 

New syntax 

ip route-static dest-address { mask | mask-length } { next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] 
| interface-type interface-number [ next-hop-address ] [ bfd { control-packet | echo-packet } ] | 
vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] } [ preference 
preference-value ] [ tag tag-value ] [ permanent ] [ description description-text ] 

undo ip route-static dest-address { mask | mask-length } [ next-hop-address | interface-type 
interface-number [ next-hop-address ] | vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address ] 
[ preference preference-value ] 

ip route-static vpn-instance s-vpn-instance-name&<1-6> dest-address { mask | mask-length } 
{ next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] [ public ] | interface-type interface-number 
[ next-hop-address ] [ bfd { control-packet | echo-packet } ] | vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name 
next-hop-address [ track track-entry-number ] } [ preference preference-value ] [ tag tag-value ] 
[ permanent ] [ description description-text ] 

undo ip route-static vpn-instance s-vpn-instance-name&<1-6> dest-address { mask | 
mask-length } [ next-hop-address [ public ] | interface-type interface-number [ next-hop-address ] | 
vpn-instance d-vpn-instance-name next-hop-address ] [ preference preference-value ] 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of permanent: Specifies the route as a permanent static route. If the outgoing 
interface is down, the permanent static route is still active.  

Notes: Do not specify the permanent keyword together with the bfd or track keyword. 
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New feature: Support to configure the NAT 
aging time for No-PAT  

Configuring the NAT aging time for No-PAT 

Add new parameter of no-pat in the command of “nat aging-time” to specify the NAT aging-time for 
NO-PAT. 

Command reference 

Add new parameter of no-pat in the command of nat aging-time. 

Modified command: nat aging-time 

Old syntax 

nat aging-time { dns | ftp-ctrl | ftp-data | icmp | pptp | tcp | tcp-fin | tcp-syn | udp } seconds 

undo nat aging-time { dns | ftp-ctrl | ftp-data | icmp | pptp | tcp | tcp-fin | tcp-syn | udp } 
[ seconds ] 

New syntax 

nat aging-time { dns | ftp-ctrl | ftp-data | icmp | no-pat | pptp | tcp | tcp-fin | tcp-syn | udp } 
seconds 

undo nat aging-time { dns | ftp-ctrl | ftp-data | icmp | no-pat | pptp | tcp | tcp-fin | tcp-syn | udp } 
[ seconds ] 

Views 

System view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of no-pat: Specify the NAT aging-time for NO-PAT. 240 seconds for NO-PAT. 

New feature: Configure the service type in 
the ISDN Bearer Compatibility Capability 
signalling messages 

Configuring the service type in the ISDN Bearer 
Compatibility Capability signalling messages 

Use the isdn service command to specify the service type in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility 
Capability signalling messages. 
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Command reference 

Use the isdn service command to specify the service type in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility 
Capability signalling messages. 

New command: isdn service 

Syntax 

isdn service [ audio | data | speech ] 

undo isdn service 

Default 

By default, the service type in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility Capability signalling messages is 
speech. 

Views 

ISDN interface view (voice interface) 

Parameters 

audio: Specifies the 3.1 kHz audio service.  

data: Specifies the Unrestricted digital information service.  

speech: Specifies the speech service. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the isdn service command to specify the service type in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility 
Capability signalling messages.  

Use the undo isdn service command to restore the default service type in the ISDN Bearer 
Compatibility Capability signalling messages.  

By default, the service type in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility Capability signalling messages is 
speech.  

This command is available on only voice interfaces such as BSV, VE1, and VT1 interfaces. 

Examples 

# Specify the service type as audio in the ISDN Bearer Compatibility Capability signalling messages.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] interface bri 1/0 

[Sysname-Bri1/0] isdn service audio 

 

Release 2105 

This release has the following changes: 

Modified feature: QOS  

New feature: Support BIDIR-PIM 

New feature: Support to put a name to describe the BGP community lists 

Modified feature: Configure the time of CID check 

Modified feature: Configure the DTMF detection sensitivity level 
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New feature: Support HUAWEI E1820 
models of WCDMA 3G Modem 

Configuring to support HUAWEI E1820 models of 
WCDMA 3G Modem 

Support HUAWEI E1820 models of WCDMA 3G Modem. 

Command reference 

None. 

New feature: Support BIDIR-PIM 

Configuring to support BIDIR-PIM 

In some many-to-many applications, such as multi-side video conference, there may be multiple 
receivers interested in multiple multicast sources simultaneously. With PIM-DM or PIM-SM, each 
router along the SPT must create an (S, G) entry for each multicast source, consuming a lot of 
system resources. BIDIR-PIM is introduced to address this problem. Derived from PIM-SM, 
BIDIR-PIM builds and maintains bidirectional RPTs, each of which is rooted at an RP and connects 
multiple multicast sources with multiple receivers. Traffic from the multicast sources is forwarded 
through the RP to the receivers along the bidirectional RPT. In this case, each router needs to 
maintain only a (*, G) multicast routing entry, saving system resources. 

BIDIR-PIM is suitable for networks with dense multicast sources and dense receivers. 

Command reference 

New command: bidir-pim enable 

Syntax 

bidir-pim enable 

undo bidir-pim enable 

Default 

By default, BIDIR-PIM is disabled. 

Views 

Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 

Parameters 

None. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the bidir-pim enable command to enable BIDIR-PIM.  
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Use the undo bidir-pim enable command to disable BIDIR-PIM.  

By default, BIDIR-PIM is disabled. 

Examples 

# Enable BIDIR-PIM on the public network.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] pim 

[Sysname-pim] bidir-pim enable 

New command: display pim df-info 

Syntax 

display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | 
exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

all-instance: Specifies all instances. 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies a VPN instance. A VPN instance name is a case 
sensitive string of up to 31 characters and must not contain any space.  

rp-address: Specifies the RP address of BIDIR-PIM.  

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see CLI in the Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, which is a case sensitive string of 1 to 256 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the display pim df-info command to display the DF information of BIDIR-PIM.  

If neither all-instance nor vpn-instance is specified, this command displays the DF information of 
BIDIR-PIM on the public network. 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of BIDIR-PIM on the public network. 

<Sysname> display pim df-info 

 VPN-Instance: public net 

 RP Address: 1.1.1.1 

  Interface           State   DF-Pref    DF-Metric  DF-Uptime DF-Address 

  Eth1/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  192.168.2.1(local) 

  Ser2/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  10.110.1.2(local) 

  Ser2/2              Loss    0          0          01:23:12  10.110.2.2 

Display pim df-info command output description: 

Field                                              Description 

VPN-Instance: public net  Public network 

RP Address                            BIDIR-PIM RP address 
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Interface                                     Interface type and number 

State                                     DF election state:  

                                                      Win 

                                                      Lose 

DF-Pref                                     Route priority of DF 

DF-Metric                                     Route metric of DF 

New command: display multicast forwarding-table df-info 

 

Syntax 

display multicast [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] forwarding-table df-info 
[ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

all-instance: Specifies all MPLS L3VPN instances. 

vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance, where vpn-instance-name 
is a case sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 

rp-address: RP address of BIDIR-PIM. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see CLI in the Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, which is a case sensitive string of 1 to 256 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the display multicast forwarding-table df-info command to display the DF information of the 
multicast forwarding table.  

If neither all-instance nor vpn-instance is specified, this command displays the DF information for the 
public network. 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of the multicast forwarding table for the public network.  

<Sysname> display multicast forwarding-table df-info 

Multicast DF information of VPN-Instance: public net 

Total 1 RP  

Total 1 RP matched  

00001. RP Address: 1.1.1.1 

     MID: 0, Flags: 0x100000:0 

     Uptime: 00:08:32 

     RPF interface: Ethernet1/1 

     List of 1 DF interfaces: 

       1: Ethernet1/2 

Display multicast forwarding-table df-info command output description: 
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Field                                                             Description 

Multicast DF information                     DF information of the multicast 

 of VPN-Instance: public net forwarding table for the public  network 

Total 1 RP                                               Total number of RPs 

Total 1 RP matched                              Total number of matched RPs 

00001                                               Sequence number of the RP 

MID                                                           ID of the RP. Each RP has 

a unique MID. 

Flags  Current state of the RP. Different bits are used to indicate different states 

of an RP. 

Uptime Length of time for which the RP has been up, in hours:minutes:seconds  

RPF interface                                        RPF interface to the RP 

List of 1 DF interfaces                       DF interface list 

New command: bidir-pim enable 

Syntax 

bidir-pim enable 

undo bidir-pim enable 

Default 

By default, IPv6 BIDIR-PIM is disabled. 

Views 

Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 

Parameters 

None 

Usage guidelines 

Use the bidir-pim enable command to enable IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  

Use the undo bidir-pim enable command to disable IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  

By default, IPv6 BIDIR-PIM is disabled. 

Examples 

# Enable IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  

<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] pim ipv6 

[Sysname-pim6] bidir-pim enable 

New command: display pim ipv6 df-info 

Syntax 

display pim ipv6 df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

rp-address: Specifies the RP address of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  
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|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see CLI in the Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, which is a case sensitive string of 1 to 256 
characters. 

Usage guidelines 

Use the display pim ipv6 df-info command to display the DF information of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 

<Sysname> display pim df-info 

 RP Address: 2010::1 

  Interface           State   DF-Pref    DF-Metric  DF-Uptime DF-Address 

  Eth1/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  2001::1(local) 

  Ser2/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  1002::2(local) 

  Ser2/2              Loss    0          0          01:23:12  2002::2 

Display pim ipv6 df-info command output description: 

Field                                                  Description 

RP Address                                 IPv6 BIDIR-PIM RP address 

Interface                                         Interface type and number 

State DF election state, which can be Win or Loss 

DF-Pref                                        Route priority of DF 

DF-Metric                                        Route metric of DF 

New command: display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table 
df-info 

Syntax 

display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Parameters 

rp-address: RP address of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 

|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 
expressions, see CLI in the Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 

begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 

exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 

include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 

regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, which is a case sensitive string of 1 to 256 
characters. 
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Usage guidelines 

Use the display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info command to display the DF information of the 
IPv6 multicast forwarding table. 

Examples 

# Display the DF information of the IPv6 multicast forwarding table.  

<Sysname> display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info 

Multicast DF information 

Total 1 RP 

Total 1 RP matched 

00001. RP Address: 2010::1 

     MID: 0, Flags: 0x100000:0 

     Uptime: 00:08:32 

     RPF interface: Ethernet1/1 

     List of 1 DF interfaces: 

       1: Ethernet1/2 

Display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info command output description: 

Field                                                               Description 

Multicast DF information DF information of the IPv6 multicast forwarding table 

Total 1 RP                                        Total number of RPs 

Total 1 RP matched                       Total number of matched RPs 

00001                                        Sequence number of the RP 

MID ID of the RP. Each RP has a unique                               MID. 

Flags Current state of the RP. Different bits are used to indicate different states of 

an RP.  

Uptime Length of time for which the RP has been up, in hours:minutes:seconds  

RPF interface                                RPF interface to the RP 

List of 1 DF interfaces               DF interface list 

Modified command: display pim routing-table 

Old syntax 

display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] routing-table [ group-address 
[ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | source-address [ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | 
incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | outgoing-interface { include | 
exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | mode mode-type | flags flag-value 
| fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] routing-table [ group-address 
[ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | source-address [ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | 
incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | outgoing-interface { include | 
exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | mode mode-type | flags flag-value 
| fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Add a new value of flag-value: 

bidir: Specifies PIM routing entries created by BIDIR-PIM. 
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Modified command: static-rp(PIM view) 

Old syntax 

static-rp rp-address [ acl-number ] [ preferred ]  

undo static-rp rp-address 

New syntax 

static-rp rp-address [ acl-number ] [ preferred ] [ bidir ] 

undo static-rp rp-address 

Views 

Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of [ bidir ]: 

bidir: Configures the static RP to serve multicast groups in BIDIR-PIM. Without this argument, the 
static RP serves groups in PIM-SM. 

Modified command: static-rp(IPv6 PIM view) 

Old syntax 

static-rp ipv6-rp-address [ acl6-number ] [ preferred ] 

undo static-rp ipv6-rp-address 

New syntax 

static-rp ipv6-rp-address [ acl6-number ] [ preferred ] [ bidir ] 

undo static-rp ipv6-rp-address 

Views 

IPv6 PIM view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter of [ bidir]: 

bidir: Configures the static RP to serve multicast groups in IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. Without this argument, 
the static RP serves groups in IPv6 PIM-SM. 

Modified command: display pim ipv6 routing-table 

Old syntax 

display pim ipv6 routing-table [ ipv6-group-address [ prefix-length ] | ipv6-source-address 
[ prefix-length ] | incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | 
outgoing-interface { include | exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | 
mode mode-type | flags flag-value | fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display pim ipv6 routing-table [ ipv6-group-address [ prefix-length ] | ipv6-source-address 
[ prefix-length ] | incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | 
outgoing-interface { include | exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | 
mode mode-type | flags flag-value | fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 
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Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Add a new value of flag-value: 

bidir: Specifies IPv6 multicast routing entries created by IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 

New feature: Support to put a name to 
describe the BGP community lists 

Configuring the name of BGP community list 

It can put a name to describe the BGP community lists, a string of 1 to 31 characters (not all are 
numbers). 

Command reference 

Modified command: if-match community 

Old syntax 

if-match community { { basic-community-list-number } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> 

undo if-match community [ basic-community-list-number } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number ]&<1-16> 

New syntax 

if-match community { { basic-community-list-number | comm-list-name } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> 

undo if-match community [ basic-community-list-number | comm-list-name } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number ]&<1-16> 

Views 

Routing policy view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of comm-list-name: Community list name, a string of 1 to 31 characters, which 
can contain letters, numbers, and signs. 

Modified command: display bgp routing-table community-list 

Old syntax 

display bgp routing-table community-list { { basic-community-list-number } [ whole-match ] | 
adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 

New syntax 

display bgp routing-table community-list { { basic-community-list-number | comm-list-name } 
[ whole-match ] | adv-community-list-number }&<1-16> [ | { begin | exclude | include } 
regular-expression ] 
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Views 

Any view 

Change description 

Add new parameter of comm-list-name: Community list name, a string of 1 to 31 characters (not all 
are numbers). 

Modified feature: Configure the time of 
CID check 

Use the cid ring command to configure the time for CID check and after the CID check, the number of 
rings the FXO line receives before going off-hook. 

Feature change description 

Add a new parameter [ times ] in the command cid ring. 

Command changes 

Modified command: cid ring 

Old syntax 

cid ring { 0 | 1 | 2 } 

undo cid ring 

New syntax 

cid ring { 0 | 1 | 2 } [ times ] 

undo cid ring 

Views 

Analog FXO voice subscriber line view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter [ times ]. 

times: Ring count after the CID check before the FXO line goes off-hook. The value is in the range 0 
to 5. The greater the value, the later the FXO line goes off-hook. 

Use the cid ring command to configure the time for CID check and after the CID check, the number 
of rings the FXO line receives before going off-hook. 

Use the undo cid ring command to restore the default. 

By default, CID check is performed between the first and the second rings and the FXO line goes 
off-hook as soon as the check completes, that is, cid ring 1 0. 

Caution: The configuration of the cid ring command loses effect after the execution of the undo cid 
receive command in voice subscriber line view, and the phone goes off-hook as soon as the FXO 
interface detects the first ring. 
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Modified feature: Configure the DTMF 
detection sensitivity level 

Use the dtmf sensitivity-level command to set the DTMF detection sensitivity level and the absolute 
frequency deviation when the DTMF detection sensitivity level is set to medium. 

Feature change description 

Add a new parameter [ frequency-tolerance value ] in the command dtmf sensitivity-level. 

Command changes 

Modified command: dtmf sensitivity-level 

Old syntax 

dtmf sensitivity-level { high | low | medium } 

undo dtmf sensitivity-level 

New syntax 

dtmf sensitivity-level { high | low | medium [ frequency-tolerance value ] } 

undo dtmf sensitivity-level 

Views 

Analog FXS voice subscriber line view, analog FXO voice subscriber line view 

Change description 

Add a new parameter [ frequency-tolerance value ]. 

frequency-tolerance value: Absolute frequency deviation (in percentage) when the DTMF detection 
sensitivity level is set to medium. The value is in the range 1.0 to 5.0 and defaults to 2.0. The greater 
the value, the higher the probability of false detection. 

Use the dtmf sensitivity-level command to set the DTMF detection sensitivity level and the absolute 
frequency deviation when the DTMF detection sensitivity level is set to medium. 

 


